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INTRODUCTION 

Thank you for purchasing  the  Mitsubishi  Motion  Controller/Personal  Machine Controller. This instruc- 
tion manual  describes  the  handling  and  precautions of this  unit.  Incorrect  handling will lead to 
unforeseen  events, so we ask  that  you please read this manual  thoroughly and use  the  unit correctly. 
Please  make  sure  that  this  manual  is  delivered to the final user  of  the  unit and that it is stored  for 
future reference. 

Precautions for Safety 
Please  read this instruction manual  and  enclosed  documents  before starting installation, opera- 
tion,  maintenance or inspections to ensure  correct  usage.  Thoroughly understand the  machine, 
safety information and  precautions  before starting operation. 
The  safety  precautions  are  ranked  as  'Warning'  and  'Caution' in this instruction manual. 

~QWARNING I When a  dangerous  situation  may  occur if handling is mistaken  leading 
to fatal or  major  iniuries. 

L I 

to medium  or  minor  injuries, or physical  damage. 
When a  dangerous  situation may  occur if  handling is mistaken  leading 

Note  that  some  items  described  as  cautions may lead to major results depending  on  the 
situation. In any  case,  important  information  that  must be observed is described. 
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For Safe Operations 

1. Prevention of electric  shocks 

I 

@ WARNING 

@ Never  open the front case or terminal covers  while the power is ON or the unit is running, 
as this may lead to electric  shocks. 

@ Never run  the unit with the front case or  terminal  cover  removed.  The high voltage  terminal 
and charged  sections will be  exposed  and may lead to electric  shocks. 

0 Never  open the front  case  or terminal cover  at  times  other than wiring  work  or  periodic 
inspections  even if the power is OFF.  The insides  of  the  control  unit and servo  amplifier  are 
charged and may lead to electric  shocks. 

@ When performing wiring  work or inspections, turn the  power  OFF,  wait  at  least  ten  minutes, 
and then  check the voltage with a  tester,  etc.  Failing to do so may lead to electric  shocks. 

@ Always  ground the control  unit, servo amplifier  and  servomotor with Class 3 grounding.  Do 
not  ground  commonly  with  other  devices. 

@ The wiring work  and  inspections  must be done by a  qualified  technician. 
0 Wire the units after  installing the control unit, servo  amplifier  and  servomotor.  Failing to do 

@ Never  operate  the  switches with wet hands,  as this may lead to electric  shocks. 
0 Do not  damage,  apply  excessive  stress,  place  heavy  things  on  or  sandwich  the  cables,  as 

@ Do not  touch the control unit,  servo  amplifier or servomotor  terminal  blocks  while the power 

0 Do  not  touch the internal power  supply, internal grounding  or  signal  wires  of the control  unit 

so may lead to electric  shocks  or  damage. 

this may  lead to electric  shocks. 

is ON, as this may lead to electric  shocks. 

and  servo  amplifier, as this may  lead to electric  shocks. 

2. For fire  prevention 

A CAUTION 

A Install the control unit,  servo  amplifier,  servomotor and regenerative  resistor  on  inflammable 
material.  Direct installation on flammable  material or  near  flammable  material  may  lead to 
fires. 

A If  a  fault  occurs in the control  unit or servo  amplifier,  shut the power  OFF  at the servo 
amplifier’s  power  source. If a large current  continues to flow, fires may occur. 

/9\ When using a  regenerative  resistor,  shut the power OFF with an error  signal. The regenera- 
tive resistor may abnormally  overheat  due to a  fault in the  regenerative  transistor,  etc.,  and 
may lead to fires. 

/9\ Always take heat  measures  such as flame proofing for the inside of the control  panel  where 
the servo amplifier  or  regenerative  resistor is installed  and for the wires  used.  Failing to do 
so may lead to fires. 
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3. For injury  prevention 

I A CAUTION 

Do  not  apply  a  voltage  other  than that specified in the instruction manual on  any terminal. 
Doing so may lead to destruction  or damage. 

A Do not  mistake  the terminal connections,  as this may lead to destruction  or damage. 
A Do  not  mistake  the polarity (+I-), as this may lead to destruction or damage. 
4 The  servo amplifier's heat radiating fins, regenerative resistor and servo amplifier, etc., will 

be hot  while  the  power is ON and for a  short  time after the  power is turned OFF. Do not 
touch  these parts as  doing so may lead to burns. 

A Always turn  the power OFF before  touching  the  servomotor  shaft or coupled  machines,  as 
these parts may lead to injuries. 

A Do not go near the machine  during test operations or during  operations  such as teaching. 
Doing so may lead to injuries. 

4. Various precautions 
Strictly observe the following precautions. 
Mistaken  handling  of the unit may lead to faults, injuries or electric shocks. 

I )  System  structure 
A CAUTION 

A Always install a  leakage  breaker  on  the control unit  and  servo amplifier power  source. 
A If installation of  a  magnetic  contactor for power  shut off during an error, etc., is specified in 

the instruction manual for  the servo amplifier, etc.,  always install the magnetic contactor. 
A Install an external  emergency  stop circuit so that the  operation  can be stopped  immediately 

and  the  power  shut off. 
A Use  the control unit,  servo amplifier, servomotor  and  regenerative resistor with the  combi- 

nations listed in the instruction manual.  Other  combinations  may lead to fires or faults. 
A If safety  standards  (ex.,  robot safety rules,  etc.,) apply to the  system  using  the control unit, 

servo amplifier and  servomotor,  make  sure that the  safety  standards  are satisfied. 
A If the  operation  during  a control unit  or  servo amplifier error  and  the  safety direction 

operation of the control unit differ, construct  a  countermeasure circuit externally  of  the 
control unit and  servo amplifier. 

A In systems  where  coasting  of the servomotor will be a  problem  during  emergency  stop,  servo 
OFF or when the power is shut OFF, use  dynamic  brakes. 

A Make  sure  that  the  system  considers  the  coasting  amount  even  when  using  dynamic  brakes. 
A In systems  where  perpendicular  shaft  dropping may be a problem  during  emergency  stop, 

servo OFF or  when the power is shut OFF, use  both  dynamic  brakes  and  magnetic  brakes. 
A The  dynamic  brakes  must be used  only  during  emergency  stop  and errors where  servo OFF 

occurs.  These  brakes  must  not be used for normal  braking. 
A The  brakes  (magnetic  brakes)  assembled into the  senromotor  are for holding applications, 

and  must  not be used for normal braking. 
A Construct the system so that there is a  mechanical  allowance  allowing  stopping  even  if  the 

stroke  end limit switch is passed  through at the max.  speed. 
A Use  wires  and  cables that have  a  wire  diameter,  heat  resistance  and  bending  resistance 

compatible with the system. 
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A CAUTION f 

A Use  wires and cables  within  the  length of the range  described in the instruction manual. 
A The ratings and characteristics  of  the  system  parts  (other  than control unit,  servo amplifier, 

servomotor)  must  be  compatible  with the control  unit,  servo  amplifier and servomotor. 
Install a  cover on the shaft so that  the  rotary  parts  of  the  servomotor are not  touched during 
operation. 

p\ There may be some  cases  where  holding  by  the  magnetic  brakes is not  possible  due to the 
life or  mechanical  structure  (when the ball screw and  servomotor  are  connected  with  a timing 
belt, etc.). Install a  stopping  device  to  ensure  safety on the machine  side. 

(2) Parameter settings  and programming 

A CAUTION 

A Set the parameter  values to those  that  are  compatible  with the control unit, servo amplifier, 
servomotor and regenerative  resistor  model  and  the  system  application.  The protective 
functions may  not  function  if  the  settings  are  incorrect. 

A The  regenerative  resistor  model and capacity  parameters must be set to values  that conform 
to  the operation mode, servo  amplifier and servo  power  unit.  The  protective  functions  may 
not  function  if  the  settings are incorrect. 

p\ Set the mechanical  brake  output and  dynamic  brake  output  validity  parameters to values 
that are compatible  with  the  system  application.  The  protective  functions may  not function 
if the settings  are  incorrect. 

A Set the stroke  limit  input  validity  parameter to a  value  that is compatible  with the system 
application.  The  protective  functions may  not function  if the setting is incorrect. 

A Set  the  servomotor  encoder  type  (increment,  absolute  position  type,  etc.)  parameter to a 
value  that is compatible  with  the  system  application.  The  protective  functions may not 
function if the setting is incorrect. 

A Set the servomotor  capacity  and  type  (standard,  low-inertia,  flat,  etc.)  parameter  to values 
that  are  compatible  with  the  system  application. The protective  functions may  not function 
if the settings  are  incorrect. 
Set the servo  amplifier  capacity  and  type  parameters to values that are compatible with  the 
system  application.  The  protective  functions may not  function if the settings are  incorrect. 

A Use the program  commands for the program  with the conditions specified in the instruction 
manual. 
Set the sequence  function  program  capacity  setting,  device  capacity, latch validity  range, 
I/O assignment  setting,  and  validity  of  continuous  operation  during  error detection to values 
that  are  compatible  with  the  system  application.  The  protective functions may  not function 
if the settings are incorrect. 

A Some devices  used in the program  have  fixed  applications, so use  these with the conditions 
specified in the instruction  manual. 

A The input  devices and data  registers  assigned  to the link will hold the data  previous to when 
communication is terminated  by  an  error,  etc.  Thus, an error  correspondence interlock 
program  specified in the instruction  manual must be  used. 

A Use  the  interlock  program  specified in the special  function  unit’s instruction manual for  the 
program  corresponding to the special  function  unit. 

f 
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3) Transportation and installation 

A CAUTION 

A Transport the product  with the correct  method  according to the weight. 
A Use the servomotor  suspension  botts  only for the transportation of the servomotor. Do not 

A Do not stack products past the limit. 
A When transporting the control unit  or  servo amplifier, never hold the connected wires or 

A When transporting the  servomotor,  never  hold  the  cables,  shaft  or detector. 
A When transporting the control unit  or  servo amplifier, never  hold the front case as it may 

A When transporting, installing or  removing the control unit or servo amplifier, never hold the 

A Install  the unit  according to the instruction manual in a place where the weight can be 

A Do not  get  on  or place heavy  objects  on the product. 
A Always  observe the installation direction. 
A Keep the designated clearance  between the control unit or  servo amplifier and control panel 

inner surface or the control unit and servo amplifier, control unit or servo amplifier and other 
devices. 

A Do not install  or operate control units, servo amplifiers or servomotors that are damaged or 
that  have missing parts. 

A Do not block the intakdouttake ports of the  servomotor with cooling fan. 
A Do not allow conductive matter  such as screw  or cutting chips  or combustible matter  such 

A The control unit, SBNO amplifier and  servomotor  are precision machines, so do  not  drop  or 

A Securely fix the control unit  and  servo amplifier to the machine  according to the  instruction 

A Always install  the servomotor  with  reduction  gears in the designated direction. Failing to do 

A Store  and  use the unit in the following  environmental  conditions. 

transport the servomotor with machine installed on  it. 

cables. 

fall off. 

edges. 

withstood. 

as oil enter the control unit, servo amplifier or servomotor. 

apply strong impacts on them. 

manual.  If the  fixing  is insufficient, these may come off during  operation. 

so may lead to oil leaks. 

Environment Conditions 
Control unStlservo amPliaer I Servomotor 

Ambient 

manual. Ambient  humidity 

(With no freezing) (With no freezing) temperature 
0°C to 40% 0°C to +55"C 

According to each instruction 80%RH or less 
(With  no  dew  condensation) 

storage According  to  each instruction 
temperature manual. -2OOC to +65OC 

Indoors  (where  not  subject to direct sunlight). 
Atmosphere I No corrosive gases, flammable gases, oil mist  or  dust  must exist. I 
Altitude 

Accordina to each instruction manual. Vibration 
1000m or less above sea level. 



A CAUTION 

A When coupling with the synchronization encoder  or  servomotor  shaft  end, do not apply 
impact  such as by hitting with a hammer.  Doing so may lead to detector  damage. 

A Do not  apply a load larger than the tolerable load  onto  the servomotor  shaft. Doing so may 
lead to shaft  breakage. 

A When  not using the  unit for a long time,  disconnect the power line from the  control unit or 
servo amplifier. 
Place the control unit and  servo amplifier in static electricity preventing vinyl bags and store. 

A When storing for a long time,  contact the Service Center or Service  Station. 

(4) Wiring 
A CAUTION 

A Correctly and  securely wire the wires.  Reconfirm the connections for mistakes and the 
terminal screws for tightness after wiring. Failing to do so may lead to  run away  of the 
servomotor. 

A After  wiring, install  the protective covers such as the terminal covers to  the  original 
positions. 

A Do not install a phase  advancing capacitor, surge  absorber  or radio noise filter (option 
FR-BIF)  on the output side of the servo amplifier. 

A Correctly  connect the output  side (terminals U, V, W). Incorrect  connections will  lead  the 
servomotor to operate abnormally. 
Do not  connect a commercial  power  supply to the servomotor, as this may lead to trouble. 

diode installed  on  the DC relay for  the  control signal 
output of brake signals,  etc. Incorrect installation may 
lead to signals not being output when trouble occurs or 
the protective functions not  functioning. 
Do not  connect or disconnect the connection cables 
between  each unit, the encoder  cable or sequence ex- 
pansion  cable while the power is ON. 
Securely tighten the cable connector fixing screws  and fixing mechanisms. Insufficient  fixing 
may lead to the cables  combing off during operation. 

A Do not  mistake the  direction of the surge absorbing Servo amp,,tior 

A Do not bundle the power line or cables. 

(5) Trial operation  and  adjustment 

A CAUTION 
Confirm and adjust the program  and  each parameter before operation. Unpredictable 
movements  may  occur  depending  on the machine. 

A Extreme  adjustments and changes may lead  to unstable operation, so never  make  them. 
A When using the absolute position system function, on starting up,  and  when the  controller 

or absolute value motor has been replaced,  always perform a home position return. 
I 
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5) Usage  methods 
A CAUTION 

A Immediately turn OFF the  power  if  smoke,  abnormal  sounds  or odors  are emitted from the 

A Always  execute  a  test  operation  before starting actual operations after the program or 

A The units must  be  disassembled  and  repaired  by  a qualified technician. 
A Do not  make  any  modifications to the unit. 
A Keep the effect  or  magnetic  obstacles to a  minimum by installing a noise filter or  by using 

wire  shields,  etc.  Magnetic  obstacles may affect the electronic  devices  used  near  the control 
unit  or  servo  amplifier. 

control unit, servo  amplifier or servomotor. 

parameters  have  been  changed  or  after  maintenance  and  inspection. 

A Use the units with  the  following  conditions. 
~ Item Conditions 
Input power 

According to the  separate instruction manual. , Input  frequency 
According to the  separate instruction manual. 

Tolerable momentary 
power failure According to the  separate instruction manual. 

(7) Remedies for errors 
A CAUTION 

A If  an  error  occurs in the  self  diagnosis of the control unit or servo amplifier, confirm  the 
check details according to the instruction manual, and restore the operation. 

A If a  dangerous  state is predicted in case  of  a  power failure or product  failure,  use  a 
servomotor  with  magnetic  brakes  or install a  brake  mechanism  externally. 

A Use  a  double  circuit  construction so that the magnetic  brake operation circuit can be 
operated by  emergency  stop  signals  set  externally. 

A If an  error  occurs,  remove  the  cause, shut off with 
secure the safety  and  then  resume  op- alarm, magnetic brake signal. 
eration. 
The unit may  suddenly  resume  operation 
after a  power failure is restored, so do  not 
go near the machine,  (Design the ma- 
chine so that  personal  safety can  be en- 
sured  even i f  the  machine  restarts 
suddenlv.) 

ON signal OFF, Shut offwith the 
emergency stop 
signal (EMG). 

\ f  Servo motor 

~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ 

(8) Maintenance, inspection and part replacement 
/i\ CAUTION 

A Perform the daily  and  periodic  inspections  according to the instruction manual. 
A Perform  maintenance  and  inspection  after  backing  up the program and parameters for the 

control unit  and  servo  amplifier. 
Do not place fingers or hands in the clearance  when  opening  or closing any  opening. 

A Periodically replace  consumable parts such as batteries according to  the instruction manual. 

. 



A CAUTION 

d Do  not touch the  lead sections such as ICs or the  connector  contacts. 
d Do not place  the control unit or  servo amplifier on  metal  that may cause a power  leakage 

or  wood, plastic or vinyl that may cause static electricity buildup. 
d Do not perform a megger test (insulation resistance  measurement) during inspection, 
L?L When replacing the control unit or sew0 amplifier, always  set the new unit settings correctly. 
d When the controller or absolute value motor  has  been  replaced, carry out a home 

position  return operation using one of the following methods, otherwise position 
displacement could occur. 
1) After writing  the servo data  to  the PC using peripheral device  software,  switch  on  the 

2) Using the backup function of the peripheral device  software, load the data  backed  up 

After  maintenance and inspections are completed,  confirm  that the  position detection of the 
absolute position detector function is correct. 

power  again, then perform a home position return  operation. 

before replacement. 

A Do not  short circuit, charge,  overheat, incinerate or  disassemble the batteries. 
d The electrolytic capacitor will generate  gas  during a fault, so do  not place your face near 

the control unit or servo amplifier. 
The electrolytic capacitor and fan  will deteriorate. Periodically change  these to prevent 
secondary  damage  from faults. Replacements  can  be made  by the Service  Center  or  Service 
Station. 

(9) Disposal 

A CAUTION 

Dispose of this  unit as general industrial waste. 
d Do not disassemble the  control unit, servo amplifier or  servomotor parts. 
L?l Dispose of the battery according to local laws  and  regulations. 

(1 0) General  cautions 

A CAUTION 

All drawings provided in the instruction manual show the state with the covers  and  safety 
partitions removed to explain detailed sections. When operating the product,  always return 
the covers and partitions to the designated  positions,  and  operate  according to the instruc- 
tion manual. 

A Under  no circumstances will Mitsubishi Electric be liable or responsible for any  consequen- 
tial damage  that  may arise as a result of the installation or use of this equipment. 
All examples  and  diagrams  shown in this manual  are  intended  only as an aid to understand- 
ing  the text, not to guarantee  operation. Mitsubishi Electric will accept  no responsibility for 
actual use of the product based on these illustrative examples. 
Owing to  the very  great variety in possible applications of this equipment,  you  must  satisfy 
yourself as to its  suitability for your specific application. 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
This manual  describes  the positioning control parameters required to execute 
positioning control with the motion controller (SV13/22), the devices used 
specifically for  positioning,  and  the  method  used for posttioning. 
The positioning control capabilities of the motion controller (SV13/22)  are 
indicated in the table below. 

Appllmbl. CPU Numbr of Ax08 Controllod  In 

In  this manual, the CPUs cited in the table above are collectively referred  to 
as 'sew0 system CPUs'. 
The following software  packages are used to make  system settings, and to 
set, test, and  monitor  parameters and servo  programs. 

0 SWPSRX-GSVl3PE  software  package 

0 SW2SRX-GSV22PE  software  package 
....................................................... ~ b r e v i a t e d  to 'GSV13PE' 

....................................................... ~ b r e v i a t e d  to 'GSV22PE' 

p\ CAUTION 
~~ 

A When designing the system,  provide  external protective and  safety circuits to ensure 
safety in the event of trouble with  the  motion controller. 

A There are electronic  components  which  are susceptible to the effects of static electricity 
mounted  on the  printed circuit board.  When  handling printed circuit boards  with bare 
hands  you  must  ground  your  body  or  the  work  bench. 
Do not touch current-carrying or  electric  parts of the equipment with bare hands. 

A Make  parameter settings within the  ranges stated in  this manual. 
A Use the program instructions that  are  used in programs in accordance with the  conditions 

A Some devices for use in programs  have fixed applications: they  must be used in 
stipulated in  this manual. 

accordance with the conditions stipulated in  this manual. 
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1. GENERAL  DESCRIPTION 

With the servo amplifier configurations indicated below, positioning control of 
up to 32  axes is possible. 

(1)  AC motor  MR-H-B/MR-J-B/MR-J2-B 

I , 

drive modules + servo amplifiers <total of  32 axes> 
(max. 16 axes) (max.  32  axes) 

An AC motor  drive  module can control a total of 16  axes, including 
main base units and  motion  extension base units. 

(2) MR-H-B/MR-J-B/MR-J2-B  servo amplifiers only 

In the text of this manual, 'AC motor drive module' is abbreviated to ADU. 
MR-H-B/MR-J-B/MR-J2-B servo amplifiers are abbreviated to MR-[ J-B. 
ADUs and MR-[ 1-Bs are collectively referred to as servo amplifiers. 

(max. 32 axes) 

[Notes] 
(1) A servo  system CPU can be connected to a maximum  of one motion 

extension base  unit  when using an A273UHCPU  (8 axis specification) 
or four motion  extension  base units when using an  A273UHCPU  (32 
axis specification). 

(2)  The  motion  extension  base units which can  be used are indicated 
below. 
0 A255B (control power  supply  not required) 
0 A268B (control power  supply required) 
However, the maximum total of  ADUs (in terms of the number of 
controlled axes)  that  can be connected to one servo system CPU is 8 
axes for an  A273UHCPU  (8 axis specification) and 32 axes for an 
A273UHCPU  (32 axis specification). 

(3) When the power  supply to the sew0 system CPU is switched ON and 
OFF,  erroneous  process  outputs  may temporarily be made  due to the 
delay  between  the sew0 system  CPU  power  supply  and the external 
power  supply  for processing (especially DC),  and the difference in 
startup times. 
For  example, if the power  supply to  the servo system CPU  comes  on 
after the external  power  supply for processing comes on at a DC 
output  module,  the DC output  module  may temporarily give  erroneous 
outputs when the power to the servo system  CPU  comes  on. 
Accordingly a circuit that ensures  that the power  supply to the  servo 
system CPU  comes  on first should be constructed. 

I c 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1.1 Positioning  Control by the SONO Syrtom CPU 

A servo system CPU can execute positioning control and  sequence control 
for 4 axes when  using an A171SCPU, 8 axes when  using  an A273UHCPU 
(8 axis specffication), and 32 axes when  using  an A273UHCPU (32 axis 
specification), by  means of a CPU for multi-axis positioning control (hereaf- 
ter called  the 'PCPU') and a CPU for sequence control (herealter  called 
the 'SCPU'). 
Sequence control  capabilities  are equivalent to those of A1 S series CPUs 
when using an A171SCPU, and to those of A3U series CPUs when using 
an A273UHCPU (8 or 32 axis specification). 

(1) Control handled by the SCPU 
(a)  Sequence control 

The SCPU controls I/O modules and special function modules in 
accordance with the sequence  program. 
(The method for executing a sequence  program is the same as for 
an AlSCPU or A3UCPU). 

(b) Start of positioning in accordance with sequence  program,  and 
setting of positioning data 
1) The SCPU requests execution of setyo programs by  means  of the 

DSFRP instruction (up to 3 axes for interpolation) or the SVST 
instruction (up to 4 axes for interpolation). 

2) It changes present values and  speed  by  means  of the DSFLP 
instruction or GHGNCHGV instruction. 

3) It executes JOG operation. 
4) It sets the data required to execute  manual pulse generator 

operation. 

(2) Control handled by the PCPU 
(a) The PCPU executes servo programs  whose execution is requested 

by a DSFRP/SVST Instruction issued by the sequence  program,  and 
performs the set positioning control. 

(b) It changes the  feed present value or positioning speed at  the setyo 
side in accordance with the present values or speeds  set by DSFLP/ 
CHGNCHGV instructions issued by the sequence  program. 

(c) It executes positioning when the manual pulse generator is used. 

(d) It executes the teaching designated with the teaching unit (ASOTU). 

1 - 7  
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1. GENERAL  DESCRIPTION 

[Executing  Positioning  Control  with a Servo System CPU] f 
. 

The servo system CPU executes  positioning  control in accordance  with the 
servo  programs  designated by the  sequence  program of the SCPU. 
An overview of the  method  used  for  positioning  control is presented  below. 

I 

Servo System CPU System 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I Sequence  program I ..... Created  and  modified  using  a pe- 

Example:  DSFRP instruction 
ripheral  device ’’ 

/F ‘Execute positioning’ command 
Interlock condition for axis 1 

H2001 -- Axis Servo 1 program (Controlled No.15 axis No.) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

n. 

b 

:servo program start request i 
Example:  SVST  instruction 

’Execute positioning’ command 
Interlock condition for axis 1 

execution of 
I 

I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Servo program No.15 I 
I 

I 

i 
\ 

I 1 -Axis 1 (Controlled axis No.) I , 
I I 

Servo program start request I 
I 

I ‘  I 1) In the sequence  program,  the  servo  program number  and 
controlled axis number are set  with the DSFRPKVST instruc- I tion. 

I 2) When the DSFRP/SVST  instruction is executed,  the  PCPU is I requested to execute the program  with the designated  servo 
I program  number. 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i 

I I I 

(1) Servo  programs  and  positioning  control  parameters are set  using  a 
peripheral  device. 

(2) Positioning  is  started  by  the  sequence  program  (DSFRP/SVST instruc- 
tion). 
(a)  The servo program  number  and  controlled  axis  number are desig- 

nated  by the DSFRPKVST instruction. 
1) The servo program  number  can  be  set  either  directly or indirectly. 
2) The  controlled  axis  number  can  only  be set directly. 

(3) The  positioning  specified  by the designated servo program is executed. 

* 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

___I 
I 
I 

I -1 ..... Creatg and modified using a  peripheral 
I 

I 
I /- Servo program No.15 

I device ' 

I 

(Progrim number allowing  program  designa- 
tion  with the  DSFRPlSVST instruction) 

Servo instruction 
(designation of the  positioning  control 

Positioning  data  which  must be set 
Axis uwd, positioning address, positioning 
speed, etc. 
Positioning  data  to be  ret i f  required: 
Dwell time, M code, etc. 

7 

>-L method) 

I 
I I Positioning control parameters I ..... Set an!changed using a peripheral 
I 
I 
I 

device 

I System  data such as  axis  allocations 

I 
I 
I 

Fixed data decid.d, for example,  by the mechanical  system 
Data deddod by the  specifications of the  connectad rewo 

I 
I Data  required to execute  acceleration,  deceleration, etc. in po- 
l sitioning  control 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I I data Home position 

I F D a t a  required to execute home position rotum I 
I 

am lifier 

'1: Any of the  following  peripheral devices, running  the  GSVlSPElQSV22PE software, can be 

An iBM  PClAT or 100% compatible machine in which  PCOOS 5.0 or a later 

An A271DVP manlmachine  control module in which PCDOS 5.0 or a later 

used. 

version  has  been  installed  (hereafter  called an 'IBM PC') 

version  has  been  installed  (hereafter  called an 'A271 DVP') 

IBM is a registered trade mark of International Busi- 
ness  Machines  Corporation 
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1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

[Executing JOG Operation with a Servo System CPU] 
If 

The  servo  system  CPU  can  be  used to perform  JOG  operation on a designated 
axis in accordance  with a sequence  program. 
An overview of  JOG operation  is  presented  below. 

Servo System CPU System 

-hen A1 71 SCPU is used> SCPU Control 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Sequence  program ..... I 
Created  and  modified  using a pe- I 
ripheral  device '' I 

I 

JOG speed setting command 
Interlock signal for axis 1 

DMOW KlOOO D M  JOG speed setting I 
Forward JOG exe- I-[ ~ 1 0  %tting Of speed 
cution command setting completed  flag' 

__f H -~1m2 execution  command J / H10 MI803 Switches  the forward JOG 

\ (M1802) ONlOFF 
Reverse JOG execution 
command (for interlock) 

I In the sequence  program,  after  setting the JOG  speed, turn the I I I JOG  operation  execution  flag (M1802/M1803) ON. I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Request for 
execution  of 
JOG  operation 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

t 

(1) Set the positioning  control  parameters  using a peripheral  device. . 
(2) Using the sequence  program,  set  the  JOG  speed in  the JOG operation 

speed  setting  register  for  each  axis. 

(3) JOG operation is ?xecuted  while  the  JOG  operation  execution fkag 
(M1802  or  M1803) is kept ON by the sequence program. (When 
A1  71  SCPU is used) 

M1802 ..... Forward JOG operation 
Mi803 ..... Reverse JOG operation 

L 
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1. GENERAL  DESCRIPTION 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I + 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Positioning  control paramotors ..... Set an! changed using a peripheral 
device 1 

System settings -System data such  as axis allocations 

Ftxed parameters - -Fixed data decided,  for  example, by the  mechanical system 

Servo  parametors 

Parameter  block 
-.quipmont 

Data docidod by the  spedfications of the  connected servo 

,Data required  to  execute acceloration,  doceleration,  etc. in po- 
ritioning  control 

position return -Data  required  to oxoouto homo position  return - 
JOG operation  data 
Limit  switch  output 

-Data  required to execute JOG operation 

put  function data 
,OWOFF pattom data roquired to execute the limit  switch  out- 

‘1: Any of the  following  peripheral devices, running the QSV13PEIGSV22PE software, can be 
used. 

IBM PC 
A271 DVP 

‘2: Set  the JOG operation exocution flag that corrospondr to the axis number in the  table below. 
<When uring A171SCPb 

M 1 828 
M1843 
M1863 
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I .  GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

[Executing  Manual  Pulse  Generator  Operation  with a Servo System CPU] / 

When  executing  positioning  control  with  a  manual  pulse  generator  connected 
to  an A1 71 SENC (if using  an A171  SCPU) or A273EX (if  using  an A273UHCPU 
(8/32  axis  specification)),  manual  pulse  generator  operation  must be enabled 
by  the  sequence  program. 
An overview  of  positioning  control using manual pulse generator  operation is 
presented  below. 

Servo System CPU System 

<When Al71SCPU is used>  SCPU  Control 
I 
I Sequence program 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. -  
I pulse  input  magnification i 
setting is 100 I 

I 
Setting of axis 1 manual I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I I Use the sequence  program to turn the manual pulse generator I I 

I operation  enable  flag ON after  setting the manual  pulse  gener- I I ator  used,  operation  number,  and  magnification  for  1  pulse I 
I input. I 

I I 

Manual  pulse  genera- 
tor used 
Operated axis number 
1  pulse  input  magnifi- 
cation 
Manual  pulse  genera- 
tor  enable 

f . 

(1)  Set the manual pulse generator used, operated axis number, and 
magnification for 1  pulse  input by using the sequence  program. 

(2) Turn the manual  pulse  generator  operation  enable  flag ON by  using the 
sequence  program. i 

............................. manual  pulse  generator  operation  enabled 

(3)  Perform  positioning  by  operating the manual  pulse  generator. 
4 
\ 

(4) Turn the manual  pulse  generator operation enable flag OFF by using the 
sequence  program. i 

......................... manual  pulse  generator  operation  completed 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

. 

I 

/ 

I 
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(1) Positioning control  parameters 
The positioning control parameters  are classified into the seven types 
shown  below. 
Parameter  data  can be set  and  corrected interactively by using a periph- 
eral device. 
(a)  System  settings 

The  system settings set  the  modules  used, axis numbers,  etc. 
For details,  see Section 4.1. 
1) Base  unit setting 
2)  Amplifier setting (MR-[ 1-B) 
3)  Servomotor setting 
4) Position detection method setting 
5) Axis  number setting 
6) Regenerative resistor usWnot used setting 
7) Dynamic  brake  unit usednot used setting 
8) Servo  input  module/other  optional  module usednot used setting 

(b)  Fixed  parameters 
The following  data is set  for  each axis as the fixed parameters: the 
settings  are  predetermined  by,  for  example, the mechanical  system. 
The  settings  are  used for purposes  including calculation of the des- 
ignated position when positioning control is executed. 
For  details,  see  Section 4.2. 
1) Units for positioning control 
2)  Number  of pulses per motor revolution 
3)  Travel  value per motor revolution 
4) Unit  magnification 
5)  Backlash  compensation  amount 
6) UpperAower stroke limit values 
7) Command in-position range 
8) Limit  switch  output  used/not  used setting 

(c)  Servo  parameters 
The  following  data are set for each axis as the sew0 parameters: the 
settings are  predetermined by the type of servomotor  connected. 
These  parameters  are set to control the servomotors during  position- 
ing control. 
For details,  see  Section  4.3. 
1)  Amplifier setting 
2) Regenerative resistor used/not  used 
3) External  dynamic  brake 
4) Motor  type 
5)  Motor  capacity 
6) Motor rpm 
7) Number  of feedback  pulses 
8 )  Direction of rotation 
9) Auto tuning 
10)  Servo responsibility setting 
11)  Load inertia ratio 
12)  Position control gain 1, 2 
13)  Speed  control  gain 1, 2 
14)  Speed integral compensation 
15)  Feed  forward  gain 

L 

; 

b 

I 

I 
i 

T '.. 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

16) In-position range 

(When  using MR-[ 1-B) 
Amplifier  setting 
Regenerative  resistor  used/not  used 
External  dynamic  brake usedhot used 
Motor type 
Motor  capacity 
Motor  rpm 
Number  of  feedback  pulses 
Direction of rotation 
Automatic  tuning 
Servo responsibility setting 
Load inertia ratio 
Position control gain 1 
Speed control gain 1 
Position control gain 2 
Speed control gain 2 
Speed integral compensation 
Notch filter 
Feed forward  gain 
Imposition range 
Electromagnetic  brake  sequence 
Monitor  output mode 

Monitor 1 
0 Monitor 2 
Optional  function 1 

Carrier  frequency  selection 
External  emergency  stop  signal 

0 Encoder type setting 
Optional  function 2 
0 No-motor  operation  selection 

Electromagnetic  brake  interlock  output timing 
0 Microvibration  suppression  function selection 
0 Motor lock operation 
Monitor  output 1 offset 
Monitor  output 2 offset 
Pre-alarm  data  selection 
0 Sampling  time  selection 
0 Data selection 1 
0 Data selection 2 
Zero  speed 
Excessive  error  alarm level 
Optional  function 5 
0 PI-PID control switching 

Servo read character 
0 Dynamic  brake 
PI-PID switching  position  droop 
Torque control compensation  factor 
Speed differential compensation 
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I I GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Home  position  return  data 
The  following data are set  for  each axis as  the home position  return 
data,  which  is  used  when  a  home position return is executed. 
For  details,  see  Section  7.21. 
1)  Home  position  return  direction 
2)  Home  position  return  method 
3) Home position  address 
4)  Home position  return  speed 
5 )  Creep  speed 
6) Travel  after  near-zero  point  dog 
7) Parameter block number 

JOG operation  data 
The  following  data are set  for  each axis as  the JOG  operation  data, 
which is used  when positioning  control is executed  using  JOG 
operation. 
For  details,  see  Section  7.19. 
1) JOG  speed  limit  value 
2) Parameter  block  number 

Parameter  block 
The following  data can be set as  the parameter  block  data, for up  to 
16  blocks  if  using  an Al71S/A273UHCPU (8 axis  specification),  or 
up to  64  blocks if using  an  A273UHCPU  (32 axis specification). 
This  makes  it  easy to change settings such as  those for accelera- 
tiorddeceleration  processing (acceleration/deceleration time,  speed 
control  value) for positioning  control. 
For  details,  see  Section  4.4. 
1)  Interpolation  control  unit 
2)  Speed  limit  value 
3) Acceleration  time 
4) Deceleration  time 
5) Rapid  stop  deceleration  time 
6) S curve  ratio 
7)  Torque  limit  value 
8) Deceleration  processing on  STOP input 
9) Allowable  error  range  for  circular interpolation 

Limit  switch  output  data 
The  limit  switch  output  data is set for the used  axis  when  'USE' is 
set  for  the  limit  switch  output setting in  the fixed parameters. 
When positioning  control  of an axis for which limit switch  output  data 
has  been  set  is  executed,  the  set  ON/OFF  pattern is output to an 
external  destination. 
For  details,  see  Section 8.1. 
1)  Limit  switch  output  ON/OFF pattern 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

(2) Servo  programs 
A servo  program is a  program for executing  positioning  control  and is run 
in response to a  start  request from the sequence  program. 
It comprises  a  program  number, sew0 instructions,  and  positioning  data. 
For  details,  see  Section 6 .  

Program  number ....... This is  the number  used to designate the servo 
program from the sequence  program. 

Servo  instructions ..... These indicate the  type  of  positioning control to 
be  executed. 

Positioningdata ........ This  is  the  data  required to  execute  servo 
instructions. 
The  data  required  is  fixed  for  each  servo 
instruction. 

(3) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  setves to enable  the  execution of positioning 
control  by  servo  programs, JOG operation,  and  manual  pulse  generator 
operation. 
For  details, see Section 5. 
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1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

12 Function Upgrades 
/ 

The functions-that have  been  added  or  modified  since  the  former  version 
are indicated below. 

Addition  of  high-speed  reading  function 
A function  which  allows  a  maximum  of 11 types of  data  out  of 16 
types - including  feed  present  value  and  deviation  counter  value - to 
be read  simultaneously to a  specified  device  with  a  signal from an in- 
put  module  mounted  on  a  motion base unit  as the trigger,  has  been 
added. 

Addition of function  for cancelingktarting program  being  executed 
By  designating the cancel  function in advance in a semo program,  a 
deceleration  stop  can  be  caused by inputting a  cancel signal (desig- 
nated bit device)  while  that  program is being  executed. 
Designating  the  start  function  too makes it possible to automatically 
start  a  designated sew0 program after the  stop. 

Constant  speed control instruction function  upgrade 
The  following three functions  have  been  added. 
(a) Skip function 

By setting  a  skip signal (designated  bit  device)  at  each  pass point, 
positioning to that  pass  point can  be canceled  by  switching  on  the 
skip  signal,  whereupon positioning at  the  next  point will  be performed. 

(b) FIN signal wait  function 
This is a  function  whereby,  by  designating  the FIN signal wait f 
function  and  setting  an M code for each  pass  point, the completion 
of  each  pass  point  can  be  synchronized  with FIN signal ON. 

\ 
\ 

(c)  Circular interpolation function  with CPSTART3,  CPSTART4 $ 
Circular  interpolation  with  two  axes is now possible. 

Addition of high-speed oscillation function 
Control  for  sine wave oscillation on  one axis is now possible. 

Compatibility  with MFbJ2-6 type servo amplifiers 

Present  value  management  when  using  an  absolute  encoder  has  been 
improved  (for  details, see Section 1.2.1). 
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1. GENERAL DESCRlPTlON 

. To use the functions (1) to (6) on the previous page, use the OS for  posi- 
tioning and positioning software  package  indicated  below. 
(When using A171  SCPU] 

CPU version 
Use an A171SCPU for which 'D' or  higher is marked as the software 
version on the front of the module. 
('C' and  previous versions cannot be used.) 

E E r V e r a i o n  

0 OS for positioning 

aticker 

1 Yodd I OS  or. 

0 Positioning software  package 

(When using A273UHCPUJ 
0 OS for positioning 

I Y0d.l OS Vor. 

I SHMSRX-SV13K 
SW2SRX-SV13V 
SW2SRX-SV22J 
SW2SRX-SV22U 

0 Positioning software  package 

I Yodd OS Vor. 

Software verrion : 
Hardware verrion 

'D' or higher 

1-19 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

1.2.1 Improved prosent value m g m e n t  
1 

I 

f 
By adding  the  functions  described  below,  present value management  when 
using  an  absolute  encoder  has  been  improved. 

L 

(1) Added  functions. 

(a) An encoder  data validity check is now possible during  operation. 

c 

It is checked  whether  the  amount of change  at the encoder in 
3.5 ms intervals  corresponds to rotation within 180" at the motor 
shaft.  (If  abnormal,  an  error is displayed.) 

tion controlled  at the servo amplifier is checked.  (If  abnormal,  an 
error is displayed.) 

(b)  Addition of the  present  value  history  monitor  has  enabled monitor-. 
ing  of the following data at a  peripheral  device. 

Encoder  present  value/servo  command  value/monitor  present 

0 Encoder  present  value/servo  command  value/monitor  present 

0 Encoder  present  value/servo  command  value/monitor  present 

0 Consistency  between the encoder  data  and  the  feedback posi- 

value  when  the  power is switched ON. 

value  when  the  power is switched OFF. 

value  when  a  home position return is performed. 
(c) By setting  the  allowable travel while  the power is OFF, a  change 

in the  encoder data to a  value outside  the setting range  while  the 
power is OFF can now  be  checked  when the servo amplifier power f 
is turned ON. (If  abnormal,  an  error is displayed.) 

1 

t 
c 

c 

i 
z 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

-4  

~~ ~~ 

(2) Restrictions due to the combination of  positioning OS and positioning 
software  package. 

The following restrictions apply, depending on  whether  an allowable 
travel while the power is OFF is set or not. 

Podtloning 
Paahgo V d o n  OS V-lon 

Po8ltlonlng SofIware 
RO8tridiOn8 

R or  later '1 
There aro no  restrictions. 
(When  a new  version  positioning OS Is 
installed in place of an d d  version, it is 
es~ential to oxecute a  home position  return.) 

Present  value  history  monitor  cannot be 
Ured.  
Since  the  allowable  travel  while the power 

code: 901  to  9010)  occurs when  the  servo 
is OFF cannot be sot,  a  minor error  (error 

amplifier  power  is  turned on. (When  a new 
version  positioning OS is installed in place 
of an old  vorrion,  its  is essential to execute 
a  home position return.) I or ear,ier 1 R or  later '1 I None of the  function  upgrades can be used. 

0 or r u l k r  '2 

'1: Allowable travel whik the  power is OFF can be  set. 

*2: Allowable travel  while the  power is OFF cannot  be set. 

'3: Since the  allowable  travel  while  the power is OFF cannot  be  set whon using  an  old 
version positioning  sottwore package a minor  error is displayed,  but  this  poses  no 
problem to operation. 

~ ~~~ 

(3) Restrictions due to servo amplifier. 

The following restrictions apply depending on  the combination of 
servo amplifier and positioning software package used  when  using 
positioning OS version V or later. 

I Sorvo 
~mpi~nor  

Po8ltlonlng Software 
Paakago Vmlon Re8trletlonr 

I BCD-B13W000-B2 R or later 
MR-H-B: I I There are no  restrictions. 

I or later 

or later item (a) applies. 

MR-JP-B: 
BCD-820WOGAl Only  the  function  upgrade  described in 

Q or 

MR-H-8: 

MR-J2-B:  BCD-B20W200.A0 I R or  later 

BCD-Bl3WOoO-Bl 
or later 

or later 

Only the  function  upgrade  describod in 
item  (c)  applies. (Howover, with 
respect  to  itom (b), monitoring is 
possible  with  the  excaption of the 
encoder  prosent value.) 

None of the  function upgrades can be 
used. 
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

(4) Restrictions on the servo system CPU. 

[When using A1 71SCPUl 
0 CPU version 

Use an A171SCPU for which the hardware version indicated on the 
front of the module is 'K' and the software  version  indicated 'D' or 
later. 
(Al71SCPUs whose  hardware  version is 'J' or earlier,  or whose 
software version is 'C' or earlier, cannot be used.) 

I I Version label 

Software version: 'D' or later 
;Hardware version: 'K' or later 

[When using A273UHCPUJ 
0 There are no restrictions due to the  hardware. 

f 
I 

i 
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4 2. PERFORMANCE  SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 2.1 gives the performance specifications of the PCPU. 
Tablo 2.1 PCPU Performance  Specifications 

Control  units 

Program 

Positioning 

4ccelerationl 
deceleration 
>rocorsing 

Compensation 

mm inch.  degree. PULSE 
Dedicated  instructions  (sequence  ladders + servo programs). 
SFC  proaramming of servo Droarams also possible. Languages 

:171s/A273UHCPu, 
A273UHCPU 
8 axis rWf ico t ion  13K steps  (13312  steps) 

steps (32  axis smmcation) 

Capacity 

Number of points  for  positioning b p r o x *  400 points/uis  (&pending On tho program) 
Positionina  data  can be indirectlv designated. 

SVl3PU Setting  method Setting  with an iBM PC, or A271 DVP running the G 
GSV22PE  sofhvare. 
PTP .................................... Selection of absolute data  method or 

incremental method 
SpeWpositioning  control, ... Incremental method 

Constant  speod control ....... Absolute data method and  incremen- 

Position  follow-up  control .... Absolute data method 
The four types of command unit  indicated below can be selected  for 

Method fixed pitch  feed 

tal method can be used together 

Control  Unit Command Unit Ran 
mm 

to *147483647 0 to 35999999 ~ 1 0 ' ~  degree den- 
2147483647 x ~ O - ~  in& ,inch 
-2 147483648 to  x10" Lull 

PULSE  PULSE 
0.01 to 6oooOW.00 (mmhnin) 
0.001  to  600000.000 (lnchlmin) 

Address Setting 
Settina Ran- 
Travel Value 

Position commands 

-2147483648  to 
2147483647 

'Wd (wmmand unit) 0.001 to SOWOO.WO (dogreelmin) 
1 to 100oooo ( PLSls) 

. -  

Hiah-mood  oscillation  function 

S curve ratio  setting 0 to  100 (X1 S curve a c e e l u a t i o n / ~ e r a t i o n  
Deceleration time ......... 1 to  65535 Imsl accoi.ration/d.c.loration 
Acceleration  time ......... 1 to 65535 (ms) Automatic traporoidal 
One desimated  axis  can be  made  to oscillate  on a sine wave. 

Backlash compensation 

Electronic  gear 

(0  to 65535) x position command unit  (units  converted  to pulsos: 0 

Compenration  function for error in actual trawl value with  respect 
to  command value 
When an absolute  position svstem is not used: 

to 65535 DUl$eS\ 

Homo position  roturn  function 

JOG operation  function 

Manual pulse 
generator 
>peration 
'unction 

Al7lSCPU 

A273UHCPU 
(8/32  axis  specification) 

Selection of nearkero point  dog type or  count type. 

Selection of data  set two. near-zero  point dog hm or count W D ~ .  
When an absolute  position systom is used: 

A maximum of one manual  pulse gonerator can be  connectod. 
Use  a  sequence  program  to set  the number of the axis to be 
controlled. 
It is possible to set the smoothing  magnification. 
A maximum of three manual  pulse generators can be connected. 
Use  a  sequence  program to  set the  numbers of the axes to be 
controlled. 
It is po8sible to  set  the  smoothing  magnification. 

2-1  
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2. PERFORMANCE  SPECIFICATIONS 

Table 2.1 PCPU Performance Specifications (Continuod) 

I ltiming IPC input  module  input  (Within 0.8 mt  of the signal leading edge I 

i 

I 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

The internal signals  of the servo  system  CPU  and the external  signals  sent 
to the servo  system  CPU  are  used  as  positioning  signals. 

(1)  Internal  signals 
Of the devices  available in the servo  system CPU, the following  six  types 
are used  for the internal  signals of the servo  system CPU. 

Inputs (X) ................. A273UHCPU  X0 to XFF (256  points) 

Outputs (Y).............. A273UHCPU YO to YFF (256  points) 

Internal  relays (M) ..... A171SCPU M1600 to M2047 

A273UHCPU M2000 to M2047 
(8 axis specification) (48 points) 
A273UHCPU M2000 to M3839 
(32 axis specification) (1840  points) 

(8 axis specification) 

(8 axis specification) 

(148  points) 

0 Special  relays ........... M9073 to M9079 

0 Data  registers  (D) ..... A171  SCPU/ D800 to Dl023 
(SP.M) (7 points) 

A273UHCPU (224  points) 
(8  axis  specification) 
A273UHCPU DO to D799  (800  points) 
(32  axis  specifications) 

0 Special  registers ....... D9180 to  D9199 
(SP.D) (20  points) 

(2) External  signals 
The  external  signals  input to the  servo  system  CPU  are the upper and 
lower  stroke  end limit switch  input  signals,  stop  signals,  near-zero point 
dog signal, speedposition switching  signal,  and  manual  pulse  generator 
input  signals. 
0 Upper  and  lower  stroke  end ...... ignals  that  control the upper  limit and 

limit  switch  input  signals  lower  limit of the positioning  range 
0 Stop  signal ............................. Stop  signal  for  speed control 
0 Near-zero  point  dog  signal ....... The  ON/OFFsignal  from the near-zero 

0 Speedposition switching ......... Signal  that  switches  control  from 

0 Manual  pulse  generator ........... Signal  from  the  manual  pulse  genera- 

point dog 

signal  speed to position  control 

input tor 

3 -1  
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

Servo  Svstem CPU Svstem 

SP.D,  SP.M, X *' 
Y '2 

SCPU 1 - q  PCPU 

I T 
External 

'1: SP.D,  SP.M, and X are  signals  that  notify 
the SCPU  of the PCPU control status. 

'2: Y are  signals  that  notify  the PCPU  of po- 
sition  control commands  from  the SCPU. 

'3: D are registers  that  notify  the PCPU  of 
control commands  from  the  SCPU and the 
SCPU  of control  status  information from 
the PCPU. 

'4: M are  flags  that  notify  the PCPU  of control 
commands  from the SCPU and  the SCPU 
of  control  status  information from  the 
PCPU. 

I Near-zero  point  dog  signal 
Speedposition  switching  signal 
Upper limifflower  stroke  end  limit  switch 
Stop signal 

I i 
I Manual  pulse  generator 

Fig. 3.1 Flow of Positioning  Signals 

3.1 Axis  InpuUOutput Signals 

The servo  system CPU has I/O (X, Y) devices  and  internal  relay (M) devices, 
and  the  ranges of devices  that are used  for  positioning  control are fixed as 
shown below. k. 

J 

Range for Posltionlng Servo System CPU UO I Intornat Rdry  Control ,i 
A1 71 SCPU Mi600 to M1999 M I L O  to MI12047 
A273UHCPU 
(8 axis specification) W O  to X N 1  FFF X N O  to XNFF 
A273UHCPU 
(32 axis  swcification) MILO to MIL81 91 M2400 to M3839 

The  devices for positioning  control are used  as axis I/O signals and their 
applications  are  fixed  as  shown  in  Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. I I 

t 
t 



Y Tablo 3.1 Axis Input Signals 

PCPU + SCPl 

I DOQ 

,CHANGE signal 
M2416+20n XDO+n M1616+20n Torsue  control in progress 
M2415+20n XnF M1615+20n Servo READY 
M2414+20n XnE - 

- XD6+n M2417+20n 
Unusable  M1618+20n 
'M code output in progress' 

M2418+20n XFO+n 

signal M1619+20n XCO+n M2419+20n 

<A1 71 SCPU> 

4 

'm' and 'n' in Table 3.1 reprelent  the  numerical  value  that  corresponds to the axis number. 

qA273UHCPU 
(8 axis specification)> 4273UHCPU (32 axis wecificationb 

Catculate the device numbers  that  correspond  to  each a x i s  when 
using an A273UHCPU (32  axis  specification)  as follows. 
Example: 32 ems use 

M2400+20n (positioning  completed) = M2400+20xSl = MS020 
M2417+20n  (CHANQE signal) = M2417+20x31 = M3037 

3 -3  
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

Table 3.2 Axis Output Slanel 

Stop command 
Rapid stop command 

M3200+20n YnO M i  800+20n 

enabled 
Speed/position  switching 

M3204+20n Yn4 M1804+20n End  signal OFF  command 
M3203+20n Yn3 M1803+20n Reverse  JOG start 
M3202+20n Yn2 M1802+20n Forward JOG start 
M3201+20n Ynl M1801+20n 

M 1805+20n Yn5 M3205+20n 

Limit switch output  enable M1806+20n Yn6 M3206+20n 
Error  reset M1807+20n Yn7 M3207+20n 
Servo error  reset M1808+20n  Yn8  M3208+20n ,SCPU + PCPU 
External STOP Input  valid/ 
invalid when starting M1809+20n  M3209+20n  Yn9 

Unusable M1810+20n I YnA 
M1811+20n I YnB 

M3210+20n 
M3211+20n 

Feed  present  value  update 
request command M1812+20n M3212+20n YnC 

Unusable M1813+20n YnD 

M3215+20n YnF M1815+20n Servo OFF 
M3214+20n YnE M1814+20n 
M3213+20n 

M1816+20n 
M3217+20n - M1817+20n 

- I M3216+20n 

M1818+20n I - I M3218+20n 
FIN  signal M1819+2Qn YCO+n M3219+20n 

IREUARK~ 
'm' and 'n' in Table 3.2 represent the numerical  values that  correspond to the axis numbers. 

eA273UHCPU 
<Ai  71 S C P b  (8 axis stmcificationb eA273UHCPU  (32 axis wecificationb 

4 

AX18 
No. No.  No. , No. 

A d 8  A X i 8  AXIS 

1 
25  26  17 18 9 10 1 2 
24 25  16 17 8 9 0 

3 1 2  I 1 1   I l O I l S I 1 8 1 2 7 ~ 2 6  
4 1 3  1 1 2 1 1 1   1 2 0 1 1 9 1 2 8 1 2 7  
5 28 29 20  21  12 13  4 

- 6  5 

31 32  23 24  15 16 7 8 
30 31 22 23 14 15  6  7 
29 30 21 22 13 14 

/ 

Calculate the device  numbers that  correspond to each axis  when # 

using an A273UHCPU  (32 axis  specification) as  follows. 
Example: 32 axes used 

M3200+20n  (stop  command) I M3200+20x31 I M3820 
M3215+20n (servo OFF) 5 M3215+20x31 = M3835 

DOINTS I 
(1) Internal relays for positioning control are not  latched  even  inside  the  latch  range. 

In this manual, in order to indicate that internal relays  for positioning are  not  latched,  the 
expression  used in the text is 'Mi 600 to M i  999/M2400 to M3839'. 

(2) When the internal relays for positioning control are monitored  with a peripheral  device, the 
following happens: 
(a)  With a peripheral device running  on  the  GSV13PWGSV22PE  software  package, the 

internal relays for positioning control which are set in the latch range  are  displayed as 
L1600 to L1999/L2400 to L3839. 
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(1) This signal comes ON when starting of positioning control of the axis 
designated by the DSFRP/SVST instruction in the sequence program is 
completed. 
It does not  come ON when positioning control starts due to a home 
position return, JOG operation or  manual  pulse  generator operation. 
It can be used, for example, to read  an M code when positioning is 
started. (See Section 8.2.) 

(2) The positioning start  completed signal goes OFF at the leading edge 
(OFF + ON) of the end signal OFF command  (M1804+20n) or when 
positioning is completed. 

9t the b d i n g  edgo (OFF + ON) of the end signal OFF command  (M1804+20n) 

V 

DSFRPISVST instruction 

Start reception  flag (M2001+n) *’ 
Positioning start com leted 

End  signal OFF  command 
(M 1804+20n) ‘2 

When positioning is comploted I 

signal (M1600+20n) 4 

DSFRPISVST instruction 

Start recsption  flag (M2001+n) *’ 
Positioning start com$leted 
signal (M1600+20n) 

Fig. 3.2 Positioning Start Compioted Signal  OWOFF  Timing 

I REMARKS I 
‘1: The ‘n‘ in ‘M2001+n is a  value corrorponding to an axis number, as shown in the table 

‘2: The ‘n’ in M1600+20n and M1804+20n indicates a numerical  value corresponding  to the 

<When  using A1 71 S C P b  

below. 

axis number, as indicated in the table below. 

3-5 
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3.1.2  Positioning corn- signal ( lk1601+2onlXn1~*20n)  

(1) This signal comes ON when positioning control of the  axis designated 
by the DSFRPISVST instruction in the sequence program is completed. 
It  does  not  come ON when positioning control is started, or stopped part 
way through,  due to a home position return, JOG operation, manual 
pulse generator  operation,  or speed control. 
It  does not come on when positioning is stopped part way  through. 
It can  be used, for example, to read an M code  on completion of 
positioning.  (See  Section 8.2.) 

(2) The positioning completed signal goes  OFF  at the leading edge  (OFF + 
ON) of the end signal OFF  command, or when a positioning  control start 
is completed. 

At the leading edge (OFF ON) of the end signal OFF command (M1804+20n 

V 

' t  

DSFRPtSVST Kl 
instruction 
Start reception flag I 
(M2001+20n) " 
Positioning completed OFF 
signal (M1601+20n) *2 
End signal OFF  OFF 
command  (M1804+20n) '2 

When the  next  positioning  control start is completed) 

DSFRPtSVST 
instruction 
start receptio?,hg O 
(M2001+20n) 
Positioning completed 
signa (Ml601+20n) '2 

Fig. 3.3 Positioning Compietod Signal  ONIOFF  Timing 

'1: The 'n' In 'M2001+n is a value corresponding to an axis number, as shown in the table 

'2: The  'n' in Mi601+20n and M1804+20n indicates a numerical value corresponding  to the 
below. 

axis number, as indicated in the table below. 

<When  using A I  71 SCPU> 

3 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

(1) The in-position signal comes ON when the number  of  droop pulses in 
the deviation counter  enters the 'in-position range'  set in  the servo 
parameters. 
It goes off when axis motion starts. 

Number of Setting for in- 
droop pulses position range 

4 

I 
I I 
I I 

1 ' t  

I In-position signal ON I I 

(M1602+20n) I OFF I I 
(2) An in-position check is performed in the following cases. 

0 When the servo  power  supply is switched on 
After  automatic acceleratiorVdeceleration is started during positioning 

After deceleration is started as a resutt  of the JOG start signal going 

When manual pulse generator operation is  in progress 
After  the near-zero point dog  comes ON during a home position return 
After  deceleration is started as a resutt of a stop command 

0 When a speed  change to a speed  of '0' is executed 

control 

OFF 

3.1.4 Command i n p o s i t i o n  s i g n a l  (MlW-2On) 

(1) The  command in-position  signal comes ON when the absolute value of 
the difference between the command position  and  the  feed present value 
enters  the  'command in-position range'  set in  the  fixed parameters. 
It goes OFF in  the following cases. 
0 When positioning control starts 
0 When a home position return is executed 
0 When  speed control is executed 
0 When JOG operation is performed 
0 When manual pulse generator operation is performed 

(2) Command in-position checks are continually performed during position- 
ing control. 
Command in-position checks are not performed during speed control  or 
during  speed control in spedposition switching control. 

h 

Command  in- ON 
po.ibion signal / 
(Ml608+20n) OFF 1 4 I 

Y 

Execution of command  in-position check 
a 
' Execution of command 

in-position check 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.1.5 Speed control in progress  signal (Wl604+20nlXn4N2404+2On) 

(1) The  speed control in progress  signal is ON during speed control and is 
used to determine  whether  speed control or position control is currently 
being executed. 
In speed/position  switching  control, it remains ON until the switch  from 
speed control to position control is executed  on  receipt  of the CHANGE 
signal from an  external  source. 

(2) The  speed control in progress  signal is OFF when the power is switched 
ON and  during position control. 

1 Speedlysition I -, 
switchin  control S eed control Position control 

CH$NaE Start of speed control Start of positioning 

Start of speedlposition 
rwitching control 

Speed 
control  in 
progress 
signal j Speed i Position j 
(Ml604+20n) rn control wd control Dl 

I I 

3.1.6 SpeedlposZtlon switching  latch  signal (Ml605+20nlXnum2405+20n) 

(1) The speedposition switching  latch signal comes ON when control is 
switched  from  speed control to position  control. 
It  can  be used as an interlock signal  to  enable  or  disable  changing of the 
travel value in position control. 

(2) The signal goes OFF when  any  of  the following  are  started. 
0 Position control 

Speed/position  switching  control 
0 Speed control 
0 JOG operation 
0 Manual pulse generator  operation 

CHANGE 

switching  control 
* t  

Speedlposition 
Switching latch 
signal (Ml605+20n) OFF 

ON 

CHANGE signal from OFF 
external source 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.1.7 Zero psss signal (Ml608+-2On) 

This signal comes ON when the  zero point is passed after the power to the 
servo amplifier has been switched ON. 
Once the  zero point has  been  passed, the signal remains ON until  the CPU 
has been reset. 

3.1.8 Error detection signal (M1607+20nlXn71M24Q1+20n) 

(1) The error detection signal comes ON when a minor  error  or  major error 
is detected and is used to determine  whether  or  not  errors  have oc- 
curred. 
When a minor  error is detected, the corresponding  error code.' is stored 
in the minor  error  code  storage  area (see Section 3.4.1). 
When a major emor is detected, the corresponding  error code*2 is stored 
in  the major  error  code  storage area (see Section 3.4.1). 

(2)  When the error  reset signal (M1807+20n)  comes ON, the error detection 
signal goes  OFF. 

Minor  error or  major  error  detected 

Error  detection 
signal 
(M 1607+20n) 
Error reset 
signal 
(M1807+20n) 

OFF 

*1: For details on the error  codes  when  minor  errors  occur. see Appendix 2.2. 
'2: For details on the error cod.8 when  major  errors  occur. see Appendix 2.3. 

3.1.9 Sew0 w o r  d.tedion signal ( M 1 6 0 8 + ~ 2 0 n )  

(1) The servo error detection signal comes ON when  an  error occurs at the 
servo amplifier side  (excluding errors that cause alarms,  and  emergency 
stops)'l , and is used to determine  whether  or not servo errors have 
occurred. 
When an error is detected  at the servo amplifier side, the corresponding 
error code'l is stored in the servo error code storage  area. 

(2) The servo error detection signal goes OFF when the servo error  reset 
signal (M1808+20n)  comes ON, or  when the servo power  supply is 
switched back  on. 

I Servo error  detoction 
signd (M 1608+20n) 

Servo error reset 
OFF signal OFF 
IM1808+20n) 

*1: For details on the error coder of errors detected  at the S B N O  amplifier  side, see Appendix 
2.4. 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

3.1.1 0 Home position return reqrrest signal (MlS0@+2WXWM2~2On) r 
This signal comes ON when it is necessary to confirm the home position 
address  when  the  power is switched  on  or  during positioning control. 

(1) When  not  using  an  absolute  value  system 
(a)  The  home position return  request signal comes ON in  the  following 

cases: 
1) When the  power is switched on,  or the servo system CPU is reset. 
2) During a home position return  operation. 

(b)  The  home position return  request signal goes OFF when the home 
position return  operation  is  completed. 

(2) When using an  absolute  value  system 
(a)  The  home position return request signal comes  on in  the  following 

cases: 
1) During a home position return operation. 
2) When a backup  data  (reference  value)  sum  check error occurs 

(when  the  power is switched  on). 

(b)  The  home position return request signal goes OFF when the home 
position return  operation is completed. 

3.1.1 1 Horn position return completed signal (MlSl0+2On"2410+20n) 

(1) The  home position return completed signal comes ON when the execu- 
tion of a home position return operation in accordance with a servo 
program  has  been  completed  normally. 

(2) It goes OFF when positioning is started,  when JOG operation is started, 
or  when  manual  pulse  generator  operation is started. 

(3) If an  attempt is made to execute a near-zero-point dog  home position 
return while  the home position return  completed signal is ON, the 'ZERO 
RETURN START error  occurs,  making it impossible to start the home 
position return. 

3.1.12 FLS signal (M1611+20nlXnB/M2411+20n) 4. 

(1) FLS signal is controlled by  the OWOFF status of the upper stroke end 
limit switch input (FLS) to  the A171SENC or A278M from an external 
source. 
0 Upper  stroke  end limit switch  input OFF ........ FLS signal: ON 
0 Upper  stroke  end limit switch  input ON .......... .FLS signal: OFF 

(2) The status of the upper  stroke  end limit switch input (FLS) when the FLS 
signal is ON/OFF is indicated in the  figure below. 

FLS signal: ON FLS signal: OFF 

c A17lSENC or A278LX A171SENC or A278LX 

r L & f 7  
Y C O M  
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

-. 3.1.13 RLS dgnal (MlSl2+2OdXn~12+2On) 

(1) The RLS signal is controlled  by the ON/OFF status of the lower stroke 
end limit switch  input (FLS) to the A171SENC or A278LX from an 
external  source. 
0 Lower  stroke  end limit switch  input OFF ......... RLS signal: ON 
0 Lower  stroke  end limit switch input ON ........... RLS signal: OFF 

(2) The  status of the  lower  stroke  end limit switch  input (RLS) when the RLS 
signal is ON/OFF is indicated in the  figure  below. 

RLS rignal: ON 
Al71SENC or A278LX 

3.1.14 STOP dgml (M1613+2o"Wl3+2On) 

RLS rignal: OFF 
Al7lSENC or A 2 7 8 U  

(1) The  STOP  signal is controlled  by the ON/OFF status of the stop signal 
(STOP)  sent  to  the A1 71 SENC or A278LX from  an external source. 
0 Stop  signal OFF ............. STOP signal: OFF 
0 Stop signal ON .............. STOP signal: ON 

(2) The  status of  the  external  stop  switch  (STOP)  when the STOP signal is 
ON/OFF is indicated in the figure below. 

STOP rignal: ON 
A171SENC or A278LX 

STOP signal: OFF 
Al71SENC or A278LX 

3.1.15 DOWCHANGE signal (M1614+2On): wh.n Al7lSCPU used 

(1) The DOWCHANGE signal is controlled by  the ON/OFF status of the 
near-zero-point  dog  input or the  speed/position  switching  input 
(DOWCHANGE) sent to the A1 71 SENC from an external source. 

(2) Regardless of the  'normally  open  contact  input'  and  'normally closed 
contact  input'  settings in the  system  settings, the DOGEHANGE signal 
comes  on  when the  near-zero-point  dog signal or change signal comes 
ON. 

(3) When  'normally  open  contact  input' is set in  the  system settings, near- 
zero-point  dog  or CHANGE input occurs when the near-zero-point  dog 
or change  signal  comes ON, and when  'normally closed  contact input' 
is set,  near-zero-point  dog or CHANGE input  occurs  when the near-zero- 
point  dog  or  change signal goes O f f .  

3-11 



3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

3.1.1 6 DOG signal (XnEM2414+20n): wh.n A273UHCPU (m-exk spaclfkatbn) is used 

(1)  The  DOG signal is controlled by  the ON/OFF status of the near-zero 
point  dog (DOG) notified to the A278LX from  an  external  source. 

(2)  Regardless  of the 'normally  open  contact  input'  and  'normally  closed 
contact  input' settings in  the system  settings, the near-zero-point  dog 
signal comes ON when the near-zero-point  dog  comes ON, and  goes 
OFF when  the  near-zero-point  dog  goes OFF. 

(3)  When  'normally  open  contact  input' is set in the system  settings,  near- 
zero-point  dog  input occurs when the near-zero-point  dog  comes ON, 
and  when  'normally closed contact  input' is set,  near-zero-point  dog 
input  occurs  when the near-zero-point  dog  goes OFF. 

3.1.17 Servo READY signal (M1615+20n/XnF~415+2On) 

(1)  The  servo  READY signal comes ON when the  servo amplifiers con- 
nected to each axis are in  the READY status. 

(2)  The signal goes OFF in the following  cases. 
0 When  M2042 is OFF 
0 When  no  servo amplifier is installed 
0 When the servo  parameters  have  not  been set 
0 When  the  power  supply  module  has  received an emergency  stop  input 

0 When the M1815+20n/YnF/M3215+20n  signal  comes ON and  estab- 

0 When a  servo  error occurs 

(a)  When an  A171SCPU is used 

from an  external  source 

lishes the servo OFF status 

For details, see  Appendix 2.4 'Servo  Errors' 

A1728 

P 

DOINTS I 
When  an axis driven by  an ADU becomes  subject to a  servo  error, 
the axes  that go into the servo OFF status  depend  on the system 
settings, as follows.  (Applies  only  when  using A273UHCPU  (8/32 
axis specification)) 
I 

System sew0 OFF All axes in the system including the 
one  subject to sew0 error 

Servo OFF of affected axis only  Only the axis subject to servo error 

When  an  axis driven by  an MR-[ 1-B becomes  subject to a  servo 
error,  the affected axis only  goes into the  servo OFF status. 

i 

f . 
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(b)  When an A273UHCPU is used 

3.1.18 Torque control in progress signal (M1616+2onlXDnlM2416+2On) 

Signals for axes whose torque is being controlled are ON. 

3.1.19  CHANGE signal (X”2417+20n): When A273UHCPU (8/32& specifhfion) is WSBd 

(1) The  CHANGE signal is controlled  by  the OWOFF status of  the speedpo- 
sition switching input (CHANGE) to  the A278LX from an  external  source. 
0 Speed/position  switching input OFF .......... CHANGE signal: OFF 
0 Speed/position switching input ON ...... ...... CHANGE signal: ON 

(2) The status of the speed  switching switch (CHANGE)  when the CHANGE 
signal is ON and OFF is indicated in the figure below. 

CHANQE rignal: ON  CHANQE rignal: OFF 

CHANQE 
CHANQE 

q C O M  
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.1.20 Stop command (M1800+2OdYnWM3200+2On) 

(1) The  stop  command  is a signal used to stop an  axis that is currently being 
driven and  becomes effective at its leading edge  (OFF + ON). (An axis 
for  which the stop  command is ON cannot be started.) 

ON 

I (M1800+20n) 
Stop command 
for designated 

Control when 
stop command ---------e--, ‘8 OFF 

’. 

I Deceleration processing 
/ 

(2) It can also be used as the  stop  command  when  speed control  is being 
executed. 
(For details on  speed  control, see Section 7.12  or Section 7.1 3.) 

Control Bdng Prooorrlng whm tho Stop  Command  Comos ON 
Exoeutod If Doeoluation  Stop Procosslng If Control is Bolng Exocutd Is Bein# Exocutod 

I Position control 
ISpeed control ( I ,  II) 
JOG operation 
‘Manual pulse 
bnerator operation 

1 Home position 
 return 

The axis decelerates to a stop in 

continues. parameter block or  servo  program. 
deceleration stop processing the deceleration time  set in the 
The stop command is ignored and 

An immediate  stop is executed, 
with no deceleration processing. 
(1) The axis decelerates to a stop in the deceleration time set in the 

(2) A ‘stop during home position return’ error occurs and the error 

- 
parameter  block. 

code (202) is stored in the minor error storage area for each axis. 

POINTI 
If a stop is executed by turning ON the stop command  (M1800+20n/YnO/ 
M3200+20n)  during a home  position return operation, re-execute the 
home position return operation. 
If the stop  command  came ON after the near-zero point dog  came ON 
in  the home position return operation, first retract to a position before 
the point where the near-zero  point dog  comes ON using JOG operation 
or positioning, and  then  execute  the  home position  return operation 
again. 

I 

V 

! 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

3.1.21 Rapki stop cmtnmnd (Ml8(n+2OdYnl~1+20n) 

(1) The rapid stop  command is a signal used to rapidly stop an  axis  that  is 
currently being driven and  becomes effective at its leading edge (OFF 
+ ON). (An axis  for  which the rapid stop  command is ON cannot be 
started.) 

r 
ON 

RPpid Stop  OFF 
command 
(M1801+20n) Rapid stop command 

for designated  axis 

I t t  

I Rapid stop processing 

(2) The details of stop  processing  when the rapid stop command comes ON 
are presented in the table  below. 

Control Bdng Proeeulna whom tho Rwld Stop Command Cornu ON 
Exocutod If D.oolmt lon Stop Procoming It Control Ir Bolng Exoautod Ir Botna Exooutod 

Porltion Control 

An immediate  stop is exocutod, Manual pulse 
JOQ oporatlon 

c a n c e W o d  and  rapid  stop the doceloration time set in tho sp..d control (1, 11) 
Decoloration procosdng is The axis decelerates  to a stop in 

p e r a t o r  owration with no do-loration prorwssing. 

Home position set in the parameter block. 
return (2) A 'stop during home position return' error omrs and the error 

paramotor block or servo program.  pr-ssing executod  instoad. 

- 
(1) The axis decelerates to a stop in tho rapid  stop  deceleration time 

code (203) is stored in the minor error  storage  area for each axis. 

POINT1 
If a stop  is  executed by turning ON the  rapid  stop  command 
(M1801+20n/Ynl/M3201+20n) during a home position  return operation, 
re-execute the  home position return operation. 
If the  rapid stop command  came ON after the near-zero point dog came 
ON in the home position return operation, first retract to a position 
before the point  where the near-zero point dog  comes ON using JOG 
operation or  positioning,  and then execute the home position  return 
operation again. 



3. POSKIONING SIGNALS 

3.1.22 Fornard JOG start command (MlSO2+20n/Y~3202+2On) / Roveme JOG start command 
(M1803+2~n3iWZQ3+2On) 

(1) While the sequence  program  keeps  M1802+20n ON, JOG operation is 
executed in the direction in which  address  numbers  increase.  When 
M1802+20n is turned OFF, a deceleration stop is executed in the decel- 
eration time set in the parameter  block. 

(2)  While  the  sequence  program  keeps  M1803+20n ON, JOG operation is 
executed in the direction in which  address  numbers  decrease. 
When  M1803+20n is turned OFF, a deceleration stop is executed in the 
deceleration time set in the parameter block. 

POINT1 
Establish  an interlock in  the sequence  program to make it impossible 
for the forward JOG start  command (M1802+20n/Yn2/M3202+20n) and 
the reverse  JOG  start  command (M1803+20n/Yn3/M3203+20n) to be 
ON at the same  time. 

3.1.23 End signal O f f  command (Ml804+20nNWW204+20n) 

(1)  The  end signal OFF command is used to turn off the positioning start 
completed signal (M1600+20n)  and the positioning completed signal 
(M1601+20n) by using the sequence  program. 

* 

Positioning start com- 
pleted signal (M1600+20n) 
Positioning wmpleted OFF 
signal (M1601+20n) 
End rignal  OFF com- OFF 
mand (M1804+20n) 

POlNTl 

Do not turn the end signal OFF command ON with a PLS command. 
If it  is turned ON with a PLS command, it will not be possible to turn OFF 
the positioning start completed signal (Ml600+20n/XnO/M2400+2On) 
or the  positioning completed signal (M1601  +2On/Xnl/M2401+20n). 

P 
1 

,. 

i 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.1.24 Speedlporrition switching umb& command (Ml805+20nN~2On) 

(1) The  speed/position switching enable command is used to make the 
CHANGE signal (signal for switching from speed to  position control) 
effective  from  an external source. 
0 ON ......... Control switches from speed control to position  control when 

0 OFF ........ Control  does  not switch from speed to  position  control even 
the CHANGE signal comes ON. 

if the CHANGE signal comes  ON. 
I 

Control does not wtch from -&HA E C €-Control switches from speed 
speed control to position  control control to position control be- 
because M1805+20n is OFF. / f l h U 8 0  MlW5+? is ON. 

j ON I 
Speed/position switch- I I 

ing  enable command 
I 

(M1805+20n) 
CHANQE signal from OFF 1 
external 8ource 

t 

I 
I 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

3.1.25 Limit switch output enabb command (Ml806+2WYn@W20&20n) 

The limit switch  output  enable  command is used to enable limit switch output. 
ON ......... The limit switch  output OWOFF pattern can be output. 

0 OFF ........ Limit switch output  goes OFF. 

3.1.26 Error reset command (Ml807+2onnn7M3207+20n~ 

The error reset  command is used to clear  the  minor  error  code or major  error 
code storage area of an  axis for which  the  error detection signal has  come 
ON (M1607+20n: ON), and reset  the  error  detection signal (M1607+20n). .- 

ON 

Error  detection OFF 
(M1607+20n) 

Error reset (M1807+20n)  OFF 

Minor  error  code  storage 
area 

Major  error code storage 
area 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I .. 00 

.. 00 

** : Error  code 

3.1.27 Servo mor reset command (W1808+20f lnWM32Cb8+2On~ 

The servo error reset  command is used to clear  the servo error code  storage 
area of an axis for which the servo error  detection signal has  come ON 
((M1808+20n: ON), and  reset  the servo error detection signal (M1808+20n). 

ON 
I 

Servo error  detection OFF 1 
signal (M1608+20n) I 

I 
I 

Servo error reset com- OFF 
mand IM1808+20nI 

I 
I 
I 

Servo error  code  storage .. 
area 00 

** : Error code 

I POINT I I 
I I 

*: Do not turn the error reset  command (M1807+20n/Yn7/M3207+2On) 
or servo error  reset  command (M1808+2On/YnWM3208+20n) ON 
with a PLS  command. 
If a PLS  command is used, it will not be possible to reset  the  error 
or servo error. 

Y 

f - 
I 

For details on  minor  error code, major  error  code,  and servo error  code  storage areas, see 
Appendix 2. , 

1 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

3.1.28 Extend STOP inpuMnvalid when stam command ( M l ~ 2 0 n n n 9 3 2 0 9 + 2 0 n )  

This signal is used to make external STOP signal input valid or  invalid. 
0 ON ......... External STOP  input is set as invalid, and  even axes for 

which  STOP  input is currently ON can be started. 
0 OFF ........ External STOP input is set as valid,  and  axes for which 

STOP input is currently ON cannot be started. 

POlNq 
To stop  an axis by external STOP input after it has been started with 
the  M180Q+2OnlYnQ/M3209+20n  command ON, switch  the STOP input 
from OFF to ON (if STOP input is ON when  the axis is started,  switch 
it from ON to OFF to ON). 

3.1.29 Feed ~ n t  value updab mquuet command (M1812+20flnc/M3212+2orr) 

This signal is used to set  whether  the  feed  present value will be cleared  or 
not  when  motion is started in speed/position  switching  control. 

0 ON ......... The feed present  value is updated,  starting  from  when 
motion is started. 
The feed present  value is not cleared  on starting. 

0 OFF ........ The  feed  present  value is updated,  starting  from  when 
motion is started. 
The  feed  present  value is cleared  on  starting. 

POINTI 
When motion  is  started  with M1812+20n/YnC/M3212+20n, leave 
M1812+20n ON until positioning control  has been completed. 
If M1812+20n/YnC/M3212+20n is turned OFF part way  through,  the 
feed present value may  not be reliable. 

3.1.30 Servo OFF command (y1815+2OdYnFM3215+2On) 

The servo OFF command is used to establish the servo OFF status  (free  run 
status). 

0 M1815+20n : OFF ..... Servo ON 
0 M1815+20n : ON ....... Servo OFF (free  run  status) 

This command is not effective during positioning and should therefore  be 
executed  on  completion of positioning. 

A CAUTION 

A Turn the power  supply  at the servo side OFF before  turning  a  servomotor by  hand. 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

3.1.31 FIN signal (Ul8le+#krlvco+rJm321~2On) 

(1)  This is a signal to stop  the  output of an M code. 

(2)  It  goes OFF when the M code  output in progress signal (M1619+20n) 
goes OFF. 

I I 
M code output 

M code output  in  progress  signal 
(M1619+20n) 

FIN signal 
(M1819+20n) 

3.1.32 M code output in progress signal (M1619+20nlXCO*n/M2419+20n) 

c 

/' . 

c 

(1)  This signal indicates  that an M code is being  output. 

(2)  To terminate M code  output,  turn the FIN signal  (M1819+20n) ON. 

(3) This signal goes OFF on input of a  stop  command,  cancel  signal, or skip 
signal. 

MI M P  M3 
I t 

M code output in progress  signal 
(M1619+20n) 

FIN signal 
(M1819+20n) 

ON 

1 
(1) The FIN signal and M code  output in progress signals are used for 

the purposes of the FIN signal  wait  function. I 
(2)  The M code  output in progress  signal  only  becomes effective when 

the FIN signal wait  function is designated in a servo program. If this 
function is not  designated,  the signal will not  come ON even when 
an M code is being  output. 

' 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

32 Intomal Relays (M) 

An A171 SCPU has 2048 internal  relay/latch  relay  points  from M/LO to 
WL2047, and an A273UHCPU (a32 axis  specification) has 8192 inter- 
naVlatch  relay  points  from WLO to hUL8191. 
Of these, M2000 to M2047 are  used for positioning control  in  the case of the 
A171SCPU/A273UHCPU (8 axis specification), and M2000 to M2399 are 
used for positioning control in  the case of the A273UHCPU (32 axis  specifi- 
cation). The  applications of these devices are indicated in the  table below. 

Table 3.3 Intomal RoIayr 
D . v W  No. 

Signal Name 
(8 4 0  o~eciflcationJ 

A27SUHCPU A17lsCPU 

SVlS I SV21 sv1s I sv22 
PC READY 

All-axis servo ON roception 

to  to Start reception flag 

MOO0 

flag 

M2001 (axis 1) 

M2009  M2009 

M2008 (axis 8) M2004 (axis 4) 

M2001 (axis 1) 

A27SUHCPU Signal 
(82 ax10 op.c~fieatlon) D l r w t ~ ~  

svla I svz? 

M2001 (axis 1) 
to 

M2032 (axis 32) PCPU4CPU 

SCPU-+PCPU 

M2049 

Manual  pulse  generator 
enable flag M2012 SCPU+PCPU M2051 to M2053  M2012 to M2014 

ltaneous start 
SCPU+PCPU 

PCPU4CPU 

PCPU4CPU 

'Accepting  speed  change [O]' 

I POINTS I 
(1) Internal relays  for positioning control are  not latched even inside 

the  latch range. 
In this manual, in order to indicate that internal relays for position- 
ing  are not latched,  the  expression  used in  the text is 'M2000 to 
M2047'. 

(2) The  range of devices allocated as internal relays for  positioning 
control cannot  be  used  by the user  even if their applications have 
not  been  set. 

(3) + : When  using  an Al71S/A273UHCPU (8 axis specification), the 
device number  used for the speed switching point designation 
flag is different  for  the SV13 and SV22. 



3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.2.1 PC READY flag (LMOOO) ..... Signal sent from SCPU to PCPU 

(1) This signal serves to notify the PCPU that  the SCPU is normal. It is 
switched ON and OFF by  the sequence  program. 
(a)  While M2000 is ON, the positioning control or  home position return 

specified by the servo program,  or the JOG operation  or  manual 
pulse  generator operation specified  by the sequence  program, can 
be executed. 

(b) While M2000 is OFF, and while  the  test  mode  for testing from a 
peripheral device is effective (while the 'in-test-mode  flag' (M9075) 
is ON), the control in (a)  above will not  be  executed  even if M2000 
is turned ON. 

(2) The fixed parameters, servo parameters,  and  limit switch  output 
parameters can only be changed using a peripheral device  when M2000 
is OFF. If an attempt is made to change this data  while M2000 is ON, an 
error will occur. 

(3) When M2000 is switched from OFF to ON, the  following processing 
occurs. 
(a)  Processing  details 

1) The servo parameters are transferred to the servo amplifier. 
2) The M code storage  area for all axes is cleared. 
3) The  default  value  of 300% is set in the  torque  limit  value  storage 

4) The  PCPU  READY-completed flag (M9074) is turned ON. 

(b) If there is an axis currently being  driven,  an  error  occurs,  and the 
processing in 3 (a) above is not  executed. 

(c)  While the test  mode is  in effect,  the  processing in 3 (a)  above is not 
executed.  When the test mode is cancelled,  the  processing in 3 (a) 
will be executed if M2000 is ON. 

area. (See Section 4.4.) 

1 P o s t t b r  stert Docobnth to stop 

/ 
- 1  

ON 8 ,  
I !  
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(4) When M2000 is switched from ON to OFF, the following processing is 
executed. 
(a)  Processing details 

1) The  PCPU  READY-completed flag (MQ074) is turned OFF. 
2) The axis being driven is decelerated to a  stop. 

r 

POINT I 
The  PC READY flag (M2000) goes OFF when the servo  system  CPU is 
in the STOP  status. 
When the RUN status is re-established,  the  status is the same as before 
the STOP was executed. 

Switch from RUN to STOP’. I 

Switch from STOP to RUN 

i 
I 



3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.2.2 Start accept flag (WOO1 b Lt2oWM2001 to -1 to hEO32) ..... Signal sent from 
PCPU to SCPU 

A numerical  value  corresponding to an axis  number is entered for the 'no In 'M2001+n'. 

cA273UHCPU 
<A1  71  SCPU> (8 axis specification)> cA273UHCPU (32 axis  specification)> 

(1)  The  start  accept flag comes ON  when the positioning start (DSFRP/ 
SVST) instruction is executed in the  sequence  program:  use it as an 
interlock to enable  or  disable  execution of the DSFRP/SVST instruction. 

r---.Example .------------------------------------------------------- -I 
1 I ; When  requesting  execution of the servo programs for positioning  on axis 1 and axis 2, I I 

; use the start accept  flags  in the way shown  below. I 

y--------y--DSFRP/sVST indntdkn ex- I I 

enablod/dbabbd  apedllcatbn I 

DSVSdJ:W3I K1 I I 

AxlSlOtprt  Axls3sttut I 

accept flag aaopt flag 

I 
I 
I 

I DSFRP/SVST  lnstrudbn execuilon request 

WOO1 M2003 I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

(2) The  start  accept flag ON/OFF  processing  takes  the following form. 
(a) The start  accept flag for the  designated axis comes  ON in response 

to  a  DSFRP/SVST  instruction,  and  goes  OFF on completion of 
positioning. 
The start  accept flag will also go  OFF if positioning is stopped  part 
way through. 
(However,  if positioning is  stopped  part  way  through by a  speed 
change to speed 0 ,  the start  accept flag will remain ON.) 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

(b)  When posiiioning control is executed by turning ON the JOG opera- 
tion command  (M1802+20n  or  M1803+20n), the  start accept flag 
goes  OFF  when  positioning is stopped by turning  the JOG operation 
command  OFF. 

(c) The start accept flag  is ON while the  manual pulse generator enable 
flag (M2012: ON) is ON. 
The start accept flag is  OFF while the manual pulse generator enable 
flag (M2015: OFF) is OFF. 

p\ CAUTION 

A The user must  not turn start  accept flags ON/OFF. 
0 If a start accept flag that is ON is switched OFF with the sequence  program  or a peripheral 

device,  no error will occur  but the positioning operation will not be reliable. Depending on 
the type of machine, it might  operate in an  unanticipated  manner. 

0 If a start accept flag that is OFF is switched ON with the sequence  program  or a peripheral 
device, no  error will occur  at that time, but the  next time an  attempt is made to start the 
axis  an error will occur during a start  accept  flag  being ON and the axis will not start. 

(d) The start accept flag is ON during a present value change initiated 
by a DSFLP  instruction.  It  goes  OFF on completion of the present 
value change. 

(3) When  M2000 is OFF, execution  of a DSFRP/SVST instruction causes 
the start  accept flag to come  ON: the  flag goes  OFF  when  M2000  comes 
ON. 

PC READY ( W O )  

DSFFtPlSVST hrtnretkn 

Stul .captltaJ OFF 
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3. POSlTlONlNG SIGNALS c 

3.2.3 A l l  axis servo start eccept flag (IU2009) ..... Signal sent from PCPU to SCPU r 
I 
1. 

The all axis sew0 start  accept flag sewes to notify that  servo  operation is 
possible. 

\ 

ON ........ The  servomotor can be driven. 
OFF ....... The  servomotor  cannot  be  driven. 

accept  flag (WOOS) 

3.2.4 Manual pulse generator enable flag (M2012/M2012 to M2014/M2051 to M2053) ..... Signal sent 
from SCPU to PCPU 

4 

The  manual  pulse  generator  enable flags set the enabled  or disabled status 
for positioning with the  pulse input from  the  manual  pulse  generators 
connected to Pl*/Pl to P3* of the Al71SENWA273EX. 

0 ON ......... Positioning control is executed in accordance  with the input 

0 OFF ....... Positioning with the  manual pulse generators is not possible 
from  the  manual pulse generators. 

because  the  input from  the manual  pulse  generators is f 
ignored. 

i 
f 

IRE MARK^ 

': For details on the P1 connector of the A17lSENC, refer to the A171SCPU Motion Controller 
User's Manual. 
For details on the P1 to P3 connectors of the A273EX, refer to the A273UHCPU (8/32 axis 
specification) Motion Controller User's Manual. 

3.2.5 JOG simultaneous start command (MMlYM2015/M2048) ..... Signal sent from SCPU to PCPU 

(1)  When  M2015 is turned ON, JOG operation is simultaneously started on 
the  axes for which  JOG operation is to be executed (of axes 1 to 4) as 
set in  the JOG operation  simultaneous  start  axis  setting register 
(Dl 01 5). 

(2) When M2015 is turned OFF, motion  on  the axis currently  executing JOG 
operation  decelerates to  a stop. 

1' 

1 
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3.2.6 Speed .witching point ckrigmtion flag (y2016, M2040) ....- Signal sont from SCPU to PCW 

CPU Nod01 A17lSCW AZ?SUHCPU 
($2 axle ep.cMaaUon) (8 axle r ~ d f h t l o n )  

A273UHCPU 

os 1 SV13 I SV22 I SV13 I SV22 I SV13 I SV22 
Dovioe  No. I Ma16 I M2040 I M2016 I M a 4 0  I M2040 

The  speed switching point designation flag is used  when a speed  change is 
designated at the pass  point in constant  speed control. 

(1)  By turning M2016 ON before the start of constant  speed control (before 
the servo program is  started using the DSFRPBVST instruction), control 
can be executed  with a speed change  at the start of the pass point. 

I””1 1 M2016 ON I 

I I I I I I 

(2) After completion of start  accept  processing, the speed switching point 
designation flag can be turned OFF at  any time. 

3.2.7 Start b u W  full (M2-) ... Signal sent from PCPU to SCPU 

(1) This signal comes  on  when 16 or more requests (A171S) or 64 or more 
requests (A273UH) have  been issued simultaneously to the PCPU by 
means  of position  start (DSFRP/SVST) instructions and/or control 
change (DSFLP) instructions  in  the sequence  program. 

(2)  Reset M2020 by  using the sequence  program. 

. 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.2.8 Speed change flags (LMO21+dM2021+n/M2Wl+n) -. Signa l  from PCPU to SCW i 

A numerical value corresponding  to an axis number  is entered for the 'n' in 'M2001+n'. 

eA273UHCPU 
<A1 71 SCPU> (8 axis specification)> eA273UHCPU  (32 axis specification)> 

The  speed  change  flags  come ON when a speed  change is executed in 
response to a control  change (DSFLPKHGV) instruction in the sequence 
program:  use  them for interlocks in speed  change  programs. 

I ON 
Speed change  command OFF I 

+k Delay due  to  sequence  program 

I DSFLP instruction -a 

I - , I 
Speed change  completed 

3.2.9 System retting error tlag (M2041) ..... Signal sent from PCPU to SCW 

When the power is switched ON, or  when the servo  system CPU is reset, the 
system setting data  set  with a peripheral device  is  input,  and a check is 
performed to determine if  the set data  matches the module  mounting  status 
(of the main  base  unit  and  extension  base  units). 

0 ON ......... Error 
0 OFF ....... Normal 

(1) When  using  an A273UHCPU (8/32 axis specification), if  an error occurs 
the cause of the  error is indicated by the LEDs on the front of the CPU. 
When using an A171SCPU, if  an  error  occurs the ERROR LED on the 
front of the CPU lights. It  is possible to check the history of errors that 
have  occurred by using a peripheral device  (peripheral device running 
the GSV13PUGSV22PE software). 
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(2) When M2041 is ON, positioning cannot  be started. You must  eliminate 
the cause of the  error  and  switch the power back ON, or reset the servo 
system CPU. 

Even if a module is loaded  at  a slot  set as 'NO USE' in the system wtting data set with a 
peripheral device,  that slot wlll be r0gard.d aa not used. 

3.2.1 0 All axes 801~0 start command ("2) ..... Signal from SCPU to PCPU 

The all axes servo start  command is used to enable servo operation. 

(1) Servo operation  enabled ..... M2042 is turned ON while the servo OFF 
signal (YnF) is OFF and there is no servo 
error. 

(2) Servo operation  disable ..... 0 M2042 is OFF 
0 The servo OFF signal (YnF) is ON 
0 Servo error 

All axes servo atart 
command (M2042) 

All axis servo start 
accept  command 

/ 
(M2009) 

Servo ON 

I POINT I 
(1) Once  M2042 has been turned ON, it will not go OFF even if the 1 CPU is set in the STOP  status. 

4 
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~ ~~~ 

3.2.1 1 optional sbt d u b  e m  de- nw ..." S ~ M J  from PCPU to SCPU f 

When using  an Al71SCPU 
This flag is used to determine  whether the  status of modules  mounted 
to the main  base  unit  and  extension  base units is 'normal' or 'abnormal'. 
0 ON ......... When  mounted  module is abnormal 

OFF ....... When  mounted  module is normal 
The  module information when the power is switched ON and  module 
information after the power  has  been switched ON are always  checked 
and  errors  are  detected. 
(a)  When M2047 comes ON, the ERROR LED of the A I  71  SCPU  lights. 

(b)  Use the sequence  program  to  execute the appropriate processing 
(stopping the driven axis, establishing the servo OFF status) when 
an error  occurs. 

When using  an  A273UHCPU (8/32 axis specification) 
This flag is used  to  determine  whether the status of modules  mounted 
to base units or  motion  extension  base units is 'normal' or 'abnormal'. 
0 ON ........ When the mounted  module is abnormal 
0 OFF ....... When  the  mounted  module is abnormal 
The  module  information  when  the  power is switched ON and  module 
information after the power has been switched ON are continually 
checked  and errors detected. 
(a)  When M2047 comes ON, the LED indicator  on  the A273UHCPU 

displays the following message. 

'SLO 0 UNIT ERROR' 

TI: 110 slot No. (0  to 7) 
Base unit No. (0: main bare 1 :  motion extension base) 

(b)  Use the sequence  program to execute the appropriate processing 
(stopping the driven axis, establishing the servo OFF status) when 
an  error  occurs. 
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3.2.12 Automrtic dmduath in progmss l'bg (M2128 to M2169): when using an A273UHCPU (32 
axis specification) ..". Signal sa t  from PCPU to SCPU 

This signal is ON during automatic deceleration processing in position control 
or position follow-up control. 

(1) This flag  is ON during automatic deceleration to  the command  address 
in  position follow-up control, but will go OFF if the  command  address is 
changed. 

(2) This flag goes OFF on normal start completion, regardless of the control 
mode  used. 

(3) The automatic deceleration flag does  not  come ON in the following 
cases. 
0 During deceleration caused by turning  the JOG signal OFF. 
0 During  manual pulse generator operation 
0 When deceleration is started part way through positioning due to a stop 

command  or  stop  cause. 

0 When the travel value is 0 
I 

*: The  automatic deceleration flags are  tabled below. 

IREUARK~ 

In the SV22 virtual mode, this flag becomos the flag for tho virtual servomotor axis. 

. 
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3.2.13 Speed c- "On accept lbg : when A273UHCPU (32 axh specffkation) is used ..... Signal 
sent from PCPU to SCPU 

The  speed  change '0' accept flag is ON while a request  for a speed  change 
to speed '0' is being accepted. 
It  comes ON when a request  for a speed  change to speed '0' is accepted 
while an  axis  is being driven.  After that, it will go OFF if a request for a speed 
change to a speed  other than '0' is accepted, or on stop  completion due to a 
stop cause. 

Decderation to a stop  on acceptance 
speed  change request 

I I 
I I I 

I I 
I 

I Start  accept  flag 1 I I 
I 
I 

:ON 0 

I Speed  change '0' OFF 
accept flag' 

t I , 

I Positioning t 
completed 

*: The speed change '0' accept flags are tabled below. 

(1) If a start accept  flag ( W O O 1  to M2032) is ON even though  positioning  is  rtopped, it indicates 
that a request for a speed change  to spwd '0' has been accepted.  Check this  with  the 
speed change '0' accept flag. 

(2) When interpolation  is  performed,  a number of flags  corresponding to  the  number of axes on 
which  interpolation  is  performed  are  set. 

(3) In the  following cases, a  request for a speed change to speed '0' is invalid. 
After deceleration due to JOG OFF 
During  manual  pulse generator operation 
After the start of  automatic deceleration in  podtioning 
After deceleration due  to a stop  cause 

(4) In the SV22 virtual mode, this flag becomes the  flag  for the virtual servomotor axis. 
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(1) If a request for a speed change to a speed other than '0' is issued during 
deceleration to a stop initiated by a speed change to speed 'Om, this  flag 
goes OFF. 

I /  [ y-\ 
t 

Speed change '0' 
accept  flag' 

(2) This flag goes OFF when a stop  cause  occurs after acceptance of a 
request for a speed change to speed '0' .  

I Speed change *O' OFF 
accept fl8g' 

t 

(3) If the speed  change to speed '0' occurs after automatic deceleration has 
started, the speed  change '0' accept flag  will not  come ON. 

Start of automatic deceleration 

I 
I 

Start accept  flag I I 
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~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 

(4) During  position  follow-up  control,  the  speed  change '0' accept  flag  will 
come ON even if the  speed  change  to  speed 0 occurs after automatic ' 
deceleration to  the  command  address  has started. 

start accept  flag --j 

Speed change '0' OFF 
accept  flag' 

t 

(1) During  position  follow-up  control also, if the command  address is changed while the speed 
change to speed '0' is being accepted, the relevant  positioning  will  not be executed. 
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3.3 Special  Relays (SP.Y) 

The servo system CPU has 256 special  relay points from  M9000 to M9255. 
Of these, the 7  points  from MOO73 to M9079 are  used for positioning control, 
and their applications  are  indicated in Table  3.4. 

Table 3.4 Special  Rolays 
, Dovicr No. Signal Direction Signal Namr 

M9073 
PCPU READY-completed  flag "74 
WDT error  flag 

MW76 Iln-tort-mode  flag 
M9076 I Extomal omorgenoy atop input  flag PCPU + SCPU 

"77 

Servo  program srtting error  flag W8079 
Test mode  request  error  flag M9078 
Manual Dulse aenerator axis setting  error flag 

3.3.1 WDT emr  flag (M8073) ..... Signal sent from PCPU to SCPU 

This flag comes ON when a  'watchdog  timer  error' is detected  by the PCPU's 
self-diagnosis  function. 
When  the PCPU detects  a WDT  error, it executes an immediate stop without 
deceleration  on the driven  axis. 
When the WDT error flag has  come ON, reset the servo  system CPU with the 
key switch. 
If M9073  remains ON after  resetting,  there is a fault at the PCPU side. 
The error  cause is stored in the PCPU error  cause  storage  area  (D9184) 
(see  Section  3.5.2). 

This flag is  used to determine  whether  the PCPU is normal or abnormal from 
the sequence  program. 

(1)  When the PC READY flag (M2000) turns  from OFF to ON, the fixed 
parameters,  servo  parameters, limit switch  output  data, etc., are 
checked, and if no error is detected  the PCPU READY-completed flag 
comes ON. The servo parameters  are  written to the servo amplifiers and 
the M codes are cleared. 

(2) When the PC READY flag (M2000)  goes off, the PCPU READY-com- 
pleted flag also  goes OFF. 

I PC READY  flag h 
"000) I/ ,t 

/ I  

PCPU READY-com-  Writing of servo 
pletod  flag (M9074) parameters to servo 

amplifiorr 

. 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

3.3.3 In-test-mode (M9075) ..... Signal from PCPU to SCPU / 

(1)  This flag  is used to determine  whether or not a test mode  established 
from a peripheral device is currently effective. Use it, for example,  for 
an interlock effective when starting a servo program with a DSFRPKVST 
instruction in the sequence  program. 
0 ON ........ When the test mode is not in effect 
0 OFF ....... When the test mode is  in effect 

(2) If a test mode request is issued  from a peripheral device  but the test 
mode is not established, the test  mode  request error flag (M9078)  comes 
ON. 

3.3.4 External emergency stop input flag (M9076) ..... Signal from PCPU to SCPU 

This flag is  used to check the ON or  OFF status of external emergency  stop 
signal  input  at the EMG terminal. 

ON ........ External  emergency  stop input is ON 
0 OFF ....... External emergency  stop input is OFF 

3.3.5 Manual pulse gonemtot axis setting error ftag (MW77) ..... Signal sent from PCPU to SCPU 

(1)  This flag is used to determine  whether the  setting  in the  manual pulse 
generator axis setting register (D1012) is normal or  abnormal. 
0 ON ........ When Dl012  is normal 
0 OFF ....... When Dl012  is abnormal 

(2) When  M9077  comes ON, the error contents are stored in  the manual c 
pulse  generator  axis setting error register (D9187). I 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 
~~ ~~ ~ 

3.3.6 Test mode request emr flag (UW78) ..... Signal sent from  PCPU to SCPU 

(1) This flag comes ON if the test mode is not established when a test mode 
request is sent  from a peripheral device. 

(2) When M9078 comes ON, the error contents are stored in the test mode 
request error register (D9188). 

. 

(1) When  an  emergency  stop signal (EMG) is input during positioning, 
the feed present value is advanced within the rapid stop decelera- 
tion time set in the  parameter block. At the same  time, the servo 
OFF status is established because the  all axes servo start command 
(M2042) goes OFF. When the rapid stop deceleration time has 
elapsed after input of the emergency  stop signal, the  feed present 
value returns to  the value at the point when the emergency stop was 
initiated. 

(2) If the emergency  stop is reset before  the emergency  stop decelera- 
tion time  has  elapsed, a servo error occurs. 

(3) If you  do  not  want to establish the servo ON status immediately after 
an  emergency stop has been reset, include the following section in 
the sequence  program. 

All axes servo start command 
execution  signal 

P ' k i S E T  PLS MO M2042 

3.3.7 Servo progmm setting e m r  flag (M) ..-. SlgMl from PCPU to SCPU 

This flag  is used to determine  whether the positioning data of the servo 
program designated by a DSFRPEVST instruction is normal or abnormal. 

OFF ........ Normal 
ON ......... Abnormal 



3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 
~~~~ ~ 

3.4 Data  Registers (D) 

An A171SCPU  has  1024  data  register points from DO to D1023,  and  an 
A273UHCPU  (8/32 axis specification) has  8192  data  register points from DO 
to D8191. 
In the case of  an  A171SCPU or A273UHCPU  (8 axis specification), the 224 
points from  D800 to D1023, and in  the case of  an  A273UHCPU  (32 axis 
specification) the  800  points from DO to D799, are used for positioning control, 
and the applications of these devices are shown in  the following table. 

:A1  71 S C P b  Table 3.5 Data  Registers 
Dovice Signal Namo No. No. 

D.vit. Slgnai Name 

O8O0 

D819 
to Axis 1 monitoring 

data 

D820 

D839 
to Axis 2 monitoring 

data 

D840 Axis 3 monitoring 
D E 9  Idab 
D860 

D879 
to Axis 4 monitoring 

data 

D10,2 Setting register for axis number controlled with 
manual pulse generator 

Dl014 Unusable 

D1015 JOG operation simultaneous start axis setting 
register 

D959 
D1016 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 

manual pulse generator  for axis 1 

to !change data I D960 Axis 1 control 

D965 storage area manual pulse generator  for axis 2 
1 pulse input magnification setting register of 

D966 Axis 2 control 

0971 storage area 

D972 Axis 3 control 

D977 storage area 

D978 Axis 4 control D 1020 

0983 storage area D 1023 

D984 

D 1007 

to change data First data reglater number 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 3 

fT-d-rqL*w 

to change data J O D Q g . . d r h O m  
1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator tor axis 4 

c 

to change data to Unusable 

to Unusable 

D 1008 

D l  009 
to Limit switch output disable setting 

Dl010 

Dl01 1 
to Unusable 

J 

” 
, 
I 
r 

f 
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cA273UHCPU 
9 axis specification)> Tablo 8.6 Data Rogirtors 
Dovie. Signal Nuno No. No. 

Dovia8 8igMl Namo 

D800 Axis 1 monitoring 
D k 9  lata 
D820 

data D k 9  
Axis 2 monitoring 

Axis 3 monitoring 
D k 9  

Axis 4 monitoring to 
D879 - 

Axis 5 monitoring 
D899 

D900 

D939 
Axis 7 monitoring Og20 

data D k 9  
Axis 6 monitoring 

to data 

data 

D940 
data D&9 
Axis 8 monitoring 

D960 kir  1 control 
to  change data 

D965 storage area 

D966 
to 

D971 

D972 

D977 
to t- Axis 2 control 

chanw  data 
storage  area 

Axis 3 control 
change data 
storage  aroa 

D978 
to 

D983 

DQS4 

D989 
to 

D990 
to 

D995 

D996 
to 

Dl001 

Axis 4 control 
change data 
storage  area 

Axis 5 control 
change data 
storage  area 

Axis 6 control 
change data 
storage  area 

Axis 7 control 
change data 
storage  area 

~~ 

Dl002 

storage  area Dl007 
change data to 
Axis 8 control 

D1012 Setting  register  for axis number controlled  with 
manual pulw gonerator 1 

D1013 Setting  registor  for axis number controlled  with 
manual pulse generator 2 

Dl008 

Dl01 1 
to Limit  switch  output  disable  setting 

~~~~~ ~ 

D1014 Setting  regirter  for  axis number controlled  with 
manual pulw generator 3 

I 
I 

D1015 JOQ operation  simultaneous start axis  setting 
register 

I I 
Dl016 I 1 pulre input  magnification  setting  register of 

manual pulse generator for  axis 1 

D1017 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 
manual pulse gonerator for  axis 2 

D1018 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 
manual pulse generator for  axis 3 

1 pulse  input m a g n b t i o n  setting  register of 
manual pulse genorator tor  axis 4 

D1020 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 
manual pulre generator for  axis 5 

, 

D102, 1 pulse  input magnification rotting registor of 
manual pulse gonorator for  axis 6 

1 pulso  input m a g n b t i o n  setting  register of 
manual pulse genorator for a x i s  7 

manual pulro gonorator  for axis 8 
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cA273UHCPU 
32 axis specification)> Tablo 3.7 Data Registers 

Device 
No. 

D320 

D339 

Signal Name D a h  Roglster Names 

to Axis  17 monitoring data 

Device 
No. I Signal  Name 

DO 
to  Axis 1 monitoring data 

D l  9 

D20 

D39 
to  Axis  2 monitoring  data 

D40 

D59 
to  Axis  3 monitoring  data 

~ 

D340 

D359 

D360 

D379 

D380 

D399 

to Axis  18 monitoring data 

to Axis  19 monitoring data 

to Axis 20  monitoring  data 
D60 
to 

D79 

D80 
to 

D99 

Dl00 
to 

D l  19 

Axis 4 monitoring data 

__ 

Axis 21 monitoring  data 

Axis 22 monitoring  data 

Axis  23 monitoring  data 

D400 
to 

0419 

D420 

D439 
to 

D440 
to 

D459 

Axis  5 monitoring data 

Axis  6 monitoring data 

F M  data register  number Dl20 

Dl39 

D l  40 

D l  59 

D l  60 

to Axis 7 monitoring data 

to Axis 8 monitoring data 

. :E=-=-! --- t$ I A x I  24 monitoring  data 1 
D499 

Axis  25 monitoring data 
Dl79 

to 
IAxis 9 monitoring data i 

D5OO I D l  80 
to 

D l  99 

D200 
to 

D219 

~ to [ A x i s  26 monitoring  data 
D519 

Axis 10  monitoring data 

Axis  11  monitoring data 

- 
D520 

D539 
to Axis 27 monitoring data 

D540 D220 
to 

0239 

0240 
to 

D259 

0559 
Axis  28 monitoring  data I Axis 12  monitoring  data 

Axis 13  monitoring data - Axis  29 monitoring  data 

D560 
to 

D579 

D260 I I D580 I -7 
to 

I b i s  14 monitoring data 
1 ;kg lAxis 30 monitoring data 1 

D279 
I I 

D280 I D600 
to IAxis 15 monitoring data I Dig I b i s  31 monitoring data 1 _... 

D299 
I 

D300 1 Axis  32 monitoring  data D319 
Axis  16 monitoring data 
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4273UHCPU 
32 axis specification)> T8ble 3.7 Data Rogistors (Continuod) 

I I I I 
Devlce 

No. Sign81 Name Stgnai Name 

Axis 17 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 18 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 19 JOQ speed data 
storage area 

Axis 20 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 1 JOG s p o d  dnta 
storage area 

Axis 2 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 3 JOQ speed data 
storage area 

Axis 4 JOG speed data 
storag. area 

D672 
D673 

D674 
D675 

D676 
D677 

D678 
D679 

DM0 
D64l 

D642 
D643 

D644 
D645 

D646 
D647 

Axis 21 JOG speed data 
storqge area 

0648 
D681 storage area D649 
DM0 Axis 5 JOG s p d  data 

D650 
D683 storage area D65l 
D682 Axis 6 JOB speed data 

D652 
D685 storage area D653 
D684 Axis 7  JOG  Speed data 

Axis 22 JOG speed  data 
storage area 

Axis 23 JOG speed data 
storage area 

D654 
D655 

Axis 8 JOG s p d  data 
storage area 

D686 
storage area DM7 
Axis 24 JOG S- data 

DB88 
storage area Dm9 
Axis 25 JOG sped data D656 

storage area D657 
Axis 9 JOG  spoed data 

I I I I 

D658 
storage  area 0659 
Axis 10 JOG speed data D690 

storage area D691 
Axis 26 JOG speed  data 

I I I 
I I I 

DID2 
storage area D693 
Axis 27 JOG speed data D660 

storage area 0661 
Axis 11 JOG speed data 

D662 
D663 

Axis 12 JOG spoed data 
storago area 

D694 
D695 

Axis 28 JOG speed data 
storage area 

~~ ~ 

h i s  13 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 14 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 15  JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 16 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 29 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 30 JOG sped data 
storap area 

Axis 31 JOG speed data 
storage area 

Axis 32 JOG spood data 
storage area 

oggg 
0697 

D698 
D6gs 

0700 
D701 

D702 
D703 

0664 
D665 

D666 
D667 

D668 
D669 

0670 
D67 1 
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eA273UHCPU 
(32 axis sDecificationb Table 3.7 Data Reairtors (Continued] 

Drvlce Slgnal  Namr No. No. 

D704 

D709 

Dovlcr Signal Name 

to Unusable D737 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 
manual pulsr gonerator  for  axis 18 

D710 

manual pulsr generator for axis 20 manual  pulse  generator 1 071 5 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of D739 Setting  register  for axis number  controlled  with D714 

manual pulse  generator for axis 19 register D71 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting register of D738 JOG operation  simultaneous start axis  setting to 

Setting  register for axis  number  controlled  with I D740 I 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 
manual  pulse  generator 2 manual pulse  generator for axis  21 I 
Setting  register for  axis number  controlled  with I D741 I 1 pulse  input  magnification srtting register of 
manual  pulse  generator 3 manual pulse  generator for axis 22 I I D720 I 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of I D742 1 manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 1 manual pulse  generator for axis 23 I 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting register  of 

I D721 I 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 
manual  pulse generator for  axis 2  manual pulse  generator for axis 24 1 D743 I 1 pulse  input 

D722 

D723 

D724 

D725 

D726 

D727 

D728 

0729 

D730 

D73 1 

0732 

~ ~~~ 

1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 

magnification  setting  area manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 13 
Manual pulse  generator 3  (P3)  smoothing D754. 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 

magnification  setting  area manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 12 
Manual pulse  generator 2  (P2)  smoothing D753. 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 

magnification  setting  area  manual  pulse generator for  axis  11 
Manual pulse  generator 1 (Pl)  smoothing D752. 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 

manual pulse  generator  for  axis  32  manual  pulse generator for  axis 10 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of D751 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 

manual pulse  generator for axis 31 manual  pulse generator for  axis 9 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of D750 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 

manuat pulse  generator for axis 30 D749 manual  pulse generator for  axis 8 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 

manual pulse  generator  for  axis  29 manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 7 
1 pulse  input  magnification srtting register of D748 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 

manual pulse  generator  for  axis 28 manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 6 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of D747 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 

manual pulse  generator for axis  27 D746 manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 5 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 

manual pulse  generator  for  axis 26 manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 4 
1 pulse  input  magntfication  setting  register of D745 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 

manual pulse  generator for axis 25 manual  pulse generator for  axis 3 
1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of D744 

I D733 1 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  registor of 
manual  pulse generator for  axis 14 

D755 

I D734 1 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register of 
manual  pulse  generator  for  axis 15 

D760 1 IUmit switch  output  disable  setting 

I D735 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of 
manual pulse  generator  for  axis 16 

D776' I D k l  I Umtt switch  output status storage  area I 
D736 1 pulse  input  magnification  setting  register  of D792' 

0799 manual  pulse  generator  for  axis  17 to Servo amplifier  type 
~~~~ ~ 

*: Treated  as a special register in this manual. For  detallt, see Section 3.5. 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

The monitoring data area is used  by the PCPU to store  data  such as  the feed 
present value during positioning control, the actual present  value,  and the 
number of droop  pulses in the deviation counter. 
It can be used to check  the positioning control status  using the sequence 
program. 
The user  cannot  write  data into the  monitoring  data  area (with the exception 
of the  travel value register). 
For details on the delay  time  between a positioning device (input, internal 
relay, special relay) going ON or OFF and storage of data in the monitor data 
area, see APPENDIX 7 ‘Processing Times’. 

<A1 71 SCPU> Table 3.8 Monitoring Data Areas 
AXIS 3 

D841 ,D840 
D843,D842 
D845,D844 

D846 
D847 
D848 

D850,D849 

D851 
~ 8 5 2  
D853 
D854 

AXIS 4 
086 1, D860 
D863,D862 
D865,D864 

D866 
D867 
0868 

D870,D869 

D871 

D872 
D873 
D874 . 

Travel  value change  register 

D879 D859 0839 D819 Constant  speed  control data set  pointer 
D878.D877  D858,D857 D838,D837  D818.D817 Actual  present  value  when STOP is input 
D876,D875  D856,D855 D836.D835 D816,D815 

. 
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eA273UHCPU 
(8 axis  specification)> Table 3.9 Monitoring  Data Areas 

Name Axis 1 Axis 2 

D883,D882 D863,D862  D843,D842 D823,D822  D803,D802 Actual present value 
DS81,D88(1 0861 ,DE60  DE41  ,DE40 D821,D820 DE01  ,DE00 Feed present value 

Axis 5 Axis 4 Axis 3 

value 
Deviation counter D805,D804  D825,D824 D845,D844 D865,D864  D885,D884 r- Minor error code 1 -D806 1 D826 1 1:; 1 D866 1 D886 
Major error code  DE07  D827  D847 0867 D887 
Servo error code 0808 D828  D888  DE88 
Travel value after 
near-zero point dog D810,D809  D830,D829  D850,D849 0870,0869 0890,0889 
comes ON 
Home position return 
second travel value D81 D83 1 DE91 D871 D85 1 

Executed program 
number D812 0892 D872 0852 D832 

M code I D813 I 0833 I D853 I D873 I D893 
Torque limit value I D814 I DE34 I D854 1 DE74 I D894 
Travel value change 
register D816,D815  D896,D895  D876,D875  D856,D855 0836,0835 

when Actual STOP present is input value ~ D 8 l 8 , D 8 1 7 ~ D 8 3 8 , D 8 3 ~ ~ D 8 5 8 , D 8 ~ 7 ~ D 8 7 8 , D 8 ~ ~ D 8 9 8 , D 8 9 ~  

I Constant speed 
control data set 1 D819 I D839 I DE59 I D879 I DE99 
pointer I I 

D906 D926 D946 
D907 D927 D947 
D908 D928 D948 

D910,D909  D930.DS29  D950,D949 I I 
D911 I D931 1 1;:: 
D912 0932 

D913  D933  D953 
D914  D934  D954 

D916,D915  D936.DS35  D956,D955 

D919 1 D939 I D959 
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eA273UHCPU (32 axis speci 
Axlr 1 

Deviation counter 
value D5,D4 

Minor error code 
Major error code 

D6 

D8 Servo error code 
D7 

Home position return 
second travel value 

comes ON 
Executed program 
number D l 2  

M code D l 3  
Torque limit value D l 4  
Constant speed 
control data set D l 5  
pointer 
Travel value change 
register D17,D16 

Actual present value 
when STOP is input D19,D18 

ication)> Table 3.10 Mo 
Ax102 

D103,D102 D83,D82  D63,D62 D 4 3 , D 4 2   D 2 3 , D a  
D101 ,DlOB  D81 ,DW  D61 ,Dm D41,DSO  D21,D20 

Axla 6 A x k S  Ax104 A x k 3  

0 2 5 , 0 2 4  

D l  08 D88 D68 048 D28 
D l  07 D 8 7  067 047 D27  
D l 0 6  086 D66   D46  D26  

D105,D104 D85 ,D84   D65 ,D64   M5,D44  

M9 D49 D69 D 8 9   D l  09 

D31,D30 D 1 1 1 , D l l O  091,DQO D71,D70 M l , D 5 0  

D32  

D l  14 D94 074 D54  D34 
D l  13 093 D 7 3  D 5 3   D 3 3  

Dl  12 D92   D72   D52  

D35 D l  15 D 9 5   D 7 5  055 

D37,D36 

D l   l Q , D 1 1 8  099,098 D79,D78 D59,D58  D39,D30 

D117 ,Dl lB   097 ,DW  D77 ,D76   D57 ,D56  

r litorinn Data Areas 
, M . 7  ui8 6 
~ D 1 2 1 , D 1 2 0   D 1 4 1 , D 1 4 0  
D123,D122 D l 4 3 , D 1 4 2  

D 1 2 5 , D 1 2 4   0 1 4 5 , 0 1 4 4  

d126 D l  46 
d127 Dl  47 
d128 d148 

d129 d149 

D131,D130  D151,D150 I I  

~ 

Nama Arl.22 A x h  21 AXi8 20 Ad819 M 8  18 Arl8 17 
F e d  present value 

Deviation counter 
0 4 2 5 , 0 4 2 2  D403,D402 D383,D382  D9(13,DS2  D343,D342 D323,D322 IActual present value 
D421 ,D420 0401 , D m  D38l ,D380  DM1  ,D980  D341,D340 0321 ,D320 

valua D325,D324 0345.D344  D365,D364  D385,D384 D425,D424 D405.D404 
~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

IMinor error code 

D329 Home position return 

M28 0408 D388  0368 0348 D 3 2 8  Servo error code 
M27 D407   D387   D367   D347  0327 Major error code 
M26 D406  D386 D366 D346 0326 

second travel value D349  D369 D389  D409 D429 

;Travel value after 
 near-zero point dog 0 3 3 1 , 3 3 0  DUl ,D430   D411 ,D410   D391 ,D390   D371 ,D370   D351 ,D350  

~~ 

'comes ON 
Executed program 
numbor D332 0432 0412 D392  D372 0352 

~M code D 3 3 3  

!Constant speed 
D434 D414  D394  D374  D354 D334   torque limit value 
D 4 3 3   D 4 1 3  D393  0373 D353 

control data set D335  0355 D375  
pointer 

D435   D415   D395  

/Travel value change 
Iregistor Ds7,Dw 

jActual when STOP present is input value I D339 ,D338  I D359,D358  lD379.D378 1 D399,D398 1 D H Q , D 4 1 8  I D439,D438 
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3. POSITIONING  SIGNALS 

l l l l l l l l l  D171,D170  D191,DlSO  D211,D210  D231,D230  D251,D250  D271,D270  D291,D290  D311,D310 
~~ ~~ 

Dl72 

D314 D294 M 7 4  D254  D234 D214 D l  94 Dl74 
D313 D293 D273  0253  0233 D213 D l  93 Dl73 

0312 D292  0272  D252  D232 D212 D l  92 

Dl75 0315 D295  D275 D255 D235 D215 D l  95 

D491,D490 D511.D510  D531,D530  D551,D550  D571.D570  D591,D590  D011,WlO  D631,D630 

D492  D512  D532  D552  D572  0592 D612 0632 
~~~ ~ ~ ~~ 

D493 
D034 D614 D594  D574 D554 D534 D514 0494 
D633 D613 D593  D573  D553 D533 0513 

0495 D635 D615 D595 D575 D555 D535 0515 
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3. POSITIONING SIGNALS 

(1)  Feed present value register ........ Data  from the PCPU to the SCPU 
(a) This register stores the target address  output to  the servo amplifier 

on  the basis of the positioning addresdtravel value  designated in  the 
servo program. 

(b) The stroke range check is performed  on this feed present  value  data. 

(2) Actual present value register ........ Data  from the PCPU to the SCPU 
(a) This register stores the present  value attained in actual travel (the 

feed present value  minus  the droop pulses in the deviation counter). 
1) In  fixed-pitch feed control, the  travel value counted  up  from 0 after 

2) In  speedposition switching  control, the present value counted up 

3) During speed  control, '0' is stored. 

present  value. 

motion starts is stored. 

from the address when motion starts is stored. 

(b) In  the stopped status, the feed  present value is equal to the actual 

(3) Deviation counter  value register ........ Data from the PCPU to the SCPU 
This register stores the difference between the  feed present  value and 
the  actual present value. 

(4) Minor error  code register ........ Data  from the PCPU to the SCPU 
(a) This register stores the relevant  error  code (see Appendix 2.2)  when 

a minor error occurs. 
If another minor  error  occurs, the previous error  code is overwritten 
by the new error code. 

(M1807+20n). 
(b) Minor error codes can be cleared by an error reset signal 

(5) Major error code register ........ Data  from the PCPU to  the SCPU 
(a) This register stores the relevant  error  code (see Appendix  2.3)  when 

a major error occurs. 
If another major  error  occurs, the previous error code is overwritten 
by the new error code. 

(M1807+20n). 
(b) Major error  codes  can be cleared by an error reset signal 

(6) Servo error code register ........ Data  from the PCPU to  the SCPU 
(a) This register stores the  relevant  error  code (see Appendix 2.4)  when 

a servo error occurs. 
If another servo error occurs, the previous error code is overwritten 
by the new  error  code. 

(b) Servo error codes can be cleared by a servo error  reset signal 
(M1808+20n). 
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Travel value after near-zero  point  dog  comes ON register ........ Data 
from the PCPU to the SCPU 
(a)  When a home position return operation is performed, the travel  value 

from the point where the  near-zero point dog  comes ON to the  point 
where the home position return operation is completed is  stored in 
this register (with no sign  appended). 

(b) In speed/position  switching  control, the travel value during position 
control is stored in this register (with no sign appended). 

Home position return  second travel value register ........ Data from the 
PCPU to  the SCPU 
If the position  at which  motion  stops in accordance with the  travel  value 
setting after the near-zero point dog has been switched ON by a periph- 
eral  device (see Section 7.21) is not the zero  point, the servo system 
CPU will initiate a second travel to the zero point. The travel value for 
travel to the zero  point  during this second operation is stored in this 
register (with no  sign  appended). 
Note that in the case of a data  set type home position  return operation, 
the data  remains  unchanged  (the previous value stands). 

Executed  program  number register ........ Data from the PCPU to the 
SCPU 
(a)  The  program  number  of the program being executed is stored in this 

(b) In JOG operation  and  manual  pulse generator operation, the values 

register when  the DSFRP/SVST instruction is executed. 

indicated below are stored in  this register. 
1) JOG operation ................................... FFFF 
2) Manual pulse generator  operation ....... FFFE 
3) When the power is turned  on .............. .FFOO 

in the test mode, FFFD is stored in  this register. 
1) A home position retur 
2) A position loop  gain  or position control gain 1 check in servo 

(c) When either of the following is being executed by a peripheral device 

diagnosis. 

f '  

f 
I 

'., 

i 

(10) M code register ..... Data  from the PCPU to the SCPU 
(a)  The M code'  set for the executed servo program is stored in this 

register when  positioning  starts.  If no M code is set for  the servo 
program,  the  value  stored is '0'. 

(b) If positioning is started by a means other than a servo  program, the 
existing value  does not  change. 

(c)  The stored value  changes to '0' at the leading edge of the PC 
READY signal (M2000). 
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*: See tho following  sections for details on M ood.8 and reading M codes. 
M code ..................... Seobion 8.2 
M cod. roeding ......... Appondix 6.3 

(1 1) Torque  limit  value  register ........ Data  from the PCPU to the SCPU 
This register  stores  the  value for the torque  limit  imposed  on the servo 
system.  The  default  value  of 300% is stored in this register  when  the 
power to the servo system is turned on  or at  the  leading  edge  of the PC 
READY signal (M2000). 

(12) Travel value  change register ........ Data  from  the  SCPU to the PCPU 
This is the  area  used  when the position control travel value is changed 
in speedlposition  switching control (see Section 7.14). 

(13) Actual  present  value  when STOP is input  register ........ Data from the 
PCPU to  the SCPU 
This register stores  the  actual  present  value when a STOP signal is input 
from  an  external  source. 
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~~ ~ 

(14) Constant  speed control data  set pointer ... Data  from the PCPU to the 
SCPU 
This  pointer is used in constant  speed control when specifying position- 
ing data indirectly and substituting positioning data during operation. 
It stores a 'point' that indicates which of the values stored in indirect 
devices  has  been input to the PCPU  when positioning is being repeated 
by  using a repeat instruction (FOR-TIMES, FOR-ON, FOR-OFF). 
Use this pointer in conjunction with the PC set pointer (controlled by the 
user in the  sequence  program) -which indicates the extent to which the 
positioning data  has  been  updated  by the SCPU - to confirm which 
positioning data is to be updated. 
The  use of the data set pointer  and PC set pointer for constant speed 
control is explained  here  using the example servo program  below. 

, 

c 

Pass p i n  
9 

. 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

. 
9 

z CPSTART2 

AXIS 1 
Axis 2 

speed 
FOR-TIMES 

ABS2 
AXIS 

AXIS 

ABS2 
AXIS 

AXIS 
ABS2 
AXIS 

AXIS 
ABS2 
AXIS 

AXb 
ABS2 
Axls 
AXb 

A B 5 2  
AXIS 
Axb 

ABS2 
AXIS 

AXIS 

ABS2 
AXIS 
Axls 

NEXT 

D200 

D202 

DO 
D2 

D4 
D6 

D8 
D l0  

D l 2  
D l 4  

D l6  
D l8  

D20 
022 

024 
D26 

D28 
D30 

CPEND 

i 

Point 
... r.Points 0 are set  in  the  order 

FOR-TIMES 
FOR-ON 

I ... 1 
0 ,  1,  2, etc., starting  from  the head of 
the sequence defined by the following 1 
repeat instructions: ... 2 

... 3 

. . A 

... 5 
f 

... 6 

... I 

The input of positioning data to  the PCPU on updating the positioning data in f 

indirect devices DO to D6  when 2-axis constant  speed control is executed I 

using  the servo program  shown  above is described overpage. i 
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[Internal processing] 
(1)  On starting  the operation,  the positioning data of points 0 to 6 ((1) to 

(14)) is input to the PCPU. 
At this time, the last point of the  data  to be input - which is point '6' - is 
stored in  the data  set pointer for constant  speed  control. 
The '6' stored in the data  set  pointer for constant  speed control indicates 
that updating of the positioning data  stored in points 0 to 6 is possible. 

(2) The positioning data of points 0 and  1 ((A) to (D)) is updated in accord- 
ance  with the sequence  program. 
The last positioning data to be rewritten - which is  the data of point '1' - is stored in the PC set pointer (which  must be controlled by the  user in 
the sequence  program).  Updating of positioning data of points 2 to 6 
(data (5) to (14))  remains  possible. 

(3) On completion of the positioning for point 0 ,  the value in the data set 
pointer for constant speed control is automatically incremented  by  one 
to '7'. 
At this time, the positioning data of point 0 ((1) to (2)) is discarded  and 
the positioning data for point 7 ((15)  to  (16)) is input to the PCPU. 

(4)  Hereafter,  each  time the positioning for a point  is completed,  the posi- 
tioning data shifts one  place. 
The positioning data  that  can be updated is the data after that indicated 
by the PC set pointer: this  is the  data  which  has not yet  been  input  to 
the PCPU. 
Consequently,  after completion of the positioning corresponding to point 
3, even if the values stored in indirect devices D8 and D l 0  are  updated 
by the sequence  program, the point 2 positioning data  that is input to the 
PCPU will not be updated  and  the  second positioning will be executed 
using  the  unupdated  data. 
In other  words, the data set  pointer for constant  speed control is a pointer 
that indicates data that has not yet  been  input to the PCPU  and  can  be 
updated by the sequence  program. 

f 
i 

1 

I POINT I 1 
7 I 

(1)  Number  of points  that can be defined by a repeat instruction 
0 Create a subprogram to create  at  least  eight points. 
0 If there are less than eight points and these include pass points 

with small travel values, the positioning at  each point may be 
completed,  and the data  input to the PCPU, before the data  has 
been updated by the sequence  program. 
Create a sufficient number of points to ensure  that data will not be 
input to  the PCPU before the SCPU  has updated the values in the 
indirect devices. 

i 
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3.4.2 Data stomgo ana for confrd change @860 to DBWD860 to D10071D640 b D m )  ..... Data 
fmmthoSCPUtothoPCPU 

The data storage area for control change is  the area for storing present value 
change  data,  speed  change  data,  and  JOG operating speed data. 

<A1  71  SCPU> Table 3.11 Data Storage A n a r  for Control Change 

Present value 
,change register 
speed change 
register 
JOG speed 
sotting rrgister 

eA273UHCPU 
8 axis  ecification)> Table  3.12  Data Storago Anas for Control Chango 

Nun. Ax18 4 A x h  3 Axl8  2 AX18 1 

DQSl,D960 

D983,D982  D977,DQ78 D97 1, D970 D965,D964 

0981 ,D980 D975,0974  D969,D968 DQS3,D962 

D979,D978  D973,D972 DQS7,DWS 

<A273UHCPU . .  . 

I 

0 When using  an A1  71  SCPU/A273UHCPU (8 axis specification), either 
the DSFLP instruction or  CHGNCHGV instruction can be used  to 
execute present value changedspeed changes. 

0 When using an  A273UHCPU  (32 axis specification), present value 
changedspeed changes  can be commanded with a CHGNCHGV 
instruction and there is therefore no present value change register or 
speed change register. 

I I 
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p change Present 

(1) Present  value  change  register  (when using Al71SCPU/A273UHCPU (8 f 
axis specification)  only) 
(a)  This  register  stores  the feed present  value after the  change  when 

(b)  The  ranges  of  values  that  can be set in the present  value  change 

- _  
the feed  present  value  of  a  stopped axis is changed. 

register  are  indicated  below. 
mm 

Et:! Units sefflng 
PLUSE dogma Inch 

Units r::: Units E,:: Unlb 

il 

ROlth8RS 
R8nge , 

Even if  the  set 
-2147483648 value is outside pLs -21  47463648 x l  0*5 ~ 1 0 "  -2147483648 X l 0 '  
-2147483647 the stroke range,  -2147483647 degree 

0-35999999 inch -2147489647 pm 
no error  will  occur. 

(c) When the  positioning  control  change  instruction (DSFLP) is 
executed,  the  value  stored in the present value change register 
becomes  the  feed  present  value. 

(d)  For  details  on  present  value  changes,  see  Section 8.8. 

(2) Speed  change  register  (when  using  A171SCPU/A273UHCPU (8 axis 
specification)  only) 
(a)  This  register  stores  the  speed after the change  when the speed  of 

(b)  The  setting  ranges for the  speed  change register are indicated 

an  axis in motion is changed. 

below. , 

m m  PLUSE dwroa inch 
Sefflng 

Rmae 
PLSlsec 0-1000000 degree,min x10'3 

0-600000000 OS3 o-600000000 
R.nae Units Untts 

Speed 
mm/min change value o-600000000 

x10-2 

Units  Units S.fflng 
R8nGO 

ik 

inch/min 

(c) When the  positioning  control  change  instruction (DSFLP) is 
executed,  the  value  stored in the  speed  change register becomes 
the  positioning  speed. 

(d)  For  details  on  speed  changes,  see  Section  8.7. 

(3)  JOG  speed  setting  register 
(a)  This  register  stores  the JOG speed during JOG  operation. 

(b) The  setting  ranges  for  JOG speed are indicated below. 

m m  PLUSE dwrw Inch 
'Offing Units Sefflng Unlb Sefflng 

R8n Units Ffn: Units R8nge R8nge 

JOQ speed 1 -6OOOoooOO 1 -6OOOOOOOO mm,min 
x1 0 2  x1 oe3 1 - 6 0 ~ ~ o o o  degreelmin 

x1 o - ~  1-1000Ooo PLS/soc - 
At the  leading  edge  (OFF - ON) of the JOG start signal, the  value 
stored in the JOG speed setting register becomes the effective 
value. 
It is only  possible  to  change the data during JOG  operation: the JOG 
speed  cannot  be  changed. 
For details  on  JOG  operation,  see  Section 7.19. 

i 
f 
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3.4.3 Umtt swttch output diorbk setting rugbter (DlooS b D l ~ m  to D10111D76-0 to Dn5) ..... Data from the SCPU to tho PCPU 

(1) This  is a register  for  disabling the external output  of  limit  switch  output 
in 1 point units. If a bit is set  to '1 ', the  output of the corresponding  limit 
switch  is  disabled,  then  the external output goes O f f .  

<A1 71 SCPU> 
I 

b15 b14 b13  bl2 bll b10 b9 b8 b7 b0 b5 b4 b3 b2 bl  bO 
Dl008 ~LYOF~LYOE~LYOD~LYOC~LYOB~LYOA~LY09)LYO8)LYO7)LYO0~LYO5~LY04~LY03~LY02~LY01~LY00 

1) '1' or '0' is  stored  for each bit. 
1: Disable ...... The limit  switch  output status is OFF. 
0: Enable ....... The limit  switch  output comes ON and 90.8 OFF in accordance with the 

8et d a t a .  
2) LY of LYOO to LYlF  shows the limit switch  output. 

eA273UHCPU (8 axis specification)> 

b15 b14  blS  b12 bll b10 b9 b8 b7  b0 b5 b4 b3 b2 bl bO 
Dl008 LYOF~LYOE~LYOD~LYOC~LYOB~LYOA~LY09~LYOB~LY07~LYO0~LY~~LY04~LY03~LY02~LY01~LY00 

1- For axis 2 For  axis 1 --{ 

Dl010 LY2F~LY2EILY2DILY2CILY2BILY2AILY29ILY28ILY27ILY201LY25ILY24ILY23ILY22ILY21ILY20 

1- Foraxis6 3 Foraxis5 
Dl011 L Y ~ F ~ L Y ~ E I L Y ~ D ~ L Y ~ C ~ L Y S B ~ L Y I A ) L Y ~ ~ ~ L Y ~ ~ ~ L Y ~ ~ ) L Y ~ ~ ) L Y ~ ~ ~ L Y ~ ~ ~ L Y ~ ~ ~ L Y ~ ~ ) L Y S ~  l~yao 

h-' For  axis8  For axis7 -4 
1) '1 ' or '0' is  stored  for each bit. 

1:  Disable ...... The limit  switch  output status ir OFF. 
0: Enable ....... The limit  switch  output corns ON and  goes OFF in accordance wtth  the 

set dftta. 
2) LY of LYOO to LY3F shows the  limit  switch  output. 

. 
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4273UHCPU  (32 axis specification)> 

D760 

076 1 

D762 

D763 

D764 

D765 

D766 

D767 

D768 

0769 

DTIO 

D n l  

D772 

D773 

D774 

D775 

b l 5  b14  b13 b12 b l l  b10 b9 b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
LYOF~LYOE~LYOD~LYOC)LYOB~LYOA~LYO9~LY08)LY07~LYO6~LY05~LY04~LYO3~LY02~LYOl~LYO~ 

k-, For axi8 2 For axis 1 -{ 
L Y 1 F ~ L Y 1 E ~ L Y 1 D ( L Y 1 C ~ L Y l B ~ L Y l A ~ L Y l 9 ~ L Y l 8 ~ L Y l 7 ~ L Y l 6 ~ L Y l 5 ~ L Y l 4 ~ L Y l 3 ~ L Y l ~ ~ ~ Y l l ~ L ~ ~ ~  

1- For axis 4 ab. For axis 3 ,-I 
LY2F(LY2E~LY2D(LY2C~LY2B~LY2A~LY29~LY28~LY27~LY26~LY25)LY24~LY23)LY22~LY2l~LY20  

k- For axis 6 -1 For axis 5 - 
}- For axis8 ,1, For axis7 -4 
LY4FILY4EILY4DILY4CILY4BILY4AILY49ILY48ILY47ILY46ILY45ILY441LY43)LY42ILY411LY40 

1- For axis 10 , ~ ,  For axis 9 -4 
LY5F~LY5E~LY5D(LY5C~LY5B~LY5A(LY59~LY58(LY57~LY56~LY55)LY54~LY53~LY52~LY51 ILY50 

1- For axis 12 a' For axis 11 --4 
LY6F~LY6E~LY6D)LY6C~LY6B~LY6A[LY69~LY68~LY67~LY66~LY65~LYg4)LY63~LY62~LY61~LY60  

1- For axis 14 --, For axis 13 ,-j 
L n F I L n E I L n D I L 1 7 C I L n B I L n A l L n 9 I L n 8 I L Y 7 7 I L n 6 I L Y 7 5 I L n 4 ) L n 3 I L n 2 1 L n l I L n O  

1- For axis 16 ,I, For axis 15 ,-I 

LY8F)LY8E~LY8D~LY8C~LY8B~LY8A~LY89)LY88~LY87~LY86)LY85~LY84~LY83~LY82~LY81/LY80 

1- For axis 18 *a, For axis 17 ,-I 
LY9F~LY9E~LY9D~LY9C~LY9B~LY9A~LY99~LY98~LY97~LY96)LY95~LY94~LY93~LY92~LY91)LY90 

k-' For axis 20 -,, For axis 19 ,-d 
LYAF(LYAE(LYAD~LYAC~LYAB(LYAA(LYAQ(LYA8(LYA7(LYAB~LYA5(LYA4~LYA3~LYA2(LYAl~LYAO 

b-, For axis 22 b- For axis 21 -4 
LYBF~LYBElLYBDILYBCILYBBILYBA(LYB91LYB8ILYB7ILYBBILYBB~LYB4ILYBI(LYB2ILYBl (LYBO 

1- For axis 24  For axis 23 -4 
LYCFILYCEILYCDILYCCILYCB(LYCA(LYCQILYCBILYC7(LYCgILYCSILYC4(LYCBILYC2ILYCl(LYCO 

b-, For axis 26 ,-- For axis 25 ,-I 
LYDF]LYDE[LYDD1LYDCILYDB~LYDA]LYDQ~LYD8~LYD7~LYD6lLYD51LYD4(LYD3ILYD2~LYDl ILYDO 

I-, For axis 28 , _ I ,  For axis 27 ,-I 
LYEF~LYEE~LYED~LYEC~LYEB~LYEA~LYE9~LYEB~LYE7(LYE6(LYE5~LYE4~LYEB~LYE2~LYEl(LYEO 

1- For axis 30 w- For axis 29 -4 
LYFF(LYFEILYFDILYFC(LYFB~LYFAILYFQILYFI/LYn1LYF6)LYF5(LYF4ILYFSILYF2ILYFlILYFO 

1- For axis 32 ,I' For axis 30 --j 
1) '1 or '0' is stored for each bit. 

1: Disable ...... The limit  switch  output status is OFF. 
0: Enable ....... The  limit  switch  output  comes ON and goes OFF in accordance with the 

set data. 
2) LY of LYOO to LYFF shows the  limit  switch  output. 
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(1) These registers store the axis numbers controlled by manual  pulse 
generators. 

I b15- b12 b l l  b8 b7- b4 b3- bo 

I P1 Dl012 
\ A A 

T 7 T J 

3 digit8 2 digit8 1 digit 
With a maximum of 3 decimal  digits, re t  the controlled axes (1 to 4) 
for each digit. 

cA273UHCPU (8 axis specification)> 

I b15- b12 b l l n  b8 b7- b4 b3-  bO 

P1 Dl012 

P2 Dl013 

P3 Dl014 I 
A A 

t f 
I 

f 
3 digit8 2 digits 1 digit 

With  a  maximum of 3 decimal digits, set the  controlled axe8 (1 to 8)  
for .a& digtt. 

4273UHCPU (32 axis specification)> 
I 

b15 b14  b13 b12 b l l  b10 b9 b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3  b2 b l  b0 
M89lAxlr8IAXI87IArtrdIAXbS~Axb4 AXb3 M 8 2 ) M . l  

P1 

The 8x01 to be controlled by manual pulre gonerator are $et by 
setting 1 or 0: 

1 : De8ignat.d uis 
0 : Underignated air 

~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(2) For details on  manual pulse generator  operation, see Section 7.20. 
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(1)  This  register is used to set  the  axis  numbers  of  axes  on  which  JOG 
operation is to be  executed,  and the direction of  motion. 

cAl71 SCPU> 

I 

Axes started in reverse JOG operation ,+ Axes started in forward JOG operation 

The possible settings for each axis moved in a simultaneous start JOG 
operation are '1' or ' 0 ' .  
1: Simultaneous start executed 
0: Simultaneous start not executed 

<A273UHCPU (8 axis swcificationb 

b15  b14 b13 b12 b l l  b10 b9 b8 b7 b6 b5  b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
is 8 k i s   7 b i s   S k i s  5 b i s  h i s   t h i s   2 b s  ibis h i s   S k i s   S k i s   4 k i s   3 b i s  Phis 1 + Axes started in reverse JOG operation ,+, Axes started in forward JOG operation -+ 

The possible settings for each axis moved in a simultaneous start JOG 
operation are '1' or ' 0 ' .  
1: Simultaneous start executed 
0:  Simultaneous start not executed 

eA273UHCPU  (32  axis  specification)> 

b15  b14  b13 b12 bi t  b10 b9 b8 b7  b6 b!5 b4 b3  b2 bl  W 

The possible settings for each axis moved in a simultaneous start JOG 
operation are '1' or *Om. 
1: Simultaneous start executed 
0: Simultaneous start not executed 

(2) For details on simuttaneous  starting in JOG operation, see Section I 

7.1 9.3. 
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4 

3.4.6 1 puke lnput ntagniflcrtion dng nIibtr#r for mud purW (Dl016 to WOW 
DlOl6 to Dl- to 0751) ..." Data from tho SCPU to tho PCW 

< A I  71 SCPU> 

(1) This register is used to set the magnification (from 1 to 100) per  pulse 
for  the number of input pulses from a manual pulse generator in manual 
pulse generator  operation. 

1-puko lnput Y.gni&.- 
Uon W n g  RagI8t.r 

W n g  Conuponding 
R W .  Axlr No. 

Dl016 Axis 1 

I Dl017 I h i 8  2 
Dl018 Axi8 3 

1 to 100 

I Dl019 I A d 8 4  I 

eA273UHCPU (&axis)> 
1-pulso Input Yqnlnca- Conospondlng Sottlng 

Uon Sattlna Roalshr M a  No. Ranaa 

I Dl017 I Axis 2 
Dl018 Axis 3 
Dl019 Axis 4 1 to 100 
D 1  020 Axis 5 
Dl021 Axis 6 I 

I D l  022 I A d s  7 
D l  023 Axia 8 

D733 
D734 

Axis 14 ~ 

Axis 16 D735 
Axis  15 

- 1 to 1 0 0  

- 
D736 
D737 

Axis  17 

Axis  19 D738 
Axis 18 

I D739 I Axis  20 

I D740 
Axis 22 D74  1 
Axis  21 

I D742 
Axis 24  D743 
Axis 23 

D744 
D745 

Axis  25 

Axis 27 D746 
h i 8  26 

~ ~~ 

Axis 28 
Axis 29 
Axis 30 
Axis 31 
Axis 32 

(2) For details on  manual  pulse  generator  operation,  see Section 7.20. 
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3.5 Special Register (SP.D) r 
A servo  system  CPU  has  256 special register points from  D9000 to D9255. 
Of these,  the  20 points from  D9180 to D9199 are used for positioning control. 
In the case of an A273UHCPU (32-axis  specification),  some of the devices 
used for positioning control are data registers  (D752 to D754,  D760 to D799). 
In this manual, these data registers used  for positioning control are treated I 
as  special  registers. 
The  special registers used for positioning are shown in the table below  (for 
the  applications of special registers other than D9180 to D9199,  see  Appendix 
3.2.) 

<A1  71  SCPU> Table 3.14 Special Registers 

- 

1 Device Number 1 Signal Name I 
I Limit  switch  output  status  storage  area  for  axis  1  and I 

~ 9 1 8 1  laxis 4 
Limit  switch  output  status  storage  area for axis 3  and 

D9182 IUnusable 
D9183 

I D9184 IPCPU error  cause I 
Dgl 85 l ~ e r v o  amplifier type D9186 
D9187 

Servo amplifier loading  information  D9191 
Error  item information D9190 
Error  program  number D9189 
Test  mode  request  error  D9188 
Manual  pulse  generator axis setting error 

D91 92 
,magnification 
Area for setting the  manual pulse generator  smoothing 

D9193 IUnusable 
D9194 

f 
i 

D9195 I Unusable 

f 
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eA273UHCPU 
(8 axis specification)> Table 3.15 Special Registers 
Device Number Sianal Name 

D9180 

nris A '9181 

axis 2 
Limit switch output status storage area for  axis 1 and 

Limit switch output status storage  area for axis 3 and 

. 

Limit switch output status storage  area for axis 5 and 
~~ ~~~~ 

D9182 !axis 6 

D9183 axis 
Limit switch output status storage  area for  axis 7 and 

I D9184 IPCPU error cause 

D9187 

Servo amplifier loading information D9191 
Error item information D9190 
Error program number D9189 
Test mode  request  error D9188 
Manual  Dulse  generator axis settina error 

D91 '* 
.smoothins magnification 
Area for  setting  the manual pulse generator (Pl )  

I Area for  setting  the manual  pulse  generator (P2) 
Dg193 ]smoothing magnification 

Area for  setting  the manual  pulse  generator (P3) D9194 

D9195 
smoothing magnification 

D9199 
to Unusable 
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eA273UHCPU 
(32 axis specification)>  Tablo 3.16 Spocial Registers 
.Device Number Sisnal  Name 

Area for setting the  manual  pulse  generator (Pl) D752* 

D753* Area for setting the  manual  pulse  generator  (P2) 
smoothing  magnification 

smoothing  magnification 
Area for setting the  manual  pulse  generator (P3) 
smoothing  magnification 

D776 

D791 
D792 

to Limit  switch  output  status  storage  area . 
to Servo amplifier  type 

D9180 I to IUnusable 

D9182 

D9183 
D9184 PCPU error  cause 
D9185 

D9187 
D9188 Unusable 
D9189 Error  program number 
D9190 Error  item  information 
D91 91 Servo amplifier loading  information D9192 
D9193 

to Test  mode  request  error 

to Manual  pulse  generator  setting  error 

to Unusable 

*: Data registers used 
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3.5.1 Limit switch output status storage 8198 (D9180 to D91811[)9180 to D81WD776to D7Ql) ". 
mtromthePcPutothescPu 

(1) Stores the output  status (OWOFF) for limit switch output to AY42 set 
with a peripheral device, as '1'  or '0 ' .  

ON ......... 1 
0 OFF ........ 0 

(2) This area can be used  for  purposes such as outputting limit switch output 
data to external  destinations by using the sequence  program. 

<A1  71  SCPU> 
I 

b15 b14 b13 b12 b l l  blO b9 b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b l  b0 
D9180 LYOF~LYOE~LYOD~LYOC~LYOB~LYOA~LYO9~LY08/LY07~LY06~LY05~LY04~LYO3~LY02(LY01~LY00 

1- For axis 2 For axis 1 

D9181 L Y 1 F ~ L Y 1 E ~ L Y 1 D ~ L Y 1 C ~ L Y l B ~ L Y l A ~ L Y l 9 ~ L Y l 8 ~ L Y l 7 ~ L Y l 6 ~ L Y l 5 ~ L Y l 4 ~ ~ ~ l 3 ~ ~ ~ l 2 ~ L Y l l ~ L Y l O  

I-------- For axis4 For axis3 -1 
'1' or '0' is set at each bit of D9180  to D9181. 

ON .............. 1 
OFF ............ 0 

. 
'LY' in LY[ I[ ] of D9180 to D9181 indicates a limit rwitch output. 

<A273UHCPU (8 axis specification)> 
h 

- 

b15 b14 b13 b12 b l l  b10 b9  b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
D9180 LYOF~LYOE~LYOD~LYOC~LYOB~LYOA~LYO9)LY08~LY07~LYO6~LY05~LY04~LY~~LY02~LYO1~LYOO 

1- For axis 2 For axir 1 -1 

D9182 LY2FILY2E~LY2DILY2CILY2B1LY2AILY2gILY28ILY27ILY28ILY25ILY24ILY23ILY22)LY21ILYM 

1- For axis 6 I- For axis 5 --'i 

1- For axis8 ,- For axis7 

'1' or '0' is set at each bit of D9180 to D9183. 
ON .............. 1 
OFF ............ 0 

'LY' in LY[ I[ ] of D9180 to DO181 indicates a limit rwitch output. 
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eA273UHCPU (32 axis  specification)> 

D776 

D777 

D778 

D779 

D780 

D781 

D782 

D783 

D784 

D785 

D786 

D787 

D788 

D789 

D790 

D79 1 

b15  b14  b13  b12 bll b10  b9  b8  b7  b6  b5  b4  b3  b2 bl bO 
LYOF~LYOE~LYOD~LYOC~LYOB~LYOA~LY09~LY08~LY07~LYO6~LY05~LY04~LY03~LY02~LY01~LY00 

I-- For  axis 2 -4 For  axis 1 -4 
LYlF(LY1E~LY1D(LY1C~LYlB~LYlA~LYl9~LYl8~LYl7~LYl6~LYl5~LYl4~LYl3~LYl2~LYll~LYlO 

1- For  axis 4 1 For  axis 3 -4 
LY2F~LY2E~LY2D~LY2C~LY2B~LY2A(LY29ILY28~LY27[LY26~LY25~LY24)LY23)LY22~LY21~LY20 

1- For  axis 6 ,-I For axis 5 

I----------- For  axis 8 For axis 7 -4 
LY4F)LY4ElLY4DILY4C(LY4BILY4AILY49)LY48)LY47ILY46ILY451LY44ILY43ILY42lLY41)LY40 

I-, For axis 10 For axis 9 d 

I-, For axis 12 b- For  axis 1 1  -7 
LY6F~LY6E~LY6D~LY6C~LY6B(LY6A~LY69)LY68~LY67(LY66~LY65~LY64)LY63~LY62(LY61~LY60 

1- For  axis 14 s s .  For axis 13 ,-i 

1- For axis 16 --, For axis 15 

1- For axis 18 <~ For axis 17 -4 
LYQF~LYSE~LY9D~LYSCILYSB(LY9A~LY99)LY98~LY97~LY96~LY95~LY94~LY93~LY92)LY91)LY90 

I For axis 20 ,-I For axis 19 d 

1- For axis 22 ~~ For axis 21 -4 
LYBFILYBE/LYBD(LYBC/LYBBILYBAlLYBSILYBBlLYB7ILYBB(LYB5tLYB4(LYB3ILYB2ILYBl ILYBO 

I-, For axis 24 ,.I For axis 23 d 

1- For axis 26 For axis 25 -4 
LYDFlLYDElLYDDlLYDClLYDBILYDA(LYDSILYDBILYD7ILYD6ILYDIILYD4ILYDSILYDP(LYDl lLYD0 

1- For axis 28 For axis 27 d 
LYEFILYEEILYEDILYEClLYEBlLYEAlLYESILYE8ILYE7ILYE6ILYESILYE4ILYE3(LYE2ILYEl ILYEO 

I----------- For axis 30 ,', For axis 29 -4 

1- For axis 32 -. For axis 31 --I 
'1' or '0' is  set at each bit of D776 to D791. 

ON .............. 1 OFF ............ 0 

I 

i 

[ R E M A R K \  
'LY' in LY[ I[ ] of D776 to D791 indicates a limit  switch  output. r 
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3.5.2 PCPU emr cause@9184) ... Data from the PCPU to the SCPU 

This  register is used to identify  the  nature of errors occurring in the  PCPU 
part of the servo system. 

(1) When using an  A171SCPU 

I Error Code I Error Caure I Opur t lon when Error 
Oocwr8 I I 

I I I I 2 I PCPU operation  synchronization time  over I All axes  stop immediately, I Reset with the 

t 3 cannot be started. SCPU software  fault 2 
after which operation I 

I 300 SCPU software  fault 3 I 
(2) When using  an A273UHCPU (8 axis specification) 

Error Code 

1 
2 
3 

30 

100 to 107 
11OtO 117 

200 to 207 
210 to 217 

250 to 251 

300 

Error Caurr 

PCPU software fault 1 

PCPU operation  synchronization time  over 

PCPU software  fault 2 
PCPU/SCPU  hardware fault 

CPU feuit of AC motor drive module 

Indicates  the  slot number (0 to 7) where 
the AC motor drive modulo with the  fault  is 
loaded. 

which the AC motor drive module with the 
Indicates the stage number  of the base  on 

fault is loaded. 
0:  Main  base 
1 : Extension  base (1 st  extension  stage) 

Operrtlon when Error Action to 

All axes  stop immediately, Reset  with  the 
after which operation 
cannot be started. 

reset key. 

occur8 Take 

~ 

The servo error  detected 

I f  tho error ~ rdevant axis comes ON 
flag (XOn8) for  the 

Reset  with  the 
reset key. 

, and the servo OFF status reoccurs after 
1 ir established. resefflng, the 
1 Thereafter,  operation ADU ir probably I follows the  setting  for 
1 action to take in the event 

faulty: rrplace it. 

of an ADU servo error 
made in the system 

' settings. 

Hardware fault of module loaded on  motion  main 
base unit or extension bare unit. 

L Indicates  the  slot  numbrr (0 to 7) where 
the module with  the  fault is loaded. 
Indicates  the  stage number of the base on 
which  the module with the fault is loaded. 

0: Main  base 
1: Extension  base (1 st  extension  stage) 

Standalone servo amplifier (MR-[ 1-B) interface  hard 
ware fault. 

2 5  e Faulty SSCNET  No. 
0:  SSCNET 

~ ~ _ _ _  

All axes  stop immediately, 
after which operation 

Reset  with  the 

cannot be started. 
reset key. 
If the  error 
reoccurs  after 
resefflng,  the 
relevant  module 
or the relevant 
slot  (base  unit) 
is  probably 
faulty:  replace 
the module/ 
base  unit. 

All axes  stop immediately, Reset with the 
after  which  operation 
cannot  be started. 

reset key. 
If the  error 
reoccurs  after 
resetting,  the 
relevant  module 
or the  relevant 
slot  (base  unit) 
is  probably 
faulty:  replace 
the  modulelbase 
unit. 

reset key. 
PCPU software  fault 3 Reset  with  the 
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Error Code 

1 

2 

3 

30 

100 to  107 
110tO 117 
120  to 127 
130 to 137 
140  to 747 

200  to 207 
210 to 217 
220  to 227 
230 to 237 
240 to 247 

250 to 253 

300 

301 

(3) When  using an A273UHCPU (32 axis specification) 

Error Caure 

PCPU software fault 1 

PCPU operation synchronization time over 

PCPU software fault 2 

WPUISCPU hardware fault 

ZPU fault of AC motor drive module 

'L ' Indicates the slot number (0 to 7) where the 
AC motor drive module with the fault is 
loaded. 
Indicates the stage number of the base on 
which the AC motor drive module with the 
fault is loaded. 
0: Main base 
1: Extension base (1st extension stage) 
2: Extension base (2nd extension stage) 
3: Extension base (3rd extension stage) 
4: Extension base (4th extension stage) 

iardware fault of module loaded on motion main 
)ase unit or extension base unit. 

2L e Indicates the slot number (0 to 7) where the 
module with the fault is loaded. 
Indicates the stage number of the base on 
which the module with  the fault is loaded. 
0:  Main base 
1 : Extension base (1 st extension stage) 
2: Extension base (2nd extension stage) 
3: Extension base  (3rd extension stage) 
4: Extension base (4th extension stage) 

Standalone sew0 amplifier (MR-[ ]-e) interface hard 
yare fault. 

'' Faulty SSCNET  No. 
0: SSCNET 1 
1: SSCNET2 
2: SSCNET3 
3: SSCNET4 

JCPU software fault 3 

:PSTART instructions of 8 or more points have been 
Ixecuted, exceeding the number of programs that 
rn be started simultaneously. 

Number of Programs 
that  can bo Startod 

Slmult.n.ously 

20 Version with 
conventional functions 

Version with 
additional functions 14 

I 

operation  when Error 
Oocun 

All axes stop immediately, 
after which operation 
cannot be started. 

~ ~~~ 

The 8ervo error detected 
flag (M2408+20n) for the 
relevant axis comes ON 

is established. 
Thereafter, operation 
follows the setting for 
action to take in the event 
of an ADU SONO error 
mede in the system 
settings. 

and the SeNO OFF Status 

All axes stop immediately, 
after which operation 
cannot be started. 

~~ 

Action Take 

Reset with the 
reset key. 

Reset with the 
reset key. 
If the error 
reoccurs after 
resetting, the 
ADU is probaly 
faulty: replace it. 

Reset with the 
reset key. 
If the error 
reoccurs after 
resetting, the 
relevant module 
or the relevant 
slot (base unit) 
is probably 
faulty: replace 
the moduleibase 
unit. 

Reset with  the 
reset key. 

~~ ~ 

Reset with the 
reset key. 
Modify so that 
CPSTART 
instructions of 8 
or more points 
do not exceed 
the number of 
programs that 
can be  started 
simultaneously. 

~ ~~~ 

P 
f 
c 

L 

I 

! 
1 

f j  

I 

I 
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3.5.3 Servo amplffkr tlrssifkation (DQlsM)9185 to 918WD792 to D7W) -. Data from the PCW to 
the SCPU 

(1)  When an A1 71SCPU is used 
On switching on the power to, or  resetting,  the sew0 system CPU,  the 
servo amplifier type set in the system  settings is set in these devices. 

I 
b15 to b12 b l l  to b8 b7 to b4 b3  to 0 

D9185 Axis4 I &is3 I Axis2 I Axis 1 
\ I 

I S e r v o  amplifier type 
0 ........... Unused axis 
2 ........... MR.[ 1-B 

(2)  When  an  A273UHCPU  (8132 axis specification) is used 
On switching  on the control power  supply  (A6[  ]P) to the servo  system 
CPU or resetting,  the  servo  amplifier  type set in the system settings is 
set in these devices. 

eA273UHCPU (8 axis specification)> 
I 

b15 to  b12 b l l  to b8  b7 to b4 b3  to 0 
D9185 

Axis8 I Axis7 I Axis 6 I Axis5  D9186 
Axis 4 I Axis 3 I Axis 2 I Axia 1 

L / 

I S e r v o  amplifier type 
0 ........... Unused axis 
1 ........... ADU (main base unit) 

5 ........... ADU (motion extension 
.2 ........... M R-[ 1- 6 

base unit) 

eA273UHCPU  (32 axis specification)> 

D792 
D793 
D794 
D795 
0796 
D797 
D798 
D799 

b15 to b12 b l l  to b8 b7 to b4 b3 to 0 

-servo amplifier type 
o ........... Unused axis 
1 ........... ADU (main base  unit) 

. 2  ........... MR-[ 1-B 
5 ........... ADU (motion extension 

base unit) 
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3.5.4 Uanwl puke ((eneratar axis setting onr#(D9187~187IDQ185 to D9187) ... Data from the PCPU to the SCPU 

Stores the contents of a  manual  pulse  generator  axis  setting  error  when  the 
manual  pulse  generator  axis setting  error flag (M0077) comes ON. 

<A1 71 SCPU> 

b l 5  b14  b13  b12 b l l  b10  b9 b8  b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
D9187 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 1 .6 .41 .1 .31Lu i .21W1I  0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I P1 I 0 I 0 I P1 

generators connected to A171SENC. 

1: Setting error 
(When the axis setting for each digit is outside the 
range 1 to 4) 

All set to '0' 
Stores smoothing magnefication setting errors for the 
manual pulse generator connected to the A171SENC. 

0: Normal 
Setting error 
(Magnification setting for each unit outside the range 
1 to 59) 

J 4 All set to '0' 
Stores setting errors for the 1 pulse  input magnification 
setting for each axis. 

0: Normal 
1: Setting error 
(When the input magnification setting for each axis is 
outside the range 1 to 100) 

I All set to '0' 

<A273UHCPU (8 axis specification)> 

b15  b14  b13  b12 b l l  b10 b9  b8  b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
D9187 M r S  Axis7 Lui.6 Axbb h i 8 4  Axb3 M s 2  &bl 0 0 P3 p2  p1  p3 p2 p1 

Stores axis setting errors for manual pulse generators 
connected to P1 to P3 of A273EX. 

0: Normal 
1: Setting error 
(When the axis setting for each digit is outside the 
range 1 to 8) 

Stores smoothing magnification setting errors for the 
manual pulse generator connected to the A273EX  (P1 
to Pa). 

0: Normal 
1: Setting error 
(Magnification setting outside the 1 to 59 range) 

All set to '0' 
I Stores setting errors for  the 1 pulse input magnification 

setting for each  axis. 
0: Normal 
1: Setting error 
(When the input magnification setting for each axis 
is outside the range 1 to 100) 
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'4 eA273UHCPU  (32 axis  specification)> 

4 

Stores axis retting  errors for manual pulse genera- 
tors connected to P1 to P3 of A273EX. 

0: Normal 
1 : Setting error 
(When  the axis retting for each digit is  outside the 
range 1 to 32) 

Stores smoothing magnification  setting  errors for 
the manual pulse pnerators connected to P1 to 
P3 of the A273EX. 

0:  Normal 
1 : Setting error 
(When the smoothing magnification  setting for 
each a i 8  is outside the range 0 to 59) 

All set to '0' 

D9186 
D9187 

I Stores retting  errors for the 1 p u ~ m  input  magnifi- 
cation setting for each axis. 

0: Normal 
1 : Setting error 
(When the input  magnification  setting for  each 
axis is outside  the range 1 to 100) 

3.5.5 Test modo request o m  @sl88/D9188/D9162 to D9183) _. Data from the PCPU to the SCPU 

Stores the  data of axes being  operated  when  the  test  mode  request error flag 
(MQ078) comes ON. 

<A171 S C P b  

b15  b14 b13 b12 b l l  b10  b9 b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
09188 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I*x64(Wa31k6.2(Axhl 

I I I 
L Stores the operating/stopped status of each axis 

0:  stoppod 
1 : Operating 

All set to '0' 
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eA273UHCPU (8 axis specification)> 
I 

Stores the operatinglstopped status of each a x i s  
0:  stopped 
1: Operating 

All set  to '0' 
I 

<A273UHCPU  (32 axis specification)> 
~ ~~ 

b l 5  b14  b13  b12 b l l  b10  b9 b8 b7  b6 b5 b4  b3 b2 b l  bO 
D9182 
D9183 

Store the  operatinglstopped status of each a x i s  
0 :  Stopped 
1: Operating 

3.5.6 Error program No. @9189) ... Data from the PCPU to the SCPU 

(1) Stores the number of the subprogram  (range: 0 to 4095) affected by the 
error  when the subprogram setting error flag (M9079)  comes ON. 

(2) If, once  an  error  program  number  has  been stored, an  error  occurs in 
another  servo  program,  the  program  number of  the subprogram with the 
new error is stored. 

3.5.7 Error itom information (D8190) ... Data from the PCPU to the SCPU 

When the servo  program setting error flag (M9079)  comes ON, the error code 
that  corresponds to the relevant setting item is stored in this device. 

Error Code Error  Contents 
The  servo  program  set for  the  DSFRPBVST instruction 
does  not exist. 
The axis number  set  for the DSFRPISVST instruction is 
different from the axis number  set in the  sew0 program. 
The instruction code  cannot  be  decoded. (A non-existent 

An axis designated  as  unused in the system settings is set 

There is an  error in the  setting  items of the servo program 

'02 

The  error item data indicated in Section 6.3 is stored. data 

in the subprogram set for the DSFRP/SVST instruction. '06 

instruction code  has  been  designated.) 

Error set for the  DSFRPISVST instruction. 
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3.5.8 Servo amplifier inrt.llrtkn informath (DQ1911D9191/D9191 to DM=) ". Dab from th PCW to the SCPU 

(1) When  an A171SCPU is  used 
On switching on the  control power  supply to the servo  system CPU or 
resetting, the servo amplifier installation status is checked  and the  result 
is set in  this device. 

Lower 4 bits ... Servo amplifier installation status 

The  'installed' status will be stored for axes  for  which an  amplifier  is 
installed after the power is switched on.  However, if  the  amplifier  for  an 
axis is removed, the 'installed' status will not change to 'not installed'. 

b15 to b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
D9191 0 

\ J 

I 
Servo  amplifier  installation  status 

installed ................ 1 
Not installed ........... 0 

(a)  Servo amplifier installation status 
1) Installed/not installed status 

0 'Installed' status ........... The MR-[ 1-B is normal 
(i.e.communication  with the servo 
amplifier is normal) 

The servo amplifier power is OFF. 
Normal  communication  with  the 
servo amplifier is not possible due, 
for  example, to a connecting cable 
fault. 

2) The  system settings and servo amplifier installation statuses are 

'Not installed' status ...... No  servo amplifier is installed. 

indicated below. 

Sy8t.n Setting 

Used 
(axis numbor retting) 

YR-: I-B 
In r ta l ld  

'0' is stored '0' is stored Unused 

'0' is stored '1 ' is storod 

Not In8t.lled 

4 
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When  an  A273UHCPU  (8/32 axis specification) is used 7 
On switching on the control power  supply  (A6[ ]P) to the servo  system 
CPU  or resetting, the servo amplifier and  option slot installation status 
is checked  and  the result is stored in this device. 
Lower 8 bits .... Servo amplifier installation status  (when  A273UHCPU 

\.+ 

(8 axis specification) is  used  only). 

The  'installed' status will be stored for  axes for which  an amplifier is 
installed after the  power is switched on.  However, if the amplifier for an 
axis is removed, the 'installed' status will not  change to "not installed'. 

cA273UHCPU  (8 axis specification)> 

b15 to b8 b7  b6  b5 b4 b3 b2  bl  bO 
D9191 0 

Servo amplifier  installation  status 
Installed ................ 1 
Not  installed ........... 0 

cA273UHCPU  (32 axis specification)> 
~~ ~~ 

b15 b14  b13  b12 b l l  b10  b9 b8 b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b l  bO 
D9191 
D9192 

\ 2 

Servo amplifier  installation  status 
Installed ................ 1 
Not installed ........... 0 

I 

(a)  Servo  amplifier installation status 
1) Installednot installed status 

0 "Installed' status ........... The MR-( 1-B is normal 
(i.e.communication  with the servo 
amplifier is normal) 

The  servo amplifier power is OFF. 
Normal  communication  with  the 
servo  amplifier is not possible due, 
for  example, to a connecting cable 
fault. 

2) The  system settings and  servo  amplifier installation statuses are 

0 'Not installed' status ...... No servo amplifier is installed. 

indicated below. 

System Sattlng 

Used 
(axis number  setting) 

ADU I-B YR-' 
Installed Not Installed 

'0' is stored '0' is stored '0' is stored '0' is  stored Unused 

'0' is stored '1 ' is stored Major error '1 ' is stored 

Not Installed Installed 
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3.5.9 AMI for sotting the smoothing magnificrtkn k r  the mMual pula gmmmtor 
(D8lsuoSl92 to D81841w52 to D754) ... Data from the SCPU t o w  PCPU 

(1) This  device  stores the manual  pulse  generator  smoothing time constant. 
eA17ASCPU> <A273UHCPU (32-axis)> 

Manual  Pulro Qonuator Smoothing 
Magnlflmtlon H n g  R.gl8hr 

D9192 0 to 59 

<A273UHCPU (S-axiS)> 
0 to 59 

Manual  Pulre aonwator Smoothing 
YagnMcatton M n g  R.gl8t.r 

Manual  pulso  generator 1 (Pl): 09192 
Manual  pulse  generator 2  (Pa): D9193 0 to 59 
Manual  pulse  generator 3  (Pa): 09194 

_I 

(2) The setting range for the smoothing  magnification is 0 to 59. 

(3) When  the  smoothing magnification is set, the smoothing time constant 
is determined by the formula given below. 
Smoothing  time  constant (t) = (smoothing magnification + 1) x 56.8 [ms] 

(4) Operation 

Manual  pulse generator input 

Manual  pulse generator 
enable  flag (M2012) 

I I 

output 1 manual  pulse  generator pulse 
input magnification setting 

manual pulse generatorpulse 
magnificatiorrsetting 

1) The travel value  per  manual pulse generator pulse ir set in one of tho following  units. 
0 Setting  unit mm : 0.1 pm 

inch : 0.00001 inch 
degree : 0.00001  dogree 
PULSE : 1 pulse € 

2) The rang0 for tho smoothing  time  constant ir 56.8 ms  to 3408 ms. 
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4. PARAMETERS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL (- 
The  seven  types  of  parameter  used  for  positioning control are listed below. L 

System  settings 
The  system  settings  set the modules  used and axis numbers, 
For  details,  see Section 4.1. 

Fixed  parameters 
The fixed  parameters  set  data  that is  fixed - in accordance  with  the 
mechanical  system for example - for each  axis. 
These parameter  settings  are  used  for  applications  such as calculating 
the  command position when positioning control is executed. 
For details,  see Section 4.2. 

Servo parameters 
The  servo  parameters  set  data - such as the servo  model name  and 
servo  type - that is determined  by the connected  servomotor,  for  each 
axis. 
These settings are used for servomotor control when  positioning  control 
is executed. 
For  details,  see  Section  4.3. 

Home position  return  data 
The  home position  return  data  sets data such  as the direction,  method, 
and  speed  for  home  position  return, for each  axis. 
This  data is used  when  a home position return operation is executed. 
For  details,  see  Section  7.21 .l. 

JOG operation  data 
The  JOG operation  data  is the JOG  speed limit value and parameter 
block  No.  data,  and is set for each  axis. 
This  data is used for positioning  control  executed during JOG  operation. 
For  details,  see  Section  7.1 9. 

Parameter  block 
The  parameter block includes  data  such as the acceleratiorVdeceleration 
times  and  speed  limit  value: 16 blocks  can be set  when  using  an 
Al71S/A273UHCPU (8 axis  specification),  and  64  blocks  can  be  set 
when using  an  A273UHCPU  (32  axis  specification). 
Parameter  blocks  are  designated  in  servo  programs, in the JOG  opera- 
tion data,  and in  the home position  return  data, and make  it  easier  to 
change  data  such  as  that  for  acceleration and deceleration  processing 
(acceleration/deceleration time,  speed  limit  value) for positioning  con- 
trol. 
For  details,  see  Section 4.4. 

Limit  switch  output data 
The limit  switch  output data is  ON/OFF pattern data  that is output when 
the  limit  switch  output  setting in  the fixed parameters is set to 'USE', 
and  is  set  for the axes being used. 
For  the  axes  for  which  limit  switch  output data is set, the set  ON/OFF 
pattern is output to external  destinations during positioning  control. 
For  details,  see  Section  8.1. 

4-1 
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4.1 Systom  Sottings 

(1) The  settings  made  for  the  system  settings  include  the  module  used 
(model M m ) ,  motor type  (model name), and  axis  number (1 to 4 1 to 
8 / 1 to 32). 

(2) The system  setting  data is set at a peripheral  device. 

(3) The  data to be set  is  indicated below. 
(a) When  an A1 71 SCPU is used 

1) Model  names  of  modules  that can be set in  system  settings 

Table 4.1 Module Model Names 

Nodule N8me 
ISumbor In 

Yodd N8mo Rom8rk. 
Examplo 
Sofflng 

Aain bare unit 

ixtonsion base unit 

danual pulse generator1 rynchro- 
~ous encoder interface module 
.imit  output  module 

A172B 2 modules can be installed. 
(Oue motion module) 
8 modulo8 u n  k Installed. 
One motion module 

Input  signals: 32 points 

External regenerative resistor 100 W 
(Two conneoQd  in rerier) 

lesistor regenerative option 
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2) Motor types/model names,  and amplifier model names,  that  can 
be set in system  settings 
0 When  using MR-H-WMR-J-B 

Table 4.2 Sorvo Amplifier Modo1 Namos  When Using  an  MR-H-B/MRJ-B 

Ampllflor Yodol Namo 

MR-H-B 

MR-H1OB 
MR-H2OB 
MR-H40B 
MR-HBOB 
MR-H100B 
MR-H200B 
MR-H350B 
MR-H5OOB 
MR-H7OOB 
MR-H1 1KB 
MR-H15KB 
MR-H22KB 

5) to 8) 

Anpll f lu Mod4 Nuno Numbor In tho 
Sottlna Examplo 

IMR-JIOB 

I MR-J2OB 
MR-J40B 
MR-JBOB MR-J-B 5) to 8)  

I MR-JlOOB 
MR-J200B 

Table 4.3 Motor Typos and Modo1 Names When Using an  MR-H-B/MRJ-B 

Motor type  Motor Yodol 
Namo 

HA-MHO53 
HA-MH13 

H  A-M  H HA-MH23 
HA-MH43 
HA-MH73 

HA-FH 
' HA-FH 13 
HA-FH23 
HA-FH33 

Numbor In tho 
Sottina Examplo 

HA-FH43 
HA-FHB3 
HA-SH81 

HA-SH 1000  rpm HA-SH201 
HA-SH121 9)  to 12) 
HA-SH3Ol 

HA-SH 2000  rpm 

HA-SH 3000  rpm 

HA-SH52 
HA-SH102 
H  A-S  H  1 52 
HA-SH202 
HA-SH352 
HA-SH502 
HA-SH702 
HA-SH53 
HA-SHlO3 
HA-SH153 
HA-SH203 
HA-SH353 

Motor typo Yotor N0d.l Numbor In tho 
Namo Sottlna EXUnpl. 

HA-RH103 
1A-RH 

HA-RH223 
HA-RH153 

HA-LH52 
HA-LH102 
HA-LH  152 
HA-LH202 

(A-LH 1 HA-LH302 
HA-LH502 
HA-LH702 
HA-LH11 K2 
HA-LH15W 
HA-LH22K2 
HA-UH32 
HA-UH52 
HA-UHlO2 

IA-UH HA-UH152 
HA-UH222 
HA-UH352 

9) to 12) 

I H A - u H ~ ~ ~  1 

1 \5 

4-3 
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0 When using MR-J2-B 
Table 4.4 Servo  Amplifier Yodel Names When Using an MR42-8 

MR-Jg-B 5) to 8) 

Table 4.5 Motor T y p s  and Model Names When Using an MR32-B 

Yotor Yodd 

HCMF13 
HC-MF HC-MF23 

HC-MF43 

HA-FFl3 
HA-FF HA-FF23 

HA-FF33 
HA-FF43 
HA-FF63 
HC-SF52 
HC-SF102 

Numkr in tho 
Sottlng Exunplo 

9) to 12) 

4 -4  
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3) System  setting  examples 
The system  setting  examples are shown in  Figures 4.3 and 4.4. r 
(The numbers 1) through 12) in  these  figures  correspond to the 
numbers in Tables 4.1 through 4.5.) 

(Main base unit) (Extension base unit) 

CPU V-nt V a a t  V.cnt V u r d  Y Porn Y ENC 

1) 
-. 

2) Mul. 2) 
*upply 

- 

I I I  I I I I I 

Fig. 4.2 System Settings (When an  Extension  Base  Unit is Used) 

4-5 
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(b) When  an A273UHCPU (8132 axis) is used 
1) Model names of moduledunits that can be set in system  settings 

Table 4.6 ModuleNnit Model  Names 

YoduldUnlt Namo Yodel R m u k r  

lain base  unit 

:ontrol  power supply 
ioduie 

A2758 
Allow8 loading of a  total of 8 motion modules and MELSEC A series lA278B 

Allow8 loading of a  total of 5 motion module8 and MELSEC A series 

iA61P Input 1 W/2W VAC: output: 5 VDC 8 A 
A62P Input: 2001200 VAC: outwt: 5 VDC 5 A. 24  VDC 0.8 A 

~ A63P Input 24VDC: outwt: 5 VDC 8 A 
Max. drive motor capacity 200 W (When 

A221AM-20 using HA-FH)/lWW (When using 

standard I/O modules 

standard I/O modules 

AC motor drive 
module 

HA-MH). 2 (UOS (O-uPies 1 slot1 
A21 lAM-20 M a x .  drive motor capacity 600 W, 1 axis 

(OCCUDieS 1 Slot) 

2 
m 

SONO power 
5 SUDDIV module 

Dynamic brake 
c Dodule 
3 

generatorlsyn- 2 Manual pulse 
0 

chronous encoder 
.interface  module 
Servo external 
.signal module 
.Limit output  module 
Machine  control 
module 

lotion  extension  base 
nit 

A222AM-20 

A230P 

A240DY 

A273EX 

A278LX 

AY42 

A271 DVP 

A2558 

A2688 

Max. drive motor capacity 600 W, 2  axes 

240 to 342 VDC, 30 A output 
(recrenerative resistor not incorporated) , 

4-axis  dynamic brake 

Main bare unit 

Manual pulse  generator: 3  points 
Tracking input: 3  points 

jOCCUDieS 2 S l O b l  

Motion  extenrion Installed 
base unit I 

modules can be loaded. 

1) - 

4) to 6 

7 )  

4-6 
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4. PARAMETERS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

MR-RBOl3 External rorrenerattve rerirtor 10 W 
MR-RB032 External rrmnerative  rerirtor 30 W 
MR-RB033 Fxtrrnal rerrenerative rerirtor 30 W 

lesirtor regenerative 
ption 

? 

4-7 
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4 

F Uotor  Type 

HA-MH 

L HA-FH 

2) Motor  types/model  names,  and amplifier model names, that can 
be set in system  settings 

Tablo 4.7 Motor Typos and Modo1 Names Whon Using  an ADU 
Yotor Nod01 N u m b r  In tho Yotor Typo Notor  Uodol Numbor In tho 

Namo Setting Examplo Namo Settlng Examplo 
HA-MHO53 
HA-MH13 
HA-MH23 
HA-MH43 

I I HA-SH 2000 rpm IHA-SH52 i 
HA-SH  3000  rprn  iHA-SH53 

IHA-LH52 9) to 13) 

9) to 13) 
HA-UH32 
HA-UH52 1 

I ln-, I I I" 

HA-FH23 
HA-FH33 
HA-FH43 

0 When  using MR-H-B/MR-J-B 
Table 4.8 Servo Amplifier Model Names When Using MR-H-B/MR-J-B 

Ampllfler  Yodol  Name Numbor In the 
Settlng Example 

MR-H-B 

MU-H1OB 
MR-H2OB 
MR-H40B 
MU-H6OB 
MU-H100B 
MU-H2OOB 
MWH350B 15) to 2 2 )  
MU-HSOOB 
MR-H7OOB 
MU-H11  KB 
MU-H15KB 
MR-H22KB 

Amplifier Yodol Namo Number In tho 
Sefflng Example 

MR-J1OB 
MU-J20B 

I MR-J-B MR-J40B 
MU-JSOB 
MR-JlOOB I 15) to 22) 

1 IMR-J200B J 

Table 4.9 MR-H-B/MRJ-B Motor Types and Motor Model Names 

Yotor  Type Yotor  Yodol Numbor In the 
Name Sotling Examplo 

HA-MHO53 
HA-MHl3 

HA-MH 
HA-MH43 
HA-MH23 

HA-MH73 
HA-FH053 
HA-FH  13 

HA-FH33 
HA-FH23 

HA-FH43 
HA-FH63 
HA-SH81 
HA-SH121 

HA-FH 

HA-SH 'pm HA-SH201 23) to 30) 
HA-SH301 
HA-SH52 
HA-SHlO2 
HA-SH152 

HA-SH 2000 rpm HA-SH202 
HA-SH352 
HA-SH502 
HA-SH702 
HA-SH53 
HA-SHlO3 

HA-SH 3000 rprn  HA-SH153 
HA-SH203 
HA-SH353 

Yotor Typo Motor Yodd 
Name 

HA-RH 

HA-LH 

HA-LHK 

HA-UH 

HA-RH103 
HA-RH1  53 
HA-RH223 
HA-LH52 
HA-LHlO2 
HA-LH152 
HA-LH202 
HA-LH302 
HkLH502 
HA-LH702 
HA-LH  11K2 
HA-LH15K2 
HA-LH22K2 
HA- UH32 
HA-  UH52 
HA-UH102 
HA-UH152 
HA-UH222 
HA-UH352 
HA-UH452 

Numb- In the 
' Sofflng Examplo 

1 23) to 30) 

4-8 
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0 When using MR-JP-B 
Table 4.10 Servo Amplifier Model Names When Using an YRJP-B 

I IMIR-JP-lOB I -1 

I MR-J2-206 
MR-J2-40B 
MR-J2-6OB MR-J2-B 15) to 22) I 

I MR-J2-708 
MR-J2-100B 

Table  4.11 Motor Types  and  Model  Names When Using  an MRJP-B 

Motor Typo Motor Modo1 
Namo 

! HC-MF053 
HC-MF13 

HC-MF HGMF23 
HC-MF43 
HC-MF73 
HA-FF053 
HA-FF13 

I HA-FF HA-FF23 
HA-FF33 
HA-FF43 

Numbor in tho 
Sottlng Examplo 

23) to 30) 

I I HA-FF63 I I 
HC-SF HC-SF52 

HC-SF102 

7 

i 

I 
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3) System  setting  examples 
The  system  setting  examples  are shown  in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
(The numbers 1) through 32) in  these  figures  correspond  to  the 
numbers  in Tables 4.7 through  4.1  1 .) 

cA273UHCPU (8/32 axis  specification)> 

r 

Fig. 4.3 System  Settings (When no Motion Extension Base Unit is Used) 
~~~~~ 

4- 10 
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cA273UHCPU (8/32 axis specification)> 

I l r -  miator lnnn 

Fig. 4.4 System Sottings (Whon a Motion  Extonsion Base Unit is Used)  

7 

f 

4-11 



4 9  Fixod Parameters 

4 

(1) The fixed parameters are set  for  each axis and  their data is  fixed  in 
accordance  with the  mechanical  system  or  other  factors. 

(2) The  fixed  parameters are set  with a peripheral  device. 

(3) The  fixed  parameters to be set are shown  in Table 4.12. 

Table 4.12 Fixed Parametors 

-2 147- 
o 2447-7 

-21 47- 
o 2147-7 

i 

4-12 
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Table 4.12 Fixed Parameters (Contln 
I I 

214748384.7 
0.1 lo 

Mil 

2 14?4.838)7 
o.oooo1 to 

L 

Q N d d  
1: uwd 

: The display of the possible  setting  range  differs acmrding to the electronic gear value. 

4-13 
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4 4.2.1 Setting the numkr of pubas por mrdutbn /trawl value per revolutbn / unit magnification 

This section explains how to set the number  of  pulses  per  revolution,  the 
travel value  per  revolution,  and the unit  magnification. 

(1) Setting method 1 
Finding the smallest position resolution (AI) .  
The  smallest position resolution (AI) is determined by the travel value 
per revolution (AS) and the number of encoder  feedback pulses (Pf). 

AI = - AS 
Pi 

Finding the unit magnification (AM) 
Find the unit magnification on the  basis of A/ determined  as  de- 
scribed in (a)  above.  However,  make sure that the smallest  command 
unit is not smaller than A/. 

0.00001 A I  5 0.0001 

0.001 c A I  S 0.01 
0.001 10 0.0001 < A I  5 0.001 
0.0001  1 

0.1 1000 0.01 < A I  5 0.1 
0.01 100 

[Example] Assuming  that  the travel value  per revolution (AS) is 10 [mm]  and 
the number  of  encoder  feedback pulses (Pf) is 1200 [pulse/rev]: 

10 Imml = 0.00083 + 0.0001<0.00083 IO.001 
A/ = 12000 [pulse/rev] 

4 

This  means  that the smallest  command  unit is 0.001 [mm]  and 
the unit magnification  (AM) is 10. 
Therefore, 0.001 [mm] units can be specified in  commands. 

(c) Finding the travel value per revolution (AL). 
If the unit magnification  (AM) is 'l', the travel value per revolution is 
the value of AL, unchanged. If the unit magnification (AM) is a value 
other than "l', the travel value per revolution is the  product of AL and 
AM. 

[Example] Assume  that  the travel value  per revolution is 10 [mm]  and the 
unit magnification is 10: 

Accordingly, 1000.0 [pm] is set as the  travel value per revolution 
(AL) in this case. 

(d) Number  of  pulses  per revolution ( A p )  
Set the number of feedback  pulses per revolution of the encoder. 

4-14 
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(e)  The  number  of  pulses  per  revolution, travel value per revolution, and 
unit  magnification for the example  configuration  shown here  are 
calculated below. 

Qear ratio = 21 : 22 = 1: 25 
Number  of feedback  pulses = 12000 [pulselrev] - r Servomotor +TI 

1)  Travel  value per feedback  pulse 

AS A I = - =  Pr 25  x  12000= lo 0.000033 ...+ AI = 0.0001 

2)  Unit  magnification (AM) 

3) Travel  distance  per  revolution (AL) 
Since A /  is 0.0001, the  unit  magnification (AM) is '1'. 

AI. = = 0.4  [mm] = 400.0  [crm] 25 
4)  Number of pulses  per  revolution (AP) 

AP = 12000  [pulse/rev] ... fixed according  to  the  encoder  model. 

(2) Setting method  2 
If AL cannot  be  set  by  using setting method 1 , calculate the numerator 
and  denominator  of the electronic  gear,  and  set AP as the numerator  and 
AL x AM as  the  denominator. 

Example:  With  the  example  configuration  shown  above, and under the 
following  conditions; 

Gear ratio = ZI :22 = 1 :39 
Ball screw pitch = 25.4 [mm] 

AL = 25'4 lmml = 0.65128205  [mm] 
39 = 651.28205  [pm] 

and AL cannot be set, calculate as follows .... 
Electronic  gear 

- A 
Pf 12000  [pulse]  468000 2340 .....AP x -- 

25.4 [mmlx 1OOOxg 
1 - 25400 - 127 ..... AL XAM 

AP = 2340 [pluse] 
AL += 12.7  [pm] ... and  set the following values. 
AM = 1 

table  below. 
+: When actually setting AL, calculate it as indicated in  the 

Denominator x lo-' 
inch 

PULSE Denominator 

4-  15 
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4 

4 

4.2.2 Uppw stroke limit valudoww stroke h i t  value 

These  are the settings for the upper limit value  and lower limit value in the 
travel range  of  the  mechanical  system. 

R LS (Travel range of the machine) FLs emergency stop 

Lower stroke limit Upper stroke limit 

Fig. 4.5 Travel Range  When Sdtlng the Upper Stroke U m R  Value and Low Stroke Limit Value 
~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 

(1) Stroke limit range  check 
The stroke limit range  check is executed  when the  operations indicated 
in the table  below  are started or while they are  in progress. 

I 
Positioning control 

ing control (including 

Chock 
Exocuhdl 

Not Exocutod 

Executed 

Executed 

Not executed 

Executed 

R m W k 8  I 
When positioning is s M . d ,  it  is checked w h e h r  the feed present value is 
within the stroke limit rmga or not. If it outside the range, an error occurs 
(error code 106)  and positioning is not executed. 

outside the stroke limlt range, an error oo~urs (error codes: 207, 208) and 
axis motion deceloratos to a stop. 

When circular interpolation is in progress, if the interpolation  path goes 

- 
The prosent value becomos 'Om, and motion continuer until the external limit 
signal (FLS, RLS. STOP) is received. 

The  check is executed after the switch to position control. 

IJoG operation I Executed 
~~~ ~~ 

peed switching control I Executed 
onstant swed control 1 Executed 

Executed 

Manual pulse gener- 
ator operation Executed 

If the present value goor outside tho stroke limit range, motion stops. 
Travel in the direction that returns the axes into the stroke range is p088ible. 

- 
While positioning is  in progress, it  is chocked whether the feed present 
value is within the stroke limit range. If it outside the range, an error occurs 
(error code 106) and positioning is not executod. 

If the present value goes outside the stroke limit range, motion stops. 

I POINTS I 
(1) Besides  setting the stroke limit upper limit value/lower limit value in 

the fixed parameters,  the stroke limit range can also be set by using 
the external limit signals (FLS, FILS). 

(2) When the external limit signal goes OFF, a deceleration stop is 
executed. 
The time taken to decelerate to a stop  can be set by setting the 
'deceleration  time'  and  'rapid stop deceleration time' in the parame- 
ter block. 

4-16 
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4.2.3 Command inposition range 
/ 
r 

The  command in-position is  the difference between the positioning address 
(command position) and feed present  value. 
Once the value for the command in-position has  been  set, the command 
in-position signal (M1603+20n/Xn3/M2403+20n) will come ON when the dif- 
ference between the command position and the feed present value enters the 
set range  [(command position - feed present  value) < (command in-position 
range)]. 
The command in-position range  check is executed  continuously  during posi- 
tioning control. 

- 

I 

Positioning Command in-po- Speedposition control start sition set value switching  con- 
A 

V Command  in-position 

Command  in-position ON 
(Ml603+20n/Xn3/ 
M2403+20n) 

Execution of command ' Execution of command 
in-position  check in-position  check 

j 4- 17 
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4 4.3 Servo Parameters 

(1) The servo parameters are parameters set for each axis: their settings 
are data fixed by the specifications of the controlled motors  and data 
required to execute seTvo control. 

(2) The servo parameters are set with a peripheral device. 

4 

I A CAUTION I 
A After setting  the servo parameters at a peripheral device,  execute a 'RELATIVE CHECK' 

and execute positioning control in the 'NO ERROR' status.  If there is an  error,  check the 
relevant points indicated in this manual and  reset it. 
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4.3.1 ADU servo parameters (appucaMe  only when using A273UHCPU ( 8 n Z  axis rp.cfficatkn)) 

The servo parameters to be set are indicated  in Tables 4.13 through 4.14. 

(1)  Basic  parameters 

I 

1 to 12 

POINT] 
After  changing  any of the items  marked '*I in the table  above, turn the 
servo power  supply  on after  resetting the servo system CPU with the 
key  switch  or  turning  the PC READY signal (M2000) ON. 

L 

4- 19 
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4 

-. 

(2) Adjustment parameters 

Table 4.14 Servo Parameters (Adjustment  Parameters) 

I n - e n  0.1 10 
r.ng.' 214748364.7 )un 2147.83647 inch 359.99999 d.gm 2147499847 pLs o.oooo1 10 o.oooo1 to It0 

W 1 3 )  

4-20 

4.3.8 

48.3 - 
4.9.4 

- 
4.3.3 

4.3.4 

4.85 

48.7 

4.3.6 

- 
- 
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4.3.2 AIR+ ]-B servo parameters 

The servo parameters to be set are indicated  in  Tables 4.1 5 through 4.1 7. 

(1) Basic  parameters 

Table 4.15 Servo  Parameters  (Basic  Parameters) 

*1: For MR-J-B, the default is '2'. 

L POINTI 
After  changing  any of the items  marked '*' in  the  table  above,  turn  the 
servo power  supply  on after resetting  the SBNO system CPU with the 
key  switch or turning  the PC READY signal (M2000) ON. 

I J 

r 
'L 
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4 

4 

,-. 

(2) Adjustment parameters 

4-22 

4a.1 I 

- I  - I  

4.3.7 

4.3.6 

- 
4.3.12 

- 

44.13 

gear value. 
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no. nom 

'5 
Optprul 
unction 1 

.mrgwy 
slop aigrul 
'6 

function 2 
0-1 

16 (ukction 
d 
no-lmtor 
Wrrtbn) 
'6 

l 5  l ( . d u M I  

2 2 E 2  

17 mmgnatic 
hob 

output 
intodock 

timing) 
'5 
0ption.l 
function 2 

16 of miomvi- 
(uketion 

bration *upp".- 
8KM 
function) 
'5 

1s function2 
Optocul 

( m o t o r  locl 
oporatbn) 

(-0- 

i 

Table 4.16 Servo Parameter List (Adjustmont Pararmtors)  (Continued) 

0: Lhed 
1:NotUud 

I I I.TotnurHd.1.th. 

I I 1  

0 : lmdid 
1 : Valid 

0 

S.1 tha inwoCk 
timing for tho 
. I . o b w n g d C  

8igcul 
brab inhrbok 

0 : V I l i  
1 : Invalid 

4.3.14 

- 
4.3.16 

- 

4.3.15 

- 

4.3.15 

- 
4.3.15 

*S : Cannot be  set  with MR-H-BIMR-J-B 
'6 : Cannot be set  with MR-J2-B 

f 
' i. 
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4 

(3) Expansion parameters 

Table 4.17 Servo Parameters (Expansion Parameters) 

I o  
r.(.nnc. 1 0 WTOREND 1: CLOSED PLQ l o  

l o  
I 980 

t my *8.tth.th..1vr*. 
lor motion -ut 1. 

*8.tth.dh.trJu. 
for M i n  output 2. 

r,hn which tha m o t o r  
~p.d b ju+ to 
k .o.. 

s.t tho rpmd at 

. S.tth.v.lm.1 

droop pubam alarm 

1.3.16 

- 

1.3.17 

- 
u . 1 a  

- 
1.3.19 

1.3.20 

4.3.21 

- 
4.3.22 

- 
4.3.23 

*1 : Cannot be set when  using MR-J-B. 
'2 : Cannot be set  when  using MR-Jg-B. 
'3 : For MR-J2-B. the default is '1'. 
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4. PARAMETERS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

Table 4.17 Servo Parameters (Expansion Parameters) (Continued) 

POINTI 
(1) The "setting range" for position control gain 1 and 2, speed control 

gain 1 and 2, and speed  integral  compensation can be set from a 
peripheral device,  but if a setting outside the  "valid range" is set, 
the following servo errors will occur  when the power to  the sew0 
system CPU is turned ON, when the CPU is reset, and at the  leading 
edge of the PC ready signal (M2000). 

Correct the setting for the 
relevant parameter so that 
it is within the 'valid 
range',  turn M2000 from 
OFF to ON, or reset with 
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4 

4.3.3 Posttion control gain 1,2 

(1) Position control  gain 1 
(a)  Position control gain 1 is set in order to make the stabilization time 

shorter. 
(b) If the position control gain 1 is too high, it could cause overshoot and 

the  value  must therefore be adjusted so that it will not cause over- 
shoot  or  undershoot. 

1 

I 

' --- nmo 
vy Undershoot 

(2) Position control gain 2 
(a)  Position  control gain 2 is set in order to increase position response 

(b) Calculate the position control gain 2 value to be set from the load 
with  respect to load disturbance. 

inertia ratio and the speed control gain 2. 
I 1 

I Position  control  gain 2 = Speed control gain 2 x 1 
1 + load  inertia  ratio 10 I 

(1) If  the position control gain 1 setting is too low, the number  of droop 
pulses will increase  and a sew0 error (excessive error error)  will 
occur at high speed. 

(2) The position control gain 1 setting can be checked from a peripheral 
device. 
(For the method  used to execute this check,  refer to  the operating 
manual  for the peripheral device used.) 

I I 

-. 
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4.3.4 PosWn control gain 1,2 

(1) Position control gain 1 
(a) In the speed control mode 

(b) In the position control mode 
Normally,  no  change is necessary. 

Set to increase the follow-up with  respect to commands. 

(2) Speed control gain 2 
Speed control gain 2 is set  when vibration occurs,  for  example in 
low-rigidity machines or machines with a large backlash. 
When the speed control gain 2 setting is increased,  responsiveness 
is improved  but vibration (abnormal  motor  noise)  becomes  more 
likely. 
A guide to setting position gain 2 is presented in Table 4.1 8 below. 

Table 4.18 Guide to Speed  Control  Gain  2  Sotting 
L08d In.rti8 Ratio , 3 10 5 30 or 

IQDL*IGD~) areatar 2o Ramarks 

Setting possible within the 

(valid range: 20 to 5000) 
Set value (rns) range 1 to 9999 2000 2000 2000 1500 1000 800 

r 
.- 

POINTS I f 
L (1) When the setting for speed control gain 1 is increased, the overshoot 

becomes greater and  vibration (abnormal  motor noise) occurs on 
stopping. 

(2) The  speed control gain 1 setting can be checked  from a peripheral 
device. 
(For the method  used to execute this check,  refer to the operating 
manual for the  peripheral device used.) 
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4 
4.3.5 Speed integral cornpwmtbn 

(1) This parameter is used to increase  frequency  response in speed  control 
and  improve transient characteristics. 

(2)  If the overshoot in acceleratiorVdeceleration cannot be made smaller by 
adjusting speed  loop  gain  or  speed control gain, increasing the  setting 
for the speed integral compensation  value will be effective. 

(3) A guide to  setting  the speed integral compensation is presented in Table 
4.1 9 below. 

Table 4.19 Guide to Speed Integral Compensation Setting 
Load Inertla Ratio 1 10 5 3 30 or 

(GDL~IGDU*) Greater 2o Rmrnarka 

Setting  porsibio within 

(valid  range: 1 to 1000) 
Set value (ms) the range 1 to 9999 200 100 60 40 30 20 

4.3.6 Iwposition range 

(1)  The 'in-position' refers to the quantity of droop pulses in the deviation 
counter. 

(2) If an in-position value is set, the in-position signal (M16m2) will come 
ON when the difference between the  position command  and position 
feedback from  the servomotor  enters the set  range. 

A 

Amount of 
droop 

Set value for 
in-position  range 

- t  

4.3.7 Feed forward gain 

This parameter is used to improve the follow-up of the servo system. 
The setting range is as follows: 

When using an ADU.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 to  1500 ( x  0.1%) 
When using an MR-[ 1-B . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 to 100 (%) 

*- . 
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4.3.8 Load inertia ratio /- 

(1) This  parameter sets the  ratio of  moment of load inertia for the servomo- 
tor. 
The ratio of  moment of load  inertia is calculated using the equation 
below: 

- 

I i 

Ratio of  moment  of  load inertia = Moment  of  load inertia 
Motor’s  moment  of inertia 

(2) If automatic  tuning is used,  the  result  of  automatic tuning is automatically 
set. 

4.3.9 Automatic tuning 

This is a  function  whereby  the  moment of inertia of the  load is automatically 
calculated,  and  the  most  suitable  gain is automatically set, by sensing  the 
current  and  speed when  motion  starts. 

POlNTl r L 
When performing  automatic  tuning  with MB-J-B, set  the  zero  speed in 
the  expansion  parameters to at  least 50 rpm. 
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4. PARAMETERS  FOR POSillONlNG CONTROL 

4.3.1 0 Servo responsiveness setting 

(1) This  parameter  setting is used to increase servo responsiveness. 
Changing the set  value to a higher value in the sequence 1, 2..., 5 
improves servo responsiveness. 
For machines  with  high friction, use the set values in the range 8 through 
C. 

Response  settings 
1 : Low-speed  response 
2: 
3: ' I  Normal  machine Standard mode 
4: (MR-[ 1-B usable) 
5: High-speed  response 
8: Low-speed  response 
9: 
A Machines with high  fricUon - High  frictional load mode 
B: (only MR-H-B  usable) 
C: High-speed  response 

(2) Increase the response  setting  step  by  step starting from the low-speed 
response  setting,  observing  the vibration and  stop stabilization of the 
motor  and  machine  immediately before stopping as you  do so. If the 
machine  resonates,  decrease the set  value. 
If the load inertia is 5 times  the  motor inertia, make the  set value 1 or 
greater. 

(3) The figure below shows  how the motor's response changes according to 
the servo responsiveness  setting. 

Time 
Change  in motor response  in  accordance with response refflng 

:4) Change the servo responsiveness setting while the motor is stopped. 
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4.3.1  1 Notch f ibr  

This  parameter sets the notch  frequency for the notch filter. 

sot Valu. I Notch Fr.quoncy (Hz) 
0 Not used + 

2 

450 4 
562 3 
750 

, 

I 7 281 I 6 I 321 

4.3.12 uectromegnetic brake sequence 

This  parameter sets the time delay between actuation of the  electromagnetic 
brake and base  disconnection. 
(applies only  when  using MR-H-BIMR-JP-B.) 

4.3.13 Monitor output mode 

This parameter is set to output the operation status of the servo amplifier in 
real time as  analog data. 
This analog output  makes it possible to check the operation  status. 
Note that the number of monitored items that can be set  depends  on the sew0 
amplifier used, as indicated below: 

When  using an MR-H-6"-JP-B . . . . 2 types 
When using an MR-J-B . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 type 

4.3.14 Optionel  function 1 (carrier frequency selectkn) 

(1) Selection of carrier frequency 
When  low noise is set, the amount of electromagnetic noise of audible 
frequencies emitted from the motor can be  reduced. 

(2) Encoder type (applies only when using MR-H-BIMR-JP-B) 
Set the type of encoder cable used. 

Carrier frequency selection 
0: 2.25kHz (non low-noise) 
3: QkHz (low-noise) 

0 : Two-wire type 
1 : Four-wire type 

Encoder type 

POINTI 
(1) Optional function 1 (carrier frequency  selection) 

When low-noise is set, the continuous output  capacity of the motor 
is reduced. 

f- 
'L 

I 
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(3) External emergency  stop signal (applies  only when using MR-JP-B) 
The external emergency  stop signal (EMG)  can  be  made invalid. 

0 : External emergency  stop signal is valid. 
1 : External emergency  stop signal is invalid (automatically turned ON 

Since the emergency  stop signal at the MR-J2-B  cannot be used,  do  not 
set '0.. 

internally). 

4.3.1 5 Optional function 2 (no-mutor operation sdection) 

Selection of no-motor operation (applies when using MR-H-B/MR-J-B 
only) 

0 : Invalid 
1 :Valid 

If  no-motor operation is selected, the output signals that would be out- 
put if  the motor  were actually running can be output,  and statuses indi- 
cated, without connecting the motor. 
This makes it possible to check the sequence  program of the PC CPU 
without  connecting a motor. 

Electromagnetic brake interlock output timing (applies only  when  using 

Select the output timing  for  the electromagnetic  brake interlock signal 
from among the following. 

MR-H-BMR-J-B) 

0 : Regardless of the rotational speed of the servo  motor,  output 
occurs  under  any of the following conditions. 

Occurrence of an alarm 
Emergency  stop  input OFF (valid) 

sew0 motor rotational speed is zero  (expansion parameters). 

Servo OFF 

1 : Output  occurs  under  any of the above conditions provided that the 

Selection of microvibration suppression function (applies to MR-J2-B) 
Set to suppress vibration specific to the sew0 system  on stopping. 

0 : Microvibration suppression control is invalidated 
1 : Microvibration suppression control is  valid 

Motor  lock operation (applies only when using  MR-J2-B) 
Allows test operation with the motor  connected  but  without rotating the 
motor.  The operation is  the same  as  no-motor operation with MR- 
HB/MR-J-B. 

0 : Motor  lock operation is invalidated 
0 : Motor  lock operation is valid 

When  motor lock operation is made valid, operation is possible with- 
out  connecting the motor.  However,  since  when  MR-J2-B is used the 
connected motor is automatically identified before operation is 
started, if no  motor is connected the connected motor type may be  re- 
garded as a default, depending  on the type of amplifier. If this default 
motor type differs from the setting made in the system settings, the 
controller will detect  minor  error 900 (motor type in system settings  dif- 
fers from  actually  mounted motor), but this will not interfere with op- 
eration. 
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4.3.16 Monttor output 1,2 offset 7 
Set the offset value  for the monitored  items set  when setting monitor outputs - 
1 and 2. 

(1) Optional  function 2 (no-motor  operation  selection) 
No-motor operation differs from  operation in which  an actual motor 
is run in that, in response to signals  input in no-motor operation, 
motor  operation is simulated  and  output signals and status display 
data  are  created  under  the condition that the load torque zero and 
moment  of load inertia are  the same as the motor's  moment  of 
inertia. Accordingly, the acceleratiorddeceleration time and effec- 
tive torque,  and the peak  load  display  value and the regenerative 
load ratio is  always 0 ,  which is not the case when an actual motor 
is run. 

4.3.17 Prealarm data sdection 

Used  to  output  from the sew0 amplifier in analog  form the data status when 
an alarm occurs. 
(applies only when using MR-H-BIMR-J2-6) 

(1) Sampling  time selection 
Set the intervals in which  the  data status data when an alarm occurs  is 
recorded in  the servo amplifier. /- 

\ 

(2)  Data  selection 
Set the  data  output in analog  form  from the sew0 amplifier. 
Two types of data can be set. 

Data selection 2 0: Speed (k) 
1: Torque (k) 
2: Speed (+) 
3: Torque (+) 

5: Command FAT 
6: Droop pulse 1/1 
7: Droop pulse 1/4 

Data  selection 1 4: Current  command output 

Sampling  time 8: Droop pulse 1/16 
selection 9: Droop pulse 1/32 

0: 1.77  [ms] 
1: 3.55 [ms] 
2: 7.1 1 [ms] 
3:  14.2 [ms] 
4:  28.4 [ms] 
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4.3.18 Zero speed 

This  parameter sets the speed  at  which  the  motor  speed is judged to be zero. 

4.3.1 9 Excessive e n o r  dam kvel 

This  parameter  sets the range in which  the alarm for 'excessive droop pulses 
is output. 

4.3.20 optknal function 5 

(1) PI-PID control switching (applies  only when using MR-H-BIMR-JP-B) 
This  parameter sets the condition under  which switching from PI to PID 
control, or from PID control to PI control, is valid. 

(2) Sew0 readout characters (applies  only  when using MR-H-B/MR-J2-B) 
When the optional parameter  unit is connected, set whether the screen 
display  on the parameter  unit will be in Japanese  or  English. 

4.3.21 PWlD swkhing p i d o n  droop 

This  parameter  sets the amount  of position droop  on switching to PI-PID 
control during  position control.  (applies  only  when using MR-H-WMR-JP-B.) 
The setting becomes effective when switching in accordance with the droop 
during position control is made valid by the setting for PI-PID control switching 
made  using optional function 5. 

4 

4.3.22 Torque control compensation factor 

This  parameter is used to expand the torque control range  up to the speed 
control value during torque control.  (applies  only  when using MR-H-B.) 
If a large value is set, the speed limit value may be exceeded and the motor 
may rotate. 

4.3.23 Speed differential compensatkn 

This  parameter sets the differential compensation value for the  actual speed 
loop. 
In PI (proportional integration) control, if the value for speed differential 
compensation is set  at 1000, the  range for normal P (proportional) control is 
effective; if it is set to a value less than 1000, the range  for P (proportional) 
control is expanded. 

4 
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4.4 Parameter Block 

(1) The  parameter  blocks sew8  to make setting changes easy  by allowing 
data  such  as  the acceleratioddeceleration control to be  set for each 
positioning processing. 

(2) A maximum of 16 blocks in the  case of the Al71S/A273UHCPU (8 axis 
specification)  or 64 blocks in the case of the A273UHCPU (32 axis 
specification),  can  be  set  as  parameter blocks. 

(3)  Parameter  blocks  can be set  at  a peripheral device. 

(4) The  parameter  block  settings to  be made  are  shown in Table  4.20. 

Table 4.20 Parameter Block Settings 

S p n d l r n  0.01 to M 0.001 to mew 0.001 to ""/" to 1000000 I 
value 6000000.00 min 800000.000 min BOOOQ0.000 min 

3 

1 7.1.4 

- 

4.4.1 

o to  1w )L 

POINTS I 
(1) Parameter  blocks  are  designated in the home position return  data, 

(2)  The  various  parameter block data can  be changed in the  servo 
JOG operation  data,  or  servo  program. 

program.  (See  Section 6.3.) 
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4.4.1 R.htknships among the speed lhit value, accdwation time, dewbmth time, and npkl 
stop cbcebdontime ! F 

.- 
The  speed limit value is the  maximum  speed  during  positioning/home position 
return. 
The acceleration time is  the time taken to reach  the set  speed limit value from 
the  start of positioning. 
The deceleration time and rapid stop  deceleration time are the time taken to 
effect a stop  from  the set speed limit value. 
Accordingly, the actual acceleration time,  deceleration  time, and rapid stop 
deceleration time are faster,  because the positioning speed is faster than the 
speed limit value. 

1) Actual  acooleration  time 
Time take to reach the positioning 
speed set in the sew0 program 

2) Actual  rapid stop decderation time 
Time  taken to effect a rapid  atop  from 
the positioning  speed set in the servo 
program. 

flme taken to stop  from tho positioning 
speed set in the servo program 

3) Actual  decoloration  time 

Fig. 4.6 Relationships among tho Spoed Limit VaIuo, Accebration Time, 
Deceleration  Time, and Rapid Stop Deceleration  Time 

4.4.2 S curve ratio 

The S curve ratio used  when S pattern processing is used as the acceleration 
and deceleration processing  method can be set.  (For details on S pattern 
processing, see Section 7.1.7.) 
The setting range for the S curve ratio  is 0 to 100 (%). 
If a setting that  is outside the applicable  range is made,  an error occurs on 
starting,  and control is executed  with the S curve ratio set  at 100%. 
Errors are set in the servo  program setting error  area (D9190). 
Setting an S cuwe ratio enables acceleration and deceleration processing to 
be executed  gently. 
The  graph for S pattern processing is a sine curve,  as  shown  below. 

Positioning 
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As shown  below, the S curve ratio setting  serves to select the  part  of  the sine 
curve to be used  as the acceleration and  deceleration c u m .  

i (Example) ", A 

4.4.3 Allowable error range for circular interpolation 

In control with the  center point designated, the locus of the arc calculated 
from the start point address  and  center  point  address may not coincide with 
the set  end  point  address. 
The allowable error  range for circular interpolation sets the allowable range 
for the error  between the locus of the arc determined by calculation and the 
end point address. 
If the error is within the allowable range, circular interpolation to  the set  end 
point address is executed while also executing  error  compensation by means 
of spiral interpolation. 
If the setting range is exceeded,  an  error  occurs  and positioning does not 
start. 
When  such  an  error  occurs, the relevant axis is set in the minor error code 
area. 

Error 

address start point Center  point  address 

Fig. 4.7 Spiral Interpolation 
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5. SEQUENCE  PROGRAMS AND SFC  PROGRAMS (- 
This  section  explains  how to start a servo  program using a sequence program 
or  SFC  program  for positioning control,  and  gives other information. 

\ 

5.1 Cautions  on Creating  a Sequence Program  or SFC Program 

The following cautions  should be observed when creating a sequence pro- 
gram  or  SFC  program. 

(1) Positioning control instructions 
The  servo  program start request instruction (DSFRP)/(SVST) (see Sec- 
tion 5.2) and the present value  changelspeed change instructions 
(DSFLP)/(CHGA/CHGV) instructions (see Section 5.3) are used as po- 
sitioning instructions. 

(2)  Unusable instructions 
It  is not possible to use the DSFL  (word  data 1 word shift to left) or DSFR 
(word  data 1 word shift to right) instruction. 
If a DSFL instruction of  DSFR instruction is executed,  an operation error 
occurs  and the following happens: 
(a)  Conditions 
(b)  SO(OPERATI0N ERROR) is stored in the  selfdiagnosis error code 

register  (D9008). 
(c) The step in which the DSFR or DSFL instruction was  executed is 

stored in the error step register (D9010,  D9011). 
In order to shift word  data, use the BMOV instruction (see Appendix 
4) * - 

(3) Dedicated  devices for the PCPU 
Of the sew0 system CPU devices, those shown in Table 5.1 are exclu- 
sively for use  with the PCPU. 
Check the applications of devices before using them in  the sequence 
program  (for details, see Section 3). 

Table 5.1 Dedicated  Devices  for the PCPU 
I I D.vlm No. 1 

Dovlco Namo 

8,,.cWa.tionl (8 ax18 rpoe~mtfon) 
A273UHCPU A273UHCPU (32 8x18 

X0 to XFF 

M2000 to M3899 

M9073 to M9079 

Note  that internal relays (Mi600 to M2047/M2000 to M2047/M2000 to 
M3839)  and  data registers (D800 to D1023/D800 to D102WDO to D799) 
will not  be latched even if a latch range setting is made for them.  (The 
device  symbols for M1600 to M2047/M2000 to M2047/M2000 to M3839 
are displayed  as M, L, and S by the GPP device in accordance with the 
M, L, and S settings in the parameters.) 
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(4) SFC programs 
Refer to the  manuals below for details on the SFC programming  method. 

MELSAP II Programming  Manual  (18-66361) 
SW2SRX-GSVi3PE Operating  Manual  (IB-67266) 
SW2SRX-GSV22PE Operating  Manual  (18-67264) 

'4 

-4 
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5 9  Servo Program  Start Request Instruction  (DSFRPISVST) 

There are two servo  program  start  request instructions: the DSFRP instruc- 
tion and the SVST  instruction. 
When  executing positioning control, up to 3 axes  can be controlled with  the 
DSFRP instruction and  up to 4 axes  can be controlled with the SVST instruc- 
tion. 
When using an A273UHCPU (32 axis specification), the DSFRP instruction 
cannot be used  as  the  start  request instruction for a  servo  program.  It can 
only  be  used as a word data  shift  instruction. 

5.2.1 Start request instruction for 1 to 3 axes (DSFRP):  when using A171SCPUIA273UHCPU (8 axis 
Specification) 

II Usable Devices 

Bit  Devicw Level : 20; Word (10 Bit) Davlcw 
- m -  

- 5  x 

( D)\ 7 0 

X Y U L S B F T C D W R A O A l Z V K  N 2; I P H 

n 0 0  

1 Flag1 
Error 

Carry Flag 

I 1 
Execution  command 

Set data 

The following  processing is executed  at the  leading edge (OFF -+ ON) of the 
DSFRP instruction: 
0 The start  accept flag (M200n)  designated in (D) is turned ON (see  Section 

0 A start  request is issued for the servo  program  designated  by 'n'. 
3.2.2). 

ON 

Execution  command OFF 3 
DSFRP instruction 

Start accept  Hag 

Designated servo program 

5 - 3  
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"4 
[Data Settings] 

(1) Setting the axes to be started 
The  axes to  be started are  set in (D) in the way  shown  below. 

I P r m  
........................ I _ '  Designate digits from 1 to 3. 

1 axis10 be started Make the setting for 1 axis (1 dm) 
2-axls interpoiatton to be started Make the setlhg lor 2 axes (2 dlgks) 
3-axls lnlerpolotlon to be started .... Make the 8etllng lor 3 axes (3 digHs) 

Destgnate started a i s  numbers 1 to 4 for  an A171SCPU, or 1 to 8 for 
an A273UHCPU (8 axis  specification). 
Device symbol (only 'D' can  be used) 

.... I 

r---Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I The  axes to  be started are  designated  as follows. 
I Axis 1 ............................... D l  I 

I 0 Axis 1 and axis2 D l 2  
f Axis 1, axis 2,  and axis 3 .... Dl23 I I 

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~  

................ 
I I 

(2)  Servo  program No. setting 
There  are two types of servo  program  number setting: direct and indirect. 
(a) In direct setting, the servo  program  number is designated directly as 

the  number itself (0  to 4095). 
r - - -  Example ._------------------------------------------------------ 1 
I i Servo  program No.50 would  be  set as follows. 
I When designated with a K device K50 I 

I 
I 

... 

(b)  In indirect setting, the  servo  program  number is set  as  a  value in a 
data register. 
The data registers that can be used  are DO to D799,  and  they  are 
set as follows: 

i ......................................... L D e s i g n a t i o n  of the data  register number 3 digits  must be set. 
(OOO to 799) Example: 

Data  register  designation 
For 5 0 ,  m t  050. 

2) It is also  possible to designate  a  hexadecimal  number  (H7530 to 
H784F)  converted  from  a  decimal  number. 

:---Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
I 
I 
I 
I Make  the following setting to designate the number of the  servo 

When designated with a K device ....... K30050 ..... Specifies 'D50' 
; program to be started with the  data  stored in data register D50: I I 
I I 

I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 

I I 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~  

I I I 
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC PROGRAMS 

DOINTS] 

(1)  When  two  or  more  axes  are  started  simultaneously,  set  one  of  the 
axes to be  started in each  servo  program. 
When  programming  a  simultaneous  start in which  linear  interpola- 
tion is to be  executed  with  axes  1  and 2, and  circular  interpolation 
is to  be  executed  with  axes  3  and 4, set  axis  1  or  axis 2 and axis 3 
or axis 4 (example: 013). 

(2) 'D" is used  as the device  symbol for (D), but  the  present  value 
corresponding to the data  register  number  used in the sequence 
program is ignored. 

[Error Details] 
In the following  cases,  an  operation  error  occurs  and the DSFRP  instruction 
is not executed. 

When the setting  for (D) comprises 4 or  more  digits. 
0 When  the  axis  number  given in any digit  of (D) is  a  number  other than 1 to 

0 When the axis number given in any  digit of (D) is a number  other than 1 to 

0 When the same axis  number is set  twice in (D). 
0 When  n is a  value  outside  the  range 0 to 4095 or 30000 to  30799. 

When the settings  for  (D)  or  n  are made  by  indirect  setting  with an index 

4 (A1  71  SCPU). 

8  (A273UHCPU,  8-axis  specification). 

register (Z ,  V). 
r 

POINT I i 

For details on  sequence  programs  that  execute  start  requests for sew0 
programs in accordance  with  DSFRP  instructions,  see  Section 6.5. 
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC PROGRAMS 

4 
5.2.2 Start request instructkn for 1 to 4i7 to 8 8x88 (SVST) 

~~ 

*1: Possible with indirect  setting  only 

I 
Execution command 

Set data 

The  following  processing is executed  at  the  leading  edge (OFF - ON) of the 
SVST  instruction: 
0 The  start  accept flag (M2001 +n)  corresponding  to  the axis designated in (D) 

0 A start request is issued for the servo program  designated by 'nu, 
is turned ON (see Section 3.2.2). 

4 

Execution command OFF 

4 

SVST instruction 

Start accept flag 

Designated servo program 

OFF 

[Data Settings] 
(1) Setting  the  axes to be started 

The  axes to be started  are set in (D) in the  way  shown below. 

<A1 71 SCPU> 

Lset t ing  for 1 to 4 axes 

I 1 axis to be started ...................... Make th. retting for 1 axis (J"). 
2-4s intorpolation to be started ... Make the retting for 2 axes (J**J**). 
3-axis  interpolation to be  rtartod ... Make the retting for 3 axes (J*J"J"). 
4-axis interpolation to be startod ... Make the setting for 4 axes (J-J,J**J**). 
Simultaneous start ........................ Make the setting for 2 to 4 axes 

Set J + rtarted axis numbers 1 to 4. 

The number of digits  in the axis number indication  is  fixed  at 3, including  J (i.e. 'Jog*), 
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<A273UHCPU  (8/32  axis  specification)> 
I 

I LSetting  for 1 to 8 axes ...................... . ... I 1 axis to be started Make the setting  for 1 axis (J"). 
2-axis interpolation to  be started Make the  setting  for 2 axes (J**J*). 
3-axis interpolation to be started Make the setting  for  3 axes  (J"J*'J"). 
4-axis interpolation to be started ... Make the setting for 4 axes (J"J**J'*J**). 

Designate J + started axis numbers 1 to 8 for an A273UHCPU (8 axis specifica- 
tion), or J + started axis numbers 1 to 32 for an A273UHCPU (32 axis specifica- 
tion). 

The axis numbers are indicated  in ttte order of input from the head of the bottom row, 

The number of digits  in the axis number display is  fixed at 3  including  J (i.e. 'J**'). 

... 
Simultaneous start ....................... Make the  setting  for 2 to 8 axes 

and if  there are 4 or more  axes, the upper  row is  also used. 

.---Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 

1 
I 

The  axes to be  started  are  designated  as  follows: I I 

I 0 Axis 1 ......................................... J1 I 

I Axis 1, axis 2, and  axis 3 .............. J1  J2J3 1 

I Axis 1, axis 2, axis 3, and axis  4 ... J1  J2J3J4 I I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

i Axis 1 and  axis 2 ......................... J1  J2 

(2) Servo program No. setting 
There are two types  of  servo  program  number  setting: direct and indirect. 
(a)  In  direct  setting, the servo program  number is designated  directly  as 

the number itself (0 to  4095). 
.---Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 

-I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Servo  program No.50 would be set  as follows. 
i When designated  with  a K device ... K50 I 

(b)  In  indirect  setting,  the  servo  program  number is set as a  value in a 
word device. 
1) The  word  devices  that  can  be used are indicated in the table 

below. 

CPU 
Word Device 

A171S A215UH (8 Axis 
S W f i a t i o n l  

A273UH (32 Axis 
Soecitication~ 

D 800 to  8191 . 0 to 8191'1 0 to  799 
W 

0 to 4095 R 
0 to lFFF 0 to 1 FFF 0 to 3FF 
0 to 8191 0 to 8191 - 

'1: Excluding 800 to 1023 

I POINT( 1 
(1) When two or  more  axes  are  started  simultaneously,  set  one of the 

axes to be  started in each  servo  program. 
(a)  When programming a simultaneous  start  in  which  linear 

interpolation is  to be  executed  with  axes 1 and 2, and circular 
interpolation is  to be  executed  with  axes 3 and 4, set axis 1 or 
axis  2 and axis 3 or axis 4 (example: D l  3). 

7' 
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC  PROGRAMS 

4 

I 

! Designation  with a word  device 
I 

2)  An  index register (Z, V) or dedicated instruction (IX . IXEND)  can 
be  used for index  designation  of the indirectly set  word device. 

For details on index registers (Z, V), see  the ACPU Pro- 
gramming  Manual  (Fundamentals)  (IB-66249). 
For details on  dedicated instruction (IX . IXEND),  see the 
AnACPWAnUCPU  Programming  Manual  (Dedicated) 
(16-66251). 

[Error Details] 
In the following cases,  an  operation error occurs and the SVST instruction is 
not  executed. 

When the setting for (D) is for 5 or more  axes  (A171SCPU). 
When the setting for (D) is for 8  or  more  axes  (A273UHCPU,  8/32 axis 
specification). 
When the axis number  given in any digit of  (D) is a  number  other  than J1 
to J4  (A171SCPU). 
When the axis number  given in any digit of  (D) is a  number  other  than J l  
to J8  (A273UHCPU, 8-axis specification). 
When the axis number  given in any digit of (D) is a  number  other  than J1 
to J32  (A273UHCPU,  32-axis specification). 
When the same axis number is set  twice in (D). 
When the setting for n is outside  the  applicable  range. 

[Program  example] cAl71 SCPU> 

2 
m 7 4  

X0100 MW74 WOO9 MW76 
4 HHH 

SET M1 

w 7 4  w1 woo2 Woo3 MZm 
13 

K 
50 

RST M1 

CIRCUIT END 

All axes servo start command 
turned ON 
When X100 cornas ON, the start 
comnund flag (Ml) for servo pro- 
gram No.50 comes ON. 

Execution request for servo pro- 

On conpletbn of the  request for 
execution of servo program No.50, 
M1 Is turned OFF. 

I 
Q M  N O . 5 0  
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC  PROGRAMS 

5.3 Present Value Change and Speed Change Instructions (DSFLPKHGA, CHGV) r 
These  instructions  are  used to change the present  value of a  stopped  axis, .- 
and change the speed of an  axis  during  positioning  or JOG operation. 

5.3.1  DSFLP instruction (when using Al7lWA273UHCPU (&axis specification)) 

I \ I Bit  Devices I Word (16 Bit)  Devices I Cons- .--L 1 

b 

ri 
YW12 YO010 Yo011 

I I 
Execution command 

1-1 D S F ~ +  

I J 

(1)  The  following  processing  is  executed at the leading  edge (OFF - ON) of 
the DSFRP  instruction: r 
(a)  Present  value  change '- 

When the DSFLP instruction is executed, the present  value  change 
is executed  in  accordance  with the following  procedure. 
1)  The  start  accept  flag  (M2001 to M2004/M2001  to  M2008)  corre- 

sponding to the axis  designated in (D) is turned ON. 
2)  The  present  value  is  changed to the contents  of  the  present  value 

change  register  for the axis  designated  in (D). 
3) On completion of the  present  value  change,  the  start  accept flag 

is turned OFF. 
(b) Speed  change 

When the DSFLP instruction  is  executed,  the  speed  is  changed in 
accordance  with  the  following  procedure. 
1)  The  start  accept flag (M2021 to M2024/M2021  to  M2028)  corre- 

sponding to  the axis  designated in (D) is turned ON. 
2) A command  to  change  the  currently  effective  positioning  speed to 

the speed  stored in the speed  change  register  for  the axis desig- 
nated in (D) is  issued. 

3) The  speed  change in progress flag  is turned OFF. 
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC PROGRAMS 

[Operation Timing] 

[Data Settings] 

(2)  The  numbers of registers  used for present  value  change  and  speed 
change  operations are indicated in the table below.  (For  details,  see 
Section 3.4.2.) 

<A1  71  SCPU> 

<A273UHCPU  (&Axis SDecificationb 

ON 

Execution  command OFF I 
DSFLP instruction 

Start accept  flagtspeed I change  completion 
change flag 

Present  value changeelspeed 

(1) Setting the  axis  for  which the present  value changdspeed change is  to 
be executed 
The axis for which  the  present  value changekpeed change  set in (D) is 
executed is set as follows. 

I P P  
A Started axis No. 

The rolovant  axis No. can be ret in the range 1 to 4 or 1 to 8. 
Set the intorpolation control time for one of the axe8 controlled 

Device symbol  (only  D can be set) 
in  interpolation. 

i The started axis is designated as follows 
I 0 Axis 1 ............................................................ D l  
I 0 Interpolation control with axis 1 and axis 2 ...... D l  or 02 



(2)  Present value changekpeed change 
The  setting for a present value changdspeed change is as follows. 

Present  value  change ...... Set KO or HO. 
0 Speed  change ................. Set  K1  or  H1. 

When  using a DSFLP instruction, it  is not possible to indirectly desig- 
nate (D) or n using  index registers (Z, V). 

Indirect  designation  using  index register 

If  an  indirect  designation with an  index register is made,  an operation 
error  occurs,  and  the  DSFLP instruction is not executed. 

[Error Details] 
(1) In the following cases, an operation  error  occurs  and  the DSFLP 

instruction is not  executed. 
When the setting for (D) is other than 1 to 4 or  1 to 8. 

0 When the setting for n is a value other than 1  or 0. 
When the  setting  for  (D)  or n has  been indirectly designated using an 
index  register (Z, V). 

(2) In the  following  cases, a minor error (error on control change)  occurs i . _  
and  the  present  value  changefspeed  change is not  executed.. i 

L 

When this happens, the error detection flag (M1607+20n/Xn7) is turned 
ON  and the  error  code is stored in the minor error code area for the 
relevant  axis. 
0 When the  axis  designated in (D) for  the present value change is  in 

0 When the axis designated in (D) is executing a home position return 

0 When the axis designated in (D) is decelerating when the speed 

0 When the speed  designated  by n is outside the range of 0 to the speed 

motion. 

or circular interpolation when the speed  change is made. 

change is made. 

limit value when the  speed  change is made. 

[Program Example] 
(1)  The  program  shown  below  changes the present value for  axis 2 to the 

value  designated  with  an 8-digit  digital switch. 
(a)  Conditions 

1) Numbers  of inputs for the digital switch ... X010 to X02F 

3) Present  value  change  execution flag ....... MO 

2)  Present value  change  command ............. Leading edge 
(OFF + ON) of X000 

4) Axis 2 start  accept flag 
(used to determine  whether axis 2 is 
stopped  or in motion) ............................ M2002 (axis 2 start ac- 

cept flag) 
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:F A7 I 
(b) Program example 

rStart  a w p t  Hag SET MO When x000 c o r n  ON. MO tumd ON. 

woo2 
{DEIN x0010 

P K B  
Do86 in tho -MI vahte dong.  rogktor for u b  

The Vrlu a d  wkh tho diglhl rnitch ia atond 

P K 2 (Decur, DOST). 
[DSFL 02 0 Ax* 2 p.unt VDIU. cilang. .x.cution m. 

w-1 
[RST MO M O ~ ~ ~ ~ O F F .  

CIRCUIT  END 

(2) The  program  shown  below  changes  the  positioning  speed of axis 2 to 
the value  set  with an 8-digit  digital  switch. 
(a) Conditions 

1) Numbers of inputs for the  digital switch ... X010 to X02F 
2)  Speed  change  command ........................ Leading  edge (OFF + 

ON) of X000 

(b)  Program  example 

Sped change in progress  flag 
[ DElN X0010 

P 

P K8 The v d u ~  a d  wkh tho digiw anitch ia at& 
in tho a p o d  chmgo d.11 r o g i t m  for uu 2 
(M, we@).  

Axh 2apndahngoa.cu1i in mqcmt 

CIRCUIT END 
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5. SEQUENCE  PROGRAMS AND SFC  PROGRAMS 

Usable Devices s z  C 

6 s  r v )  
L Carry Flag 
PI Flag Error 

O X % ,  
Bit  Devices Word (16 Blt)  Devices ':Et- Level 8 

- 
X Y M L S B F T C D W R A O A l  Z V K H P I N 5 YOOIZ uooto uoo11 

( D) 
0 0 0  n  0 0  

7 x  0 0  

, - E x e c u t i o n   c o m m a n d  
CHGAl (D) 1 n  

(D 
J + axil No. for which prerent value change/ 

CHGVl (D) I n  suead chanao is io be executed ) 
n  w*-d=sem 

(1)  The following processing  is  executed  at the leading edge (OFF - ON) of 
the CHGNCHGV  instruction: 
(a)  Present  value  change 

When the CHGA instruction is executed,  the  present  value  change 
is executed in accordance  with the following procedure. 
1)  The  start  accept flag (M2001 to M2004/M2001 to M2008/M2001 

to M2032)  corresponding  to  the axis designated in (D) is turned 
ON. i 

2)  The  present  value  of  the  axis  designated in (D) is changed to the 
present  value  designated in n. 

3) On  completion  of the present  value  change, the start  accept flag 
is turned OFF. 

'- 

(b) Speed  change 
When the CHGV instruction is executed, the speed is changed  in 
accordance  with the following  procedure. 
1) The  star!  accept flag (M2021 to M2024/M2021 to M2028/M2061 

to  M2092)  corresponding to the axis designated in (D) is turned 
ON. 

2)  The  speed  of the axis designated in (D) is changed to the speed 
designated in n. 

3)  The  speed  change  in  progress flag is turned OFF. 

[Operation  Timing] 

I ON 

E x e c u t i o n   c o m m a n d  OFF 

CHGNCHGV i n s t r u c t i o n  

S t a r t   a c c e p t   f l a g s p e e d  I c h a n g e   c o m p l e t i o n  
c h a n g e   f l a g  

P r e s e n t   v a l u e   c h a n g e k p e e d  
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC PROGRAMS 

4 [Data Settings] 
(1) Setting the axis for  which  a  present  value  changelspeed  change is to be 

executed 
The axis with  respect to which  the  present  value  changelspeed  change 
set in (D) is to be  executed  is  set  as  follows. 

. 

4 

J r n  

Started axis No. 
Set the relevant axis No. in the range 1 to 32 
Set the interpolation control time for one of the  axes involved 

Only J can be used. 
in the interpolation. 

Axes to be  started  are  designated  as  shown  below. 
; Axis  1 ............ J1 
I 

(2) Setting the present  value changekpeed change 
There are two  types  of  setting  for  present  value changes and  speed 
changes:  direct  setting  and  indirect  setting. 
(a) In direct  setting, the present  value or speed to be  changed to  is 

specified  directly  as  a  numerical  value. 
(For the setting  range,  refer to Section  3.4.2.) 

.---Example ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I 7 

I 

i If the present  value to be  changed to is "lo', the setting  is  as  follows. i 
i When  designated  with  a  K  device ...... .K10 
I 

I 
I 

(b)  The  word  devices  that  can  be  used  are  indicated in the  table  below. 
1) The  word  devices  that  can  be  used  are  indicated  in the table 

below. 

Word Device 
A1 71 S 

0 to 799 

0 to 4095 

'1 : Excluding 800 to 1023 .--- Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 1 

I 

Make the following  setting to designate the present  value to be  changed j ; to with the data  stored in data  register D50: I 
I 

Designation  with  a  word  device 
I 

2) An index  register (Z, V) or dedicated  instruction (IX . IXEND)  can 
be used  for  index  designation of the indirectly  set  word  device. 

For  details  on  index  registers (Z, V),  see the ACPU 
Programming  Manual  (Fundamentals) (18-66249). 
For  details  on  dedicated  instructions (IX, IXEND),  refer to the 
AnACPUlAnUCPU  Programming  Manual  (Dedicated 
Instructions)  (18-66251). 
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[Error Details] 
(1) In the following cases an operation  error  occurs  and the  CHGNCHGV 

instruction is not  executed. 
e When the setting for (D) is other  than  J1 to J32. 

(2) In the  following  cases, a minor  error  (error on control change) occurs 
and the present  value changdspeed change is not  executed. 
When this happens,  the  error  detection flag (M1607+20n/Xn7/M2407+ 
20n) is turned ON and the error  code is stored in the minor error code 
area for the relevant  axis. 

When  the  axis  designated in (D) for the present  value change is in 
motion. 
When  the  axis  designated in (D) is executing  a  home position return 
or  circular  interpolation when the speed  change  is  made. 
When the axis  designated in (D) is decelerating  when the speed 
change  is made. 
When the speed designated  by n is outside the range of 0 to the speed 
limit value when  the  speed  change is made. 

[Program Example] 
(1)  The  program  shown  below  changes the present  value for axis 2. 

(a) Conditions 
1)  Present  value  change  command ......... Leading  edge (OFF 4 ON) 

2)  Present  value  change  execution flag ... MO 
3) Axis 2  start  accept flag (used to 

of x000 

determine  whether  axis 2 is stopped 
or in motion) ...................................... M2002  (axis 2 start accept 

flag) 

(b) Program  example 

w m ~ S t a r t  accept  flag 1 SET MO When X100 comes ON, MO is 
turnedON. 

[ CHOA JZ 50 Axis 2 preaent value change execu- 
tlon request i [ R U  w MOIunndOFF 

CIRCUIT END 

(2) The  program shown  below  changes the positioning speed for axis 2. 
(a)  Conditions 

1) Speed  change  command ...... Leading  edge (OFF + ON) of X000 

(b) Program  example 

-Speed change in progress  flag 
[CHQV 52 :O 4 Axis 2 speedchange executlonflag 

CIRCUIT END 

i r- L 
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3 0 1 ~  1 
0 Points  to  note  when a speed  change is performed 

0 If a speed  change instruction (CHGV/DSFLP) is executed in the 
period  between execution of the  sew0 program start request 
instruction (SVST/DSFRP)  and the point where the 'positioning start 
completion  signal'  comes ON, the speed  change  may be  invalid. To 
perform  speed  changes in approximately the same timing as a start, 
be sure to enter the positioning start completion signal ON status as 
an interlock for execution of the speed  change instruction. 

Example: 
Execution 
command S p e d  ChangO in prOgrOSS flag 

Positioning start completion  signal 

I 
1 
I 

I 
I 

Start recsption 

Positioning start I I 
completion  signal I 
Positioning  complo- 
tion  signal t 

t 4 
I 

Speed  changer  designated during 
this period  may be invalid. 
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC  PROGRAMS 

This  section  explains  how to start servo  programs  using SFC programs. L 

5.4.1 Starting and  stopping SFC programs 

SFC programs are  started and  stopped  from  the  main  sequence  program. The 
methods for starting and stopping SFC programs  are  described  below. 

(1) Starting SFC programs 
(a)  An SFC program  is  started  by  turning  Mol01 (SFC program 

start/stop) ON in the  main  sequence  program. 

1-1 I [ P L S  MO 
Start command 

\ 

(b)  There  are  two  types of SFC program start, as indicated below,  and 
the  one that is effective is determined  by the ON/OFF status of 
special relay Mol 02 (SFC program  start  status selection): 
1) SFC program initial start 

By turning special relay Mol01 ON while special relay M9102 is 
OFF, the SFC program is started from the  initial step of block 0. 

By turning special relay M9101 ON while special relay M0102 is d 
ON, the SFC program is started from  the  block and  step that  was 
being  executed  immediately  before  operation was  stopped. 

(c)  On creation of an SFC program, if no  main  sequence  program  has 
been  created (applies only  when  step 0 is  an END instruction), the 
circuit shown  below is automatically  created in the  main  sequence 
program  area  by  the  peripheral device. 

2) SFC program  resumptive start 

\ 

(2) Stopping SFC programs 
(a) An SFC program is stopped  by  turning M9101 (SFC program 

start/stop) OFF in  the main  sequence  program. 

p [ P L S  Mi  
Stop command 

(b)  When  an SFC program is stopped, all the  operation  outputs in the 
step  being  executed are turned OFF. 

POINTJ 
Write  during  run in  the SFC mode is not  possible  with  respect to the 
motion controller. 
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5.4.2 Servo program start request 

A sew0 program  can be started in one of two ways: by  using  the  program 
start-up  symbol  intended for this  purpose ([SV]), or by inputting a sew0 
program start request  instruction  in  the  internal  circuit of a  normal  step 0. 

(1) When  an [SV] step is  created: 

OFF 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

---It 
+I 

Start command 

MO 

PLS M l  Swltchlng , conditbn 1 

Stop 1 (creation of 

MQlOI Swltchlng 
Gonditbn 2 I 

1 

L _ _ _ _ _ _  - Endstep 

cswltchlng Gondltions and 
openth outpub 

Swltching  conditbn 1 

Step 1 (servo program start request hdruction) 
1 

SVST JlJZ13.U 10 

Swltching  condltion 2 r 
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POINTS 1 
(1)  When  an  [SV]  step is created, the servo program  start  request 

ladder block (I-[ SVST ***H) is mandatorily  inserted in the 
sequence  program. 

(2) When a DSFRP instruction is used,  input it directly into the se- 
quence  program at a normal  step 0. 

(3) If an SVST instruction is edited and converted, a start  accept bit 
(M2001 to M2004/M2001 to M2008/M2001 to M2032) is automat- 
ically  inserted into the switching conditions before and after the 
relevant SFC  step to act as  an interlock. 
However, if the  order of steps  has  been  changed by addition or 
insertion, this interlock may  not be automatically added/deleted in 
the switching conditions.  Therefore, if a step  has  been  added  or 
inserted, always display the switching conditions using ZOOM dis- 
play and  check the interlock. 

(4)  Only the sequence (I-[ SVST ***H) can be set at  an  [SV] 
step.  If  any additional instructions are to be set, either set  them in 
a  normal step (0, or set  another  sequence instruction section 
executed in parallel as a normal step 0. 

(5) For details on  how to operate peripheral devices  used to edit  and 
monitor SFC programs,  refer to the SW2SRX-GSV13PE  Operating 
Manual and  SW2SRX-GSV22PE  Operating  Manual. 

C 
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND  SFC PROGRAMS 

(2) When  a sew0 program start  instruction is input inside a normal step co). 

Start command 

SET 

MO 

MQlOl 

M1 

M9101 

OFF 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

&witching  conditions and 
operation output> 

Switchho condltbn  1 

Step 1 (servo program start request tnstructhn) 

. . . 
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5. SEQUENCE PROGRAMS AND SFC PROGRAMS 

POINTS I 
(1)  When  a  DSFRP  or  DSFLP instruction is used, input it directly  into 

the internal circuit  of  a  normal  step 0. 
(2) If  an SVST/DSFRP instruction is edited and  converted,  a start 

accept bit (M2001+n) is automaticalty  inserted into the  switching 
conditions  before  and after the  relevant  SFC  step to act as an 
interlock. 

(3) If a  DSFLP instruction is edited and converted,  a  speed  change in 
progress flag (M2021 to M2024/M2021 to M2028/M2061 to M2092) 
is automatically inserted into  the switching  conditions before and 
after the  relevant SFC step to act  as an interlock. 

(4) Set  commands  such as speed  change  commands  and stop com- 
mands,  which  are  executed in an arbitrary timing, in the main 
sequence  program. 

(5) For details on how to operate  peripheral  devices  used to edit and 
monitor SFC  programs, refer to the  SW2SRX-GSV13PE  Operating 
Manual  and SW2SRX-GSV22PE Operating  Manual. 

C 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING  CONTROL 

6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

Servo  programs  serve to designate  the  type  of the positioning control,  and 
the  positioning  data,  required  to  execute  positioning control with the sew0 
system CPU. This  section  explains the configuration, and method for desig- 
nating,  servo  programs. 
For  details  on the various  types of servo  program, see the explanation  of 
positioning  control in Section 7. 

6.1 Servo  Program  Composition and Area 

This  section  describes  the  composition of servo  programs and the  area in 
which  a  servo  program is stored. 

6.1.1 Servo program  composition 

A servo  program  comprises  a  program  number,  servo  instructions,  and posi- 
tioning  data. 
When a  program  number  and the required  servo instructions are designated 
using  a  peripheral  device,  the positioning data  required to execute the desig- 
nated  servo  instructions  can be set. 

[Explanation of the  program] 
K11 ... ..  .. Program No.11 
ABS3 . . . . . 3-axis  linear interpolation 

1 Control  units 
<K 11s 

9ABS-3 1 
f Axis 1, 3000000.0 ( pm) 

Axis 2,  55oooOO.O ( pm) 
Axis 3, -25oooOO.O ( pm) 

Positioning 
data 

. Resultant  speed 4oooO.00 ( mmlmin) 
Dwell 2500 (msec) 
M code 12 

' P.B. 3 

Servo in- 
struction 

1 

control  using ttte absolute 
data method 

Axis 1, 3000000.0 Used axes and 
Axis 2,  5500000.0 positioning ad- 

* Axis 3, -2500000.0 I dress 

Resultant.. . Commanded  speed for  the 
speed 3 axes  (axis 1, axis 2, axis 

3) combined 
(40000.00 mm/min.) 

Dwell . . . . . . Dwell time (2500 ms) 
I M code ..  .. . M code (12) 
Number of program  steps l o  P.B. . . , . . . . Parameter block No.3 
Number of programs  used 2011  3312 

Fig. 6.1 Example  Composition of a Servo  Program 
~ ~ ~~~~~ 

(1) Program No. ............. This is a  number  used to  call  the program from 
the sequence  program:  any  number in the range 
0 to 4095 can be set. 

(2) Servo  instruction ........ Indicates the type  of positioning control. 
For  details,  see  Section 6.2. 

6 -1  
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

(3) Positioning data ........ This is  the data required to execute  servo instruc- 
tions. 

servo  instruction. 
For details, see  Section  6.3. 
The follows applies  for the servo  program  shown 

r 
! 

The  data  required for execution is  fixed for  each - 
in Figure 6.1: 

Used  axes  and 
positioning address 
Commanded  speed I 
Dwell time 
M code 

0 P.B. 
(parameter  block) 1 

Data  which  must  be 
set in order to execute 
the servo instruction 
Data  which will be set 
to default values for 
control if not  set. 
Control is executed 
using the data of 
parameter block 1 
(P.B.1). 

6.1.2 Servo program ane 

(1) Servo  program  area 
The servo program area is an internal memory  of the  the system CPU 
(not in the  memory cassette) which  serves to store the servo program 
created with a peripheral device. 
The servo program area is an internal RAM. 

(2) Servo program  capacity 
The  servo program area has a capacity of  13312 steps in the case  of  an 
Al71S/A273UHCPU(8 axis specification)  or 14334 steps in the case of i 
an  A273UHCPU  (32 axis specification). 

<A1  71  SCPU> 

Servo programs are stored in  the  or- 
der in  which  their program numbers 
were  created. 

b 

Servo program 
area (13 Ksteps) 

13311 - 4 
t Step 

Fig. 6.2 Servo Program Area 

IPOINT I I 
I I 

If the servo  program  area  has insufficient capacity,  execute multiple 
positioning control operations with  one  program by indirect setting of 
the positioning data used in the servo program. (For details on indirect 
setting, see Section 6.4.2.) 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

4 6.2 Servo Instructions 

This  section  presents  the  servo  instructions used in  servo  programs. 

(1) How to read  the  servo  instruction  tables 

Fig. 6.1 How to Read Servo Instruction Tables 

T 
3) 4 
t I 
I 
I 

When the servo program is executed,  control is executed in accordance  with  the Contents of the se 

Some setting  items are 1-word data and  others are 2-word data. 
word device. 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING  CONTROL 

(2) Sew0 instruction  list 
The sew0 instructions  that  can be used  in sew0 programs,  and  the r 
positioning  data set for  the servo instructions,  are  indicated  in Table 6.2. 'L 

For  details  on  the  positioning  data set for  servo  instructions, see Section 
6.3. 

I I 

L A B S C \ J  interpd.tbn by ndiw 
doaignation. W i n  
CW180 
Abrdute circular 
mlorpd.tion by radiua IABsr)( doigntia, CWlW end 

Abaolute cimulu 

I 
Table 6.2 Servo Instruction  List 

o.(I 

I 

w A O O O A A  

A A A A  

A A A A  

A A A A  

A A A A  

A A A A  

A A A A  

1 

i 

0: Must bo set 
A : Set if required 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

A 0  6 0 

0 

0 

O O A  

0 0 1  

f 
1 e s 
5 - 

7.1 

- 

7.8 

- 
7.0 

7. 
10 
7. 
11 

- 
- 
- 

12 
7. 

- 

7. 
13 

- 

14. 
7. 

1 

- 
.14 
.2 - 
7. 
15. 
1 

- 
0: Muat bo set 
A : Set if required 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

Instruc- 
tlon 

symbol 

Trwdvdua to and point 
S p e d  switching  conlrol 

brolute designation of 

Incnnwnt.l h u m t i o n  
01 a p o d  $witching  poinl 
Potition follow-up contrl 

0 0  

A 0 0 0  

InawnwrWl baignation 

constant a p n d  control 
m ot posing point tor 

3 

$I A to 

4 1  

0: Must be set 
A : Set if required 

6 -6  
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS  FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

Table 6.2 Sorvo instruction  List  (Continued) 
I H-k(l 

I 

-4 

t hr 

I Hail 

loscl 
0: Must be set 
A : Set if required 

4 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING  CONTROL 
~~ 

6.3 Positioning Data r 
The positioning data set for servo programs is shown in Table 6.3. u 

Table 6.3 Positioning  Data 
I I Sottlng Mad. Wlth Porlphanl Dwlw 

I 

bramotor block 
40. 

Explanrtlon 

S.trtho~pmmotorMockonthob..bofrrhich6.1.ruchu 
that  for w d u a t i o n  and dewlorotition p-ing and 
d.tbhmtition procaring on STOP input will bo sot fa ..ch 

h i s  
Sot tho u b  to bo started. 
For intorpolatin, the numbon of tho uu invoked in tho - 
interpohtiin are  designoted. 

I I 

Addross whon u i n g  tho &oMo data nwthod u tho 
Sol the p i t h i n g  8ddr.u u an b d u t e  addmas 

p i t i on ing  mothod. 

S.1 tho p i t i o n i n g   a d d r w  u a trml value whon 
using the i n c m n t o l  -hod u tho positioning 
Wod. Tho dwon ol mvvl ia indiemd by tho 
sign. Howmr.  only pith sMinga a n  bo made 
for Mspwdlporition switohhg tontroL Trawl 

v.lue Poattive : Fonnrd rowion (dimetion in W c h  

N~e t i ve :  Rwome d a t i o n   ( d i d b i n   i n  which 
addross vakm  incrrus) 

addross vallm dououe) 
I I 

Seta tho positioning spood. 
Tha unib for  tho sped aro thr 'control unitt' set in the 

For  intorpolation,  this  sotiing  is tho rosullurt sp..dl)ong- 

:omnund*d panmoter block 

axir rda- rp..d/rofomno. a b  spood. (Applicr to P lP  
control only) 

>wll time output of tho p i t h i n g  cornplotion  sign01 
(M1601+20nlXnl~240f+2On). 

1-d 
- 

Sot the timo from  positioning to tho por i t i i ing addross to 
0 (m) 

Sot the M code 
For s p u d  switching m t m l  and conrtrnt spood control, 

. The  aotting b updoted oach m i o n  b started  or et 

Sot the t o q w  limit n l u e  TWU. 

d cod. dinonnt sottings  con bo mdo lor uch point. 0 

each  designated point. 

rocquo limit When  motion 0 started, tho torquo limit sot in tho p.nmotor 
ralue 

sMmg 

V ~ I W  u n  bo sot for u c h  point and the sot torque values p.r.nu(er 
block b usod, but in spood srilohing control a dinannt (%) in tho 

can bo nudo df .d iv0  at desiarutod oointa. block 

Absolute Sa when uocut ing circular  intorpalotiin by dosigmting 
data radius. 

The  8otting ran-. whkh dopond  on tho p i t i i n i n g  mothod 
used, om shorn to tha right. l -  

I I I 

E Absolute 
2 data 

Set when oxocuting circular  interpohtion by deaignoting a 
center point. 

I -  

1 to 16 for A171WA273UHCPU (8 udr spocifiutiin) 
1 to 64 for A273UHCPU (32 u b  rpockation) 

1 to 4 for A171  SCPU 

1 to 32 for A273UHCPU (32 u h  s!mcifiication) 
1 to 8 for A273UHCPU (8 uh speoifiution) 

-2147y -21474.63640 

214748384.7 2147:f83647 359.99999 to 
o to  -2147- 

(pm) 2 147483647 

For mor than Mapwuposit i in switching  control 

0 to 2147403647 

For spodposit i in switching control I 
0 to 

2 1 4 7 y  m 
0 to 

21474.83647  21474.83647 2147483647 
0 to 0 to 

I I I I 

0 to 5000 (m) i 
0 to 255 

1 to 500 (X) 

-2147y -21474.63640 o to  -2147- 
214748364.7 2147:p83647 359.89999 to 2147483647 

(run) 

0 to 2147483847 I 
0.1 to 

420406720.4 
(rm) 

0 ooool to 
42-.67294 

0 to 1 to 
359.99999 4294967294 

0 to 2147483647 

0 to 90s 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

1 lo 18 forA171WAZ73UHCPU (8 UL r#cblc4ion) 
1 10 84 for AZ73UHCW (32 a i r  rpci(k.tion) l o l l I I I o  

1 - 1  

I o  
l i d  rotting 
(Z) in lho 

For o t h o r  timn rpm&porition switching m l  1 

1 to XKI (X) 

0 to  2147483647 I I I I 

: J ; O G  4 2 0 2 U  

1 to 

x10-' 
1 to 1 to 1 to 

2147483817 2147483817 2147483647 
( x l o - ' ~ )  (x104inoh) (x10-6degm) 

0 2 nw " 

2147483817 

0 to 2147483847 I I I I 
1 - 1  0 io 999 

0 

0 

~REMARKSJ 
'1: The *n' in n03, n08, n09.  n10, indicates the axis number (1 to 411 to 811 to 32). 
'2: When an error occurs because the rpeed limit value is exceeded, control is executed at the speed limit value. 
*3: Applies when the commanded speed is '0 ' .  
*4: If there are multiple errors in the same program, the latest error item data is stored. 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

Table 6.3 Positioning  Data  (Continued) 
s 4 u ~ M n d D m P a l o b r a l ~  

NIWN Explanation w a r n  ' Mrn Rut- 
Value m Inch -I. PLUM 

It I8 pouibk to sot only thore Y.mr in lhe rot puurrter 
bkdr data W you mt to change. 

For  d.t.ih  on u c h  data itmr, DN Soalion 4.4 'Puundor 
Block'. 

L 

Dmiera t in  
proceuing on 
STOP input 

circular 
rango for 

3 0 1 2 3 
I I 

' 1: Dooakration to a stop m rocordonee with the  rapid stop 
doodu.tkn thn 

I I 
interpoktion 1 
H R e p u t  8.1 me r .pwt  condm lor mpdtion k h m n  Ma FOR- 
condition nws k r t r d n  .nd th. NUCT irutruonon. - 1 to 32767 

Program No. 8.1 the pugram numbor8 for 8 i m l M o u r  8tut8. - 0 to 4095 i 

C a n 4  Sottobndu.cutiondanrvoproOnmQd~mtionloa - 
m atop by turnkg ON a daignetd bit dwii in that program X,Y,M.TC,TT,CC,CT,B,F 
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son1 

=E Value 

I 200.000 
(PLS/r.C) 

4- * loo (PLS) 

4 

I -  
I -  

I -  
I -  

O 1 2 3 0 1 11 

1 to 66635 (ma) I o  I 1  I 14 

1  to 66e36 (ma) 0 1 
~ _ _ _  

16 

1 10 100 (K) 0 2 21 

1 10 500 (X) 0 1  16 

0: Docokration lo a stop in accordance with tho dbooloration 

1: Deceleration lo a stop in  acwrdance with tho rapid stop 
tima 0 1 - 

0 to low00 l 0 I 2 l 1 '  

In Ermt 01 SI 

control h l n g  
Ddaull Value 

0 

- 
1 10 32767 18 - 0 Controlled 

K1 
0 to 4096 18 - 0 

1 to 1 lo 1  to 

x10.2dmin) 600000000 
0- 4 2 

( p L W w )  (x1OJdogrod (xlOdincW 
6OOOOOOOO 1  101000000 600000000 

m i n )  min) 
- - - - 

0 to 4095 - 1 0 

- - - - 

1 to 5Oa)(ma) 0 13 1 0 

Ing Error 

Strftlng not 
Ponlble 

0 

0 3  

'2: When an error occurs because the speed limit value is exceeded, control is executed at the speed limit value. 
'3: Applies  when the commanded speed is  '0.. 
'4: If there are multiple errors in the same program, the latest error item data is stored. 
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6.4 Method for Setting  Positioning Data 

This  section  explains  how to set the positioning  data  used in a servo  program. 
There  are  two  ways to set  positioning  data, as follows: 

(1) Designating  numerical  values ........................ see  Section 6.4.1 

(2) Indirect  designation  using  word  devices ......... see  Section 6.4.2 

It is  possible to combine  data  setting by designating  numerical  values  and 
indirect designation  using  word  devices in the  same servo program. 

6.4.1 Setting by designating  numerical values 

The  method of setting  by  designating  numerical  values  is a method  whereby 
each  positioning  data  item is set  as a numerical  value  and  becomes fixed 
data. 
Data  can  only be set  and  corrected  at a peripheral  device. 

K t  Positioning 

Numerical  value  setting  for 
positioning  data 

servo program) 
cK 11> (becomes  fixed  data for one 

’ Axis 1, 30000bO.O 
Axis 2, 5500000.0 
Axis 3, -2500000.0 
Resultant speed 40000.00 
Dwell 2500 

ABS-3 

Fig.6.3 Example of Setting  Positioning Data by Numerical  Value Setting 

,P 

L 

c 

C 
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6. SERVO  PROGRAMS  FOR  POSITIONING CONTROL 

-4 
6.4.2 Setting by using word devices (D, W) 

The  method of setting by  using  word  devices is a method  whereby a word 
device  (D, W) number is designated in the positioning  data  designated  for  the 
servo  program. 
By changing the contents  (data)  of the designated  word  device  with  the 
sequence  program,  it is possible  to  use  the same servo  program  to  execute 
more than one positioning control. 

(1)  Devices  for setting indirect  data 
The  devices  that  can be used  for  setting  indirect  data  are  data  registers 
(D)  and link registers (W). (Word  devices  other than data registers  and 
link registers  cannot  be used.) 
The  data  registers  which  can  be  used  are  indicated in the table  below. 

CPU 
Word Device 

A1 71 S A273UH 
(32 Axis Specification), (8 Axis Specification) 

A273UH 

D 
0 to lFFF 0 to lFFF 0 to 3FF W 

800 to  81 91 0 to  8191 0 to 799 

'1: Excluding 800 to 1023 

Indirect setting with a word device 
Positioning control is executed 
on the basis of the data of (Dl, 

cK 11> 

* [  Axis I ABS-3 DO),  (D5, D4),  (W11, WlO), 
Axis 1, D O  W1 BO and D600. 

D 4  2, 
Axis 3, w 010 

Positioning 
data 

Numerical value setting 

Axis numbers cannot be set 
indirectly using word devices. 

I 
Fig.6.3 Example of Setting  Positioning Data by Numerical Value Setting 

(2) Input of Positioning  Data 
In indirect setting with word  devices,  the  word  device data  is input when 
the PCPU executes the servo  program. 
Accordingly,  when  positioning  control is executed, after data is set in the 
device  used for indirect  setting,  the  servo  program  start  request  signal 
must be  issued. 

~OINTS I 
(1) It is not possible to indirectly  set  axis  numbers  using  word  devices 

with a servo  program. 
(2) Establish  an  interlock  by  using a start  accept signal (M2001  to 

M2004/M2001 to M2008/M2001  to  M2032) to ensure that the  device 
data  designated for indirect  setting is not changed until the  desig- 
nated axis has  accepted the start  command . 
If the data is changed  before  the  start  command is accepted, 
positioning control in accordance 
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6. SERVO  PROGRAMS  FOR  POSITIONING  CONTROL 

6.5 Creating  Sequence  Programs to Start Servo  Programs 

This  section  describes  sequence  programs  that  execute  positioning  control 
by using  servo  programs. 

6.5.1 Case where the  servo  program is executed o m  only 

The  general  concept for a  program  that  executes  a  designated  servo  program 
once  only in response to the  start  request is shown in Figure 6.5. 

When the start request 
comes ON, if the desig- - - - - - -  

pLs l ~ - ~ ~ - ~ b ’  1 nated axis is not in motion, 

I 
On completion of execution 
of the DSFRPISVST in- 

I I struction, the device desig- 

The applications of 1) to 5) are indicated below. nated at 1) is reset. 

1): Start request leading edge detection flag (devices that can be used: Y, M,  L, S, 

2): Start accept flag (set a number of flags corresponding to the  number  of axes 

3): DSFRPBVST instruction execution request flag (devices that can be used: Y, 

4): Axis No. designated in the  servo  program 
5): Started servo program No. (KO to K4095) 

9, F) 

designated in the servo program) 

M, L, S, B, F) 

- Example - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
I A sequence program that issues a start request  for servo program No.10 - which exe- I 
I cutes circular interpolation with axis 3  and axis 4 - when XOOO comes ON, is shown I 
I below. I 
1 (1) Condition I 
I The flags that can be used with sequence programs are indicated below. I 
I I 
I I 
I Flag for recording the start request M10 I 

Flaq Name I Device No. 

I I DSFRP/SVST instruction execution request flag I M11 I I 
I Start accept flag 

I Moo4 Axis 4 I 
I Axis  3 M2003 

I (2) Sequence program example 

PLS I M10 1 

7 Start accept SET 1 MII 

DSFRP D34  K10 

(-&SVST J3J4 K10-$) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

c 

C 
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6. SERVO PROGRAMS FOR POSITIONING CONTROL 

6.5.2 Case where  different servo programs are executed consecutively 

The  general concept  for  a  program that, on completion  of  positioning  in 
accordance  with  a servo program  executed  in  response to a  start request, 
executes  the  next servo  program, is shown  in  Figure 6.6. below. 

t 
I 6&=3< 

On completion of execution 
of the DSFRPlSVST instruc. - _ _ _ - -  tion, the device designated 
at 3) is reset. 

_ _ _ _ _ _  - - -_ - -  - _ _ _ _ -  -L?!-J 

4--- 
I I - _ _ - _ -  

The next DSFRPlSVST in- 
DSFRP 1- - 11; ?) - struction execution request 

c----------_ 

flag 6 )  is turned ON. 
lSVST\ 

I l _ ._ . ,  - - - _ - -  [ RST I: 6j-J .- When all axes have stopped 

b r  

DSFRPlSVST in- 
struction execution request 
flag 6 )  has come ON, the 
execution request for the 
next DSFRPlSVST instruc- 
tion is issued. 
The servo program start  re- 
quest is issued in accord- 
ance with the DSFRP/SVST 
instruction. 
On completion of execution 
of the DSFRP/SVST instruc. 
tion, the device designated 
at 6 )  is reset. 

-4 

1): Start request leading edge detection flag (devices that can be  used: Y, M, L, S, 

2): Start accept flag (set a number  of flags corresponding to the number of axes 

3), 7) :  DSFRP/SVST instruction execution request flag (devices that can be used: Y, 

4), 8): Axis No. designated in the servo program 
5 ) ,  9): Started servo program No. (KO to K4095) 
6) :  Start request recording flag (Y, M, L, S, B, F) 

B, F) 

designated in the servo  program) 

M, L, S, B, F) 

L 
Fig. 6.6 Sequence Program for Starting  Servo  Programs 
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~~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

6.5.3 Case  where  the same sew0 program is executed  repeatedly r 
The  general  concept  for  a  program  that  executes  repeated  positioning  control - 
in  accordance  with the  same servo program  is  indicated in Figure 6.7. 

When  the start request comes 
ON, if the designated axis is 
not in motion, a request to exe- 

tion is issued. 

sued in response to DS- 

- _ _ _ _ -  b cute a DSFRPEVST instruc- 

, Servo program start request is- 

Completion request FRPISVST instruction. 
When the ##completion re- 
quest comes ON, the  device 
set at 1) is reset. 

The applications of 1) to 4) are indicated below. 
1): DSFRPlSVST instruction execution request flag (devices that can be  used: Y, 

2): Start accept flag (set a number of flags corresponding to the  number of axes 

3): Axis No. designated in the servo program 
4): Started servo program No. (KO to K4095) 

M ,  L, S, 6, F) 

designated in the servo program) 

Fig. 6.7 Sequence Program  For  Starting a Servo Program 
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4 7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

4 

This  section  describes the positioning control  methods. 

7.1 Basics of Positioning  Control 

This  section  describes the common  items for positioning  control,  which is 
described in detail  from  Section 7.2. 

7.1.1 Positioning speed 

The positioning speed is set  using  a  servo  program. 
See  Section 6 for details  about  servo  programs. 
The actual positioning  speed is determined  by the positioning  speed  setting 
in the  servo  program  and the speed  limit  value,  according to the  following 
relationship: 
0 if  positioning  speed setting e speed  limit  value 

positioning  occurs  at  set  positioning  speed; 
if  positioning  speed setting > speed  limit  value 

positioning occurs  at  speed  limit  value. 

I 

I (2) 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Acceleration time Deceleration time I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

If the speed  limit  value is 100,000  mm/min.  and  the positioning speed ; 
setting is 120,000  mm/min., the positioning  speed is controlled  as ; 
follows. I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Speed limit value I 

actual positioning speed) i 
I 
I 
I 

*' 
Acceleration time Deceleration time 

I 
I 

-4 
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7.1.2 Positioning speed under  interpolation control ,r 
The positioning speed  of the servo  system  CPU  determines  the travel speed 
of  the  controlled  system. 

(1) One-axis  linear  control 

.- 

Under 1-axis control,  the travel speed  is  the  positioning  speed  of the 
designated  axis. 

(2) Linear  interpolation  control 
Under  linear  interpolation  control,  the  controlled  system is controlled at 
the set  speed. 
The  positioning  speed  can be set  for 2- to 4-axis control using  one  of  the 
following three  methods: 

resultant  speed  designation 
long-axis  speed  designation 
reference-axis  speed  designation 

Details of the  servo  system  CPU  control  for  each  of  these  three  methods 
are described  below. 
(a)  Resultant  speed  designation 

The  servo  system  CPU  uses  the travel  value of  each  axis (Dl to 04) 
to calculate  the  positioning  speed of each axis (VI to V4) from the set 
positioning  speed (V) of  the  controlled  system. 
The  positioning  speed  of  the  controlled  system is called the  resultant 
speed. 
Set  the  resultant  speed  and  the travel value  of  each axis in the  servo 
program. 

c--- Example--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I 

1 r 
2-axis linear  interpolation control 

I 
I 
I Axis 2 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I t (1 0000, 15000) 

- - - - - - - - [Program  Example] 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0 

Axis 1 travel value: 

Axis 2 travel value: 

Resultant  speed: 

D l  = 10,000 (pulses) 

D2 = 15,000 (pulses) 

V = 7,000 (pulse/sec.) 

I The  servo  system  CPU  calculates  the i positioning speed  of  each  axis  from  the 
; above  conditions,  using the following 
I calculation formulas: 
I 

:K 50> 

ABS-2 
Axis 1, 10000 
Axis 2, 15000 
Resultant speed 7000 

I \ 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

; Axis 1 positioning  speed: V i  = V x D ~ D I  '+D2' 
i Axis 2 positioning  speed: V2 = V x D2/- 

I 
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4 (b)  Long-axis  speed  designation 
The control  of  each  axis is based on the positioning  speed  (long-axis 
speed: V) set  for  the  axis whose positioning  address is  the greatest 
distance  from the current  position. 
The servo  system CPU uses  the  travel  value of each  of the other  axes 
(Dl to D4) to calculate  the  positioning  speed of each  axis ( V i  to V4). 
Set the long-axis  speed  and  the  travel  value of each  axis in  the servo 
program. 

I 4-axis  linear  interpolation  control 
I 

Axis 1 travel value: 

I Axis 2 travel value: 

j Axis 3 travel value: 
; D 3  = 5,000 pulses 
I Axis 4 travel value: 
I 0 4  = 20,000 pulses i Long-axis  speed: 
I V = 7,000 pulse/sec. 

D l  = 10,000 pulses 

D2 = 15,000 pulses 

I 
I 

[Program  Example] 
<K 51> + 

~ ~~ 

ABS4 
~~~ 

Axis 1, lo000 
Axis 2, 15000 
Axis 3, so00 
Axis 4, 20000 
Long-axis speed 7000 

j In this example, the reference  axis  is 
; Axis 4, which  has  the  greatest  travel 
I value. The positioning  speed of Axis  4 i is the  set  long-axis  positioning  speed. 

; axes  using the following  calculation  formulas: 
The  servo  system CPU calculates the positioning  speed of each  of the other 1 

I 
I 

I I 

Conversions  are  conducted as follows if the control units  are  not 
identical  for  each  axis. 
1) Combination of axes  set in millimeters  and  inches 

a) If interpolation  control  units  are  millimeters 
Travel  value:  For  axes set to inches, the travel value is con- 

verted to millimeters  using  the  formula:  inch  set 
value x 25.4 = mm set  value. 

Speed : Speed  control  of  each  axis is based  on  the 
long-axis  speed,  which is the positioning speed 
of the axis  with the greatest travel value  after 
conversion. 

b)  If  interpolation  control  units  are  inches 
Travel  value:  For  axes  set to millimeters, the travel value is 

converted  to  inches  using the formula: mm  set 
value + 25.4 

0 Speed : Speed  control of each axis is based on the 
long-axis  speed,  which is the positioning speed 
of the axis  with the greatest travel value  after 
conversion. 
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2) Discrepancy  between  interpolation  control  units  and  control  units 
Travel  value:  The  electronic  gear  converts  the  travel  value I,- 

for the axis to pulses. 
Speed : Speed  control  of  each  axis  is  based  on  the 

long-axis  speed,  which is the  positioning  speed 
of the axis  with the greatest travel value  after 
conversion. 
For  axes  where  interpolation  control  units  and 
control  units  match, the electronic  gear  con- 
verts  the positioning speed  to  units of pulse/ 
sec.  and this speed is used  as the long-axis 
speed. 

>OINTS I 
(1) Speed  limit  value  and  positioning  speed 

The  set  speed  limit  value  applies  to  the  long-axis  speed. 
Note  that  the  resultant  speed may exceed  the  speed  limit  value  if  long-axis  speed 
designation is used. 

i Axis 2 travel value:  200  pulses 
I Long-axis  speed: 50 pulse/sec. 
[ Speed  limit  value: 55 pulse/sec. 

I In this example,  the  reference  axis is Axis 2, which  has  the i greatest travel value;  therefore  the  set  speed  limit  value 
; applies  to  Axis 2. 
I In this case, the positioning  speed of each  axis  and  the 
I resultant  speed  are  as  follows: 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I Axis 1 positioning  speed: (1 00/200) x 50 = 25 pulse/sec. 
I Axis 2 positioning  speed: 50 pulse/sec. 
; Resultant  speed: d25L + 50' = 55.9 pulse/sec. 

i  xis I p o s i t i o n i n q  / I speed Resultant speed 

I 

I 
I 
I - - - - - - -_- - - - - -_- - -  

I 
I 
I 
I c 
I b 

Axis 2 posittoning speed 1 

I 

Axis 
Axis 
Long-axis speed 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(2) Relationship  between  speed  limit  value,  acceleration  time,  deceleration  time,  and  rapid 
stop  deceleration  time 

The  actual  acceleration  time,  deceleration  time, and rapid stop  deceleration  time are 
determined  by the long-axis  speed  setting. 

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I 

1 
I 

I 
I 

I Speed 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

4) 

Actual acceleration i 
time I 

Set acceleration 
time 
Actual deceleration f 
time I I 

Set deceleration I 
time I I 

Actual rapid stop de- ; 
celeration time f 

eration time I 

I 
I 

Set rapid Stop decel- f 

I 
I 

(c)  Reference-axis  speed designation 
The servo  system CPU uses the travel value of  each axis (Dl to D4) 
to calculate the positioning  speed  of  each  axis (VI to V4) from the set 
positioning  speed of the reference axis  (reference  axis  speed: V). 
Set the reference  axis  number,  reference  axis  speed,  and the travel 
value of each axis in the  servo  program. 

I 4-axis linear  interpolation  control 

I Axis 1 travel value: 
; D l  = 10,000 pulses eK 52, 
I Axis 2 travel value: I ABS4 I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I [Program  Example] I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

D2 = 15,000 pulses 
Axis 3 travel value: 

D 3  = 5,000 pulses 
Axis 4 travel value: 

D4 = 20,000 pulses 
Reference axis speed: 

V = 7,000 pulse/sec. 
Reference  axis  number:  Axis 4 

Axis 1, 10000 
Axis 2, 15000 
Axis 3, 5000 
Axis 4, 20000 
Reference axis speed 7000 
Reference axis number 4 

I ; In this example,  Axis 4 is set as the 
I reference axis and the  control is based i on  the  positioning  speed  of  Axis 4. 
The  servo  system CPU calculates the 

; positioning  speed of each of the other 
I axes  using  the  following  calculation  formulas: 

i Axis 1 positioning  speed: V i  = D1/D4 x V 
I Axis 2 positioning  speed: V2 = DAD4 x V 
; Axis 3 positioning  speed: V3 = D3/D4 x V 

I 
I 

I 

I 

4 
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IPOINTS 1 I 
(1) Reference axis speed  and  positioning  speed  of  other  axes 

Note  that the positioning speed of an  axis  with a greater  travel  value  than the reference 
axis will exceed the set reference  axis  speed. 

(2) Indirect  designation  of  reference  axis 
0 The  reference axis can  be  indirectly  designated  using  word  devices D and W. See  Section 

(3) Relationship between speed  limit  value,  acceleration  time,  deceleration  time,  and rapid 
stop  deceleration  time 
0 The actual acceleration  time,  deceleration  time,  and  rapid  stop  deceleration  time  are 

6.4.2. 

determined  by the reference axis speed  setting. 
I I 
I 

Speed 
I 
I 
I T 

Speed limit value 
Rapid stop 
generated 

Time 

Actual acceleration j 
time I 

Set acceleration I 
time I 

Actual deceleration I 
time 
Set deceleration 
time 
Actual rapid stop  de- f 

I 
I 

I 
I 

celeration time . i 
6) Set rapid stop decel- ; 

eration time I 
I 
I 

r 
\ 

f (3) Circular  interpolation  control 
Under  circular  interpolation  control, the angular  speed  is  controlled to the b 

set  speed. 
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-. 7.1.3 Control units for one-axis positkning control 

Positioning  control  of  one axis is conducted in the control  units  designated in 
the fixed  parameters. 
(The  control  unit  designation in the parameter  block is ignored.) 

7.1.4 Control  units for interpotation control 

(1) The  interpolation  control  units  designated in the  parameter block are 
checked  against the control  units  designated  in the fixed parameters. 
For  interpolation  control, the result of the interpolation  control  units 
designated in the parameter  block  differing  from the control  units desig- 
nated in the  fixed  parameters  are  listed in the  following  table. 

-4 

Interpolation  Control  Units in P a n m t e r  Block 
mm inch degree PULSE 

Normal start Fixed parameters designate mm Fixed parame- Fixed parame- 
conditions and inch control units for axes. ters designate ters designate 

dearee control Dulse control 

.rror code 40) 

luniis for axes. I units for axes. 
Unit discrepancy Discrepancy between fixed parameter control units and the 
e mor parameter block interpolation control units for all axes. I *  

Start  Method 

:ontrol started using 
lterpolation control units 
lesignated in the parameter 
llock. 
Control started using set con- 
trol units when control units 
match for axes under interpo- 
lation control. 
Control started using the con. 
trot units with the highest or- 
der  of priority (see below) 
when control units differ for 
axes under interpolation con- 
trol. 
Order or priority 
Pulse > degree inch > mm 
<Example> 
If axes are set to 1000 
pulses and 10.000 inch, the 
1O.OOO inch setting is consid- 
ered to be 10,000 pulses. 

(2) The  possible  combinations of control  units  for  interpolation  control for 
the axes  are  shown in the table below. 

. L  . 
inch 2 )  1)  3) 3) 

degree 3) 3) 1) 3) 
~ 1): Same units 

PULSE 3) 3) 3) 1) 
- 2): Combination of mm and inches 

3): Discrepancy 

(a)  Same  units (1)) 
Positioning is conducted  using  position  commands  calculated from 
the  address,  travel  value,  positioning  speed,  and  electronic  gear. 

IPOINTI I I I 
(1) Circular  interpolation  control 

If control  units  for  one  axis  are  degrees,  use  degrees  also for the 
other  axis. 
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(b)  Combination  of  millimeters  and  inches (2)) ,/ 
If  interpolation  control  units  are  millimeters,  positioning is con- 
ducted  using  position  commands calculated from the address, 
travel  value,  positioning  speed,  and  electronic  gear,  which  have 
been  converted  to  millimeters  using the formula:  inch  set  value x 
25.4 = mm set  value. 
If  interpolation  control  units  are  inches, positioning is conducted 
using position commands calculated from  the address, travel 
value,  positioning  speed, and electronic  gear,  which  have  been 
converted  to  inches  using  the  formula:  millimeter  set  value + 25.4 
= inch  set  value. 

. 

(c)  Discrepancy (3)) 
If a discrepancy  exists  between interpolation control  units and the 
control  units, the travel value  and positioning speed  are  calculated 
for each  axis. 

a)  The electronic  gear  converts the travel value  for the axis to 
pulses. 

b)  For  axes  where the units  match, the electronic  gear  converts  the 
positioning  speed to units of pulse/sec. 
Positioning is conducted  using position commands  calculated 
from  travel  values  converted  to  pulses and speeds and electronic 
gear  converted to pulses  per  second. 

If the  interpolation  control  units  match for two or more  axes  during 
linear  interpolation  with  three  axes  or  more, the positioning speed 
is  calculated  using  the  electronic  gear for the axis with the lowest 
number. ,7 
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4 

7.1.5 Control using degrees as control units 

If the  control  units  are  degrees,  the following items differ from  when  other 
control  units  are  set. 

(1) Present  address 
When degrees  are  set, the present  addresses  become ring addresses 
between 0" and 360". 

359.99999O  359.999999 

0" 0" 0" 

(2) Stroke  limit validinvalid setting 
For  degree  settings,  the  upper limit value and lower  limit  value lie  in the 
range  between 0" and  359.99999". 
(a) If the stroke  limit is valid 

If the  stroke  limit is valid,  set  the  stroke  limit  upper  limit  value  and 
lower  limit  value in a  clockwise  direction. 

315.00000" I AreaA 1 

\lAlsael/ 
1) For travel in area A, set the limit  values  as  follows: 

a)  Stroke  limit  lower  limit  value : 315.00000° 
b)  Stroke  limit  upper  limit  value:  90.00000° 

a) Stroke  limit  lower  limit  value : 90.00000° 
b)  Stroke  limit  upper  limit  value:  315.00000° 

2) For travel in area B, set the limit  values  as  follows: 

(b) If the stroke  limit is invalid 
If the stroke  limit is invalid,  set the stroke limit upper  limit  value  equal 
to  the  lower  limit  value. 
The stroke  limit  settings  are  ignored during control. 

IPOINT~ 1 
I I 

Circular  interpolation is not  possible  for  axes  set  with the stroke  limit I invalid. I 

7 -9  
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(3) Positioning control ,r 
Positioning control using  degrees  as control units is described  below. 
(a)  Absolute data method  (ABS 0 instructions) - 

The  absolute  data  method  uses the present  value as reference  to 
position the axis in the shortest  distance to the  designated  address. 

r - - -  Examples-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I I 

1 

I (1) Positioning occurs clockwise to  travel  from the present value of j 
315.00000"  to 0". I I 

I (2) Positioning occurs  counterclockwise  to travel from  the  present  value I i 0" to 31 5.00000". I 
I 

POINTS I 
(1) In some  cases  the  stroke  limit  settings  determine  clockwise  or 

counterclockwise  rotation  and  absolute  data  method  positioning in 
the shortest  distance may  not be  possible. 

r - - -  Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I 

I Travel from the present  value 0" to  315.00000°  must  be  clockwise if I 
j the stroke limit lower  limit  value  is  set  to 0" and  the  upper limit value 1 
I is set to 345.00000°. I I 

I I 
I I 

(2) Set positioning addresses  in  the  range  between 0" and  360". 
Use the incremental  method  for  positioning in excess of one  revo- 
lution. 

(b) Incremental  method  (INC 0 instructions) 
The  incremental  method  positions the axis by a designated travel 
value in the designated  direction. 
The travel direction is designated  by the sign of the travel value, as 
follows: 
1) Positive travel value ...... clockwise rotation 
2) Negative travel value .... counterclockwise  rotation 

c 
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POINT I 
The incremental  method  permits  positioning  in  excess of 360O. 

4 
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~ ~~ 

7.1.6 Stop  processing  and restarting after  a  stop r 
This  section  describes  the  stop  processing after a stop cause is input  during 
positioning,  and  restarting  after a stop. 
(1) Stop  processing 

(a)  Stop  processing  methods 
Stop  processing  during  positioning  depends  on the type of stop 
cause  which  was input. 
1) Deceleration  stop ........ Decelerates  and  stops according to  the 

(Process 1 ) stop  deceleration  time  parameter in the 
parameter block. 

i, 

Parameter  (Speed limit value) 
- - - - -d - - - - - - - -L 

:', ,Stop cause 
I '  

Operation speed I I ",, 
! ~ \  

Actual  deceleration  time 
Stop  deceleration  time 
in the  parameter block 

2) Rapid  stop ................... Decelerates  and  stops according to  the 
(Process 2) rapid  stop  deceleration time parameter in 

the parameter  block. 

Rapid  stop  deceleration  time 
in the  parameter block 

7- 12 
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-4 3) Immediate  stop ............ Stops  without  deceleration  processing. 
(Process 3) 

stop 

(b) Order  of  priority  for  stops 
The order of priority  for  stops when a  stop  cause  is  input is as 
follows: 

I Process 1 < Process 2 < Process 3 I 
r - - -  Example ____________________- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  7 
I I 

I A rapid  stop  (Process 2) is started  if  a  rapid  stop  cause is input during one I i of the following  types of deceleration  stop  processing: 
I after  automatic  deceleration  starts  during  positioning  control: I I 

I during  deceleration  after JOG start  signal  turns OFF ; 
I during  deceleration  stop  processing due to a  stop  cause  (Process 1). I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I - I 

\ Deceleration stop processing 

I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I p '\,, '- Rapid  stop deceleration processing I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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(c)  Stop  commands  and  stop  causes r Some  stop  commands  and  stop  causes affect individual axes  and (, 

others affect all axes. -- 
However,  during interpolation control, stop  commands  and  stop 
causes  which affect individual axes  also  stop the interpolation axes. 
For  example, both  Axis 1 and  Axis 2 stop after input of a  stop 
command or stop  cause  during interpolation control of Axis 1 and 
Axis 2. 

stop 
No. Stop Cau*e All Ax- Po81Uon Jog S p e e d   ~ o r ~ t l o n l n g  

Indlvldu8ll 

Return Operation Control Control 
Home 

External STOP input 

ION 
Stop command 

M3200+20n ON 

3 M 1800+20n/Ynl/ 1 1 Rapid stop command Individual 

Process 1 

Process 2 

Process 1 or Process 2 
According to deceleration processing on 
STOP input parameter in parameter block. I 

Process 3 

External RLS input 

M2408+20n ON 

Emergency stop from 
7 PC rea* M2000 OFF 

Process 2 a exterior'*, BREAK 

Process 1 

I key pressed I 
Servo system CPU 
stop All Process 1 

i 10 Servo s stem reset 

11  PCPU WDT error 

12  SCPU WDT error 

Process 3.' 

Process  3" 

(Process 1 

13 

l~ 

Servo system CPU 
power off 
Servo amplifier 
power off 

Process 3.' 

Individual Process 3" 

Manual 
Pu l se  

Penerator 

'rocess 3 

15 Ispeed zero changed to Ilndividual*' I Process 1 

Error Processing 

ierious error 
luring home 
losition return 
mly 

- 
49073 (WDT 
Irror) ON 

;erious error at 
tart-up (no servo) 

r 
L 

* l  : Emergency  stop  due to HMT 
'2: Test mode 
*3: Applies  to all axes set to speed = 0 in servo program. 
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4 

(2) Restarting after a  Stop 
(a)  Control  cannot be restarted after a  stop  command or stop  cause 

(except  changing  speed to zero). 
However, restarting is possible  using  the  VSTART instruction after 
a stop due to the  external STOP input,  the  stop  command 
(M1800+20n) turning ON, or the rapid stop  command  (M1801+20n) 
turning ON during spealposition switching control. 

When a  speed  change to speed '0' is executed in the  DSFLP 
instruction, operation  can be restarted by  executing  another  speed 
change to a  speed  other  than '0' .  

(b)  When  the  stop is caused  by  a  speed  change to speed '0' 

I 
Speed before  speed change 

Speed  after  restart 
I 

DSFRPSVST in- 
struction 
Start accept flag 
(M2001 +n) 
DSFLP instruction 
Speedchange flag 
(M202 1 +n) 
Stop  command 
(M 1800+20n) 

4 

1) The  start  accept flag M2001+n  remains ON after a  stop  due to 

2) Restart after changing  the  speed  again. 
3)  However, control cannot be restarted after  the speed is changed 

if the start accept flag M2001+n is turned OFF due to the  stop 
command  (M1800+20n) turning ON. 

changing the speed to zero. 

(3) Continuing positioning control 
This  section  describes  the  method to continue control from the servo 
program  number  where  the  stop  was  applied by turning ON the external 
STOP input,  the  stop command (M1800+20n),  or  the rapid  stop 
command  (M1801+20n). 
(a)  One-axis linear controU2-  or 3-axis linear interpolation control 

1) Absolute  data  method ... As a target address is designated, posi- 
tioning control is possible  from  the  stop 
address to the target address. 

Axis 2 
A 

Stop position due  to 
stop  command Target address 

Start address 2 after slop 

Start  address 1 
Axis 1 
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7. POSITIONING  CONTROL 

from the stop address. 
2) Incremental  method ...... Positioning control of the travel value 

f- 

A, 2 

stop  command 
Travel from 
address 1 

Travel from address 2 

Address 2 (start  address after stop) 

\ 
'Address 1 (start  address) 

*Axis 1 

To use the incremental  method  to travel to  the  original  address 
(calculated  from  start  address + designated  travel  value)  from 
address 2, requires  the  following  processing  in  the  servo  program 
and sequence  program. 

[Servo  Program] 
Use  word  devices  for  indirect  designation of the travel  value  in 
the positioning  control  servo  program. 

INC-2 
D O  Axis 

Axis 
1, 
2, D 2  

Resultant  speed 5000 

/ 

1 

Travel  value 

r 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

4 

[Processing  in the Sequence  Program] 
1. Before  starting,  transfer  the  start  address to the  servo  system 

2. Add the travel  value to  the start  address  to  calculate the target 

3. Subtract  the  stop  address  from  the  target  address to calculate 

4. Store  the  residual travel value  in  the  servo  program  travel 

5 .  Run  the  servo  program  from  the  sequence  program. 

CPU  word devices. 

address. 

the  residual travel value. 

value  register. 

Axis 2 
4 

\ -Axis 1 
Travel  value 
from AMWS 2 Tu 9 k 

Stop  position  due  to  stop  command 
[Address 2 (start  address after stop)] AddrTss- (start  address) Travel  value 1 

Address 1 

Travel  value from  Address 1 
Stored  in  travel  value  registers 

4 
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7. POSITIONING  CONTROL 

7.1.7 Acceleration  and  deceleration  processing r 

Acceleration  and  deceleration are processed  by  the  two  methods  described 
below. 
(1) Trapezoidal  acceleration  and  deceleration  processing 

~ -- 

The  conventional  linear  acceleration  and  deceleration  processing.  The 
acceleration  and  deceleration  graph  resembles a trapezoid,  as  shown in 
the diagram  below. 
The  acceleration  and  deceleration  times  are  set  automatically. 

Positioning speed "I 

I * t  
4 > 
Acceleration time j j Deceleration timej Time 

(2) S-curve  acceleration  and  deceleration  processing 
The  S-curve  ratio  is  set  as a parameter to provide  gentler  acceleration 
and  deceleration  than  trapezoidal  processing.  The acceleration and 
deceleration  graph is sinusoidal,  as  shown in  the diagram  below. 
Set  the  S-curve  ratio in the  parameter  block  (see  Section 4.4.2) or in a 
servo  program. 

Positioning speed " t  

j_ Acceleration timej 
* 
:Deceleration tim6 Time 

As shown in the  diagram  below, the S-curve  ratio  sets the part of the 
sine  curve  used to produce  the  acceleration and deceleration  curve. 

I 

il/-wt S-curve ratio 70% I 
C 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

The S-curve  ratio  can  be  set  by a servo  program  using  one of two 
methods. 
(a)  Direct  designation 

The S-curve  ratio is designated  directly as a numeric  value  from 0 
to 100. 

I 
cK lo> 

INC-2 
Axis 1, 100000 . 
Axis 2, 250000 

2-axis linear positioning control 

Resultant speed 1000 L 

Axes used Axis 1, Axis 2 

S-curve ratio 80 
Travel value to stop Axis 1 100000 

[Axis 2....250000 

................ 
........ .... 

Positioning speed ..... 1000 
S-curve ratio ............. 80% 

I I 

(b)  Indirect  designation 
The S-curve  ratio is set  by the contents of the data registers. 
The  available  data  registers  are  shown  below. 

CPU 
Word Device 

A1 71 S A273UH (&Axis A273UH (32-AxiS 
Saecificatianl Smcificatian) 

4 D 800 to 81 91 0 to 8191’’ 0 to 799 
W 0 to lFFF 0 to lFFF 0 to 3FF 

‘1: Excluding 800  to 1023 

<K 2s 

ABS-1 
Axis 1, 30000 

1 -axis linear positioning control 

Speed 400000 ‘ Axis used Axis 1 

S-curve ratio D 487 Positioning address 30000 
....................... 

........ 
Positioning speed ........... 400000 
Indirect designation by word device 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 
~~~ ~ 

7 9  One-Axis Linear Positioning  Control 

Positioning control of the designated axis from the present  stop position to a 
fixed position. 
Positioning control uses  ABS-1  (absolute  data  method)  and  INC-1  (incre- 
mental  method)  semo instructions. 

T t 7- 1 T Cornn 

I 

Controllablo 
Numbw of 

hn 

1 
L 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
I Control with ABS-I (absolute data  method). I 
(1) Positioning control from the present  stop  address @re-positioning ad- 

dress) to the designated address, using  the home position as the 
reference. 

(2) The travel  direction  is determined  from the present  stop  address  and  the 
designated address. 

r - - -  Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 

7 
I 

I The travel direction  is shown  below  if the present  stop  address is 1000,  and I 
I the designated address is 8000. I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I r P r e s e n t  stop  address T D e s i g n a t e d  address 
I 

I 0 1000 8000 I 

I 

I 

I 

I Home ' I 

I position 1 Positionino  control 4 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

Control with INC-1 (incremental  method) 
~~~ ~ 

(1) Positioning control of a designated travel value  from the present  stop 
position. 

(2) The travel direction is designated  by the sign of the travel value,  as 
follows: 

Positive travel value .......... forward direction (increased  address) 
Negative travel value ......... reverse direction (decreased  address) 

Present stop position 
Reverse Forward 
travel direction 

( Travel direction ) 3- ( Travel direction 
for negative sign for positive sign 1 

r - - -  Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I 

! The travel direction is shown  below  if the present  stop  address  is I 
! -3000, and the travel value  is -5000. 
I Present stop address 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
-8000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 I 

Travel value = -5000 I L o m e  position :I 
I 
I 

I I 

Figure 7.2 Positioning by incremental  Method 

4 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

[Program Example] 
This  program conducts  positioning  control  using servo program No. 0 under 
the conditions  below. 
(1) System configuration 

- 
One-axis  linear positioning  control  of  Axis 4. 

~ 1 7 2 ~ 1  1 ENcl "'1 A17iSCPU  A171S A1S 

Positioning start command (XOOO) 

(2) Positioning  details 
The positioning  by servo program No. 0 is shown  in  the  diagram  below. 
In this  example, Axis 4 is used in servo program No. 0 . 

Present stop Positioning  address in 
Home  position  address /servo program No. 0 

0 10000 80000 
- -  

I I 

(3) Operation timing 
The  operation  timing  for servo program No. 0 is shown below. 

PC ready (M2000) 
All axes l l ~ w o  start command 
(W042) 
A l C a x l s  =NO stut accept flag 
(M2009) 
Posttlonlng start command (XOOO) 

SVST lnStNCtiOn 

Axis 4 start accept flag (M2004) 

I I \ , 
I 
I 

0 

0 
I 

I 
I 

C 
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(4) Servo  program  example 
The servo  program No. 0 for  positioning  control is shown below. 

cK 0, + 
ABS-1 

Axis 4, 80000 
Speed 10000 

- J 

1 -axis linear  positioning  control 
Axis  used ....................... Axis 4 
Positioning  address ........ 80000 
Commanded  speed ........ 10000 

(5) Sequence  program  example 
The sequence  program  which  runs the servo  program  is  shown  below. 

M9074 M2009 MSO76 
[PLS MO 

Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 
Turns ON servo  program 
No. 0 start  command  flag 
(Ml )  when X000 turns OFF 
+ ON. 
Servo  program No. 0 execu- 
tion  request. 

t I CRsT Mi Turns OFF M1 on comple- 

CIRCUIT END 
tion of servo  program No. 0 
execution  request. 
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~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~ 

7.3 Two-Axis Linear  Interpolation  Control 

Linear interpolation control from  the  present  stop position with the two  axes 
designated in the sequence  program positioning commands. 
Two-axis linear interpolation control uses  ABS-2  (absolute  data  method)  and 
INC-2 (incremental  method) sew0 instructions. 

Servo Posltlonlng Conbo,,,M 
Axn 

Numb., Of 

lnrtructlon Mothod 

r 
I- 

I 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
I Control  with ABS2 (absolute  data  method) I 
(1) Linear interpolation with two  axesfrom the  present  stop  address (XI, VI) 

to  the designated  address (X2, Y2), using  the  home position as the 
reference. 

(2)  The travel direction is determined  from  the  stop  addresses and desig- 
nated addresses  for the respective  axes. 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

Forward  direction Present stop address (Xi,  Yj) t I I I 

value  Y-axis t m v e q  I--------/&-' Stop  Movement  address due (X2, to X-axis, Y2) 

Y-axis  linear  interpolation - - - - - - - - . y* 1 / 1 YPositioniy speed1 
Reverse  Forward 
direction x1 x2 direction - 

Reverse  direction 
u indicates  set  data 

f A Present  address 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'0 1000 5000 loo00 
. , . , , . , 

X-axis  travel  value 

I 

I 

Figure 7.3 Positioning by  Absolute  Data Method 
4 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

Control  with INC-2 (incremental  method) r 
(1) Positioning  control  from the present  stop position to  the position which 

is  the resultant of the  designated travel directions and travel values of 
the respective axes. 

'- 

(2) The travel direction of each  axis  is  designated by the sign of the travel 
value,  as  follows: 

Positive travel value .......... forward direction (increased  address) 
Negative travel value ......... reverse direction (decreased  address) 

I 

I t Forward direction Forward : Travel direction for 
positive travel value _ _ _ -  _ - - - - -  &Tp X1 

0 indicates set  data 

Reverse:  Travel direction for 
negative travel value 

Reverse . Forward 
direction 0 \ )direction 

... 

Present stoD address 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Home position X-axis travel 
value 

Present  stop  address- 
(-1000, -1000) \\ 

\. 
t m 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 7.4 Positioning by Incremental  Method 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

(4) Operation timing 
The  operation  timing  for  2-axis  linear  interpolation  control  is shown 
below. 

PC  rea@  (M2000) 

All  axes servo start command 
(M2042) 
All-axis servo start accept  flag 
(M2009) 
Positioning  start  command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

Axis 3 start accept  flag (M2003) 

AXIS 4 start accept  flag  (M2004) 
li I 
I I 

(5) Servo  program 
The  servo  program No. 11 for  2-axis  linear  interpolation control is 
shown below. 

cK ll> + 
ABS-2 + 2-axis linear intermlation control 

Axis 3, 
Axis 4, 
Resultant  speed 30000 Positioning  address 

........................... Axis used  Axis 3, Axis 4 
p i s  3 50000 
Axis 4... ........ 40000 

........... 
L Commanded positionin; speed 

Resultant  speed ................. 30000 

(6) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo  program is shown below. 

0 '  

2 '  

4 '  

11 ' 

13 ' 

i 
f 
i 

i l  

i l  

i L - - l H H k  
MO 

M9039 

M9074 Turns ON all  axes servo start 

X000 MS074 MZOOQ M9076 

No. 11 start command  flag 

+ ON. 
Servo  program No. 11 execu- 
tion  request. 

-It [SET MI (Ml) when XOOO turns OFF 
M I  M9074 M2003 M2004 K 

t 
CIRCUIT END 

I [RST MI Turns OFF M1 on comple- 
tion of servo  program No. 11 
execution  request. c 
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7.4 Three-Axis  Linear  Interpolation Control 
-4 

Linear interpolation control from  the  present  stop position with the  three axes 
designated in the sequence  program positioning commands. 

-I- 

I/ 
I 

Podtlonlng 
Ydhod 

3 - 
0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
I Control  with ABS-3 (absolute  data  method) I . (1) Linear  interpolation  with  three  axes  from the present stop address (XI, 

YI, ZI) to the designated  address (X2, Y2, a), using the home position 
as the reference. 

(2) The travel direction is determined from the stop addresses and desig- 
nated  addresses  for the respective axes. 

4 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

Forward  direction 
\ '\ 

\?w- Present stop address (Xi, YI, ZI) 

Reverse  direction -w F"d dirction 

Home position Indicates  set  data 

Positioning  address 
(4000, 8000, 4000) 

- - - - - - - - -. 
-, Y-, Z- axis  linear  in- 

! movement 
Forward  direction : 

Present stop address 

*Forward  direction 

Home  position 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

f 

f 
i 

Figure 7.5 Positioning by Absolute Data  Method 
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. 

Control with INC-3  (incremental  method) I 
(1) Positioning control from the present stop position to the position  which 

is the resultant of the designated travel directions and travel values  of 
the respective axes. 

(2) The travel direction of each axis is designated by the sign of the travel 
value, as follows: 

Positive travel value .......... forward direction (increased address) 
Negative travel value ......... reverse direction (decreased  address) 

Forward direction ' 

Z.rx* 
tnvel 

value 

x1 
I 

Reverse 
direction 

\ * Forward direction 
0 L P r e s e n t  stop position 

!W[ X-axis travel value 

Reverse direction 
Reverse direction 

r - - -  Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I I 

I The travel direction is shown  below for an X-axis travel value of I 
i 10000, a  Y-axis travel value of 5000, and  a Z-axis travel value of j i 6000. Stop position after I I 

I ! ' L ,  Forward direction , (1 1300,  6300, 8000) 

I I 
I L-------------------------- I 
I 

ositioning 
I '  I 

I 
I 
I 

I Z-axis (5000) 

I (6000) 1300,  1300,2000 I I 

I 
I 

I 

,Forward 
5000 10000 direction 

I 
I 
I 
I 

~ 

Figure 7.6 Positioning by Incremental Method 
~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ 

-4 
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[Program Example] 
/,- This  program  conducts  3-axis  linear  interpolation  control  under the conditions '$ 

below. L 

(1) System  configuration 
Three-axis  linear  interpolation  control of Axis 1, Axis 2, and Axis 3. 

A1728 

(2) Positioning  details 
The  positioning  by the Axis 1, Axis 2, and  Axis  3  servomotors  is  shown 
in the diagram  below. 

Axis 2 positioning  direction  (Forward  direction) 
Axis 3 positioning = _ _ _ _  
direction 

(Reverse  direction). 
50000 (Forward  direction) 

Home position 
(Or 

(Reverse direction) 
O) (Reverse direction) 

(3) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The  positioning  conditions  are  shown  below. 

Servo Program Number 
No. 21 

Positioning  method  Absolute  data 
Positioning  speed 

(b)  Positioning  sta rt..... leading  edge of XOOO (OFF -+ ON) 
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-4 

. 

9 

(4) Operation timirig 
The operation  timing  for 3-axis  linear  interpolation control is shown 
below. 

I , ,- \ ,yo program NO. 21 

PC  ready  (M2000) I 
All axes servo start command 
(M2W2)  
All-axis servo starl accept  flag 
(Y2009) 

Posltloning starl command (XOOO) 

SVST lns t~c t ion  

Axis 1 start  accept fhg (M2001) 

Axis  2  start  accept flag (M2002) 

Axis 3  start  accept fhg (M2003) 

4 -  ~~~ 

- 

(5) Servo  program 
The sew0 program No. 21 for 3-axis  linear  interpolation control is shown 
below. 

<K 21> 

ABS3 L 3-axis  linear  interpolation  control 
Axis 1, 50000 

. Resultant  speed 1000 

Positioning  Axis 1 5OOOO 
Axus 3, 30000 

' Axis 2, 40000 
Axis used ................ Axis 1, Axis 2, Axis 3 

address  Axis 2 40000 
........... 
........... 
........... [ Axis 3 30000 

Commanded  positioning  speed 
Resultant  speed ...... 1000 

(6) Sequence program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo program is  shown below. 

I 
(M20004 Turns ON PC ready. 

2 
MW74 M2009 "76 

H H H I  

11 

K 

tion  request. 

CIRCUIT END 

Turns OFF M23 on comple- 
tion of servo program No. 21 
execution  request. 
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7.5 Four-Axis Linear  Interpolation  Control P 

Linear  interpolation  control  from  the  present  stop  position  with  the  four  axes 
designated  in  the  sequence  program  positioning  commands. 

'L 

Arc I 

Pooltlonlng 
Yethod Inotrustlon 

s r n o  

JEZl Abadvto d o h  

lncnnwntrl 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set i f  required 

[Control Details] 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' ' Equal time 
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[Program  Example] 
This  program  conducts  4-axis  linear  interpolation  control  under  the  conditions 
below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Four-axis  linear  interpolation  control of Axis 1, Axis 2, Axis 3, and Axis 
4. 

. 

A17m I 1 ENcl '''1 A171SCPU  A171S A l l  

(2) Positioning  details 
The positioning  by  the  Axis 1, Axis 2, Axis 3, and Axis 4 servomotors  is 
shown in the  diagram  below. 

\r 

'. 

\ 

Figure 7.7 Axis  Configuration 
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Axis 2 positioning 
direction 
(Forward direction) 

Axis 3 positioning 
direction 
(Forward direction) 

k 

\ Positioning by No. 22 servo 
program (Forward direction) 

Axis 4 positioning direction 

Axis 1 positioning 

(Forward direction) 
(Reverse direction) direction 

(Reverse direction) (Reverse direction) 

Figure 7.8 Positioning by Four-axis Linear Interpolation  Control 

(3) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The positioning conditions  are  shown  below. 

_ _ _ ~ ~  ~~ ~ 

Servo Program Number 
No. 22 

Incremental 
1 Positioning speed 

(b) Positioning sta rt..... leading  edge of XOOO (OFF + ON) 

The operation timing for 4-axis linear interpolation control  is shown 
below. 

(4)  Operation timing 

I 

PC ready  (M2000) 
All axes sew0 start  command 
(M2042) 
All-axis servo start  accept  flag 
(M2009) 
Posltionlng  start  command (XOOO) 

SVST Instruction 

Axis 1 start accept  flag  (M2001) 

Axis 2 start  accept  flag  (M2002) 

I 

I I I I I 

Axis 3 start accept flag  (M2003) 

Axis 4 stad accept flag  (M2004) 

c 
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( 5 )  Servo  program 
The  servo  program No. 22 for  4-axis  linear  interpolation control is shown 
below. 

cK 22> 

I INC-4 4-axis linear interpolation control 
Axis 1, Axis used .............. Axis 1, Axis 2, Axis 3, I Axis 2, 4000 Axis 4 
Axis 3, 
Axis 4, %: 1 , ' address 1 
Resultant speed 10000 

........... Positioning Axis 1 3000 
Axis 2 4000 
Axis 3 ........... 4000 

........... 

........... IL [Axis 4 4000 

..... 
Commanded positioning speed 

Resultant speed 10000 

(6 )  Sequence  program 
The sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo  program is shown  below. 

"I A I  "I A ,  

Turns ON all axes servo start 

M9074  M2009 MW76 
H H W I  

No. 22 start command flag 

+ ON. 

tion request. 

11 

M2001 "2002 NO03 M2004 
SVST JlJ2J3J4 22 

K Servo program No. 22 execu- 

t [-[RST ~ 2 3  4 Turns OFF M23 on comple- 
tion of servo program No. 22 
execution request. CIRCUIT END 

'4 
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7.6 Circular  Interpolation  Using  Auxiliary  Point  Designation r 
Circular interpolation control by designating the end point address and auxil- 
iary point address  (a point on  the  arc). 
Circular interpolation control using auxiliary point designation uses ABS 1” 
(absolute  data  method)  and  INC P (incremental method)  servo instructions. 

‘L 

l= T Y I- L T 

Posfflonfng 
Method Inetructlon 

s.no 

IABS131 
INC 13 

z 

2 - 
o : Must  be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
I Control with ABS 1” (absolute  data  method). I 
(1) Circular interpolation from  the  present  stop  address (pre-positioning 

address)  through the designated auxiliary  point address to the end point 
address,  using  the  home position as the reference. 

(2) The  center of the  arc is the point of intersection of the perpendicular 
bisectors of the start  point  address  (present  stop  address) to the  auxil- 
iary  point  address,  and the auxiliary point address to the end point 
address. 

I 
Forward  direction  Movement  due  to  circular  interpolation 

End  point  address (Xi, Vi) - - - - - -  - - - - - -  
Auxiliary  point  address (x2, Y2) 

Reverse 
direction 

Start  point  address (Xo, Yo) &Forward  direction 

1 Center of arc 
Reverse  direction 0 indicates  set data 

Figure 7.9 Circular  Interpolation  Control  by  Absolute Data Method 
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(3) The  setting  range  for the end  point  address  and  auxiliary  point  address 
is -z31 to +231-1. 

(4) The  maximum  arc  radius is ~ ! ~ ‘ - l .  

231-1 

P I Arc center point 

1 
Radius R 4 23’-1 

~~ ~ 

Figure 7.10 -Maximum Arc 

Control  with  INC 1” (incremental  method) 

(1) Circular  interpolation  from the present  stop  address  (pre-positioning 
address)  through the designated  auxiliary  point  address to the  end  point 
address. 

(2) The  center  of  the  arc is the  point of intersection of the  perpendicular 
bisectors  of the start  point  address  (present  stop  address) to the auxil- 
iary  point  address,  and the auxiliary  point  address to the end point 
address. 

Reverse direction 
Center 01 arc 

starl point 
value to end  point 

I I I ’ 
9 Forward direction 

Home positbn 

Figure 7.11- Circular  Interpolation  Control by Incremental Method 

(3) The  setting  range for the travel value to the end point  address  and 

(4) The  maximum  arc  radius is z31-l. 

auxiliary  point  address is 0 to i(z3’-l). 

If the  designated  end  point and auxiliary  point  result in a  radius  greater 
than 231-1, an error  occurs  at the start and error  code 107 is stored in 
the data  register. 

I 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 
~~ ~ 

[Program Example] r 
This  program  conducts  circular  interpolation  control  using  auxiliary  point 
designation  under  the  conditions  below. %.+ 

(1) System  configuration 
Circular  interpolation  control  of  Axis 1 and  Axis 2 using  auxiliary  point 
designation. 

A172B 

Positioning start command (XOOO) 
n n n  

(2) Positioning  details 
The  positioning by the Axis 1 and  Axis 2 servomotors is shown in the 
diagram  below. 

Axis 2 positioning  direction 
(Forward  direction) 

A 
Auxiliary  point (40000, 50000) 

~ 0 0 0 0  .. - - - - - - - - 
Positioning  by No. 31 servo program 

300oO- 

2o000.' 

- - End  point (80000, 30000) 
- 

point 
I 
I .' I ( l O o 0 0 ,  

; point ' 2c.000) . I ,Axis 1 positioning  direction 
Arc center ; 

0 10000 40000 80000 (Forward  direction) 

(3) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The  positioning  conditions  are  shown  below. 

Servo Progrrm Number 
No. 31 

Positioning  method  Absolute  data 
Positioning  speed 

(b)  Positioning  sta rt..... leading  edge of XOOO (OFF + ON) 

C 
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'4 
(4) Operation  timing 

The operation  timing  for  circular  interpolation  control  using  auxiliary 
point  designation  is  shown  below. 

1-1 Servo program No. 31 

PC ready (M2000) 
All axes servo start command 7 I 

(M2042) 
AlCaxis servo start accept flag I 

(M2009) 

Positioning start command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

t 

I 
I 
I 

I 

Axis 1 start accept flag (M2001) 

Axis 2 start accept flag (M2002) 

(5) Servo  program 
The servo  program No. 31 for  circular  interpolation  control  using auxil- 
iary  point  designation is shown below. 

ABS fi Circular  interpolation  control  using  auxiliary 
Axis 1, point  designation 
Axis 2, Axes  used .......................... Axis 1, Axis 2 
Speed End  point  address 
Auxiliary 

Axis 1 ....... 80000 

point 1,  40000 Axis 2 ....... 30000 
Auxiliary  Positioning  speed .......... .... 1000 

[ 
point 2, I Auxiliary  point  address  Axis 1 ....... 40000 

Axis 2 ....... 50000 

(6) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program which  runs  the  servo  program  is  shown below. 

I 
0 

Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

t 
CIRCUIT END 

I Turns OFF M33 on  comple- 
tion of servo program No. 31 
execution  request. 
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7.7 Circular  Interpolation  Using  Radius  Designation r 

Circular  interpolation  control by designating the end  point  and  arc  radius. 
Circular  interpolation  control  using  radius  designation  uses A B S n  , ABS Q, 
A B S u  , and A B S 0  (absolute  data  method)  and l N C n  , INC r), I N C u  , 
and INCO (incremental  method) sew0 instructions. 

...- 

T F I 

-I- -r 

Controllablr 
Numhr 

AX.. 

2 

Poanlonlng 
Mathod 

4hOlv(b data 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 
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[Control Details] 
Details of control with the sew0 instructions  are  shown in the  table  below. 

Servomotor 

Rotation 

Clockwise 

INC fl 1 

7-43 

Max. Controllable 
Angle of Arc 

0" c 0 c 180" 

Positioning  Path 

;:$ nd  point 

Radius R 

Posttioning  path 

- Center point 

Center point 

point e c  180' End point 
start 

path 

(Jqk nterpoint 
End  point 

Start  point 

start Doint 

Center point  

ositioning 
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Control  with A B S O ,  ABS Q, ABS-, and ABS 0 
(absolute  data  method) r 

L 

(1) Circular  interpolation of  an  arc  of the designated  radius  from  the  present 
stop  address  (pre-positioning  address)  to  the  designated  end  point 
address,  using  the home position as the reference. 

(2) The  center of the  arc lies at  the  point  of  intersection of the  designated 
radius and  the  perpendicular  bisector  of  the  start  point  address  (present 
stop  address) to the  end  point  address. 

Forward 

direction 0 
Reverse 1-- 

I C  

'1 

I 
7 

Reverse direction 

iirection Path of circular interpolation 

End address (Xi, V i )  

<.I- 

(XO, Yo) 
c Forward direction 

' n i n d i c a t e s  set data 

I 
Figure 7.12 .Circular Interpolation  Control  by Absolute Data Method 

(3) The setting range  for  the  end  point  address is -231 to +231-l. 

\ 

i 

C 
(4) The  maximum  arc  radius is 232-l. 

Maximum arc 

I 
I 
I 

Figure 7.13 Maximum Arc 
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'4 Control with I N C n ,  INCQ , l N C u  , and INCt) 
(incremental method) 

(1) Circular interpolation of an arc of the designated  radius  from the present 
stop  address (0, 0) to the designated end point address. 

(2)  The  center of the  arc lies at  the point of intersection of the designated 
radius and the perpendicular bisector of the start point address  (present 
stop  address) to the end point address. 

I Forward direction Path of circular intewolation 

Radius (R) 
point 

Reverse 
direction 0 

c Forward direction 

1 0 indicates set data 
Reverse direction 

Figure 7.14 Circular  Interpolation  Control by Incremental  Method 

(3) The setting range  for the end point address is -Z3' to +231-l. 

(4) The  maximum  arc radius is  232-l. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I Arc center point b z '  
I 1 

Figure 7.15 Maximum  Arc 

4 
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[Program Example] 
This  program  conducts  circular  interpolation  control  using  radius  designation 
under the conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Circular  interpolation control of Axis 1 and  Axis 2 using  radius  designa- 
tion. 

A172E 

Positioning  start  command (XOOO) 

(2) Positioning  details 
The  positioning  by the Axis 1 and  Axis 2 servomotors is shown in the 
diagram  below. 

Axis 2 positioning  direction 
(Forward  direction) 

A 
Positioning by No. 41 
servo program 

I (100000, 50000) 
I 

I 
I Axis 1 positioning 

(Forward  direction) 

(Reverse direction) Arc center  point 

(3) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The  positioning  conditions  are  shown  below. 

Item Servo Program Number 
No. 41 

Positioning  method  Absolute  data 
- Positioning  speed 1000 

(b)  Positioning sta rt..... leading edge of XOOO (OFF + ON) 

,r 
.- 

I r '& 

C 
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(4) Operation timing 
The  operation timing for  circular  interpolation  control  using  radius  des- 
ignation is shown  below. 

\$ Servo program No. 41 

PC ready (M2000) I I 
I I 

All axes servo start command I 

(M2042) 
All-axts servo start  accept  flag I 

(M2009) 
Positioning start command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

, 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Axis 1 start  accept  flag (M2001) 

Axis 2 start awp t  flag (M2002) 

( 5 )  Servo  program 
The  servo  program No. 41 for  circular  interpolation control using  radius 
designation is shown  below. 

ABS c1 

Axis 2, ;E ii Circular interpolation control using radius 
Axis 1, 100000 de~gnation 

Speed 
Axes used .......................... Axis 1, Axis 2 

Radius 
End point address 

Positioning speed ............... 1000 
Radius ............................... 80000 

(6) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo  program is shown  below. 

34"" Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

--1HHHt 
XOOO MW74 WOO9 MW76 Turns ON servo program 
M41 

No. 41 start command flag 

+ ON. 
Servo program No. 41 execu- 
tion request. 

- I t  (M43) when XOOO turns OFF 
"074 M43 M2001 M2002 K 

t I C R S T  MU Turns OFF M43 on comple- 

CIRCUIT END 
tion of servo program No. 41 
execution request. 
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7.8 Circular  Interpolation  Using Center Point  Designation 

Circular  interpolation  control  by  designating  the  end  point  and  arc  center i 

point. 
Circular  interpolation  control  using  center  point  designation  uses A B S a  and 
ABS- (absolute  data  method)  and I N C a  and I N C u  (incremental  method) 
servo  instructions. 

I- T 

Controllable 
Numbsr of 

AXU 

Posltlonlng 
YdhOd 

f- 
'L 

2 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
Details of control  with the  servo  instructions are shown  in  the  table  below. 

Instruction Dlredon of 
Servomotor 

Rotation 
Max. Controllablo 

Angle of Arc Posltlonlng  Path 

Cente!  point 
start ,#*.. 
point End point 

Positioning  path 

ABS u 
Counterclockwise 

c 
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7. POSITIONING  CONTROL 

Control  with ABSm and ABS- (absolute  data  method) 

(1) Circular  interpolation  of  an  arc  with  a  radius  equivalent to the distance 
between the start  point  and  center  point,  between the present  stop 
address  (pre-positioning  address  used  as the start  point  address)  and 
the designated  end  point  address,  using the home position  as the 
reference. 

I 
~~~~d direction Movement due to  circular interpolation 

End address (XI, VI) 

I / , , \ P o s i t i o n i n g  speed1 

point 

Reverse 
direction -c Forward direction 

I 
Reverse direction 

I Center of arc I 
0 indicates set data 

I 

Figure 7.16 Circular  Interpolation  Control by Absolute Data Method 

(2) To conduct positioning control of a full circle, divide the  circular  interpo- 
lation  control  into  two  operations. 

Fonvard direction 
A 

1st circular interpolation control 

1st end address, 2nd start address 

2nd circular interpolation control 

Reverse 1st start address, 2nd end address 
direction *Forward direction 

1 
Reverse direction 

~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ 

Figure 7.17 Positioning  Control of a Full  Circle 

(3) The setting  range for the end point  address and arc  center  point is -Z3l 
to +231-1. 

4) The  maximum  arc  radius is z3’-l. 
234-D 

+Maximum arc 

Radius R d234-1 
Arc center point 

I 

Figure 7.18 Maximum  Arc 
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I Control with INCm and I N W  (incremental  method) I n 
i 

( 1 )  Circular  interpolation of an arc  from the present  stop  address  (start  point '- 
address, 0, 0) with a radius  equivalent to the  distance  between the start 
point (0, 0) and  center  point. 

Forward direction 

Path of circylar interpolation (for INCA ) 

I Start /' 'm Positionin s eed 

Reverse . 
direction 

point Forward direction 

Home position , - 
Reverse direction *u indicates set data 

I 

Figure 7.19 Circular Interpolation  Control by incremental Method 
( INCA ) 

(2) To conduct  positioning  control of a full circle,  divide  the  circular  interpo- 
lation control  into  two  operations. 

I Forward direction 

l a  A l s t  circular interpolation control 

Reverse 
direction Forward direction 

Home position '1 
Reverse direction 

Figure 7.20 Positioning  Control of a Full  Circle 

(3) The settin ran e for the center  point  and  travel  value  to  the  end  point 
is 0 to *$1-1)g 

(4) The  maximum  arc  radius is 231-l. 
If the designated end point  and  center  point  result in a radius  greater 
than 231-1, an  error  occurs  at  the  start  and  error  code 107 is  stored  in 
the data  register. 

I 

C 
~~ ~~ 

Figure 7.21 Maximum Arc Radius 
~ ~~ 
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[Program Example] 
‘4 

This  program  conducts circular interpolation control using center point desig- 
nation  under the conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Circular  interpolation control of Axis 1 and  Axis 2 using  center  point 
designation. 

A1728 

command (XOOO) 

(2) Positioning  details 
The positioning by the Axis 1 and  Axis 2 servomotors is shown in the 
diagram  below. 

A x i s  2 poritioning  direction 
(Forward  direction) 

Start addross 
Positioning by No. 51 servo program 

I 
I . .  , j , (45000,20000) ~ Axis 1 positioning  direction 

o I 1459 45000 78541 (Forward  direction) 

(3) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The  positioning  conditions  are  shown  below. 

(b)  Positioning  sta rt..... leading  edge  of XOOO (OFF + ON) 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

(4) Operation  timing 
The operation  timing  for  circular  interpolation  control  using  center  point 
designation  is  shown  below. 

PC ready (M2000) 
All axes servo  start command 
(M2042) 
All-axis servo  start accept  llag 
(M2009) 
Positionlng start command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

Axis 1 start accept  llag (M2001) 

Axis 2 start  accept  flag (M2002) 

I I \ 

I 

(5 )  Servo  program 
The servo  program No. 51 for  circular  interpolation  control  using  center . 
point  designation is shown  below. 

ABS A Circular  interpolation  control  using  center 
Axis 1,  78541 point  designation 
Axis 2, Axes  used .......................... Axis 1, Axis 2 
Speed End  point  address 
Center 

Axis 1 ....... 78541 

point 1,  45000 Axis 2 ....... 30000 
Center  Positioning speed .......... .... 1000 

[ 

(6) Sequence  program 
The sequence  program  which  runs the servo  program  is  shown  below. 

0 

Turns ON all  axes servo  start 

No. 51 start  command  flag 

--f ON. 11 

CIRCUIT END 

I [RST M53 Turns OFF M53 on comple- 
tion of servo  program No. 51 
execution  request. 

L, 
t4 
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~~ 

7.9 One-Axis Fixed-Pitch Feed Control 

Positioning control to  move  the axis designated with the sequence  program 
positioning commands by the  designated travel value  from the present  stop 
position. 
Fixed-pitch feed control uses the FEED-1 servo instruction. 

I I 1 I 

< 

t 
0 : Must be ret 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
(1) Positioning control through  the  designated travel value  from  the  present 

stop position (0).  

(2) The travel direction is designated by the sign of the travel value, as 
follows: 
0 Positive travel value .... forward direction (increased  address) 

Negative travel value ... reverse direction (decreased  address) 

V 
mod-pltch f e e d  wlng 
F E E P I  In8tructbn 

Commanded speed 

/- Preront stop position 
Forward !%= *+ dtrectlon I I I 

I 
I 
a 
I 
8 

( Travel Ursction lor )+( Travel dlmctlon t o r  
nagatke  sign posnhfe .lan ) DSFRP 

ln'rueb" 0 tnacetes set data 

Figure 7.22 One-Axis  Fixed-Pitch  Feed  Control 

POINT] 
Do not  set  the travel value to zero for fixed-pitch feed control. 
If the travel value is set to zero, fixed-pitch feed  ends with no feed  taking 
place. 
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[Program Example] ,r 
This  program  conducts  repeated 1-axis fixed-pitch feed control under the 
conditions  below. 
(1) System configuration 

- 
Fixed-pitch  feed control of Axis 4. 

Al’HSCPU A1S A171S 
ENC X10 

A172B 

‘-Start command (XOOO) 

(2) Fixed-pitch  feed control conditions 
(a)  The positioning conditions  are  shown  below. 

(b) Fixed-pitch feed control start  command ........ leading  edge  of XOOO 

(c) Fixed-pitch feed control end  command ......... leading  edge of X001 

(OFF + ON) 

(OFF + ON) 
(3) Operation  timing 

The  operation timing for fixed-pitch feed control is shown  below, 

PC ready (M200O) 

.. Servo program No. 300 Servo program No. 300 
V, / c 

1 

, r t  
I 

I I \ I \ I \ r t  
I 

All axes servo start command (M2042) 

All-axis  servo start accept flag (M2009) I ,  8 ,  I ,  I 

, .  . I  
I O  I 

I , I  
I ,  

I ,  
I ,  
8 ,  

Start command (XOOO) 
I 

SVST instruction I 

Axis  4 start accept flag (M2004) I 

End command (XOO1) 

f 
’L 
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(4) Servo  program 
The servo  program No. 300 for  fixed-pitch  feed  control is shown  below. 

FEED-1 
Axis 4, 8Wo( 
Speed 1 OOQt 
Dwell 100C 

I 

- 1 -axis  fixed-pitch  feed  control 
Axis used ................. Axis 4 
Travel value ............. 80000 
Dwell 1000 
Commanded  speed 10000 ... 

........................ 

(5) Sequence  program  example 
The sequence  program  which  runs the sew0 program is shown below. 

0 Turns ON PC ready. 

2 
Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 
Turns ON servo program 
No. 300 start  command flag 

11 (M301) when XOOO turns OFF -P ON. 

cution  request. 

tion of servo program No. 

Servo program No. 300 exe- 

Turns OFF M301 on comple- 

CIRCUIT END 300 execution  request. 

4 
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7.10 Fixed-Pitch  Feed  Control  Using Two-Axis Linear  Interpolation 

Fixed-pitch feed  control  using 2-axis linear interpolation from the present stop 
position with  the two axes  designated in  the sequence program positioning 
commands. 
Fixed-pitch feed  control  using  two-axis  linear interpolation uses the FEED-2 
servo instruction. 

1 
I 

Controllablo 
Numbor of 

Axes 
Positlonlng 

Y.thOd 

1ncnnwnt.l - L h z 

i 

A 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] c (1) Positioning control from the present  stop position (0) to the position 
which  is the resultant of the designated travel directions and  travel 
values of the  respective axes. 

(2)  The travel direction is designated by the sign of the travel value, as 
follows: 
0 Positive travel value .... forward direction (increased address) 
0 Negative travel value ... reverse direction (decreased address) 

Operatlon tlming 

/ Reverse dlrectlon 
Present stop position 

Instruction 
[Indlcales set data 

I 

Figure 7.23 Fixed-Pitch Feed Control  Using Two-Axis Linear  Interpolation 
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~POINT I I 
I I 

(1) Do not  set the travel  value to zero  for fixed-pitch feed  control. 
The  following  results  if the travel value is set to zero: 
(a)  If  both  axes  are  set to zero, the fixed-pitch feed ends  with no 

feed  taking  place. 
(b) If  the travel value is set to zero  for  one axis only, fixed-pitch 

feed  control will not  occur  at the normal positioning speed for 
the  axis  set  to  a  non-zero travel value. 

[Program Example] 
This  program  conducts  fixed-pitch  feed  control  using  2-axis  linear  interpola- 
tion  under  the  conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Fixed-pitch feed control  using  2-axis  linear interpolation of  Axis  2  and 
Axis 3. 

A l n B  mi ENC X10 
A171SCPU  A1719 IS 

I L Start command (XOOO) 

(2)  Positioning  conditions 
The  fixed-pitch feed control  conditions  are  shown  below. 

Travel value 

(a)  Fixed-pitch  feed  control  start  command ........ leading edge  of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 

i 
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(3) Operation timing r' The operation  timing for fixed-pitch  feed  control  using  two-axis  linear 
interpolation is shown  below. 'L 

PC ready (M2000) 

Servo program No. 310 

All axes servo start command (M2042) 

All-axis servo start accept flag (M2009) 

Start command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

Axis 2 start accept flag (M2002) 

Axis 3 start accept flag (M2003) 

(4) Servo  program 
The  servo  program No. 310 for  fixed-pitch  feed  control  using  two-axis 
linear  interpolation is shown  below. 

FEED-2 Fixed-pitch feed control using 2-axis linear 
Axis 2, 500000 interpolation 
Axis 3, 300000 
Speed 10000 

Axis used ................. Axis 2 ,  Axis 3 

Travel value ............. [ Axis 2... 500000 
Axis 3... 300000 

Positioning speed ..... 10000 

(5 )  Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the sew0 program is shown  below. 

@ O W A  Turns ON PC ready. 
Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

No. 310 start command flag 

OFF -+ ON. 
Servo program No. 310  exe- 
cution request. 

Turns ON servo program 

11 (M311) when XOOO turns 

t 
CIRCUIT END 

1 [RsT M311 Turns OFF M311 on comple- 
tion of servo program No. 
31 0 execution request. 
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.4 
7.11 Fixed-Pttch Feed Control  Using Three-Axis  Linear Interpolation 

Potnlonlng 
Yoth ed 

Fixed-pitch feed control using 3-axis linear interpolation from the present  stop 
position with the  three axes  designated in the sequence  program positioning 
commands. 
Fixed-pitch feed  control using  three-axis linear interpolation uses  the  FEED-3 
servo instruction. 

1I 

3 

a 
t 

$ : 

2 ;  
t 

0 0  

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 

i d o  a H  3 

r 2  
A 

TT 
L- 

(1) Positioning control from  the  present  stop position (0) to the position 
which is the resultant of the designated travel directions and travel 
values of the respective axes. 

(2) The travel  direction  is designated by the sign of the  travel value,  as 
follows: 
0 Positive  travel value .... forward direction (increased  address) 
0 Negative travel value ... reverse direction (decreased  address) 

Fomard dlrectbn V 
Fix.dglch l e d  urhg 
FEED3 lnstructlon 

c t  
Y - a b  travel value 

X-axis travel vahte * 0 indicator set a t a  
Reverse directbn 

I 
Figure 7.24 Fixed-Pitch Feed Control  Using Three-Axis  Linear Interpolation 

4 
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DOINT 1 
(1) Do not  set  the  travel  value to zero for fixed-pitch feed control. The 

following  results if the  travel  value is set to zero: 
(a) If all three  axes  are  set to zero, the fixed-pitch feed  ends with 

no feed taking  place. 
(b) If the travel  value is set to zero for any  of the three  axes, 

fixed-pitch  feed  control will not  occur at the normal positioning 
speed for the  axis  or  axes  set to a  non-zero travel value. 

[Program  Example] 
This  program  conducts  fixed-pitch  feed  control  using 3-axis linear interpola- 
tion under the conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Fixed-pitch  feed  control  using 3-axis linear  interpolation  of  Axis, 1, Axis 
2, and Axis 3. 

A1728 

L S t a r t  command (XOOO) 

(2) System  configuration 
(a) The positioning  conditions  are  shown  below. 

Travel  value 

(b)  Fixed-pitch  feed  control  start  command ........ leading edge  of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 

f L, 

C 
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4 

‘4 

(3) Operation timing 
The  operation  timing  for  fixed-pitch feed control  using  three-axis  linear 
interpolation  is shown  below. 

Servo program No. 320 
1000 - - - - - - - - 

PC ready ( M 2 O O O )  - & + q t  

All axes servo start command  (M2042) 

All-axis servo start accept flag (M2009) 

Start command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

Axis 1 start accept flag (M2001) 

Axis 2 start accept flag (M2002) 

Axis 3 start accept flag (M2003) 

(4) Servo  program 
The  servo  program No. 320 for fixed-pitch  feed  control  using three-axis 
linear interpolation is shown  below. 

eK 320s + - 
FEED-3 
Axis 1, 50000 
Axis 2, 40000 
Axis 3, 30000 
Speed 1 OW 

Fixed-pitch feed control using 3-axis  linear 
interpolation 

Axis used ................. Axis 1, Axis 2, Axis 3 
Axis 1 ... 50000 

Positioning address Axis 2.. . 40000 
Axis 3... 30000 [ 

Positioning speed ..... 10000 

(5) Sequence program The sequence program which runs  the servo 
program  is  shown  below. 

0 tMnooo>; Turns ON PC ready. 
3.?074 Turns ON all axes servo start 

XOOO MW74 M2W9 MOO76 
command. 

IHHHI 
M320 

- I t  

cution request. 

t 
CIRCUIT END 

M32I Turns OFF M321  on comple- 
tion of servo program No. 
320 execution request. 
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7.12 Speed Control (I) 
/- 

(1) Speed control of the  axes designated in the  sequence program v 

positioning  commands. 

(2) Control  includes  positioning  loops  for  control of servo  amplifiers. 

(3) Speed control (I) uses the VF (forward)  and VR (reverse) servo 

lnmtructlon 
smno 

instructions. 
I 
I 

c 

i 1;  
' I A  

T 
i 0 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

J { X  U P  3 

r i ?  

A I c 
[Control Details] 

(1) Controls  the  axis at  the designated speed between the  start of 
servomotor  operation  and  the input of the  stop command. 
0 VF ..... movement in forward  direction 
0 VR .... movement in reverse  direction 

(2) The  present  value does not  change  at  zero. 

Set speed _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -  j7 _----------- -yece ived  Stop command 

speed 
Operation speed 

I I 
Figure 7.25 Speed Control (I )  
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(3) Stop  commands  and  stop  processing 
The  stop  commands  and  stop  processing for speed control are listed in 
Figure 7.1. 

I 

External STOP signal 

Stop  command 
(M1800+20nNn01 
M3200+20n) 
Rapid stop  command' 
(M1801+2QnMnll 
M3201+20n) 
Emergency stop from 
peripheral device' 
(test mode) 

Speed changed  to 0 

7.1 Stop C 
stop 

Condition 

OFF + ON 

Key input 

Value stored 
in speed 
change 
register 

immands and Stop Processing 
Stopped 

Axis Stop Prooosring 

Deceleration stop accordins to the 
deceleration time on STOPinput 
designated in the parameter block or  by a 
servo instruction. 

Designa- 
deceleration time designated in the ted axis 
Deceleration stop according to the 

parameter block or by a servo instruction. 
Deceleration stop according to the rapid 
stop deceleration time designated in the 
parameter block or bv a servo instruction. 
Deceleration stop according to the rapid 

All axes stop deceleration time designated in the 
parameter block or by a servo instruction. 

deceleration time designated in the 
Deceleration stop according to the 

ted axis parameter block or by a servo instruction. 

POINT I 
':The rapid stop  command  and  emergency  stop from a  peripheral 

device  are valid during  deceleration  due to input of an external STOP 
signal or the stop  command (M1800+20nNnO/M3200+20n), and 
processing  according to the rapid stop  deceleration time parameter 
starts at  the  time  the stop condition  occurs. 

Operating speed 

STOP signal or stop command 
from external source 

Speed limit value ')/ . .  
Rapid stop command or emergency stop 

, I  signal from peripheral device 
, I  
, I ,  

[Cautions] 
(1) After  running  speed control using the absolute data system,  the  feed 

present  value  cannot be set to zero  by the  following operations: 
0 Reset  with  the RUN key 
0 Turning  on  the sew0 power  supply (OFF + ON) 

(2) The dwell time  cannot  be  set. 

'4 
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[Program Example] 
This  program  conducts  speed control (I) under  the  conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Speed control (I) of Axis 1. 

A1728 

'7 StaNstop command (XOOO) 

(2) Speed control ( I )  conditions 
(a)  The  speed control (I) conditions  are  shown  below. 

(b)  Speed control (I) start command ... leading  edge of XOOO 

(c)  Speed control (I) stop  command ... trailing edge of XOOO (ON + OFF) 

The  operation  timing for speed control (I) is shown  below. 

(OFF + ON) 

(3) Operation  timing 

Speed control by servo 
V program No. 91 Stop 

if command 
I / !\ received 

PC ready (M2000) 

All axes servo start command (M2042) I )  I O  

All-axis servo start  accept  flag (M2009) , , I  I 1  

Start  command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

Axis 1 shrt accept  flag (M2001) 

Stop  command (M1800) 

--7 
~- ~~ 

I 1  
, I  
, I  

I O  

r 'c 

c 
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(4) Servo  program 
The servo  program No. 91 for speed  control ( I )  is shown  below. 

<K 91s 

VF Speed control ( I )  (Forward) 
Axis used ............... Axis 1 Axis 1, 

Speed 3000 Positioning speed ... 3000 

I 

(5) Sequence  program 
The sequence  program  which  runs  the servo program is shown below. 

oky (M2W04 Turns ON PC  raady. 

(M20424 Turns ON all &xes servo dart cornmand. 

M9074 MZ009 MW76 
HHH M91 4 Detects leading  edge of XOW 

(OFF + ON) 

t 
l4 16 p 1 7 4  H M Y  Mj!Ol [ SVST J1 91 

t I [RST MB3 

27 [SET M I 8 0 0 4  

[RST M1800 

Turns  OFF M93 on  completion of servo 
prognm No. 91 execution  request. 

trailing edge of XWO. stops. 
Turns ON stop  command  11ag (M1800) a1 

Turns  OFF slop command  flag (Ml800) 
when Ark 1 slops. 

CIRCUIT END 
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7.13 Speed Control (11) 

(1) Speed control of the  axes  designated in  the sequence  program '- 

positioning commands. 

(2) Control  does  not  include  positioning  loops for control of  servo  amplifiers. 
Use  stopper  control  to  prevent  errors  becoming  excessive. 

(3) Speed  control (11) uses the W F  (forward)  and VVR (reverse)  servo 
instructions. 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control Details] 
(1) 

[Cautions] 

I 

T 

f 

L 

t 

Controls  the  axis at the  designated speed between  the  start of 
servomotor  operation  and the input of the stop  command. 

VVF ..... movement in forward  direction 
VVR ..... movement in reverse  direction 

The present  value  or  deviation  counter  do  not  change  at  zero. 

When the setting  for  'torque' is set in a  servo  program and an indirect 
designation is made, the torque  limit  value can be  changed during 
operation  by  changing  the  value  of the indirect  device. 

The  stop command  and  stop  processing  are the same  as for speed 
control(1). 

After  running  speed  control  using the absolute data system, the feed 
present  value  cannot  be  set to zero  by  resetting  with the RUN  key. 

The  dwell  time  cannot  be  set. 

Cannot be used  with  respect to MR-J-B axes. c 
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.4 [Program  Example] 
This  program  conducts  speed  control ( 1 1 )  under the  conditions  below, 
(1) System  configuration 

Speed control (11) of Axis 3. 

A172B 

(2) Speed control (11) conditions 
(a) The  speed  control (11) conditions are shown below. 

(b) Speed  control (11)  start  command ... leading  edge of XOOO 

(c)  Speed  control (11) stop  command ... trailing  edge of XOOO 

(OFF -+ ON) 

(ON -+ OFF) 

(3) Operation  timing 
The operation  timing  for  speed  control ( 1 1 )  is shown below. 

All axes sew0 start  command (M2042) 
All-axis servo start  accept  flag (M2009) 

Start  command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

I ,  
, I  

t I )  

1 1  

, I  
, I  

I , I  
, I  
, I  

I (  
I N  
I 1  

Axis 3 start accept  flag (M2003) t 
Stop  command (M1840) 

'4 
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(4) Servo  program 
The servo  program No. 55 for  speed  control ( 1 1 )  is shown  below. 

cK 55> 

VVF Speed control ( 1 1 )  Forward 
Axis 3, 
Speed 

Axis used .......................... Axis 3 
4000 - Axis 3 Positioning  speed ... 4000 

(5) Sequence  program 
The sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo  program is shown  below. 

Detecta leading  edge of X000 
(OFF 4 ON) 

1 [PLF M58 l- Detects trailing edge of XOOO 
(ON 4 OFF) 

14 16 1 M,57 M j y 3  [ s ~ T  M57 -j 

Turns ON stop  command  flag ( M l 8 4 0 )  el 27 i [SET  M1840 3 

Turns  command ON flag servo (M57) program  when No. XOOO 55 start  turns 

CIRCUIT END 

29 H I  

K OFF -B ON. 
[ SVST J3 55 3 

quest. 
Servo program No. 55 execution re- 

[RST M57 l- Turns  OFF M57 on oompletion of servo 
program  Nc. 55 execution  request. 

tradinp  edge of XOOO. 
M2003 M1840 

[RST M1840F Turns  OFF  stop  command flag (M1840) 
when Axis 3 slops. 

r 

C 
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7.14 SpeedPosition  Switching  Control 

7.14.1 Starting spedlposltion switching  control 

4 

Speed/position switching control of the  axes  designated in the sequence 
program positioning commands. 
SpeecVposition switching control uses  the  VPF  (forward), VPR (reverse),  and 
VPSTART (restart) servo instructions. 

r 
I- T i 

Podtlonlng 
Mahod 

ln-nhl 
L 

o : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control Details] 
(1) The  servomotor starts under  speed  control,  but on input of the external 

CHANGE signal the control changes  from  speed control to position 
control and the axis is positioned by the designated travel value. 
0 VPF ... movement in forward direction (direction in which  addresses 

0 VPR ... movement in reverse direction (direction in which  addresses 
increase) 

decrease) 

(2)  The external CHANGE signal is only valid when  M1805+20n  (Speed/ 
position switching enable signal) is ON. If M1805+20n turns ON after 
the CHANGE signal turns ON, no speedposition switching occurs  and 
speed control  is continued. 

v+ -Set travel  value 

t 

Speedtposition M1805 OFF I 
switching enable signal +20n I I 

I 
I 

4 7  
External CHANGE input' I I  '4 
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*: 1) When using A171SCPU, the  external CHANGE signal is  an  external  input to the 
Al71SENC DOGICHENQE  terminal. When 'normally open contact input' is set in the 
system settings, CHANQE input occurs when the DOWCHANQE signal comes  ON, and 
when 'normally  closed  contact  input'  is sot, CHANQE input  occurs  when  the 
DOQICHANGE signal goes OFF. (See the A17lSCPU Motion Controller User's Manual 
(1567276) for details.) 

2) When using A273UHCPU  (8132-axis specification), the external CHANQE signal is an 
external Input to the A278LX  CHANQE  terminal. (See the A273UHCPU (8/32-axis speci- 
fication) Motion Controller User's Manual  (18-87262) for details.) 

- 

(3) Feed  present  value  processing 
The feed  present  value is determined in one of the following two  ways 
according to the  ON/OFF  status of M1812+20n (feed present value 
update  request  command) when speedposition switching control is 
started. 
(a)  M1812+20n ...... 0 The feed present value is cleared to zero at the 

0 The  feed  present  value is updated from the start 

The  feed  present  value  after control  is stopped 

OFF  start of speedposition switching control. 

of control  (speed control). 

is as follows: 
\ 

(b) M1812+20n ...... 0 The  feed  present value is not cleared at start of 

0 The  feed  present value is updated from the start 

0 The  axis  makes a deceleration stop if the feed 

0 The  feed  present  value after control is stopped - 

ON speed/position switching control. C 
of control  (speed control). 

present  value  exceeds the stroke limit. 

is as follows: 

[ F m d  -J$t; p m m t  ]=[t4fzW]+[ A d d r u a  " n z r  T r m l  vdw ]+[ -d:;r;i] T r m l  value 

W1812+20n OFF] [M1812+20n ON] 
CHANGE Input 

1 
CHANGE Input 

1 I-\, /-\ 
Fsrd I Feed I I 

Feed  present value updated  Feed  present value updated 

Feed  present value held 
I 
I ON 
I 

A1812+20n OFF I 
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POINT) 
If control is started by  turning  M1812+20n/YnC/M3212+20n ON, leave 
M1812+20n/YnC/M3212+20n ON until positioning control is completed. 
The feed present  value  cannot be guaranteed if M1812+20n NnCI 
M3212+20n is turned OFF during  control. 

Changing travel value  during  speed control 
After speedlposition switching control is started, the travel value for 
position control can be  changed  while speed control is in progress. 
Follow the procedure  described  below  to  change the  travel value. 
(a) Indirectly designate the travel value in  the  sew0 program using  the 

2-word  data  registers  shown in the table below. 
<A171 SCPU> 

1 D815 D816 D815 
2 

D875  D876 D875 4 
D855 D856 D855 3 
D835 D836 D835 

See Sections 3.4 for the data  register numbers used in indirect 
designation of travel  values  with  A273UHCPU  (8/32-axis 
specification). 

The following servo  program  moves  Axis 4 in  the forward direction at 
speed 50000 under  speed control and after the external CHANGE signal : 
turns ON, it executes position control for the travel value designated in : 
registers D875  and  D876. I I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

C T j -  Indicatas  indirect  designation of travel value 

<K 11> 

Speed  50000 
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(b) The  sequence  program  sets the travel value in the travel value ,- 
change  data  register  while  speed  control is  in progress.  When the I,\ 

external CHANGE signal turns ON, the contents of the travel value v 

change  data  register are set  as  the travel value. 

“t kpsed control I Poaition controd 
_,_ 

1 Travel  value 
change possble :ON 

CHANGE signal  input  from 
external  source 
Travel value change data 
register 

P2 is  set as the  travel value 

(5) Travel  value  area  after  near-zero  point  dog  turns ON 
The travel value  since the position mode  was  selected by the external 
CHANGE  signal is stored in the travel value  area  (see  section  3.4.1) 
when the  near-zero  point  dog  turns  ON. 

i 

[Cautions] 
(1)  Items  checked  when the external CHANGE signal  turns ON 

Speed control switches to position  control when the External CHANGE 
signal  turns  ON  if the following conditions  are  met: r 
0 The  start  accept flag (M2001+1) is ON. 
0 Speed  control is in progress after start  of  speed/position  switching 

0 Speedlposition  switching  enable  signal  (M1805+20n) is ON. 

L 

control. 

(2)  To  omit  speed  control 
Position control  only is executed if M1805+20n and the CHANGE  signal 
are ON  when control  starts.  The  speed control signal  (M1604+20n)  does 
not turn ON. 

Position  control only if Ml805+20n 
and CHANGE are ON at start 

Speedposition switching  flag 
(M1805+20n) 

~ Speedposition switching  sig- 
~ nal (CHANGE) 

SVST instruction 
Speed control  in  progress 
(M 1604+20n) OFF 

I I 

Speedposition switching 
latch (M 1605+20n) OFF 

’ ON 
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-4 (3) If travel value  under position control is less than deceleration distance 
(a) If the  position control travel value is less than the deceleration 

distance at the controlled speed,  deceleration processing starts 
immediately  when CHANGE is input. 

(b)  The difference between travel value for the deceleration stop  and 
position control is  the overrun. If an  overrun  occurs, the error 
detection signal (M1607+20n) turns ON and  error  code  209 is stored 
in the data register. 

(c) The positioning completed signal (M1601+20n)  does  not turn ON. 

"t Travel value  under 
position  control 

I /  L o v e r r u n  

Speedlposition switching en- - 
able signal (M1805+20n) --- P N i  

I (CHANGE) 
Speedlposition  switching  input 

OFF 
ON 

Error  detection (M1607+20n) OFF 
Positioning  completed  signal 
(M1601+20n) OFF 

(4) Stoke limit check 
No stroke limit range  check is made during the speed  mode. If the travel 
value exceeds the stroke limit range, a minor  error (error code: 210) 
occurs when position mode is selected,  and a deceleration stop occurs. 

(5) Switching time  from  speed control to position control 
Switching from speed control to position control takes 1  ms  after the 
external CHANGE signal turns ON. 

[Program Example] 
This program executes speedposition switching control under the conditions 
below. 
(1) System configuration Spedposition switching control of Axis 4. 

A171SCPU ~ 1 8  ~ 1 7 1 8  
ENC X10 

A1726 

T Start command (XOOO) 
CHANQE signal 

n n n  

6 
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(2) Positioning  conditions 
(a) The  positioning  conditions  are  shown  below. 

40000 

(b) Positioning  start  command ................... leading  edge  of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 

(c)  Speedposition  switching  enable  flag .... M I  865 

The operation  timing  for  speed/position  switching  control  is  shown 
below. 

(3) Operation  timing 

....... V 0 S p e d  control 
1 Servo program No. 101 ....... Position  control 

/ i 
/ 

L ; ;  I &  : 11 : : 1 r ;  : 
PC ready (M2000) --I I I ,  I I ,  

All axus servo start commend (L(2042) 
All-ems servo start ~ccep i  flag (M2009) 
Start commend (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 
Axis 4 start acwpt flag (M2004) 
Sp..dlporiiion  switching enable flag 
(MI=) 
CHANGE ( e x i ~ ~ l  input) 
Spedpsiiion twitching latch (M1665) 

. t  

I I ,  , I ,  

I I ,  I I 8  

\ 

c 
(4)  Servo  program 

The servo  program No. 101 for  speed/position  switching  control is shown 
below. 

VPF Speedlposition  switching  control 
Axis 4, Axis used ................ Axis 4 
Speed 
Dwell 

Travel  value 40000 
Speed 1000 
Dwell 1000 

............ 
..................... 
....................... 
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(5) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the servo program  is shown below. 

M204 

Turn ON PC rug. 

TUM ON all un U N O  dart conmnnd. 

D.ld W i n g  odgo ol XOW 
(OFF + ON) 

Tunu ON op..Ypooition rwitahing on- 
.b* flag (Mi-). 
Turn ON m v o  prootun No. 101 OW 
mnd fl.g (M102) al XOOO Wing 

Suvo -ram No. 101 ox.cution r c  
q-t 

Turn OFF M102 on camplotiin ot B.IW) 
program No. 101 u m d i i n  requost 

t 1 P S T  M102 
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7.1 4.2 Restarting  speedlposition switching control f- 
Restarting  (continuing) speedposition  switching control after a stop due  to  a 
stop  command.  Control is restarted using the VPSTART sew0 instruction. 

i 
u 

r I I I L ' B e 5 i 

L 
n 

I 

Controllabla 
N u m b  01 

AX.. netructlon 
saw0 PoaIUonlng 

Yathod 

\ 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
(1) Speed/position  switching control is continued after it was  stopped  due 

to a stop  command. 

f (2) Restarting  using VPSTART is valid  whether the stop  occurred during 
speed control or position control. 
(a) If the  stop  occurred  during  speed  control,  then speed control 

continues  and  switches to position control when  the  CHANGE signal 
turns ON. 

control conditionsafter restarting are the same as 
previous  speed/position switchingcontrol 
7.14.1 'Starting  Speed/Position Switcing Control". 

'L 

I 
l 

I 
I I 
I I 

SVST instruction Kl d 
VPFNPR instruction 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I I VPSTART 

M18m5 OFF 

Figure 7.26 Restarting  During Speed Control 

C 
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(b) If the stop  occurred  during  position  control,  then position control 
continues  until  the  positioning  reaches the set travel value. 
The travel value  after the restart is calculated  as  follows: 

Rertarl 
SpWpoatl ion twltching 
control atarl 

c t  
I b rl 

I Speedcontrol  Position control I Porktion control 

SVST instruction F;1 0 
I 

VPFNPR instruction 
I t  

VPSTART 

M18m5 
ON 

ncc 

Figure 7.27 Restarting  During Speed Control 

(3) The  speed  at  restart  is  the  speed  stored when the VPFNPR instruction 
occurred. 
Therefore,  even  if a speed  change  occurred  before the stop, control 
restarts  at  the speed  set  at  the time of VPFNPR  instruction  execution. 

Set speed 

- 
Speed  control Speed Position 

control control 

Figure 7.28 Restarting  After Speed Change 

4 
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[Program Example] ,P This  program restarts speWposition switching control after a  stop,  under the 1 

conditions  below. v 

(1) System configuration 
Speed/position  switching control of  Axis 4. 

A1728 

Start command (XOOO). restart (XOOl), stop command (X002) 

(2) Positioning conditions 
(a)  The positioning conditions  are  shown  below. 

Semnq 
Item SpeedPositton 

Swltchlng Control Restart 

Servo program number t Axis 4 Axis 4 ,Controlled axis 
No. 102 No. 101 

Positioning control 
travel value 40000 - 
Commanded speed 1000 - 

(b) Positioning start command ................... leading  edge  of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) C 

'.. 

(c) Speed/position  switching  enable flag .... M1865 
(d)  Restart  command ................................ leading  edge  of X001 

(OFF + ON) 
(e)  Stop  command .................................... leading  edge of X002 

(OFF + ON) 
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4 (3) Operation  timing 
The operation  timing  for  speedlposition  switching  control  and  restarting 
is  shown  below. 

PC ready (M2000) 

v ,  , CHANGE signal  accept 

I I 

Position  control 

I 

All axes servo start command (M2042) I I ! ,  I 

AlCaxis servo  start  accept flag (M2009) I I 1 1  I 

Start command (XOOO) 

Restart  command (XOOl)  

SVST  instruction I I 

SVST  instruction Axis 4 start  accept flag (M20M) 

I I 1 1  I 

I , I 1  I 

I 

Speed/position  switching  enable flag (M1865) I I 

I 

CHANGE (external input) I 

Speed/posWion  switching  latch (Ml665) I 

Stop  command (X002. 1860) 

(4) Servo  program 
The servo program No. 101 for  speed/position  switching  control  and No. 
102 for  restarting are shown below. 

40000 6 [ Speedposition switching  control 
Axis used ................ Axis 4 

1000 Travel  value ............ 40000 
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(5 )  Sequence  program r' 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo  programs is shown below. ! 

2 

4 L  

X0000 Me074 M2008 "76 
c PLS 

-- I I I MI03 

, -. 

I x0001 

L . . _ .  

-.  L -- 

35 
Mi04 

[SET 

37 c SVST J6 

[ RST 

x0002 

Detects  leading  edge of XOOO 

Turns ON speedposition switching en- 

(OFF 4 ON) 

able  flag (M1865). 
Turns  ON servo program No. 101 rtart 

edge. 
Servo program No. 101 execution re- 

Turns OFF Mi02 on completion of 
servo prqram NO. 101 execution re- 
quest. 

command flag (M102) at XOOO leading 

K 
IO1 quest. 

Turns OFF speedposition switching an- 

M I  
able flag (Ml865) on  speedpotition 
switching signal (CHANGE)  inpul. 

Detects  leeding  edge of X001 
(OFF + ON) 
Turns ON servo program No. 102 slart 
command flag (MIO5) at  X001  leading 
edge. 
Servo program No. 102 execution re- 

OFF MI05 on completion of  servo 
program No. 102 execution request. 

Slops Axis 4 when the external slop corn 
nund  is inpul. 

CIRCUIT END 

W 

\ 

c 
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7.15 Speed-Switching  Control 
4 

(1) After a  single  control  start,  the  speed is switched  for  positioning  control 
to the  preset speed-switching  points. 

(2) The  speed-switching  points  and  speed are set  by  the servo program. 

(3) Repeated instructions  permit  repeated  control  between  any  speed- 
switching  points. I 

(4) M codes  and torque  limit  values  can be changed at each  speed-switching 
point. 

7.15.1 Starting  speebswitching  control,  speed9witching points, end designation 

'I: I T 
-I- 

In.tructlon 
( I O N 0  

0 : Must be ret 
A : Set if required 
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[Control Details] 
Starting  and  ending  speed-switching control 

Speed-switching  control is started  and  ended  using the following  instructions: 
(1) VSTART 

Starts  speed-switching  control. 

(2)  VEND 
Ends  speed-switching  control. 

End  address  and travel value  to end point 

The speed-switching  control  end  address and travel value to the end point, 
positioning  method,  and  positioning  speed to the  end  point  are  set  using the 
following  instructions: 
(1) ABS-i/INC-l 

Designate  one-axis linear positioning  control. 
The control  details  are described in Section 7.2  'One-axis  Linear 
Positioning  Control'. 

(2)  ABS-2/INC-2 
Designate  two-axis  linear  interpolation  control. 
The control details  are described in Section 7.3 'Two-axis Linear 
Interpolation  Control". 

(3) ABS-3/INC-3 
Designate  three-axis  linear  interpolation  control. 
The  control  details  are  described in Section  7.4  "Three-axis  Linear c 
Interpolation  Control". 

Speed-switching  point  setting 

The address  (travel  value) to the speed-switching  point  and the positioning 
speed  are  set  using the following  instructions: 
(1) VABS 

Designates the speed-switching  point  using the absolute  data  method. 

(2) VlNC 
Designates the speed-switching  point  using the incremental  method. 

JOINTI 
The settings  for  speed-switching  point (travel value)  and  the  positioning 
speed  under 2- or 3-axis linear  interpolation  control  apply to the axes 
designated  for  speed-switching  control  end  address  and travel value  to 
the end point (with the  ABWINC  instructions). + 
VSTART 
ABS-2 
Axis 2, 75000 Speed-switching  point  (travel  value)  set for these 
Axis 3, 60000 axes. 
Speed 2000 
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Operation  timing  and  the  procedure  to  write  servo  programs 

The  method  to  write  servo  programs  for  speed-switching  control  and  the 
operation  timing are shown  in  Figure 7.29. 

[Servo  program] 

control 

-: 
Designate  end  address - 

r---l Designate  speed-switching -- - - J 

All S p e d -  
switching  points 

designated? 

I YES 

r - -1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 

1 

[Operation  timing] 
Axis 3 

VSTART 
ABS-2 
Axis 4, 75000 
Axis 3, 60000 
sp-d 2000 

Axis 4, 20000 
Speed 7000 

Axis 4, 60000 
speed 6000 

Axis 4, 70000 
spwd 4000 

VABS 

VABS 

VABS 

....... P1 

. . . , * . .P2 

....... P3 

. . . . . . .P4 

v . . . . . . , . . . 
0 2oooo 60000 8OOOO 

-Axis 4 positioning  direction 

Figure7.29 Servo Program  for SpeedPosition Switching  Control And 
Operation  Timing 
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[Cautions] 
(1) 

r' The  number of controllable  axes  cannot be  changed  while  control  is in \, 

progress. u 

Designation of position  switching  points  can  use  a  combination  of the 
absolute  data  method (ABSO) and the incremental  method (INCU). 

A speed-switching  point  cannot  be  designated  as an address  which 
results in a  change in travel direction. If the  address  results in a  change 
in direction, the error  code  215 is stored  in the minor  error  register  for 
the axis  and  a  deceleration  stop  occurs. 

A maximum  of  768 steps  (approximately  100  points)  can  be  designated 
in a  speed-switching  control  program. 

When control is started  a  check is made to ensure  that the end  address 
lies in the  stroke  range. 
If the check  determines  that  positioning would result in an  axis  moving 
out of the  stroke  limit  range,  the  error  code  106  is  stored in the  minor 
error  register  for the axis  and  operation does  not  start. 

Speed  switching is not  carried  out  if  the  travel  value  between  speed- 
switching points is so short that the next  speed-switching  point is 
reached  while  speed  switching is  still  in progress. 

If  no M code is designated for a  speed-switching  point,  the M code  from 
the previous  point is retained. 

-. 

c 
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..4 [Program Example] 
This  program  executes  speed-switching  control  under  the  conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Speed-switching  control  of  Axis 2 and  Axis 3. 

A1726 

I L Start command (XOOO) 

(2) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The  speed-switching  control  conditions  are  shown  below. 

No. 500 
Controlled axes 
End address 

(b)  Speed-switching  control  start  command .... leading edge  of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 

(3) Operation timing and  speed-switching  positions 
The  operation  timing  for  speed-switching control and the speed-switch- 
ing points are shown  below. 

Axb 3 posklonlng direWn 

t 

-4 
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A CAUTION 

A The operation that  takes  place  on  execution  of  a  skip  designated during constant  speed 
control, when  an  axis for which  'degree' is designated  as the unit  and  which  has  no  stroke 
range is included, is described  here. If, under  these  conditions, there is an ABS instruction 
following the  skip,  the final positioning point and the travel distance in the program  as  a 
whole will be the  same  regardless  of  whether the skip is executed  or not. Examples  are 
presented below. 
(1) When all the  instructions  after  the  skip are INC  instructions: 

Program  example Motion  when  skip is not  executed 
0 180 0 270 [degree] CPSTARTl - - - - b 

10.000 

Program  example Motion  when  skip is not  executed 
CPSTARTl n nn 0 270 [degree] 

INC-1 Motion  when  skip is executed 
(when the skip occurs  at 100 [degree]) 

Skip x1 00 
INC-1 1 Axis 1, 1 a o . m  
INC-1 

0 100  280  190 [degree] 

u CPEND 

(2) When  the  instruction  immediately following the  skip is an ABS instruction 
Program  example 

CPSTARTl Motion  when  skip is not  executed 
Axis 1 0 180  350 270 [degree] 
8P-d 1o.ooo 

Axis 1, 180.00000 

- - - - t 

skip 
INC-1 

x100 

INC-1 

Motion  when  skip is executed 
(when the skip occurs  at 100 [degree]) 

Axis 1, 350.00000 0 100  350 270 [degree] 
INC-1 

- - - 
Axis 1, 270.00000 

CPEND Whether  or  not  the  skip  occurs, the final positioning 
point will be the same. 

(3) When  the  instruction  immediately  following the skip is an INC instruction and  there is an 
ABS instruction after  that 
Program  example 

CPSTARTl Motion when  skip is not executed 
Axia 1 0 0 180 0 90 [degree] 
SP..d 1 o.Oo0 L - L c 

INC-1 
Axis 1, 360.00000 

Skip x100 Motion  when  skip is executed 
INC-I (when  the skip occurs  at 80 [degree]) 

Axir 1, 180.00000 0 80 260 80 90 [degree] 
INC-1 - - - m 

Axil 1. 180.ooooo it 
ABS-1 At this point there is a motion of 370 degrees, not 10 degrees. 
Axir 1, 9 O . W W O  

CPEND 
Whether  or  not  the  skip  occurs,  the final positioning 
point will be  the same. 

c 
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4 

4 

(4) Servo program 
The servo program No. 500 for  speed-switching  control is shown below. 

VSTART 2-axis  linear  interpdatlon  control (absolute data method) 
Axls uwd .......... Axls 2. Axls 3 

e End address [ Axis 2..... 100000 
Axis 3..... 50000 50000 

speed 2000  Podtiontng speed ....... 2000 

$? , ’OoO I-, End  speed-swttchlng  cantrol 

I St&  speebewRching  control 

1 

VABS  Speed-nwlchlng polnt, sped M n g  
AXIS 2. 

VABS 

Indicated  axis  number 
Speed-switching  points 

AXIS 2 
40000 1 70000 

Axls 2, 70000 Speed to  speed-switching  point 8000 I so00 

(5) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the servo program is shown below. 

I 
I 4p.p (y2md Turns ON PC ready. 

Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

No. 500 start  command  flag 

OFF 4 ON. 
“ I  13 

tion of servo program No. 
CIRCUIT END 500 execution  request. 
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7.1 5.2 Setting speedswitching points using repeat instNctions 

Repeated  execution  between  any  speed-switching points. 
T T I 

1 Pdl lonlng 
Method 

I 4 
0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control  Details] 
Setting the Start of the Repeated  Range 

The start of the repeated  range is designated  using  the following instructions: 
(1) FOR-TIMES  (number of loops setting) 

(a) The  designated  repeated  range is executed  the  set  number of times. 

(b) The setting range is (1 to 32767) . 
An  out-of-range setting between -32768 and 0 is controlled as  a 
setting of 1. 

(c)  The following devices  are available to set the number  of  repeats: 
1 ) Data register (D) 
2) Link register (W) > Indirect designation 
3) Decimal  constant (K) 
4) Hexadecimal  constant (H) 

(2) FOR-ON (loop-out trigger condition setting) 
(a) The  set  repeated  range is executed  while  the  designated bit device 

(b) The  following devices  are available to set the loop-out trigger 

is ON. 

condition: 
1) Input (X) 
2) Output (VI 
3) Internal relay (M)/Special relay (SP.M) 
4) Latch relay (L) 
5)  Link  relay (B) 
6) Annunciator (F) C 
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(3) FOR-OFF (loop-out trigger condition setting) 
(a)  The  set  repeated  range is executed  while  the  designated bit device 

is OFF. 
(b)  The following devices  are available to set  the loop-out trigger 

condition: 
1) Input (X) 
2) Output (v) 
3) Internal relay  (M)/Special  relay (SP.M) 
4) Latch  relay (L) 
5) Link relay (B) 
6) Annunciator (F) 

Repeated  operation  using FOR-TIMES, FOR-ON, and FOR-OFF is shown 
below. 

[Servo Program] 

VSTART I 
INC-2 
Axis 1, 
Axh 2, 100000 
Speed 2000 

XOlO +ON 
from start 1, 

Sveed 2000 

I S P A  
VlNC 

Condition 2 
K2 

X010 + ON 
during first 
execution of 
3) 
X011 + OFF 
during first 
execution of 
3) 

Condition 9 
K3 

X010 + ON 
during third 
execution of 
3) 
XOl l  + OFF 
during third 
execution of 
3) 

(1) Operation  under  condition 1 
XOlO + ON 

A X011 +OFF 
2000 " - 1 

I 
I 
I 1000 ' 

o 100000 200000 

(2) Operation  under  condition 2 

2000 -' XOlO +ON 7 I \ 

1000 y \ 
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(3) Operation  under  condition 3 

, 
@inor error 215 gener 

1000 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

0 

travel  value. 
Error  generated  because the distance to the stop position exceeds the 

100000 200000 

[Program Example] 
This  program  executes  repeated  speed-switching control under the condi- 
tions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Speed-switching  control  of  Axis 2 and  Axis 3. 

A1728 

Start command (XOOO) 
Repeated instruction execution command (XOO1) 

(2) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The  speed-switching  control  conditions are shown  below. 

. 

c 

(b)  Speed-switching  control  start  command ...... leading  edge  of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 
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(3) Operation  timing  and  speed-switching  positions 
The operation  timing  for  speed-switching  control and  the speed- 
switching  points are shown  below. 
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(4) Servo  program P 
The sew0 program No. 501 for speed-switching  control is shown  below. i 

L 

<K501> 

VSTART 
INC-2 
Axis 2. 230000 
Axis 3. 100000 
speed 1 0000 

Axis 2. 40000 
speed 40000 

ViNC 

FOR-TIMES 
K 2  

ViNC 

J- Start  speebswitching  control 
2-axis #near interpolation  control  (incremental  method) 'J Axis used .......... Axis 2. Axis  3 '4 End  address [ Axis 2. .. 230000 

Axis 3... 100000 - Positioning speed ....... 10000 - Speebswitching  point,  speed  setting 
indicated  axls ... Axis 2 
Travel   value  to  speed-Mchlng  point  ..... 40000 

Number of repeats  2 7 

14- Speebswlch ing  poht   and wed setting 
Axis 2. 
speed 

Axis 2, 50000 

Axk 2 

ViNC Travel  value  to  speebswitchlng  point 30000 1 50000 
speed to Speed-swnchhg  point 20000 I40000 - End  speed-switching  range - End speed-switchlng control 

(5) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the servo program is shown  below. 

0 P 3 ,  xmmq Turns ON  PC ready. 
Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

M0074 M2000 "76 
H H H I  Turns ON servo program 

No. 501 start command flag 
(M511) when X000 turns 
OFF 4 ON. 

13 l ~ w ~ ! ~  svsT J2J3 Servo program No. 501 exe- 
cution request. 

t 
CIRCUIT END 

I Turns OFF M511 on comple- 
tion of servo program No. 
501 execution request. 
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.4 
7.16 Constant-Speed  Control 

After a single control start, positioning control is executed using the 
designated positioning method and positioning speed to the preset pass 
point. 

The positioning method  and positioning speed  can be changed for each 
pass point. 

Set the following parameters with the servo program. 
0 pass point 
0 positioning method  from  one pass point to  the next  pass point. 
0 positioning speed from one pass point to  the next pass point. 

Repeat instructions permit repeated control between  any  pass points. 

M code  and torque limit value can be changed at each  pass  point. 

From  one to four axes can be controlled. 

[Procedure  to  Write Servo Programs] 
The method to write servo programs  for constant-speed control is shown 
below. 
[Procedure] [Example: Servo program for 2-axis 

constant-speed control] 

Designatod  constant-speed 
controlled axes  and speed r i  Designate  Designate all positioning  pass  points - - ,-. A F T t  'cod ' Ooo0 

40000 
Axis 3, 60000 method 

Designate  positioning  ad- 
.................... 

ABS-2 

CPEND 

9 End constant-speed  control 

1 

C End 1 

'4 
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[Operation  Timing] 
The operation  timing  for  constant-speed  control is shown  below. 
[Example:  Operation  timing for 2-axis  constant-speed  control] 

Axis 3 positioning  direction 

Axis 2 positioning  direction 

peed  after  speed  switching 

I 1  I 1  

1 1  
I I 1  
I 

I 1  
I 

I 1  
1 1  
1 1  I 

I 1  I 1  I 
I 1  I 1  I 
I 1  I I  I 
I 1  I 1  I 
I 1  I 1  I 
I 1  I 1  I 

I 1 1  
I 1 1  e t  
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[Caution] 
.4 

(1) The  number  of  controllable  axes  cannot be changed  while control is  in 
progress. 

(2) Positioning  control to the  pass  points  can  use  a  combination  of  the 
absolute  data  method (ABSCI) and  the  incremental  method (INCQ. 

(3) A pass point  can be designated as an  address  which results in a  change 
in travel direction. 
However,  a sew0 error or some other  error  may  occur if acceleration 
processing  occurs  at  a  pass  point  for 1 -axis  constant-speed control but 
no  acceleration  or  deceleration  processing  occurs  at the  pass point for 
2- to 4-axis  constant-speed  control. 

(4)  Speed  change is possible after start 
Note the  following  points  when  changing  the  speed. 
(a) If constant-speed control includes  circular interpolation using center 

point  designation 
Error  compensation (see Section 4.4.3)  may not function normally if 
the  speed is changed  when  a  discrepancy (within the allowable  error 
range for circular interpolation)  exists  between  the  designated  end- 
point  address  and the arc path calculated  from  the  start  address  and 
center-point  address. 
Therefore, if the circular interpolation  using  center point designation 
positioning  method is used  under  constant-speed  control,  ensure 
that the set start  address,  center-point  address,  and end address lie 
correctly  on  the  arc. 

(b) If both a  servo  program and  the DSFLPKHGV instructions are  used 
for  the  speed  change in the same  program 
The lower of the speed  changed  by  the DSFLPKHGV instructions 
and  the  speed set by  the servo  program is selected. 
The DSFLPEHGV instructions are  executed if the  changed  speed 
is lower  than the speed  set in the  servo  program;  otherwise the 
DSFLPKHGV instructions are not  executed. 
1) If DSFLPKHGV changed  speed>seTvo program set speed 

The  speed  set in the servo  program is selected. 

1 Speed  in servo program 
/ DSFLPICHGV instructions  changed $peed /-Zqp, Speed change to servo program  commanded  speed 
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2) If DSFLPICHGV  changed  speedeservo  program  set  speed 
The  speed  changed  by  the  DSFLPICHGV instructions is valid. 

V 
L 

t Speed  change  due to commanded  speed  in  servo  program 
(speed  set by  the DSFLPlCHQV instructions is valid) 

Speed  change  by DSFLPlCHGV instructions 
(no  change  as  speed  exceeds servo program  commanded speed) 

An overrun  occurs if the  distance  remaining to  the  final positioning point 
when the final positioning point is detected is less  than the  deceleration 
distance  at  the positioning speed  (commanded  speed). 
If an  overrun  occurs,  the error code  211  (overrun error) is stored in the 
minor  error register for  the axis. 

A maximum  of  768 steps  (approximately  100 points) can be designated 
in a  constant-speed control program. 

If positioning moves  outside the stroke limit range after control is started, 
the  error  code  106 is stored in the  minor error register for the axis and 
a  deceleration  stop  occurs. 

The  minimum travel value  between  constant-speed control pass points 
is determined  as follows: 

f \ 

I Commanded  speed  x 0.02 < Travel  distance (pulses) I 
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'4 

This  section  describes  the  method of designating the pass points used  for 
repeated  execution  between pass points. 

I I- r r 

I I 
0. 
A: Set  if required 

[Control Details] L i 

(Setting the start  of the repeated  range 1 .4 

The  start of the repeated  range is designated using  the following instructions: 
(1) FOR-TIMES  (number  of loops setting) 

(a)  The  designated  repeated  range is executed  the set  number  of  times. 
(b)  The  setting  range  is (1 to 32767). 

If an outsf-range setting between -32768 and 0 is designated, 
control is executed with a setting of '1 '. 

(c)  The  following  devices are available to set the number  of  repetitions: 
1) Data  register (D) > Indirect designation 
2) Link register (W) 
3) Decimal  constant (K) 
4) Hexadecimal  constant  (H) 

(2) FOR-ON (loop-out trigger condition setting) 
(a)  The  set repeated  range is executed while the designated bit device 

(b)  The  following  devices are available to set the loop-out trigger condi- 
is ON. 

tion: 
1) Input (X) 
2) output (Y) 
3) Internal relay  (M)/Special  relay (SP.M) 
4) Latch  relay (L) 
5) Link  relay (B) 
6) Annunciator (F) -4 
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(3) FOR-OFF (loop-out trigger condition  setting) 
(a)  The  set  repeated  range  is  executed  while  the  designated bit device r 

is OFF. L 

(b)  The following devices  are available to set  the  loop-out  trigger  con& 
tion: 
1) Input (X) 
2) output (Y) 
3) Internal relay  (M)/Special  relay (SP.M) 
4) Latch  relay  (L) 
5)  Link relay (B) 
6 )  Annunciator (F) 

Repeated  operation  using  FOR-TIMES,  FOR-ON,  and  FOR-OFF is shown 
below. 
[Servo  Program] 

CPSTART2 

Resultant speed 1000 

Axis  40000 
ABS-2 

Axis ’I 20000 r---- ------ 
I INC2 

20000 
A d s  20000 

NEXT 
CPEND 

Axis 2 

1 

.I 1 Condition 1 I CondiUon 2 I Condition 3 
~ ~~~~~ ~ 

FOR-TIMES I K1 K3 K2 . 
X010 + ON 

a, 3) execution of execution of from start 
::A:; ON 

FOR-ON second during first X010 + ON 

I I I JJ 
1x011 +OFFIXOII +OFF 

t-- Repeat 3) 

Axis 1 

. 

c 

1 ooooo 200000 
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-14 
[Program Example] 

This  program executes repeated  constant-speed  control  under  the  conditions 
below. 
(1) System configuration 

Constant-speed control  of  Axis 2 and Axis 3. 

(2) Positioning  conditions 
(a) The constant-speed  control  conditions are shown below. 

1t.m Srttlng 
Servo program  number No. 

loo00 Positioning a p e d  
Axir 2, Axir 3 Controlled 8x0s 

510 

(b) Constant-speed  control  start  command .... leading  edge of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 
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(3) Operation  timing 
The operation  timing  for  constant-speed  control  is  shown below. 

iVST instruetiin 

Axis 3 positioning  direction 

100000 

80000 

60000 

40000 

20000 

10000 "1 
I 

I I 1  
I I 1  

I 1  
I 1  

I 1  
I I  

1 1  I 1  
I 1  I 1  
I I 1 1  
I 1  I 1  
I I 
I 1  

I 1  
I 1  

I 1  1 1  
I 1  I 1  
I 1  I 1  I 1  1 1  

t 

50000 100000 150000 200000 I Axis 2 po- 
i sitioning 
I direction 

\ i  

I I 

I 
I 

I I 

I I I 
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4 

(4) Servo  program 
The  servo  program No. 510 for constant-speed control is shown  below. 

<K 510> + 
I 

CPSTART2 
Axis 2, 
Axis 3, 
Speed 

Axis 2, 
Axis 3, 

ABS-2 

FOR-TIMES 

INC-2 
Axis  2, 
Axis 3, 

Axis 2, 
Axis 3, 
Radius 

NEXT 
CPEND 

INC fi 

I- - Start constant-speed control 
Axes used .............. Axis 2, Axis 3 

Positioning speed ... 10000 
Pass point setting 

Number of repetitions 4 

Pass point setting 
30000 

20000 
20000 
20000 

Zoo00  

End constant-spoed range 
End COnStant-SDeod control 

(5) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo program is shown  below. 

" I  

2 start command. 

OFF + ON. 

cution request. 

pletion of servo program 

13 

CIRCUIT END No. 510 execution request. 

'4 
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7.1 6.2 Speed switching  during  instruction  execution 

The  speed  can be designated for each  pass point during  a  constant-speed 
control instruction. 
The  speed  change  from  a point can  be  designated directly or indirectly in the 
servo  program. 

,.- 

[Cautions] 
(1)  The  speed  can be changed  during  servo instruction execution  for 1- to 

4-axis constant-speed control. 

(2)  The  speed  command  can be set  for  each point. 

(3)  The  speed-switching point designation flag M2016  (see  Section  3.2.6) 
can  be  turned ON before control is started to set the designated  speed- 
switching point as  the  end  point for the speed  change. 
The  speed  change  timing is shown  below for the cases  where  the 
speed-switching point designation flag M2016 is ON and OFF. 
(a)  M2016 is OFF 

The speed  change starts at  the  designated  speed-switching point. 

V '  I Speed  change end point 

start  point 

I 
I 
I 
I 

* t  
I 

Designated  speed-switching  point 

(b) M2016 is ON 
The speed  change  ends at the  designated  speed-switching point. 

c 
eed change end point 

+ t  
I 

Designated  speed-switching  point 
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[Program Example] 
This  program  turns ON M2016 during constant-speed control  instruction 
execution and changes  the  speed,  under  the  conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Switches  speed  for  Axis 1 and Axis 2. 

A172B 

Positioning  start  command (XOOO) 
n n n  

(2) Positioning  conditions 
(a)  The speed switching  conditions are shown below. 

Item Setting 
Servo program 
number 
Positioning  speed 

interpolation method 
Circular  interpolation 2-axis  linear Positioning 

10000 

Pass point 

designation interpolation  interpolation using center point 

31 0 

Axis 1 
40000 25000  20000  10000 Axis 2 
50000 40000 30000 20000 

(b) Constant-speed control  with  speed  switching  start  command .... 
leading  edge of XOOO (OFF ON) 

-4 
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(3) Operation timing  and  speed-switching  positions 
The  operation  timing  and  positions  for  speed  switching are shown below. r 
Axis 2 PC 

40 

20 

mitior 
A 

1000" 

ring  direction 
P4 

/ I I I I 
I I I I ,Axis 1 positioning 

20000 40000 direction 

I 
I Speed-swlichlng  derlgnatlon  flag 

(M2016) I I r I I 

PC ready (M2000) 1 

All axes  servo start  command (M2042) 

AlCaxIs servo  start  accept flag (M2009) 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 1 

Start  command (XOOO) 

SVST InstNctIon 

1 
I 
I 

Axis 1 start accept flag (M2001) L 
Axis 2 start accept flag (M2002) 1 

c 
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(4) Servo program 
The servo program No. 310 for speed  switching is shown below, 

CPSTART2 
Axis 1 
Axis 2 
Speed 10000 

Axis 1, 20000 
Axis 2,  10000 

Axis 1, 30000 
Axis 2,  20000 
Center 1, 30000 
Center 2, 10000 

Axis I, 40000 
Axis 2,  25000 
Speed 15000 Speodchange 

Axis  1, 50000 

ABS-2 P1 designation 

ABS P2 designation 

ABS-2 P3 designation 

ABS-2 P4 dasignation 

Axis 2, 40000 
CPEND 

I 
I 

(5) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the servo program is shown  below. 

0 

2 

:?lo 

4s"' 

Turns ON speed-switching 
point designation flag  (M2016) 
when X1 10 turns OFF 4 ON. 
Turns ON PC ready. 

4 Py74 Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

MOO74 Woo9 MOO76 
H H H I  Turns ON servo program No. 

310 stert command flag 
13 (M551)  when  X000 turns OFF 

go 4 ~e~!'program No. 310 execu- 
tion request. 

t 
t 

CIRCUIT END 

I R U  M20164 

R U  MS61 Turns OFF M551 and M2016 
on completion of servo pro- 
gram No. 310 execution re- 
quest. 
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7.16.3 0-k cohstant-speed control P 

Constant-speed  control for  the one  axis  designated  with the sequence  pro- \\.- 

gram positioning commands. 
I I 

Incrmntal  

i 
~ no 

I 

o : Must be set 
A : Set if required 

[Control Details] 

1 Starting and ending one-axis constant-speed  control 
One-axis  constant-speed control is started  and  ended  using the following 
instructions: 
(1) CPSTARTl 

Starts  one-axis  constant-speed  control.  Sets the axis number  used  and 
the commanded  speed. 

(2) CPEND 
Ends the one-axis constant-speed control  which  was started using 
CPSTARTl. 

I Positioning  control  method to the pass  point I 
The  positioning  control to the point  where  control is changed is designated 
using the following  instructions: 
(1) ABS-l/INC-1 

Designates  one-axis  linear  positioning  control. 
See  Section 7.2 "One-axis  Linear  Positioning  Control' for details, 

c 

C 
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[Program Example] 
This  program executes repeated  one-axis  constant-speed  control  under  the 
conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Constant-speed  control for Axis 4. 

A1726 

(2) Positioning  conditions 
(a) The  constant-speed  control  conditions are shown  below. 

I Itom Setting 1 
Servo program 
number 500 I 
Controlled axis Axis 4 
Positioning  speed 
Number of repetitions 

-1 000 
Pass  point 
travel value P3 -2000 

I 1000 I 
(b)  Constant-speed  control  start  command .... leading  edge of X000 

(OFF + ON) 

(3) Details of  positioning  operation 

No. of reDeats - 
t '  4 

Return c 

oyt 
I I 
I I 

1 

3" 
Return m 

out 
Return 

out 
Return 

out 

- 1000 0 1000 

4 

2 '  
c 

4 

1 *. c - 
c Address 

-4 
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(4) Operation timing 
The operation  timing  for  servo  program No. 500 is shown  below. 

I 

P4 - 
** t 

PC ready (M2000) 

All axes servo start  command ("2) 
, 
I 

AlCaxis servo start  accept flag (M2009) 

Start  command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction I Axis 4 start  accept  llag (M2004) 

(5 )  Servo  program 
The servo  program No. 500 for  constant-speed control is shown  below. 

CPSTARTl 
Axis 4 
Speed 

Axis  4, 
INC-1 

FOR-TIMES 

INC-1 
Axis 4, 

Axis  4, 
INC-1 

NEXT 
INC-1 

Axis 4, 
CPEND 

............... 
............... 

Start constant-speed control 
Axis used Axis 4 
Positioning speed 10000 10000 

One-axis linear positioning control 
Axis used ............... Axis 4 
Positioning address ............ -1000 

Set 100 repeats 

Axis used Axis 4 
Positioning address ............ 2000 

One-axis linear positioning control 

2000 One-axis linear positioning control 
............... -2000 

1000 f* Axis used ............... Axis 4 
Positioning address ............ -2000 

End repeated region 
One-axis linear positioning control 

Axis used ............... Axis 4 
Positioning address ............ 1000 

End constant-speed control 

i" 
L 

c 
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(6) Sequence program 
The sequence  program which  runs  the servo program  is shown below. 

Turns ON  PC ready. 
Turns ON all axes servo start 

No. 500 start  command  flag 

OFF -+ ON. 

cution  request. 

tion of servo program No. 
500 execution  request. 

11 

CIRCUIT END 
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~~ 

7.1 6.4 Two- to four-axis constantepeed control P 

Constant-speed  control  for  the  two, three,  or four axes  designated with the .d 

sequence  program  positioning  commands. 

T T I 

t- 

bntrollrblc 
Numbw of 

&I.. Instructlon 
&NO P-Itlonlng 

Yothod 

2 
3 

2 
3 

4 

c 4 b r d u t .  data 

I ’  I 
2 

2 

3 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if required 
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1-4 
[Control Details] 

I 4 I Starting and  Ending  Two- to Four-Axis  Constant-Speed Control I 
Two-,  three-,  or  four-axis  constant-speed control is started and ended  using 
one of the following  instructions: 

CPSTARTP 
Starts  two-axis  constant-speed  control. 
Sets  the  axis  numbers  used  and  the  commanded  speed. 

CPSTART3 
Starts three-axis  constant-speed  control. 
Sets  the  axis  numbers  used  and  the  commanded  speed. 

CPSTART4 
Starts four-axis  constant-speed  control. 
Sets  the  axis  numbers  used  and  the  commanded  speed. 

CPEND 
Ends  the  two-,  three-,  or four-axis constant-speed control which was 
started  using CPSTARTP,  CPSTART3, or CPSTART4. 

Positioning  Control  Method to  the Pass  Point 

The  positioning  control to the  point  where control is changed is designated 
using the following  instructions: 

ABS-2/INC-2 
Designates  two-axis linear interpolation control. 
See  Section  7.3  'Two-axis  Linear Interpolation Control' for details. 

ABS-3/INC-3 
Designates  three-axis  linear interpolation control. 
See  Section 7.4 'Three-axis  Linear Interpolation Control' for details. 

ABS-4/INC-4 
Designates  four-axis linear interpolation control. 
See  Section 7.5 'Four-axis  Linear Interpolation Control' for details. 

ABSANCP 
Designates  circular  interpolation control using auxiliary point designa- 
tion. 
See  Section 7.6 'Circular  Interpolation  Using  Auxiliary  Point  Designa- 
tion' for details. 

ABSANC , ABSIINCQ , ABSANC u , ABSIINC t, 
Designates  circular interpolation control using  radius designation. 
See  Section 7.7 'Circular  Interpolation Using Radius  Designation' for 
details. 

ABSANCm , ABS/INC c* 
Designates  circular  interpolation control using center point 
designation. 
See  Section 7.8 'Circular  Interpolation  Using  Center  Point 
Designation'  for  details. 
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[Program  Example] n 

ditions  below. L d  
(a) System  configuration 

(1) This  program  executes  two-axis  constant-speed  control  under the con- i 

Constant-speed  control for  Axis 2 and Axis 3. 

Start command (XOOO) 

(b) Positioning  conditions 
1) The constant-speed  control  conditions are shown below. 

Item 
~ ~~~~~ ~~ 

Setting 

505 Servo program 
number 
Positioning  speed 1 OOOO 

Positioning 2-axis  linear Circular  Interpolation  2-axis  linear 
method interpolation Using  Radius  Designation interpolation 

Pass  point Axis 2 
100000 50000 30000 Axis 3 
90000 50000 30000 

- 

2) Constant-speed  control start command .... leading  edge of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 
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(c)  Servo  program 
Servo  program No. 505 for constant-speed control is shown  below. 

Start constant-speed control 
Axis used ............... Axis 2,  Axis 3 

Axis  3 Positioning speed ............ 10000 
Speed 

20000 

Axis 2,  
Axis  3,  30000 

Axis  2,  50000 
Axis  3,  50000 
Radius 

Two-axis linear interpolation control 

Positioning address Axis 2....30000 
Axis 3....30000 

Axis 2....50000 
Axis 3....50000 

Circular interpolation control 

Positioning address 

10000 
ABS-2 

ABS fl 

................... ABS-2  Radius 20000 
L Two-axis linear interpolation control 

100000 
CPEND PosiUoning address Axis 2....90000 

Axis 3....100000 
End constant-speed control 

(d) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which runs the sew0 program is shown 
below. 

I o x -  (-4 Turns ON PC ready. 
urn74 

2 
Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

No. 505 start command flag 

OFF + ON. 

cution request. 

X0000 M9074 M200D MW76 
H H H I  

11 
W 7 4  M561 MOO2 WOO3 

I '  CIRCUIT END 

I Turns OFF M551 on comple- 
tion of servo program No. 
505 execution request. 
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[Program  Example] 
(2) This  program  executes  four-axis  constant-speed  control  under the con- 

ditions  below. 
(a)  System  configuration 

Constant-speed  control  for  Axis 1, Axis 2, Axis 3, and Axis 4. 

A1720 

(b)  Positioning  details 
The  positioning by the  Axis  1,  Axis 2, Axis 3, and Axis  4  servomotors 
is shown in the diagram  below. 

\r 

\ 

Figure 7.30 Axis Configuration 
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Axis 2 positioning  direction 
(Forward  direction) 

A 

Axis 1 positioning 

(Forward  direction) 
-- (Forward  direction)  direction 

(Reverse directionp .c 
5000 10000 

(Reverse direction)  (Reverse  direction) 

Figure 7.31 Positioning by Four-Axis Constant-Speed Control 

(c)  Positioning  conditions 
1) The  constant-speed  control  conditions are shown below. 

2) Constant-speed  control  start  command .... leading  edge of X000 
(OFF + ON) 

, 

-4 
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(d) Servo  program P The  servo  program No. 506 for  constant-speed control is shown \ 
below. 

<K 506> 

CPSTART4 Start constant-speed control 
Axis 
Axis 
Axis 
Axis 
Speed 

Axis 
Axis 
Axis 
Axis 

Axis 
Axis 
Axis 
Axis 

Axis 
Axis 
Axis 
Axis 

CPEND 

INC-4 

INC-4 

INC-4 

Axes used ... Axis 1, Axis 2 , Axis 3, Axis 4 

10000 Positioning speed ...... 10000 

........ 

........ 
Axis 1 3000 

........ 
4000 

4000 Axis 3 4000 
Axis 4 ........ 4000 

5000 Four-axis linear interpolation control (P2) 
3500 

-4000 Axis 1 5000 

-6000 
Axis 3 -4000 

5000 Axis 4 ........ -6000 

........ 

........ 

........ 
Positioning addross 3500 

, i Four-axis linear interporon control (P3) 
Axis 1 ........ 5000 

Axis 3 ........ 3000 
Axis 4 ........ 6000 

Positioning address Axis 2 ........ 3500 

End constant-speed control 

(e) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which runs the  servo  program is shown 
below. 

0 Turns ON PC ready. 
Turns  ON all axes servo start 
command. 

No. 506 start command flag 

OFF + ON. 

cution request. 
S V m  

K 

I '  CIRCUIT END 

Turns OFF  M551  on comple- 
'tion of servo program No. 
506 execution request. 
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r - 4  
7.1 6.5 Pass point  skip function 

This is a function whereby,  by setting a skip signal for each  pass  point 
associated with a constant speed control instruction, positioning at the current 
point can be canceled and positioning carried out  at  the  next point. 

(1) Skip signal device 
[Data setting] 

The following devices can be designated as skip signal devices. 
X,Y,M,TC,TT,CC,CT,B,F 

[Notes] 

[Program  example] 

(1) If absolute circular interpolation is designated  at  or  beyond the point 
where the skip signal was  designated,  set  absolute linear 
interpolation up to that point. Otherwise,  an  error  occurs  and 
operation stops. 

(2) When a skip signal is input at the  final point, deceleration to a stop 
occurs  at  that point and  the program is ended. 

<K O> + I 
CPSTART2 Point 1 

v positioning  Skip Point 2 
positioning Axis 1 

Axis 2 
Speed lo000 

Axis 1, 1oOooo 
Axis 2, 200000 
Speed 10000 I I I I 

kro7ssing sir:;;,y;ce:;;;g ,----. 
ABSQ 

\ I  

skip x200 
SVST I I ABS-2 

I I I I 

Axis 1, 200000 
Axis 2, 200000 

CPEND 
Speed 

start accept 1 7 
l5Ooo Skip  signal fl 

I 

(XlOO) 
I 
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7.1 6.6 FIN  signal wait function P 
This is a  function  whereby,  when  the  FIN  wait  function is selected  and an M i 

code is set  for  each point on the way,  the  end  of processing of  each  point  on 
the way is synchronized  with  the  FIN  signal,  and  positioning  at  the  subsequent 
point is carried out  when the  FIN  signal  comes ON. 

[Data setting] 
(1 1 

[Notes] 

When  the FIN signal  wait  function is selected, the fixed 
acceleratiorVdeceleration time  method is used. 
Set  the acceIeration/deceIeration time  within  the  range 1 ms to 5000 
ms in the servo program  by  using  the  'FIN acceleratioddeceleration' 
option. 
Indirect  setting is also  possible by using D and W devices (1 word). 

If the acceleratiorddeceleration time  designation is outside  the 
permissible  range,  the S ~ N O  program  setting  error  '13' will occur  on 
starting and  control will be performed  with  an 
acceleratiorddeceleration time of 1000 ms. 

When interpolation is performed,  the M code  output in progress signal 
is output  for all interpolation axes. In this case, turn ON the signal for 
one of the  interpolating  axes. 

When  an M code is set  at  the  final  point,  positioning is completed 
after the  FIN  signal  has  gone  from  OFF to ON to OFF. r 

[Program example] 

<K O> 

CPSTART2 
Axis 1 
Axis 2 
Speed 10000 
FIN acceleration/ 100 
deceleration 

Axis 1, 200000 
Axis 2, 200000 
M code 10 

Axis 1, 300000 
Axis 2, 250000 
M code 11 

Axis 1, 350000 
Axis 2, 300000 
M code 12 

Axis 1, 400000 
Axis 2, 400000 
CPEND 

1 ABS-2 

2 ABS-2 

3 ABS-2 

4 ABS-2 

I 

. PGS 
FIN signal 

1. When the positioning at point 1 starts, an M code is 
output and the M code output in progress signal 
comes ON. 

2. On receiving this signal, the relevant processing is 
performed at the PC, and then the FIN signal is 
switched ON. Operation does not proceed to the 
next point until the FIN signal comes ON. 

3. When  the  FIN signal is turned ON from the 
programmable controller, the M code output in 
progress signal goes  OFF. 

4.  After the M code output in progress signal has gone 
OFF, the  FIN signal is turned OFF from the 
programmable controller. After that, positioning at 
the next point, point 2, starts. 
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The fixed acceleratiorVdeceleration method is a type of acceleration/de- 
celeration processing  whereby even if the command  speed  changes, 
tha time taken up  by acceleratiorVdecelert~n remains  fixed. 

V 
A 

deceleration  time. 

(1) When the fixed acceleration/deceleration method is used, the fol- 
lowing processing and  parameters  are invalidated. 
0 Rapid  stop  deceleration  time in parameter  block 
0 Completion point designation  method  for  speed  change point 
0 'S' curve acceleration/deceleration 

(2) When the type of positioning  operation  shown below (constant 
speed control) is performed,  the  speed processing for each axis  is 
as  shown below. 

Address Ax 
t 

Axis 1 

Positioning  operation 

Axis2 I 

Address Ay 
t 

Constant  speed  control  processing of 
each axis 
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7.17 Position Follow-Up Control P 
After  a  single  Control  Start,  positioning  occurs to the address  set  with  the  word >- 

device of the servo  system  CPU  designated in  the servo program. 
Position  foilow-UP  control is started  using the PFSTART  servo  program 
instruction. 

r I 

t 
I 

0 : Must be set 
A : Set if  required 

[Control Details] 
Control  Using  PFSTART instruction 

(1) Positioning to the  address  set  with  the  word device of the servo  system 
CPU designated in the  servo  program. 

(2) Position  follow-up  control is executed until the stop instruction is input. 
If the word  device  value  changes  while control is progress,  positioning 
is executed  to  the  changed  address. 

- 
Before reaching A, positioning 
address changed to B (return 

I 
I direction) 

Positioning  address A B 

C 
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.4 

[Cautions] 
(1)  The  number  of controllable axes is  limited to one. 

(2)  Only the absolute  data  method (AB- is used for positioning control to 
the pass  points. 

(3) The  speed  can be changed after control  is started. 
The  changed  speed  remains valid  until the stop  command is input. 

(4) Set the positioning address in the servo  program using indirect designa- 
tion with the word  devices D and W. 

(5) Use  only  even-numbered devices for indirect designation of positioning 
addresses in a servo  program. 
If  odd-numbered  devices are used,  when  an  attempt is made to start the 
control error 141 occurs  and control does not start. 

(6) Positioning speeds  can be set in  the servo  program using indirect 
designation with the word  devices D and W. 
However, this set  speed is  valid only at the start of position follow-up 
control (on execution of SVST,  DSFRP instructions) and the speed  does 
not  change if the indirect designations are changed  while control  is in 
progress. 

[Program  Example] 
(1)  System configuration 

Position follow-up control of Axis 3. 

A17lSCPU 1715  A15 

A172B t ENC X10 

Positioning start command (XOOO) 

(2) Positioning conditions 
(a)  The position follow-up conditions  are shown  below. 

Axis 3 

(b) Position follow-up control start command .... leading  edge of XOOO 
(OFF + ON) 
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(3) Operation timing 
The  operation timing for position follow-up control is shown  below. 

" f  Command in-position 
n , set value 

t 

Positioning address (D50) 

PC ready (M2000) 

PCPU ready (M9074) 
All axes servo start command 

(M2042) 
All-axis servo start accept flag 

(M2009) 
Start command (XOOO) 

SVST instruction 

Start accept flag (M2001+n) 

I I 1  I \ / I I  
I I 1  I I 1  
I I 1  I I ,  
I I 1  I I I  

I I 1  I 
I I1 1 

I 1  
I 1  

. . .  
J I I 1 1  I 1  I I 

. .  
I 1  
I 1  

I I 1  I I1  
I I 1  I I 1  

1 1 1  I I 1  
I 1 1  I I ,  

. . .  

Positioning start completed 
,.a. e-- .--.-\ 

1 1  I 
1 1  I \ w  louutrunl I I 

ositioning completed I I 

303+20n) I 
. . . . .  n 

P 
(M1601+20n) 

Command in-position 
(Mlt 

Stop command  (M1800+20n) I I  

Complete signal OFF  command 

M code x 
I 
1 

(M1804+20n) 

Torque limit value x 

(4) Servo  program 
The  servo  program No. 100 for position follow-up control is shown  below. 

cK 100s 

PFSTART L Position follow-up control 
Axis 3, D 

50- Speed 20000 
Axes used Axis 3 
Positioning address . . . . .  D50 

Speed .................. 20000 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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(5) Sequence  program 
The sequence  program  which runs the servo program is shown below. 

0 cI1” (wmJ Turns ON PC rea*. 
Turns ON all axes servo start 

2 command. 

4 
P K  

[OUOV 100 
gram to D50 when XOOO turns 

12 CSVST J3 

CIRCUIT END ’Turns ON the stop  command 
on completion of servo pro- 
gram No. 100 execution re- 
quest. 

-4 
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7.18 Simultaneous  Start 
I 

After  a  single  control  start, the designated  servo programs start  simultane- '- 

ously. 
Use the START instruction to simultaneously  start servo programs. 

Poslilonlng 
Ystkod 

* - 
o : Must  be  set 

[Control  Details] 

[Cautions] 

: Differs according to SeNO program started. 

1 Control  Using START Instruction I 
(1) Simultaneously  start the designated  servo  programs. 

1 Q E 

f 
L 

(2) Any servo  program  can be designated,  except the simultaneous  start 
(START instruction)  servo  program. 

(3) Up to three  servo  programs can be designated. 

(4) After  the  simultaneous  start,  each axis is controlled by the designated 
servo  program. 

(1) A check is made at the simultaneous  start.  An error occurs and opera- 
tion  does  not  start in the cases  shown in the table below. 

Error Error Procesrlng Stored Cod- 
D9189 D9190 

Designated servo program does 
not exist 

Start accept flag as servo program 
on simultaneous start (M9079): ON START instruction designated 
Program number causing error Servo  program setting error flag 

(see Section 6.3) occurred on simultaneous start due to an error 
Error Item Data Program number for which error (M2001+n): OFF A servo program cannot start 

19 

(2) The  servo  programs  cannot be designated for  the START  instruction 
using  indirect  designation. 

(3) If the servo  programs  designated for the  START instruction include 
fixed-pitch  feed  control  or  speed/position  switching  control,  start may be 
delayed  a maximum  of one  second  compared to other speed  control or r 
position  control. b 
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[Program Example] 
This  program  executes  simultaneous  start  under  the  conditions  below. 
(1)  System configuration 

Simultaneous start of  Axis 1 Axis 2, Axis 3, and  Axis 4. 

L 

A172B 1 1 I '''1 A17lSCPU A171S A1S 

(2)  Quantity  and  numbers of servo  programs  designated 
(a)  Designated  servo  programs: 3 

(b) Designated  servo  program  numbers 

Conbol Det.118 
Circular interpolation 
control 

45 Home position return 
control 

(3) Start conditions 
(a)  Simultaneous  start  servo  program  number ....... No. 121 

(b)  Simultaneous  start  run  command .................... leading  edge of 
X100 (OFF + ON) 

(4) Servo  program 
The  simultaneous  start  servo  program No. 121 is shown  below. 

START 
K 

-Simultaneous start 
1. No. 1 servo program 

K 14. 
No. 45 servo program K 45. 
No. 14 servo program 

'4 
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(5) Sequence  program 
The  sequence  program  which  runs  the  servo  program  is  shown  below. 

I 
0 b- (M2OOOd Turns ON PC ready. 

Turns ON a l l  axes  servo start 
command. 

121 start  command flag 
(M122) when X000 turns OFF 

Servo  program No. 121 exe- 
cution  request. 

tion of servo program No. 
121 execution  request. 

[SET MI22 
K 

[ W S T  JlJ3J4 121 

CIRCUIT END 
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7.19 JOG Operation 

. 

Runs  the set JOG  operation. 
Individual start or simultaneous start can  be used for JOG operation. 
JOG operation  can be run  from  a  sequence  program or in a  peripheral  device 
test mode. 
(For  information  on  running  JOG  operation in a  peripheral  device test mode, 
refer to the operation  manual for the  appropriate  peripheral  device.) 
To carry out  JOG  operation, the JOG  operation  must  be  set for each axis. 

7.19.1 JOG  operation data 

Parumtor 

The  JOG operation  data is the  data  required to carry out  JOG  operation. 
Set the JOG operation  data  from  a  peripheral  device. 

opordion rpnd i1 
8.l gmter than 
JOG 1pw.d E m i t  
V d W .  

1 to 16 (A171/&?73UHCPU (&ui rpocilii.tion) ) - Seb the panmotor blocknumbor wed 
for JOG oporation. 1 to 64 (A273UHCPU (32-uir rp~#icatian)) 1 

(1) JOG  operation  data  check 
A relative check of the JOG  operation  data is executed  at the following 
times: 

Power  on 
0 On PC ready  (M2000)  leading  edge  (OFF- ON) 
0 When test mode is selected. 

(2)  Data error processing 
0 Only  data for which errors were  detected  durina  the relative check 

0 The error code  corresponding to the  data for axes  where an error 
is chanaed to its defautt  value for JOG  operation control. 

was detected is stored in the data register. 

(1) JOG  operation to a position outside the  fixed parameter  stroke limit 
cannot be started. 
However,  JOG  operation is possible in the direction from  outside 
the  stroke limit to back inside the stroke limit. 

Stroke limit  lower  limit Stroke limit upper limit 

~ o o s  not start Does not start - starts 4-0 starts 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

7.19.2 Individual start ,,- 
Starts JOG operation for the designated  axes. 
JOG operation is controlled by the following JOG operation  signals: 

0 Forward JOG operation .......... M1802+20n 
0 Reverse JOG operation ........... M1803+20n 

[Control Details] 
(1 1 JOG operation  continues  at  the  speed  value  stored in the JOG operation 

speed  setting  register  while the JOG operation  signal  remains ON and 
a  deceleration  stop  occurs when the JOG operation signal turns OFF. 
Control  of  acceleration  and  deceleration is based  on the JOG operation 
data  settings. 

<A171 SCPU> 

Acceleration 

operation 
JOG operation  speed 

Deceleration stop based 
on JOG operation data 

I - .  
I I 
I I 

I 
I i ON 

JOG operation  signals OFF 
(Ml8m2fMl8rn3) 

I 

1 I 
JOG operation  carried out for  axes  for  which  the JOG operation  signal 
is ON. r 

L 

(2)  The JOG operation  signal, JOG operation  setting  register, and setting 
range for each  axis are shown in the  table  below. 

See  Section 3.4.2 for the JOG operation  signal and JOG operation setting 
register  used  for  each  axis  with  the A273UHCPU (8432-axis  specification) 
However,  the  setting  ranges  are  the  same  as  those  shown in the table 
above. 

POINTI 
To set  the JOG operation  speed  using  a  sequence  program,  store  a 
value in the JOG operation  speed  setting  register  which is 100 times 
the actual speed in units  of  millimeters  or  1000  times the speed in units 
of  inches  or  degrees. 

1 

I To set  a JOG operation  speed  of 6000.00 mmlmin., store the value I 
I 600000 in the JOG operation  speed  setting  register. 

Example . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I f 

L,,-,,,,--,,,,,,--,,-----,-----J b 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

(1)  Forward  JOG  operation  occurs if the  forward  JOG signal (M1802+20n) 
and  reverse  JOG signal (M1803+20n) turn ON simultaneously for a 
single axis. 
After the  forward JOG signal turns OFF  and  deceleration stop is com- 
plete, reverse  JOG  operation starts if the  reverse  JOG  operation signal 
remains ON. 

I V 
t Forward JOG operation 

' ON 
Forward OFF 
JOG signal ON 
Reverse JOG OFF 
operation 1 Reverse JOG 

-4 

(2) If the JOG operation signal turns back ON during  deceleration after the 
JOG operation signal previously  turned OFF, deceleration  continues 
until the  speed  reaches  zero  before JOG operation is restarted. 

I I JOG operation I V 

-4 

(3)  JOG  operation  cannot  be  started by the JOG operation  signals 
(M1802+20n/M1803+20n) in a peripheral device test mode. 
JOG  operation starts on  the  leading edge  (OFF + ON) of the JOG 
operation signal after the test mode is reset. 

JOQ operation  not posd- 
ble without JOG operation JOG operation 
signal leading edge JOG operation  not 

possible  during  test 

t 
I 

I 

JOG operation OFF 
signal 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

[Program Example] 
This  program  executes JOG operation  under  the  conditions below. 
(1) System  configuration 

JOG operation of  Axis 4. 

A1728 

Forward  JOG operation command (XOOO) 
Reverse JOG operation command (XOO1) 

(2) JOG operation  conditions 
(a) Axis  number ................. Axis 4 

(b) JOG operation  speed ..... 1000 

(c) JOG operation  commands 
1) Forward JOG operation ........... XOOO ON 
2) Reverse JOG operation ........... X001 ON 

(3) Sequence  program 

0 Turns ON PC ready. 

, 
# V  

I 

Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

(1000) in D982, D983 when 
XOOO or X001 is ON. 
Turns ON M140 when  storage 

plete. 

Forward JOG operation. 

K 
H H I  [ DMOV loo0 Stores JOG operation speed 

M1 of JOG operation speed is corn 

M1 

I 
31RCUIT END 

I \Turns OFF Mi40 when XOOO 
and X001 turn OFF. 

r L 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

7.1 9.3 Simultaneous start 

Simultaneously starts JOG operation  designated for multiple axes. 

[Control  Details] 
(1) JOG operation  continues  at  the  speed  value  stored in the JOG operation 

speed setting register for each axis while the JOG simultaneous start 
command  (M2015)  remains ON, and a  deceleration  stop  occurs  when 
M2015  turns OFF. 
Control of acceleration and deceleration is based on  the JOG operation 
data settings. 

Acceleration based 
on J O G  operation 1 datay ~ J O G  o : F n  speed 

Deceleration stop based 
on J O G  operation data 

I / \ 
J O G  operation I 
based on Dl015 I 

,t 

I 

Dl015 I 
I 
I 

M2015 OFF I 

(2) JOG operation is carried out on the axes  set in the JOG simultaneous 
start axis setting area (Dl 01 5). 

Dl015 - 1: Run J O G  operation 
0:  Do not run J O G  operation - Example - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. 

Setting Axis 1 and Axis 2 to toward J O G  operation and Axis 4 to reverse J O G  operation I using th. MOV instruction. 
I (1)ret as a hexadecimal value (H) ...... 1 2 ,  MOV HOW3 Dl015 

(3)  The JOG operation  speed setting registers are  described  below. 

<A1  71  SCPU> 

SlgnWC Unltr M R a n g o  Untts 8.t Ron@* UnW 8ot Rang. Unltr 8.1 Rang. SigiHl- 
ant 

1 0 9 6 5 0 9 6 4  
cord 

. 2 X10-2 10 W70  ~ Do71 1 to x104 XIOJ 1 to 

wTI 
pLw'ec lo& d m i n  600000000 d m i n  600000000 mrrJmm 8OOO00000 0976 

4 ma2 D983 

See  Section 3.4.2 for the JOG operation  speed setting register used for 
each axis with the A273UHCPU  (8432-axis specification) However,  the 
speed  change  values  are the same  as  those  shown in the table above. 
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[Program  Example] 
This  program  executes  simultaneous start of JOG  operations  under  the I 

/7 
conditions  below. 
(1) System configuration 

JOG  operation of Axis 1, Axis 2, and  Axis 4. 

A1726 

JOG  operation  command (XOOO) 

I - -----.----- - - - - - -  
(2) JOG  operation  conditions 

(a)  The  JOG  operation  conditions  are  tabled  below. 
~~~ ~~ 

Item 

Reverse  Forward Forward JOG  operation direction 
1000 500 1000  JOG  operation  speed 

Axis  4  Axis 2 Axis  1  Axis  number 
JOG 

(b) JOG operation  command .... XOOO ON 

(3) Sequence  program 

I OFP (Y2m4 Turns ON PC ready. 

2 

+ H H H I  4 

: ;  
m 7 4  

w2042b Turns ON all axes servo start 
X0000 MOO74 MOO9 MOO76 WOO1 WOO2 M2004 H 

command. 

axes  while XOOO is ON. 

r r e s  the JOG operation 

DQ70 + 

[DMOV iwo 

propriate JOG operation  speed 

W82 

" " cuov 0803 Diols+ Stores in Dl015 JOG  operation 
" I  " 8  " I  

K 
[OUOV loo0 

K 
I- 

[DMOV 500 
speed for  each axis in the ap- 

setting registers. 

Turns ON M141  when setting is  
[SET MI41 I- complete for simultaneous sw 

K 

XWW Y141 axes and JOG  operation 
= + H I  

x0000 
41 r 4: CRST M141 I-, JOG  operation. 

I CIRCUIT END 'Turns OFF M141  when XOOO 
turns OFF. 

I' 

/ 

c 
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720 Manual Pulse Generator  Operation 

-4 

Positioning control according to the  number of pulses  input  from the manual 
pulse  generator. 
Simultaneous  operation of 1 to 3  axes is possible with one  manual  pulse 
generator;  the  number  of  modules that can  be  connected is as  shown  below. 

Numbor  Connoctablo to the 
Manual Puis. Qenwator 

A171SCPU 
3 A273UHCPU (8-132-axis specifcation) 
1 

IIMPORTANTI 1 
When two or  more A273EX are installed, connect  the  manual  pulse 
generator to the first A273EX (counting  from  slot 0 of the main  base 
unit). 
(Only  one  manual  pulse  generator can be used.) 

[Control  Details] 

(1) Positioning of the  axes  set in the manual  pulse  generator axis setting 
register according to the  pulses input from  the  manual  pulse  generator. 
Manual  pulse  generator  operation is only valid while  the  manual  pulse 
generator  enable flag is ON. 

<A1  71  SCPU> 

I Pulse I Manual  Pulse Qonorator  Enable Flag I Sottlng  Rogistor 
I Dl012  02012 I 
<A273UHCPU (8-axis specification)> 
Manual Puis. Qanerator Manual  Pulse  Genorator Manual  Pulse  Qenwator 

Connoctd  Porltlon Enable Flag Axis Setting Rogiskr 
P1 M2012 Dl012 

r P2 M2013 Dl013 

<A273UHCPU (32-axis specification)> 
Manual h l 8 0  Qonomtor Manual Pulsa Qonorator Manual  Pulse Qonarator 

C o n n w t d  Position Enablo Flag Axis Setting Roglstor 

t P2 0716, D717 W 5 2  I P1 M a 5 1  D714,  D715 

I P3 I 0718,  0719 M a 5 3  I 
(2)  The travel value  and  output  speed  are  shown  below for positioning 

control due to manual  pulse  generator  output. 
(a)  Travel  value 

The travel value  due to the input of pulses  from  a  manual  pulse 
generator is calculated  using the following formula. 

[travel value] = [travel value  per pulse] x [number  of  input  pulses] 
x [manual  pulse  generator input multiplication factor setting] 
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 REMARK^ 

. <A1  71  SCPU> 

The connected position of the manual pulse generator used with the A273UHCPU (8432-axis 
specification) indicates the A273EX connector pin (Pl,  P2, P3) to which the manual pulse 
generator is connected. 
See the A273UHCPU  (8132-axis specification) Motion Controller User’s Manual (1567262 for 
details about A273EX. ) 

(4) Manual  pulse  generator I-pulse input magnification 
(a)  The magnification setting for a  1  pulse  input from the manual 

pulse  generator is set for each  axis. 

1-puis. input 
M8gnitic8tion 

Sottlng Rog1st.r 
~ o t t ~ n g  R8ngo C o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n g  

Dl018 Axis 3 
Dl019 Axis 4 

<A273UHCPU (&axis)> 

-4 

Dl016 

Axis 8 Dl023 
Axis 7 Dl022 
Axis 6 Dl021 
Axis 5 D l  020 
Axis 4 Dl019 
Axis 3 Dl018 
Axis 2 01017 
Axis 1 

1-100 

<A273UHCPU (32-axisb 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

(5 )  At the leading  edge of the  manual  pulse  generator  enable  flag,  a  check 
is made in  the manual  pulse  generator  1-pulse  input  magnification 1- 

setting registers of the manual  pulse  generator input magnifications  set 
for the  appropriate  axes. 
If an out-of-range  value is detected, the manual  pulse  generator axis 
setting error register (D9187)  and  manual  pulse  generator axis setting 
error flag (M9077) are  set and a  value  of 1 is used  for the magnification. 

- 

(6)  Manual  pulse  generator  smoothing  magnification setting 
Set  a  magnification to smooth  the  leading  edge  and trailing edge  of 
manual  pulse  generator  operation. 

cAl71 SCPU> 
b 

Manual Pulse Generator  Smoothlng 
Yagnlficatlon Sefflne Rwlrter 

D9192 0 to59 

4273UHCPU (&axis)> 0 to59 

Manual Pulse Generator  Smoothing 
Yagnltlcatlon  Sofflng Rwlster 

Manual pulse generator 1 (P11 : D9192 
Manual pulse generator 2  (P2) : D9193 

LManual pulse generator 3  (P3) : D9194 I 
(a)  Operation 

Manual pulse generator input 
O N  

Manual pulse generator OFFJ 
enable flag (M2012) I I 

I 

Output  speed ( V l )  = ( number  of  input 
pulsedms > x (  input  magnification setting 1 manual  pulse  generator 1 pulse 

travel value x (of  input ) x ( number  manual  pulse  generator  1 
Travel  value (L) = (per pulse pulses 

pulse  input  magnification 
setting 

(1) The travel value per manual pulse generator pulse  is as follows. 
Setting unit mm : 0.1 pm 

inch : 0.00001 inch 
degree : 0.00001 degree 
PULSE : 1 pulse 

(2)  The smoothing time constant  is  a value in  the  range 56.8 ms to 3408 ms. 

-€ 

f 
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[Cautions] 

Details of errors  occurring during the setting  of  data  for  manual  pulse 
generator  operation  are  shown in the table below. 

Error Details Error Procrrslng 

A digit  was  set  outside  the 
ranges 1-4, 1-8, or 1-32. Manual pulse  generator of valid axes with  settings 

The designated axis  is set for Duplicated designated axis  ignored. 
manual pulse  generator Executes  the  manual  pulse  generator operation 
operation. set first. 
More than 4 digits  set All set axes ignored 

Digit ignored where error  occurred. 

in  rang os 1-4. 1-8, or 1-32. 

The  start  accept  flag  turns ON for axes  during  manual  pulse  generator 
operation. 
Consequently,  positioning  control  or  home  position  return  cannot  be 
started by the servo  system CPU or  a  peripheral  device. 
Turn OFF the manual  pulse  generator  enable  flag when manual  pulse 
generator  operation is complete. 

The torque  limit  value is fixed at 300% during  manual  pulse  generator 
operation. 

When the manual  pulse  generator  enable  flag  comes ON for a  driven 
axis,  for  example  one  performing  positioning  control  or JOG operation, 
error 214 is set  for the relevant axis and manual  pulse  generator  input 
is not  enabled.  After the axis  has  been  stopped, the rise of the manual 
pulse generator  enable flag is validated, the manual  pulse  generator 
input  enabled  status is established,  the  start  accept flag comes ON, and 
input  from the manual  pulse  generator is accepted. 

If the manual  pulse  generator  enable flag for another  manual pulse 
generator No. is turned ON for an axis  currently  performing  manual  pulse 
generator  operation,  error 214 is set  for the relevant  axis  and the input 
of  that  manual  pulse  generator is not  enabled. 

If, after the manual  pulse  generator  enable flag has  been  turned OFF, it 
is turned ON again  for  an  axis  that  is  performing  smoothing  deceleration, 
error 214 is set  and  manual  pulse  generator  input is not  enabled.  Turn 
the manual  pulse  generator  enable flag ON after  smoothing  deceleration 
to a stop (after the start  accept  flag  has  gone OFF). 

If, after the manual  pulse  generator  enable  flag  has  been turned OFF, 
another axis is set  during  smoothing  deceleration and the same  manual 
pulse generator  enable flag is turned ON again,  manual  pulse  generator 
input will not be enabled. In this case, the manual  pulse  generator axis 
setting error bit of the manual pulse generator  axis  setting  error  storage 
register (D9187) comes ON, and the manual  pulse  generator  axis setting 
error flag (M9077) comes ON. Establish an interlock  such  that the start 
accept flag of the designated  axis  going OFF is  a  condition for the 
manual pulse generator  enable flag coming ON. 
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[Procedure for Manual Pulse Generator  Operation] 

The  procedure for  manual pulse  generator  operation is shown below. 

C Start 1 
I I 

Set manual  pulse  generator 1- 
pulse  input  magnification 

Turn ON manual  pulse 

using  a  sequence  program 

Turn OFF manual  pulse ....... using  a  sequence  program 

r End 3 
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[Program Example] 
This program  executes  manual  pulse  generator operation under  the condi- 
tions below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Manual  pulse  generator operation of Axis 1. 

A1728 

MMUI pub0 
gormator 

(2) Manual  pulse  generator operation conditions 
(a)  Manual  pulse  generator operation axis ........... Axis 1 

(b)  Manual  pulse  generator 1-pulse input ............ 100 

(c)  Manual  pulse  generator operation enable ....... leading edge of XOOO 

(d) Manual  pulse  generator operation complete .... leading edge of X001 

magnification 

(OFF + ON) 

(OFF + ON) 

(3) Sequence  program 
A sequence  program  for  manual pulse generator operation  is shown 
below. 

Turns ON PC ready. 
Turns ON all axes servo 
start  command. 
Detects loading edge of 
XOOO (OFF + ON) 

D,012 Sets  axis (Axis 1) for man- 
ual  pulse  generator  opera- 

\ h i s  1 manual pulse  gener- 

{PLS 

I "  

K 
[UOV 1 

[MOV 100 Dl016 tion' 
K 

- L a c  I 

ClRCVT END X001 turns ON. 

'4 
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721 Home Position  Return 

(1) Use  home position return  at  power on and  other  times  where  confirma- 
tion that axes are at the machine  home  position is required. 

(2) The  following three methods of  home position  return  are  available: 
0 Near-zero  point  dog  method  Used when  not  using an absolute 
0 Count  method 1 position  system 
0 Data  set  method .................... (Recommended for  an absolute-posi- 

tion  system) 

(3) To carry out home position return,  the  home position return data must 
be set for each  axis. 

7.21.1 Home position  return data 

The  home position return data is the data  required to carry  out home position 
return. 
Set the home position return data  from  a  peripheral  device. 

Table 7.3 Table of Home  Position  Return  Data 

6. nrm 

Home 
pornion 

diredion 
return 

Home 
porition 
return 
method 

Home 
3 position 

addmr 

poaition 

Travel 

6 otter nee! 
zero poin 

7 block 
Perarmta 

aening 

0: near-zero point dog method 
1: count mthd 
2: data set method 

-2147483648 xt0- l  -2147483448 x104 
02147483647 )un to2147483647 inch 0t035889949 

6oooO00.00 min 600000.000 min 6OOO00.000 
0.01 to mud 0.001 to inch/ 0.001 to 

6000000.00 min 606000.004 min 600000.000 
0.01 to rnd 0.001 to incN 0.001 lo 

--TT dqm 2147483647 

t to 16 (A171WA273UHCPU (&&a tpd icat ion)  ) 
1 to 64 (A273UHCPU (32-uh rpacifiition)) 

Maun 
Innlal Remarks 
Value 

Seta the  direction for 
h o r n  position return. 
Axir lraveb  in designated 

tion  return  ia started. 
direction  attar home posi- 

Seta the home porlion  re 
turn method. 
Th. near-zero point dog 
method  or count  method 
is ntomrnended for a 

0 aervoemplifiar which 
doea  not support abso- 
lute data. and tha  data 
let method is r w o m  
m n d d  for a servo am 
p l i i i r   M ich  supports 
absolute data. 
Sets the pnrant value 01 
the home wition after 
home m i l i o n  return. 

0 It it recommanded that 
the home position ad- 
dWM is set at the atroke 
l id upper limit or bwer 
limit. 

Sets the speed for home 
mition return. 

Sets the creep sped 
(br speed inunedutaly 
M o r e  stopping after de- 

1 celeration  from h a  
position  return a-d) 

dog. 
after the near-zero  point 

Set8 ttw tnval value afta~ 
the near-zero point dog 
for the count method. 
Set greater  than the de- 
celmtion diatenca at the 

aped .  
honr position  return 

- 

1 to use for home position 
Seta the paramotor block 

return (a- Saction 4.4). 

/- 
I . 

f 
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(1) Setting the travel value after near-zero point dog 
(a) This  parameter sets the  travel value after  the near-zero point  dog 

turns ON for home position return using the count method. 

(b)  After  the near-zero point dog turns ON, the home position  is the first 
zero  point after travel by the set travel value is complete. 

(c)  Set the  travel value  after the near-zero point dog turns ON greater 
than the deceleration distance at the home position  return speed. 

[Home  position  return  operation] 
I 

I 
I 

I Speed limit  valueVP = 200 kpps 

I I A 
I Home  position  return  speed: I\, 

I I \  
I VZ = 10 kpps I \  
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I Creep  speed: Vc I 1 kpps I 
I 4 I 

I 

I 
I 

I I 
I 

I 
I Actual  deceleration  time: , ; L 5  

Vz t -TBx-  
VP 

I I 

TB Deceleration  time: 
TB = 300 ms 

I 

[Deceleration  distance  (shaded area under  graph)] 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

=ZJx1o00 vz x t  

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I - Change  in  speed  per  millisecond 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 10 x 1 0 " x 3 0 0   x 1 0   x l d  -- 
I - 2000 200 x 10 
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7.21.2 Home position return by the rwtlr-zero point dog method 

(1) Near-zero point dog  method 
Using the near-zero point dog  method, the home position is the first zero 
point after the near-  zero  point  dog turns OFF. 

(2)  Home position return by the  near-zero point dog  method 
The  home position  return operation using the near-zero point dog 
method is shown in Fig. 7.32. 

~ ~~~ 

Home position return A deceleration stop occurs after 

carried out from this 

The distance to the zero point 
is determined from  the servo 

the near-zero point dog turns OFF. 

t 
I Near-zero I I I  I 

point dog f I 
I - 

'ON 
I Zero point 
n wp The travel value in this range is 

QFF I 
I 

u I '  I 

I 
I 

I I stored in the monitoring register: 
Travel value after near-zero point 
dog turns ON 
The travel vaiue in this range is 
stored in the monitoring register: 
Home position return second travel 

Fig. 7.32 Operation of Home Position Return by the Near-Zero Point 
Dog Method 

(3) Running  home position return 
To run home position return, use  the  servo  program  described in Section 
7.21.5. 

(4) Cautions 
Take note of the following points during home position return by the 
near-zero point dog  method. 
(a) Keep the near-zero point dog ON during deceleration from  the  home 

position return speed to the creep  speed. 
A deceleration stop  occurs if the near-zero point  dog turns OFF 
before deceleration to the creep  speed,  and the next zero point 
becomes the home position. 

Home position return speed The  zero point in this range does not be- 
( l , /-come the home position. 

i [Setcreep speed 
I I 
I I 
I I I 4 

Near-zero 
point dog 

I I I I 
I I 

I 
I ON IOFF I 
U Zero point I U I  - 

The next zero point becomes the home position. 
A zero point is missed during the deceleration 
stop after the near-zero point dog turns OFF. 
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(b)  Adjust the position  where the near-zero  point  dog  turns  OFF,  such 
that  the home position  return  second travel value  becomes  half the 
travel value  for  one  revolution  of the motor. 
A home position  discrepancy  equivalent to one  revolution  of the 
motor  may  occur if the home position return  travel  value is less than 
half  the travel value for one  revolution  of the motor. 

If the  deceleration stop  position  after the 
near-zero  point  dog turns OFF i s  very 
close to a zero  point, the creep  speed  and 
deceleration  settings  may  result  in a home 
position  discrepancy  equivalent to one 
revolution of the motor. 

Near-zero 
point  dog i 

ON OFF I 

I I 
I 
I 
I . u u -  Zero  point 

' 
 IMPORTANT I 

(1) In the following  cases,  before  starting the home  position  return,  use 
JOG operation  or  some  other  method to return the axis to a position 
before  where the near-zero  point  dog  turned ON. Home position 
return will not  start  unless the axis is returned  to  a  position  before 
the near-zero  point  dog  position. 
(a) Home  position  return  from  a  position after the near-zero  point 

(b) When the power is turned ON after home position  return  was 
dog  turned OFF. 

completed. 
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7.21.3 Home position return by the  count method 

(1) Count  method 
Using  the  count  method, the home position is the first zero point after a 
designated  distance  (travel  value  after  near-zero  point dog turns ON) 
after the near-zero  point  dog  turns ON. 
The  travel  value  after the near-zero  point  dog  turns ON is set in  the table 
of home position  return  data  shown in section 7.21 .l. 

(2) Home  position  return by the  count  method 
The  home  position  return  operation  using the count  method is shown in 
Fig. 7.33. 

After the near-zero point  dog 
turns ON, positioning by the travel 

Home position return value after the near-zero point 

direction dog set in the home position  re- - turn data turns ON is executed. 
I l-bme  Position  l-bme Position / Positioning is carried out from this 
return start 4 return position t i t h e  zero point. 

The distance to the zero point 
is determined from the servo 

I * t  
I Near-zero I I I 

point dog 
!ON I I , 

I U  I The travel value in this range is 

I I Travel value after near-zero point 
I I dog turns ON. - I The travel value in  this range is 

Zero point 
n 

I 
stored in the monitoring register: 

I 

stored in the monitoring register: 
Home position return second travel 
value. 

Fig. 7.33 Operation of Home Position Return by the  Count  Method 

(3) Running  home  position  return 
To run home position  return,  use the servo  program  described in Section 
7.21.5. 

(4) Cautions 
(a)  Maintain  sufficient  distance  between the position where the near- 

zero  point dog turns OFF  and the home position. 

(b)  Using the count  method,  home  position  return or resumptive  start of 
home position  return  is  possible  when the near-zero point dog turns 
ON. To carry  out  home  position  return  or  resumptive start of home 
position  return  when  the  near-zero  point  dog  turns ON, return the 
axis to a  position where the near-zero  point  dog is OFF before 
starting  the home position  return. 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

7.21.4 Home position  return by the data set  method 

(1) Data  set  method 
The  data set method is a  home position return method  which  does  not 
use  the  near-zero point dogs. This  method  can be used with the abso- 
lute position system. 

(2) Home position return by  the  data set method 
The  address  present  value  becomes the home position address  when 
the home position return operation is run with the DSFRP instruction. 

" 1  The  address  when the home position  re- 
turn is  run  is registered as the  home  po- 
sition  address. 

Home  position 
return with the 
DSFRP instruction 

Fig. 7.34 Operation of Home Position  Return by the  Data  Set  Method 

(3) Executing  home position return 
To  execute  home position return,  use  the  servo  program  described in 
Section 7.21.5. . 

(4) Cautions 
(a) A zero point must  be  passed  between turning on  the power  and 

executing  home position return. 
A no  zero point passed error occurs if home position return is 
executed  before  a  zero point is passed. 
After  a  no  zero point passed error occurs, reset the error and  turn 
the  servomotor at least one revolution using JOG operation  before 
running  the  home position return operation  again. 
Use  the  zero point passed signal (M16m6) to check that a  zero point 
is passed. 

(b) Starting home position return with the  data set method  when  not 
using  the  absolute position system  has the same function  as the 
present  value  change  command. 

(c)  The  home position return data  required for the  data  set  method  are 
the  home position return method  and  home position address. 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

7.21.5 Home position return servo program 

Home position return uses the ZERO sew0 instruction. 

r I t 

L I 
0 : Must be set 

[Control Details] 
(1) Home position return  is carried out using the method  designated in the 

home position return data  (see  Section  7.21.1). 
Refer to the following sections for details about the home position return 
methods: 

Near-zero point dog method ......... Section 7.21.2 
0 Count method.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 7.21.3 
0 Data  set  method. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 7.21.4 c 

[Caution] 
If the following circuit conducts  home position return using the near-zero 
point dog method after the PC ready flag (M2000) turns ON but  before 
the PCPU ready flag (M9074)  turns ON, another  home position return 
request is issued after home position return is complete. 
Therefore,  apply interlock conditions to M9074  and  X1602+20n (in-posi- 
tion signal)  when carrying out a home position return. 
(See  program  example.) 

I I 
/- Start reception flag 

Home position  return  complete  signal 
I 

M2001 Ml6lO M9074 M1602 
t-[SVSl J l  0 

K 

CIRCUIT END ‘L In-position  signal I 

i 

I I 
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[Program  Example] 
This  program  carries out home  position  return  using servo program No. 0, 
under the conditions  below. 
(1) System  configuration 

Home  position  return of Axis  4. 

A1726 

Home  position  return  command (XOOO) 

(2) Servo  program  example 
Servo  program No. 0 for  home  position  return is shown below. 

I 
ZERO - Home  position  return 

Axis 4 Axis used ........ Axis 4 

I 

(3) Sequence  program  example 
The  sequence  program which  runs  the servo program  is  shown  below. 

0 Turns ON PC ready. 

Turns ON all axes servo start 
command. 

Turns ON servo  program No. 0 
start command  flag (Ml) when 
X000 turns ON. 

C W S T  54 0 Servo  program No. 0 execution 
request. 

servo program No. 0 execution 

K 

[RsT Y1 Turns OFF M1 on  completion 01 

CIRCUIT END request. 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

722 High-speed  Oscillation 

Positioning of a  designated  axis is performed on an oscillating sine  wave. 
r 
I- - 

Others I C 

- 5 
i 

A 0 0  

Controltablo 
Numlwr ot 

Axas 

1 

Inrtruuctlon Yrthod 
S m o  PoelUonlng 

lost( - 
0 : Must be set 
A :Set if required 

t 

[Control  details] 
The  designated  axis is caused to oscillate  on  a  designated  sine  wave. 
Acceleratioddeceleration processing is not  performed. 

-f -77 i 

(1) Amplitude 
Designate  the  amplitude of the oscillation in the setting units. 
The  amplitude  can be set in the range 1 to 2147483647. 

Set  the  angle  on  the  sine  cunm at which oscillation is to start. 
The setting range is 0 to 359.9 (degrees). 

(2) Starting  angle 

(3) Frequency 
Set  how  many sine  curve  cycles  occur in one  minute. 
The  setting  range is 1 to 5000 (CPM). 

I POINT I 1 
Since acceleration/deceleration processing is not performed, you 
should  set the starting  angle to 90 degrees  or 270 degrees in order to 
avoid an abrupt  start. 

i 
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7. POSITIONING CONTROL 

[Notes] 
4 (1) If the amplitude setting is outside the permissible  range, the servo 

program  setting error '25' occurs  and  operation  does  not start. 
(2) If the starting angle setting is outside  the  permissible range,, the 

servo  program setting error '26' occurs and operation  does  not start. 
(3) If the frequency setting is outside  the  permissible  range, the servo 

program setting error '27' occurs  and  operation  does  not start. 
(4) After starting, operation is continually repeated until a stop  signal 

is input. 
(5) Speed  changes  during  operation  are  not possible. Attempted 

speed  changes will cause  minor error '31 0'. 

[Example program] 
An  example  of  a  program for high-speed oscillation is shown  below. 

I 

ISC 
Axis 1 
Start  angle 90.0 
Amplitude 1000 
Frequency 100 

I 

r 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS r 

This  section  describes  the auxiliary and applied functions available for posi- - 
tioning control by  the servo system CPU. 
(1) Limit switch output function. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.1 

(2) M code  output function.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.2 

(3) Backlash  compensation function . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.3 

(4) Torque limit function. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.4 

(5) Electronic  gear  function , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.5 

(6) Absolute  positioning system . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.6 

(7) Speed  change . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.7 

(8)  Present value change. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.8 

(9) Skip function . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.9 

(10) Teaching function. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 8.1 0 

(1 1) High-speed  reading of designated  data . . . . . Section 8.1 1 

(1 2) Servo program cancektart function . . . . . . . . Section 8.1 2 \ 
f 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTlONS 

‘4 8.1 Limit Switch Output  Function 

The limit  switch  output  function  allows the AlSY42 output  module  or AY42 
output  module to output  ON/OFF  signals  corresponding to the positioning 
address  set  for  each  axis. 

8.1.1 Limit switch output data 

-2147483648 to 
21 47483647 

inch, PLS) setting 

(x 1 0-5 degree) 

Units 

OMOFF point (x lo-’ prn, x 
Upto10 

x 1 0-5 inch 
x degree 

0 points can 
be set for 

0 to 35999999 each axis. 

8.1.2 Limit switch output function 

[Control  Details] 
(1) The  limit  switch  function  outputs the ON/OFF pattern from the AlSY42/ 

AY42 at  the  set  addresses. 
Before  running the limit  switch  output  function,  the  ON/OFF  point  ad- 
dresses and the ON/OFF  pattern  must  be  set  from  a peripheral device. 
(Settings  cannot be made  by the sequence  program.) 
The  number  of  limit  switch  outputs  per  axis and the ON/OFF  points  are 
as  follows: 
(a)  Number  of limit switch  output  points: ..... 8 points/axis, 

total 64 points 

(b)  ON/OFF points ...................... .. ........... 10 points/axis 
Set an address in the stroke 
limit  range for each  point. 

8 points/axis 

ON/OFF switching points. 10 pointslaxis. 
/’- (Common for Point 1 through Point 8.) 

MIN / A 

I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1  
\ MAX 

Point 1 

Point 2 

Point 3 

Point 4 

Point 5 

Point 6 

Point 7 

Point 8 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED FUNCTIONS 
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~ ~~ 

(2) Limit  Switch  Enable/Disable  Setting F 
The  following  devices  can  be  used  to  enable  or  disable  the  limit  switch I 

output  from  each axis or  each  point. 
Table 8.1 Limit Switch Enable/Disable Settings 

Limit switch output 
usedlnot used set- 
ting in the fixed pa- 
rameters. 

Limit switch output 
enable signal 
(M1806+20n) 

Limit switch output 
disable setting 

(Dl008 and 01009) 
registers 

Setting Processing Set Data Valid 
Unit Timing 

I"" 1 l(1) Leading edge of 
Set ONlOFF pattern can  be output PC ready 
for the ap ropriate axis. (M2000) 
Not Used 
'All outputs OF\ for the appropriate 

(2) When test mode 
is started 

axis. 
ON I 
ONlOFF pattern is output for the 
appropriate axis based on the set Limit switch output 
ONlOFF pattern and the limit usedlnot used 
switch output disable setting setting in the fixed 
registers (Dl008 and Dl009). parameters is set to 

OFF I 
All outputs OFF  for the appropriate 
axis. 
Disable bit (1) 
Outputs corresponding to disable 

'used.' 

bits'set to  '1' &e OFF. 
'oint Enable bit (0 )  1 While M1806+20n is 

ON. 
Outputs corresponding to enable 
bits set  to '0' output  an  ONlOFF 
pattern based  on  the set ONlOFF 

Ipattern. 

The data in Table 8.1 is also valid during the test mode ret  by a peripheral device. 

(3) Cautions 
(a)  The  limit  switch  output is based on the 'feed  present  value' for each 

axis  after PC ready (M2000) turns ON and the PCPU ready flag 
(M9074) is ON. 
All points turn OFF when  the  PCPU  ready flag (M9074) turns OFF. 

(b) While  the PCPU  ready  flag (M9074) is ON and the feed present  value 
is outside  the  set  stroke  limits,  the  limit  switch  output is based  on 
M1806+20n. 
Consequently, the user  should  apply an interlock to ensure that the 
sequence  program  turns  M1806+20n ON inside the stroke  limit  range 
only. 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 
~~ 

8.2 M Code Output Function -- 
An M code is a  code number  between 0 and 255 which  can be set for each 
positioning cdntrol. During positioning control execution,  these M codes are 
read by the sequence  program to check the current servo  program  and to 
command auxiliary operations,  such  as  clamping, drill rotation, and tool 
changing. 
(1) Setting M codes 

The M code  can  be  set  when  a  servo  program is written or modified using 
a  peripheral  device. One M code  can  be  set for each sew0 program. 

(2) M code  storage  and  read timing 
(a) M codes  are  stored in the M code register for the  designated axis  on 

positioning start  completion  and  at  designated  points  (speed  switch- 
ing control, constant  speed control). 
During interpolation control, the M code is stored for all axes  under 
interpolation control. 

(b) To  read an M code  on positioning start  completion,  use  the position- 
ing start completion signal (M16m0)  as the read  command. 

(c) To read  an M code  on positioning completion,  use the positioning 
completion  signal (M16ml) as  the  read  command. 

~~~~ ~ 

Position  control or speed  control I 
V t  

SCPU controlled by 
sequence program 

PCPU controlled by 
servo program 

Dwell time 

( 
'ON I I ,  

M 
C t  

PC ready flag (M2000) 
OFF 1 I I  - .  . 

DSFRP instruction f;l ON 
, I  
I I  

Start accept nag (M200n) 

Positioning start completion OFF 
signal (M1600+20n) 
Positioning completion 
signal (M 1601 +20n) 

M code 
f 
I 
I 

L Set M code  number is stored 

Speed  switching  control I - 

PC ready flag (M2000) 

DSFRP instruction 

Start accept flag (M2001cn) 

Positioning start completion signal (M1600+20n) 

Positioning completion signal (MleOl+20n) 

M code 

P1 (Speed switching point) 
P2 (Speed switching point) 

/ p3 (Stop) 

ON I I 
I 

I , I 

OFF ] I I I I 4 

I I I 
I , I f;ll 

I I 

i ON 
OFF 

1 
I 0 I 

I 

I I 
I I I 

OFF 
I ' ON 
I 

I 
I 

x x  
I Set M code number is stored 

Figure 8.1 M Code Storage and Read Timing 
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(3) Resetting M codes 
The M codes  can  be  reset  by  clearing the M code  output  devices to zero. ,F 
Use this method  during  positioning control to carry  out  operations  unre- % 

lated to the servo program,  such  as  when it has  been  difficult  to  output 
the M code  during  the  previous  positioning control. 
However,  an M code  output  from the servo  program  takes  priority  over 
an M code  set  for  an  intermediate  point  under  speed  switching  control 
or constant-speed  control. 

(4) Program  example 
(a) A sequence  program to read M codes is shown  below,  using  the 

following  conditions. 
1) Axis  used ................................... Axis 3 
2) Processing on positioning ........... M code number  output as BCD 

start  due  to M code  code  from Y110 to Y118 
3) Processing  on  positioning  completion  due to M code 

a) if M code = 3 ........................ turn ON Y120 

c)  if M code is not 3 or 5 ............ turn ON Y122 
b) if M code = 5 ........................ turn ON Y121 

(b) The  sequence  program  based on the above  conditions is shown 
below. 

Outputs M code number as 
BCD code  from  Y110 to 

K3 Y118  when the Positioning 
start completion signal 

K (M16m0) turns ON. 
= 3 D853 1 CY0020 

= 5 D853 3 
YO020 YO021 

K 
Turns ON Y120,  Y121,  Y122 
on positioning complete. 

(YO022 

CIRCUIT END 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

8.3 Backlash  Compensation  Function 

The backlash  compensation function compensates  for  the  backlash  amount 
in the  mechanical  system.  When the backlash  compensation  amount is set, 
extra  pulses  equivalent to  the backlash  compensation  amount  are  output  after 
a  change in travel direction resulting from  positioning  control, JOG operation, 
or  manual pulse generator  operation. 

Backlash compensation 
amount 

Figure 8.2 Backlash  Compensation Amount 

(1) Setting the backlash  compensation  amount 
The backlash compensation  amount is one of the  fixed  parameters,  and 
is set for each  axis  using  a  peripheral  device. 
The setting range differs according to whether mm, inch,  degree,  or 
pulse units are used,  as  shown  below. 
(a)  Millimeter  units 

I 0 to 6553.5 
Backlash  compensation  amount) 65535 (pLs) ' ' ( (Travel value per pulse ) 

(Decimal  fraction  rounded  down.) 
(b)  Inch  or  Degree Units 

r o to 0.65535 
(Backlash  compensation  amount1 65535 (pLs) 

(Travel  value  per  pulse ) 
(Decimal  fraction  rounded  down.) 

(c)  Pulse Units 
0 to 65535 [ . (Backlash  compensation  amount) x (Pulses  per rotation) 

(Travel  value  per  rotation) 
S 65535 (PLS) 

(Decimal  fraction  rounded  down.) 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED FUNCTIONS 

(2) Backlash  compensation  processing 
The details of backlash  compensation  processing  are  shown in the table 
below. 

Table 8.2 Details of Backlash Compensation Processing 

Condition Processinq 
No backlash  compensation if travel 
direction = home position return direction. 
Backlash  compensation  if travel direction 
# home position return direction. 
Minimum  backlash  amount on first JOG 
operation after  travel direction change. 

First motion after power on 

JOG  operation start 

Positioning start Backlash  compensation if travel direction 
changed. 

I Manual  pulse  generator  operation 1. If travel direction changed. I 
Home position return start 

Absolute position system 

Backlash  compensation  amount is valid 
after home position return is started. 
Status  stored at power off and  applied to 
absolute position system. 

POINTS I 
(1) The  feed  pulses  equivalent  to  the  backlash  compensation  amount 

are not  added to the feed  present  value. 
(2) Home  position  return is required  after  the  backlash  compensation 

amount is changed. 
The original backlash  compensation  amount is retained until home 
position return  is  carried out. 

I. 

i 
i 

! 
f 
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8, AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

-4 
8.4 Torque Limit Function 

The  torque limit function  controls the torque  generated by the  servomotor 
within the set  range. 
The  torque  is  controlled  to the set  torque  limit  value  if the torque  required 
during  positioning  control  exceeds the set  limit  value. 
(1) Torque limit value  set  range 

Set  the  torque  limit  value  between 1% and 500% of the  rated  torque. 

(2) How to  set the torque  limit  value 
Set  the torque limit  value  using  a  peripheral  device,  as  described  below. 
(a)  Setting in the Parameter  Block  (See  Section 4.4) 

Set the Torque  limit  value  parameter in  the parameter  block. 
Using the servo  program to designate  which  parameter  block number 
is  used  allows  the  servomotor  torque to  be controlled to a  torque  limit 
value for any  positioning  control. 

(b)  Setting  with  a  Servo  Program 
Designating  the  torque  limit  value  with the servo  program  allows 
restriction  of  the  servomotor  torque  to the designated  torque  limit 
value during execution of the servo  program. 

. 

t 
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8. AUXILIARY AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

8.5 Electronic Gear Function 

The  electronic  gear  function  changes  the travel value per pulse. 
The  electronic  gear is set  by setting the travel value per pulse (see Section 
4.2.1). 
Using the electronic  gear  function  allows  positioning control without the need 
to  select  the  encoder to match  the  mechanical  system. 
[Example] 

Servomotor positioning speed - 

Pulses  per  motor  revolution ........... 10000 [PLS] 
Travel  value  per  motor  revolution ... 10 mm [mm] 

(1) Electronic  gear 1:1 (electronic  gear  setting = 1) 

Travel  value  per  pulse = 

U 

Travel  value  per  motor  revolution 10 [mm] - 0.001 [mm/PLS] Pulses  per  motor  revolution - IOOOO [PLSI' 

Positioning  control  is  executed  at  the  commanded  speed. 

(2) Electronic  gear 2:l (electronic  gear  setting = 0.5) 

Travel  value  per  pulse = 
Travel  value  per  motor  revolution 5 [mm] = o.ooo5 [mm/PLSl 

. .  

Pulses  per  motor  revolution - 10000 [PLS] 
- 

Positioning  control  is  executed  faster  than  the  commanded  speed. 

(3) Electronic  gear 1 : 2 (electronic  gear  setting = 2) 

Travel  value  per  pulse = 
Travel  value  per  motor  revolution 20 [mml = o.oo2 [mm/PLSl - 

Pulses  per  motor  revolution - 10000 [PLS] 

Positioning  control  is  executed  slower than the commanded  speed. 
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8. AUXILIARY AND APPLIED FUNCTIONS 

The relationship  between  the  commanded  speed  (positioning  speed  set in the 
servo  program)  and  actual  speed (actual positioning  speed) is shown  below 
for  different  electronic  gear  settings. 

if electronic  gear  setting = 1, commanded  speed = actual  speed 
if electronic  gear  setting c 1, commanded  speed .c actual  speed 
if electronic  gear  setting > 1,  commanded  speed > actual  speed 

V 

Speed limit value 7 
1) electronic gear setting = 1 
2) electronic gear setting c 1 
3) electronic gear setting > 1 

Commanded  speed 

Actual 
acceleration ~ -time 
time I I - I I 

I I Actual  deceleration 

I I 

Set acceleration time  Set  deceleration  time 

The speed limit value, acceleration time,  and deceleration time are  data from the  designated parameter  block. 

Figure 8.3 Relationship  Between  Commanded  Speed and Actual Speed 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND APPLIED FUNCTIONS 

4 8.6 Absolute Positioning Systom 

The absolute positioning system  can  be used for positioning control when 
using an absolute- position-compatible servomotor  (A273UHCPU (8432-axis 
specification using ADU) and MR-( 1-B. 
Home position return is not  necessary using the absolute positioning system 
because after the machine position  is  initially established at system startup, 
the absolute position is sensed each time the power is turned on. 
The  machine position is established using a home position return  initiated 
from the sequence  program or a peripheral device. 
(1) Absolute position system startup procedure 

The  system  startup procedure is shown  below. 

4273UHCPU (am-& ap.dtlaation) ontp 

Connwt CPU to absolvto-potition-wmpatible 

Connod ADU to ataoluto-position-compatible 

Connwt battery un l   lo   nu in  baa. unit. 

Conmet FLS, RLS. STOP otc. wiring to 
At71SENCIA278LX. 

S.IVOmOtol. 

Connoct FLS. RLS. STOP .(e. mring to A278U. 

4 c A d p s t  w h i m  to kom position. 
T v n  on P o r n  
Turn on the a w o  amplifier and a w o  aptem CPU 
pomr. 

1 
8.1 Poswonlnp P a n r n t m  
Sot tho folbwmg positioning puunoten: 

......... Param(.n muM mur( k rot. 

Syttom salting$ * Dofault v a h  u e  u u d  il tho prmrm1.r block ia not 
0Fh.d  puunotus * a d .  
S m o  prwmters  * 
H m  poaitbn roturn data 
P m M n  bk& 

(Do not c h a w  thm aI1.r thy uo ad.) 

MJW~ ma ~ d h r  pawon ......... Enrb* m n u d  puh. gowntor opmtiom fmm the 

Mako any mquitvd adjurtmmtr to the nuahine position JOQ opntion b posrih from th. aoquona program 
wing tho nunual pulse gonontor or JOQ operation. or a poriph.nl dovice. 

aoquenco prognm or a p w i p h o f a l  win. 

I - Fmnh ......... Use a s o q w n a  poonm to run tho horn postkn 

Establkh tho a b d u h  position wing homo position 
return by tho data ret mothod. 

WLI, a poriphonl dwk, owry oul homo position d u r n  
return s e w  prugnm ZERO. 

in t a  mod.. - 
1 

End 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

In the absolute  positioning  system, the absolute position may be lost r 
under  the  following  conditions: 
Re-establish the absolute  position  using home position return  or by \- 

aligning the machine position and  using  present  value  change. 
(a)  After  removing  or  replacing  the  battery  unit. 
(b)  On  occurrence of a  servo  battery  error  (detected  at  servo  amplifier 

(c)  After the mechanical  system  is  disturbed by a  shock. 

Power  of  Allowed  Traveling  Points  can  be  monitored in the system 
setting mode of a peripheral  device,  and  the  present  value  history  can 
be  monitored in the monitor mode. 
(For  details on monitoring  Power of Allowed  Traveling  Points and the 
present  value  history,  refer to the  operating  manual for the peripheral 
device  being  used.) 
(a)  Present  value  history  monitor 

power  on). 

Month/day/hour/minute 
The  time  when  a  home  position  return is completed or  the servo 
amplifier  power is turned ON or  OFF is indicated. 
In order to display the time  correctly,  it is necessary to first set 
the clock  data at the programmable  controller  side,  then  switch 
ON M9028  (clock  data  read  request)  from the sequence  pro- 
gram. 
Encoder  present  value 
When using  MR-H-B  (version  BCD-B13W000-B2  or  later)  or 
MR-J2-B  (version  BCD-B20W200-A1  or  later), the multiple  revo- 
lution  data  and  within-one-revolution  data  read from the encoder 
is displayed. 
Note:For the encoder  present  value in the home position data 
area, the encoder  present  value when the motor is within the 
in-position  range after completion  of  a home position return is 
displayed  (not the encoder  value  at the home  position). 
Servo  command  value 
The  command  value  issued to the sew0 amplifier is displayed. 
Monitor  present  value 
The  present  value  controlled  within the servo  system  CPU is 
displayed. 
Note:A value close to the feed  present  value is displayed,  but, 
since the monitor  present  value  and  feed  present  value  are 
different  data, the display of different  values  does  not  indicate 
an  error. 
Alarms 
When an  error  involving  resetting  of the present  value  occurs 
while the servo  amplifier power is ON,  an error  code is displayed. 
For  details of the error,  refer to the  error  contents  area (related 
error  list)  at the bottom  of  the  screen. 

%. 

A CAUTION 

A After  removing  or  replacing the battery  unit,  correctly  install the new  unit and establish the 

A After a servo  battery  error  occurs,  eliminate the cause of the  error  and  ensure  operation is 

L?L After the mechanical  system  is  disturbed  by  a  shock, make the necessary  checks and 

absolute position. 

safe before establishing the absolute  position. 

repairs, and ensure  operation is safe  before  establishing the absolute  position. 

f 

f 
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POINTS I 
(1)The address setting range for absolute position systems is 

-21 47483648 to 21  47483647. 
It is not possible to restore position commands that  exceed this limit, 
or present  values,  after a power  interruption. 
When performing  an  infinite  feed  operation,  solve this problem by 
setting the units to degrees  or  by setting a rotary table (when  using 
SV22). 

(2) Even  when the present  value  address is changed by a present 
value  change  instruction, the restored  data  for the present  value 
after a power  interruption is the  value  based  on the status prior to 
execution of the present  value  change  instruction. 

(3)When home position return  has  not  been  completed, restoration of 
the  present value after a power  interruption is not  possible. 

8-14 
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8.7 Speed Change 
(- 

Changes  the  speed  for  positioning  control and JOG  operation. \ 

Speed  change is possible with the sequence program DSFLP instruction (for 
A171SCPU/A273UHCPU (8-axis  specification), the CHGV instruction, and in 
the  test mode with  a  peripheral  device. 
(See  the  peripheral  device  operation  manual for the method  of  changing the 
speed in the test mode with a  peripheral  device. ) 

[Control  Details] 
(1)  Forcibly  changes the speed of an axis during  operation to the speed 

designated in the  speed  change  register. 

(2) Speed  change is possible  with the DSFLP instruction (for  A171SCPU/ 
A273UHCPU (8-axis  specification) and  the CHGV instruction. See Sec- 
tion 5.3 for details  about the DSFLP instruction and the CHGV instruc- / 

tion. 

[Data  Settings] 
(1)  The  speed  change  registers for each axis when  using the DSFLP instruc- 

tion are  listed in the table below. 
<A1 71 SCPU> 

Axis NO. L 
S p d  Change  Reglster 

Most Significant Least Significant 
1 

D974 D975 3 
D968 D969 2 
D962 D963 

D98O D981 4 

eA273UHCPU  (8-axis  specification)> 
r i 

Axis No. S p e d  Change  R.gi8ter 
Most  Signincant I Least slgnlncmt 

1 

Dl004  Dl005 8 
D998 D999 7 
D992 D993 6 
D986 D987 5 
D980 D981 4 
D974 D975 3 
D968 D969 2 
D962 D963 

(2) The  setting  ranges for the speed  change  registers are shown  below. 

oio 
6 o Q o o ~  

0 to x 1 o-5 0 io x 1 o-$ 0 io x lo-* pLwaee IOOMK)O h g r w m i n  6 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~  incwmin wwowoo W m i n  

POINT] I 
To  set  the  speed  using  a  sequence  program,  store  a  value in  the speed 
change  register  which is 100 times  the actual speed in units of millime- 
ters or 1000  times the speed in units  of  inches  or  degrees. r-Example--- - - - - - - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
To set  a  speed of 10000.00 mdmin., store the value  1000000  in the 

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~  
I speed  change  register. I 

1 

* 

c 

t 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

4 [Cautions] 

.. 

(1) To  change  the  speed  during 2- to 4-axis linear interpolation control, 
change  the  speed of one  of the axes  under interpolation control. 

(2) The  speed units are the control units set in the  parameter  block. 

(3) The  values in the speed  change registers are ignored  during  test  mode 
with a  peripheral  device. 

(4) The  speed  does  not  change if any of the following errors  occurs  during 
the  check  on  DSFLPICHGV instruction execution. 

I Error D.hllr Error Processing Error 
Cad. 

Data set- 
ting error 

An axis number  was set outside the 

to 0 or I. 
Present value change data set by 
indirect designation using index 
aualification. 

Error step saved in D9010, 
D9011. 

MQOlO, M9011 turn ON. 
- 

(M9010 does not turn ON 

axis specification.) 
for (A273UHCPU (8-132- 

Speed not set in range between 0 
and speed limit value. 

I 

Home position return in progress for 
designated axis. 

1 305 

Error detection flag 
(MlS07+20n/Yn7/M2407+ 
20n) turns ON. 
Error code listed at right is 
stored in the minor error 
register for each axis. 

Enor at 
designated axis. s p e d  

(M16+20n07/Yn7/M2407+ 
Circular interpolation in progress for 

under positioning control. Error code at right is Automatic decsleration in progress 
change 

operation signal turned OFF. 
register for each axis. Deceleration in progress after JOG 

Error d.tection flag 
302 

20n) turns ON. 

303 . stored in tho minor error 
304 

(5) The  speed  set  by  the  speed  change is ignored in the following cases, 
but no  error  occurs: 
(a)  During  deceleration  due to a  stop  command; 

(b) When  stopped; 

(c)  During  manual  pulse  generator  operation. 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

[Operation  Timing] 
The  operation timing for speed  change is shown in Figure 8.4. 

V 
A 

VI - - rz-, 
v p  \ 

Positioning at speed VI 

1 1 t 

Speed change register X o v 2  X O V B  

DSFLPICHGV 

Figure 8.4 Operation  Timing for Spwd Change 

[Program  Example] 
A program  to  change  the  speed is shown  below, using the  following  condi- 
tions. 
( 1 )  Speed  change  conditions 

(a) Axis for speed  change. ......... Axis 4 

(b) Speed  after  change . . . . . . . . . . . .  5000 

(c) Speed  change  command.. . . . . . .  XOOO 

(2) Sequence program 

P K  

- 

CDMOV 5000 

CDSFL M 1 
K 

S p e d  change reqwst f o r  M a  4. 
P 

CIRCUIT END 

8- 17 



8. AUXILIARY AND APPLIED FUNCTIONS 

8.8 Present Value  Change 
1 

. 

Feed  present  value  of  a  stopped  axis  can be changed  with the sequence 
program  DSFLP  instruction  (for A1  71SCPU/A273UHCPU (8-axis  specifica- 
tion), the CHGA instruction, and in the test mode with a peripheral device. 
(See the peripheral  device  operation manual for the method of changing the 
present  value in the test mode with  a  peripheral  device.) 

[Control  Details] 

(1) Changes the present  value to the value  designated in the  present  value 
change  register. 
The actual present  value is also  changed  when the feed present value 
is changed. 

(2)  Present value change is possible  with the DSFLP instruction (for 
A i  71  SCPU/A273UHCPU  (8-axis  specification) and the CHGA instruc- 
tion.  See  Section 5.3 for  details  about the DSFLP instruction and the 
CHGA instruction. 

(3)  When a  present  value  change  is  executed in an  absolute position 
system, the machine position address is changed. 

[Data  Settings] 

(1) The  present  value  change  registers  for  each  axis when using the DSFLP 
instruction are listed in the table  below. 
cAl71 SCPU> 

cA273UHCPU (8-axis specification)> 

Axis NO. . Pre8ont V8lUO Ch8nge Rsgi8t.r 
Most Significant Least  Significant 

1 
D966 0967 2 
DM0 D961 

3 I D973 
D978 4 1  D979 
D972 

1 5 1  D985 I D984 I 
6 

01002 Dl003 8 
D996 D997 7 
D990 D99l 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND APPLIED FUNCTIONS 

(2) The  setting  ranges  for  the  present  value  change registers are shown 
below. 

mm p u l u  d . g m  Inch 
Set Rang. U n b  S.tR.ng. U n b  Sot Rango U n b  8etRwgo unne 

Comment* 

R.rent 

2  147483847 "~~~~ 
-2147483648 V&. 

-2147483648 

2147483647 d.gm 2147483647 214748364? 

-2147- x,O-S -2147483648 No ermr O C Q ~ ~  if the 
to $04 value b outside tho PLS to to ~ iO-~ inch to xlo- lw 

rtroke ramp. 

POINTI 
To set  the  present  value  using  a  sequence  program,  store  a  value in the 
present  value  change register which is 10 times the actual present  value 
in units of millimeters  or 100000 times the present  value in units of 
inches  or  degrees. 

:To set a  present  value of 100000.00 mmlmin., store the value 
~1000000 in the  present  value  change  register. 

r--Example.----------------------------------------------------,  
I 
I 

I -_------------ - , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , - , - , , - , - , - , , , , - , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ - - -J  

I a 

- 

I 

f 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

4 

The present  value  cannot  be  changed for an  axis  when it is  being 
operated. 
If  an  attempt is made to change the present  value for an axis which is 
being operated,  a minor error occurs and  the error detection flag 
(M16m7) turns ON. 
The  error  code 300 is stored in the minor  error  register for the appropri- 
ate  axis. 

The values in the present  value  change  registers  are  ignored  during  test 
mode with  a  peripheral  device. 

In the absolute  position  system,  use  present  value  change  on  system 
startup to establish  the  reference position at the machine  position ad- 
dress. 

The present  value  does  not  change if any  of the following  errors  occurs 
during the check  on DSFLPKHGA instruction execution. 

4 

Error Details 
An axis number  was set outside 
the range 1-4 or 1-8. 
Axis  number set by indirect 

Data setting 
designation using index 
qualification. error 
Present value change data not 
set to 0 or I. 
Present value change data set by 
indirect designation using index 
qualification. 

Error Processing 

Error step saved in D9010, D9011. 
M9010, M9011 turn ON. (M9010 does 
not turn ON for (A273UHCPU (8-132- 
axis specification) 

~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ 

at change is  in operation. 
Axis designated for present value Error detection flag 

present 
value 
change 

(M1607+20nNn7/M2407+20n) turns 
ON. 

Servo not commissioned for *is. Error code 300 is stored in the minor 
error register for each axis. 

1 

(5) The start  accept flag remains ON during present  value  change. 

(6)  Present  value  change is executed  whether PC  ready (M2000) is ON or 
OFF. 
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8. AUXILIARY  AND  APPLIED  FUNCTIONS 

[Operation  Timing] 
The operation  timing for present  value  change is shown  in  Figure 8.5. 

\ P2 
b t  

I Feed present  value p1x P1 A1 

I Present  value  change  register 

DSFLPICHGA -.- 
Start accept flag 

3' 

I PCPU ON during present  value  bhange  operation. 
I 

Figure 8.5 Operation  Timing for Signals  during  Present Value Change 

A program to change  the  present  value  is  shown  below,  using  the  following 
[Program Example] 

conditions. 
(1) Present  value  change conditions 

(a) Axis for present  value  change ....... Axis 4 

(b) Present  value  change command .... XOOO 

(c)  Present  value after change ............ 0 

(2) Sequence  program 

I 
[PLS Mi61 

[SET Mi62 

CDMOV o 
P K  

D978 

~ S F L  ~4 o 
P K 

[RST Mi62 

CIRCUT END 

D.l.cts XOW hading adga (OFF ON). 

T u r n  ON present  value change wmnvnd 
11.0 (M162) ai XOOO bading  edge. 
0 siormd in Axa 4 pr-nt value change 
regirton (W78. D979). 
Prosmi value  change  requeal lor Axb 4. 

Turns OFF Mi62 on completion of Axi  4 
p r t w n t  value churgl. 

I 

~ 

I 
! 
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4 
8.9 Skip Function 

Based  on  an external input, the skip function halts the current positioning and 
executes the  next positioning control. 
The servo system CPU can run the skip function according to the external 
STOP signal and the sequence  program. 
(1) The  procedure for using the skip function based  on  the external STOP 

signal and the sequence  program is shown  below. 

C., 

0 

Start positioning with servo .... Positioning does not start if the STOP signal, stop 
program command (M1800+20n), or rapid stop command 

(M1801+20n) is ON. 

Turn ON external STOP sig- 
nal when positioning halts. 

.... Turn M1809+20n ON to US0 the skip function. 
(The external STOP signal becomes invalid when 
the next positioning starts.)  

.... Operation stop confirmed when start accept flag 
next positioning. (M2001 +n) turns OFF. 

.. 
(2) Operation timing 

The operation timing of the skip function is shown in the  diagram  below. 

PC ready (M2000) 

Positioning to point A 

Deceleration stop due  to  STOP input 

(STOP signal turning ON is ignored 
while M1809+20n is ON) 

ON! ' I 1  ' - Start positioning due to skip function 

OFF I I 

-.., . .  
All axes servo start command (M2042) 

OFF j J 
External STOP signal I 

OFF ! Turn ON STOP input  validfinvalid signal 
(M1809+20n) at start of positioning. 

I I ,  
I ;ON 

I 

1 
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8.10 Teaching  Function /- 

'.. The  teaching  function  allows  the  operator to teach  the sew0 system CPU 
when the target  position  (address) is unknown  or to align with an  object. 
(1) Teaching  methods 

Two teaching  methods  are  available:  'address  teaching' and 'program 
teaching.' 
(a)  Address  teaching 

Writes  the  present  value to the  designated  program  address.  The 
program  must  be  created  before  the  address teaching method can 
be  used. 

(b)  Program  teaching 
Writes  the  present  value to addresses  while the  program is being 
created. 

(2) For  details  about  teaching,  see  the A30TU Teaching Unit Operating 
Manual (16-67277). 
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-4 
8.11 High-speed  Reading of Designated Data 

This function stores  the  designated positioning data in the designated  device 
(D, W) with the signal from an input  module  mounted  on  the  motion  base as 
the trigger. 
It can  be  set in the system setting of a peripheral device  software  package. 

(1) Positioning data that can be set 
1. Feed  present  value 
2. Present  value 
3.  Deviation  counter  value 
4. M codes 
5. Torque limit value 
6. Motor  current 
7. Motor  rpm 
8. Virtual servo  motor  feed  present  value 
9. Synchronous  encoder  present  value 

10. Virtual SBNO M code 
11. Present  value after differential 

12.  Present  value in one rotation of 

13.  Present  value in one rotation of 

14.  Present  value in one rotation of 

15.  Executed  cam No. 
16. Executed  stroke  amount 

gear  of  main shaft 

main virtual axis 

auxiliary input axis 

cam axis 

(2)  Modules  and signals used 

Only valid in SV22 
virtual mode 

I 
I A171SCPU 

When  using 

When  using 
A273UHCPU 
(8132-axis 
specification) 

Input  Yodule Signal Reading Nurnbor of Points 
Settable 

0.8ms 
PC input  module X device 

I PC input  module X device 

Note: Only  one PC input  module  can be used. 
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8.12 Servo Program CanceVStart Function 

This is a function  for  stopping a servo program being executed  by  means  of 
a deceleration  stop  caused turning the  cancel signal ON. When  used in 
combination  with  'start'  (selectable  item), this function also allows  a desig- 
nated servo program to be automatically  started after a  deceleration start. 

[Control  details] 
(1 1 

[Data setting] 
(1 1 

[Notes] 

(2) 

[Operation  timing] 

When  the  cancel signal is turned ON during execution of a program 
for  which  the  cancel  function  has  been  designated, the positioning 
processing  being  executed is suspended, and  a  deceleration stop is 
executed. 
If 'start'  has  been  designated in conjunction with 'cancel', after the 
stop  has  been  executed as described  above, the designated  servo  pro- 
gram is started. 

Cancel  signal  device 
The  devices  that can  be used as cancel signal devices are indicated 
below. 

Start  (selectable  item) setting method 
Set  by indirect  designation (1 word)  by using  a constant (K) or D, W 
devices. 

X,Y,M,TC,lT,CC,CT,B,F 

Cannot be used with the home position return instruction (ZERO) or si- 
multaneous  start instruction (START). 
For details  on  whether  other  instructions can  be used  or  not, refer to 
the  servo  instruction list (6.2(2)). 
If the  axes  used  with a servo program  designated  by  'start' are al- 
ready in operation  and  the  program  cannot be executed,  the  axes  de- 
celerate to a stop and  minor  error '101 ' occurs. 

V 
Execution of servo program km 

Deceleration  to  stop  when cancel  signal  turned ON 

Execution of servo program km 

Positioning start due  to 'start' designation 

PC ready (M2000) i I I  
I I  
I t  ON: 

All axes servo start OFF 
instruction (M2042) 

~. 
1 :  I I  

!ON! 
O f f  

.---,  
I 

Cancel  signal I I 
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, ,  . 

The  operation  timing is shown  below. 

[Program example] 
A program  example is shown  below. 

<K 0, 

ABS-1 
Axk 1 1, 30000 
S W  5ooo 
cancel xoooo 

2-StStart .................. K2 Stul K 
- Cancel signal..... x0 

. 

. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1 SCPU ERROR CODE LIST 

If  an error occurs when the PC is  switched to the RUN status  or is in the RUN 
status, the error  indication  and  error  code  (including  the  step  number)  are 
stored in a special register by the  self-diagnosis  function. When an  error 
occurs,  refer to Table 1.1 for its cause  and the corrective  action to take. 
Eliminate  the  cause  of  the  error by taking the  appropriate  corrective  action. 
Error  codes  can  be  read  at a peripheral  device;  for  details  on  the  relevant 
operation,  see the Operating  Manual  for  the  peripheral  device. 

A CAUTION I 
~ ~~ 

A When  an  error  occurs,  check  the points stated  in this manual  and  reset the error. 

1.1 SCPU  Error  Code List 

The list presented  below  gives  the  error  numbers,  and  the  error  contents, 
causes,  and corrective actions  for  each  error  message. 

Error Mossage 

( M Z  &Is Spcll loatlon) le Wed) 
(When an AZ73UHCPU 

'INSTRCT.CODE  ERR' 

(When an instruction is executed.) 
'PARAMETER ERROR' 

On  switching  on  the poweror  retotling. 
On  switching from [ {::::E]  (?y:P RUN I 1  

Table 1.1 Error Code List 

Df Speolal cpu 
Contents 

RWl8t.r 
DSOW 

BIN Value) 

Error  Contents i n d  Cause 

An instrudion code that cannot be decoded  hss 
been  included in the  program. 
(1)  A ROM vhich includes  undecedable instruction 

codes  has  been  installed. lo Stopped (2) The memory contentr  have  changed for some 
reason  and  now  include  an  undecedable inst- 
ructvm  code. 

I I The  parameter  data in  the CPU's memory has k e n  
changed  due to noise  or incorred installation of the 

(1) There is no  END  (FEND) instruction in the 

(2) When a  subprogram is set in the  parameters, 
program. 

12 there is no  END instruction in  the  subprogram. Stopped 

(1) The  jump  destinetlon  designated  with  a CJSCJ 
CALUCALLPNMP instruction does  not exht, or 
more than  one  exists. 

(2) There is a CHG instruction but  no  subprogram 
is set. 

(3) Although  there is no  CALL instruction. there is 
a RET inslruction In  the  program  and is has 

(4)  A CJ/SCJ/CALUCALLP/JMP instruction whose 
been  executed. 

jump  destination IS at or beyond  the  END 

13 Stopped (5) The  number of FOR instructions does  not 
instruction has  been  executed. 

(6) A JMP  instruction  has k n  included  between a 
match  the  number of NEXT instructions. 

FOR and NEXT  command, exiling the FOR - 
N M T  sequence. 

(7) The  subroutine  has  been anted by  execul!on 01 
a JMP  instruction  before  execullon of a RET 

(8) Execution of a JMP instruction has  caused a 
instruction. 

lump into a  step  In  a FOR - NEXT  range. or intc 
a  subroutine. 

Corrective Actlon 

I) Read  the error step  with e pori- 
pheral  device,  and  correct  the 
program  at that step. 

either rewrile its  contents  or 
replace it with a ROM into whicl 
the coned contents  have  been 
written. 

1) Check  the installatan of the 
memory  and install i( corredly. 

2) Read  the  parameter  data of the 
CPU  memory  at a  peripheral 
device.  check  the  data,  correct 
it,  end mite the  corrected  data 
back into the memory. 

1) Write  an END  instruct!on  at  the 
end  of  the  program. 

2) If the ROM is the  problem, 

I) Read  the  error  step  with  a pori- 
pherel  device.  end  correct  the 
program  at that step. 
(Correct. for exampk.  by  insert. 
ing a jump  destination. or 

lump dedinalion.) 
making sure there is only  one 

c 
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Error Y . r u g .  

(El32 Axla 8p.cWlcatlon) le Usod) 
(When  an U~OUHCPU 

CHK FORMAT ERR.' 

When an interruptionocours. 

5ASSETE ERROR' 

3n switching  on  the power or resetting.) 
R A M  ERROR' 

3n  svitching on th. power or reetting. 
When M o o 8 4  is turned ON 
'n  the STOP status. 

3PE.CIRCUIT ERR.' 

3n switching  on the  power or r rd t ing. )  
WDT ERROR' 

1 

At any time) 
END  NOT EXECUTE' 

When END  processing is axoeuted.) 
WDT ERROR' 

At any tim) 
UNIT  VERIFY  ERR.' 

When an END instruction ia executed. 
'Howwar, no check is portonnod 
when Moo84 or MDOW is ON. 

Table 1.1 Error Code  List  (Continued) 

20 

21 

26 

31 

- 

statue 
cpu I Enor Contents  and Cauar 

(1)  An  instruction  other than an  LDX. LDIX. ANDX. 
or ANlX  inatruction  (including  NOP)  has b e e n  
included in the same ladder  block as a CHK 
instruction. 

(2) More  than  one CHK instruction exists. 
(3) The  number of contacts  in a CHK instruction 

ladder bbek ex&$ 150. 
(4)  The  device  number 01 an X  device in a CHK 

inatruction  ladder  block  exceeds  X7FE when 
using  an  A373CPU  or  X1 FFE when  using  an 
A373UIA273U. 

Stopped 
(5) The lolbwing ledder bbck 

+-I- 
tion ladder  block. 
has  not  been  inserted  belore  the  CHK  instruc- 

(6) The D l  devi-  (number) of a CHK D l  D2 inst- 
ruction  is  not the same u the dwice (nu-) 

(7) The  pointer  P25d  is  not  appended at the head 
01 the  contact k l o r e  the  CJ[ ] instruction. 

of a CHK instruction  ladder  block. 

(1) An  interrupt  module is used but then is no 
numbsr lor the  corresponding  interrupt  pointer I 
in  the  program.  Or, more than one exists. 

(2)  There is no RET instruction  in  the  interruol 
prognjn. 

(3)  There IS an  IRET  instruction  other  then  in  the 
Stopped  interrupt  program. 

stoppod 
No mmory c u r d i e  b installed. 

(1) On chec*ing W dato a n  k reed lrom and 
wrltten to the CPU  data mmory area nomully. 

Stopped ble. 
it is  determined tisat one of both  are  not potti- 

Stopped 
(1) The  operation  circuit  that exwutes sequencu 

prowwing  in the  CPU d m  not operate nor- 
iNlly. 

The s u n  time h u  exceeded  the mtchdog error 
monilor  time. 
( 1 )  The  user program scan t i m  has k .n  ex- 

(2) A momentary  power intenuptiin has  occurred 
ceded due to the condition& 

Stoppod during  scenning,  extending  the  scan  time. 

u anather instrudion code, e.g. due to noise. 
(2) The  END  inatruction h u  b-n changed lo 

St0DD.d  sequence Drwram. due lor examDk to a CJ instruc. 
I A  loop hu h n  establiahed lor execution of the 

tion.  and the END  instruction cannot ba executed. 
The VO inlomution d a r  not match a loaded  mod- 
ule *hen the powr k switch& ON. 
(1)  An VO modub (this  includes  spocial  function 

moduk.) is loose. or h u  -me doteched, 
during  operation.  Or, e corrqabteFy dillennt 
module has beon  loaded. 

APP-2 

Corr.Cthe  Actlon 

1) Check if any of item (1) to (6) 
in the  column to the Ielt apply 
to the  program  with the CHK 
instruction  ladder  block, correc 
any  problem in the program 
with a peripheral  device,  then 

2) This  error  code ia only valid 
restart  program  operation. 

when  the VO control method 
used k the  direct  method. 

1)  Check tho whether or not  an 
intorrupt  program  carrospond- 
ing to the  interrupt module 
ahta and  either c r u t e  an 
interrupt  program or eliminate 

2) Check H there is an IREl inst- 
t h .  duplicated I number. 

ruction in the  interrupt prcgmm 

3) Chwk H there is an IRET inst- 
if there  is  not, iuert one. 

ruction  other  than in the inter- 
Npl program: il thaw b, delae it. 

istall a memory c u t d a  and 
wet. 

'hem is a hardware IauK Contact 

enter.  agent,  or  office,  end  ex- 
'iain  the  problem. 

~~~ ~~ 

our Mbubishi S O N i c O  

1) Calculate  and check the scan 
t i m  for tha user program and 
shoften the r u n  time, e.9. by 
using a CJ  inrtnrtion. 

2) Monitor the contents of special 
rogistor  DWO5 wlth a poriphera 
device. I1 the contants am 0th. 
than '0' the  power  supply VOC 
tag. is unstable: in thm c u e  
check  the p o w e r  supply  and 
reduce  voltage  ttllotuetion. 

1 )  Reset and estrbhrh  the RUN 
status  again. 
I1 the same error is displayed 
again, the muse  is a CPU 
hardware  error. 
C O W  your  near& Hbubish 
service eontor, agent, or d ice.  
and u p k i n  the probbm. 

:he& it any prcgram win be run m 
In endless kop: fl there h such (1 

lrognm. mode the  program. 
1 )  The bit in special registers 

DO1 16 to De123 that corres- 
ponds to the modub tor  which 
the  verification error oceurred 
rill k 8.1 to -1': checklor the 
module whore bil is set to ' 1 '  
by mnhoring these registers 
with e peripheral  device  and 
replace  that  module. 

2) If the  current arrangwmnt of 
loaded m o d u b  is acoeptable. 
mset *rith the reset switch. 



Table 1.1 Error Code  List  (Continued) 

'FUSE  BREAK  OFF' 

When  an  END instruction is executed. 

when M9084 or "3094 is ON. 
However, no check  is  performed [ 

CONTROL-BUS ERR.' 

When  FROM,  TO instructions  are  executed. 
On switching  on the wweror resetting. I 

SP.UNIT  DOWN' 

When  FROM,  TO inrtruFtions  are  executed. 
On switohina cn the Dower  or resetting. 'i 

LINK  UNIT  ERROR' 

3n switching from 

l/O INT.ERROR' 

Nhen an  interruption  occurs.) 
SP.UNIT  LAY.ERR.' 

3n switching  on the power or resetting.) 

3P.UNIT  ERROR' 

Hhen a FROM,  TO instruction it axeculd) 
.INK  PARA.ERROR' 

3n switching on  the power or rsrening. 
3n switching  from 

{::::E] to (gy:P RUN] ] 
SPERATION  ERROR' 

Nhan a command is executed) 
3ATTERY  ERROR' 

?t any  time 
HONeVOr, no check is perlormod 
when M9084 is ON. 

Contents 

R.plstar 
DWO8 

IBlN Valuc 

Of spael8 

32 

40 

41 

stltus 
cpu I Error Contants m d  Cauae Correcthe Aotlon 

Therm  in an output module with a blown  fuse. (I) Chock the blown fuse indicator 
LEDs  of the output  modules 
and  replace the fuse of the 
module whore indicator  LED  is 
lit 

FROM,  TO  instructions  cannot  be  executed. 
(1) Fault  in  the  control  bus to the  specisl  functlon 

module. 

Stopped 

- 

Stopped 

function  module WM 9WeM.d but no retponse 
On execution 01 a FROM,  TO instruction, a special 

was received. 
(1) The  accessed  special  function  module is 1auHy. 

(2) Modules with  blown fuses can 
.... 

also be detected  by  using a 

The  bit  in s p d a l  registen 
peripheral device. 

DSlOO to mi07 that  corres- 
ponds e module whose fuse 
has  blown will be  set to ' 1 ' :  
monitor these reaisters to I check. 

( 1 )  There is a hardware  fault of the 
special  function module.  CPU 
module, or base  unit:  replace 
each moduWunit io find the 
defectwe  one. 
Contact  your  nearest  Mitsubishi 
serfice canter.  agent,  or  office. 

There  is a hardware  fault in the  ac- 

contact  your  nearest  Mitsubishi 
cessed  special function module: 

service  center,  agent.  or office. 
and explain the  problem. 

Stopped 

(1) A data  link  module lor use with  MELSECNET 
has  been  loaded at the nuster station. 

(1) Remove  the  data  link  module 
for MELSECNET from the 
master  station. 
After nuking thh correction, 
reset  end  start  operation  from 
the  initial status. 

An  interruption h u  occurred  although there ia no 
01 the modules:  replace  each interrupt d u b .  

( 1 )  There is a hardware  IauH  in  one 

module  in turn to detarmine 
which  one  is  defective.  Contact 
your  nearest  Mitsubishi service 
center,  agent.  or office, and 
explain  the probbm with  the 
defective  module. 

(1) Three or mom oomputer  link mcduler have (1) Do not install more  than  two 

(2) Two  or mom data  link  modulea  for  MELSECNET (2) Do  not install more  then  one 
bean  inatalled lor one  CPU module. computer link modules. 

(3) Two or  more  interrupt  modules  have  bean 
have  been inrt.lW. data link module lor MELSEC- 

inrtalkd. 
NET. 

(4) In tha  parameter rettingr  nude at a peripheral (4) Re-set the I/O allocations  in  tha 
(3) Instali only  one  interrupt  module 

device, an allocation  for a special function parameter  settings  made at the 

an UO module. or viea  verra. 
module h M  been  made  where  there is in  fact peripheral  device so that they 

agrw with the loaded  modules. 

TO instruction was executed). 
module h u   k e n  acmssed (when  the  FROM, pa-ripheral  device,  check the 

(1) A loeation  where  thare h no spo ie l  function (1) Read the  error step  using a 

contents of the FROM,  TO 
mstruction et that  step.  and 
correci it wing the peripheral 
device. 

when  link nnge settings  are nude by pan- check. 
meler rotling at a peripherel  device d i e t  tor (2) It  the error is displayed  again, 

the  CPU. 
t o m  reason  from  the  paramater  data  read  by there is a hardware  fault. 

Contact your nearest  Mitsubishi 
(2) The  setting  for  the  total  number  of  slave  sta- 

tions is '0'. 
serf im center,  agent. or offtca, 
and axplain  the probkm 

( 1 )  The  result of BCD conversion is o*ide the (1) Read the error  step  with a pe 
stipulated  range (max. 9999 or 9~99BoDO). 

(2) A setting  exceeding  the rtipulatad davioe  range program at that stap. 
has  been  mede  and  operation io tharafore 

ripheral davlce.  and  correct  the 

impossible. range.  BCD  conversion  value. 
(Check the dwica setting 

wfihout  having  made a flle regieter  capacily 
setting. 

lated  valuo. 

installed. 

(1)  Tha  data wrtlen to the  link  parameter  area (1) Write  the parameters  again  and 

(3) A  file register has been used m the  program etc.) 

(1) The  banary  voltage  has fallen below  the stipu. 

(2) The battery's bad connecter  has  not  been 

(1) Replace  the  battery. 
(2) If the battery is used to back up 

(he RAM memory or to retain 
memory  contents  during 
momentary  power  interruptions, 
install  a  lead connecior. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX2 ERROR  CODES STORED BY TltE PCPU 

. 

The errors that are  detected  at the PCPU  are servo program setting errors 
and positioning errors. 
(1)  Servo  program setting errors 

Servo  program setting errors are errors in  the positioning data  set in the 
sew0 program  and  are  checked for when  a servo program is started. 
They are errors that occur  when  the  positioning  data is designated 
indirectly. 
When a  servo  program setting error occurs, the following happens: 

The  servo  program setting error flag (M9079)  comes ON. 
0 The  program  number  of the program in which the error occurred is 

0 The error code is stored in the error item information register (D9190). 
stored in the error program No. register (D9189). 

(2) Positioning error 
Positioning errors are errors that occur  when positioning starts or 
during positioning: they  are classified into minor errors, major errors, 
and  servo  errors. 
1)  Minor errors ..... 

2)  Major  error ....... 

3) Servo  error. ..... 

These  are errors generated by sequence pro- 
grams or servo  programs;  they  are  assigned 
error codes 1 to 999. 
The  cause of  minor errors can be  eliminated 
by  checking  the error code  and correcting the 
sequence  program or servo  program. 
These  are errors generated  by external input 
signals or control commands  from  the  SCPU; 
they  are  assigned error codes  1000 to 1999. 
When  a  major error occurs,  check the error 
code  and eliminate the error cause in  the ex- 
ternal input signal status or sequence pro- 
gram. 
These  are errors detected  by  the  servo  ampli- 
fier; they  are  assigned error codes 2000 to 
2999. 
When  a  servo error occurs,  check  the error 
code and eliminate the error cause at the  servo 
side. 

When an  error  occurs,  the error detection signal  for  the relevant axis 
comes ON, and  the  error  code is stored in  the minor error code,  major 
error  code,  or  servo error code register. 

Table 2.1 Error  Code  Registers, 
<A1  71SCPU> Error Detection  Flags 

Error Code Rogistor 

M1608+20n  D868 D848 D828 D808 Servo error 
D867  D847  D827 D807 Major  error 

,607+20n D866  0846  D826 D806 Minor  error 
tlon signal Axis 4 Axis 3 Axis 2 Axis 1 

Error Dotec- 
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cA273UHCPU Table 2.2 Error Code 
(8 axis specification)> Registers,  Error  Flags 

cA273UHCPU Table 2.3 Error  Code  Registers, 
(32 axis specification)> Error  Flags 
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APPENDICES 

(c)  If  another  error  occurs  after  an  error  code  has  been  stored, the 
existing  error  code is overwritten,  deleting it. 
However, it is possible to check the history  of  error  occurrence by 
using  a  peripheral  device started up  with  the  GSV13PBGSV22PE 
software. 

(d)  Error  detection  flags  and  error  codes are latched until the error  code 
reset signal (M1807+20n/Yn7/M3207+20n) or  servo  error  reset sig- 
nal (M1808+20n/Yn8/M3208+20n) comes ON. 

(POINTS I 
(1) When  some  servo  errors  occur, the same  error  code will be stored 

again  even if the  servo  error  reset signal (M1806+20n/Xn8/M3208+ 
20n: ON) is issued. 

(2)  When a servo  error  occurs,  reset the servo  error  after  first  eliminat- 
ing the error  cause at the servo  side. 

APP-6 
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2.1 Sew0 Program Setting Errors 

The  error  codes,  error  contents,  and  corrective  actions for servo  program 
setting  errors  are  shown in Table 2.4. The '*' in error  codes  marked  with an 
asterisk  indicates  the  axis  number  (1 to 4/1 to 811 to 32). 

Table 2.4 Servo Program Setting Error List 

Error Name 
Error Code 
stored In 

DSlSO 

1 

CorIK1IVe A d o n  

Designate the p n n u t e r  bbck 
numkr  in  the nnge 1 l o  16 
(1 to 64). 
(1) If the  control una it 

the nnge 0 to 35@99@@@. 
degrm. set the addms in 

Parvnter  

Setting  error 
Block number 

Addres.rRravd  value 
retting error 
(Excluding speed 
wnlrol and sped/ 
p i t i o n  switching 
control) 

n03' 

(2) s.1 the  travel veiue in the 
nnge o to &'-I). 

(1) Set the comnunded rpeed 

a p e d  limit value. 
in the  range  from t to the 

Commended s p e d  
error 4 

Dwell t i  retting 
error 

The dwell t i m  it 1.1 ovtride the nnge 0 to 

vaRH set in the designated paranutor range 1 to 500. 
Control ia ex& wing the torque limit The torque limit va lw  b set outside the 
ol so.. 255. 
Cwdrdb.reculedusingthmd.lautlvalue T k . M o o d . i s . . t ~ t h e M g . O t o  
ot '0'. 5Ooo. 
Control n uo&d wing the ddautl value Set the dwell t i r n  in the range 

hum 0 to 5000. 
Set tk. M ood. in the  range 
hum 0 to 255. 

5 

6 M code setling error 

7 Torqw limit vabua 
relting error 

Set tho torque limit  value in the 
nnge from t to 500. 

Me&. 
Positioning mbd doea  not start. (1) If the control  una b 

d e g m .  set the addnu in 
the range 0 to 35999999. 

Awilury point selting 
error 
(*h.n executing 
circular hterpoWon 
by designating  an 
auxiliary point). 

(2) Set the travel rake in the 
range 0 to i2147483847. 

(2) The travr( V e i W  ir 1.1 to -2t47483848 
(Heooooooo) when uwuting 

straight  line between the start and  end 
pinta. 

nW* 

(3) s.1 t h e  start. audlhry, and 
end pohta so tkrt they a n  
not equal to OM m h r .  

(4) Set the auxibry poht at a 
b u t i o n  not  on the stmight 
l i ~  b.hmn the start mnd 
and points. 

the nnge 0 to 35999999. 
deggmr, set the addms in 

(1) If  the control unit is 

I 

(1) An .ddreu outride the e p p l i b k  Poaitioning control d o a  not start. 

positioning control. 
nnge b 1.1 when uocutkg absolvle I 
wbl A-SO-~- 

d . g r O ~ O b ~  1xio%Dgm 

(2)  The travel  value ia 1.1 to -2147- 

urcremmtei  positioning conbcl 
(HeOOOO000) *hen  oxbcutng 

(3) The stut  point b abo the m d  point. 
I 

c 
r! 

(. 

(2) s.1 the travel va lw  in the 
nnge 0 to i2147483847. 

(3) Sa t h e  start  and  end pointr 
t o  that thy are not  equal to 
uch another. 

k h m n  the star(-tc-end 
point distance (L) and the 
ndius (R) so that il 
conforma with tho following 
oquatbn: 

2R 

(4)Change the relationship 

L s  1 

Radius retting uror  

d r a b  ktupoktion 
(*hen  exwaiting 

by designating a 
radius) 

n00' 

i 
z (4) The dmtano b e t w e e n  the start and and 

pointa is g m t w  than  the redius. 

t 
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-4 
Tablo 2.4 Servo Prognm Sotting Error List (Continued 

Emf Cod. 
S t m  In EM ~ont .n t r  Error P r o d n n  

Tho rapid stop docohration t i m  h H( to 
'0.. I 

19 ~~~~m d o s i g n a t 4  r m o  program. 
(2) Thoro i a START instruction in tho 

Cometho Aetlen 

(2) Sot tho trwd value  in tho 
mo. 0 to t2 147483847. 

Mt tho in(.rpom OOntrOl 
u n i t i n t h o r . n g . o t ~ ~ .  
Sot tho .#.d limit miw in tho 
B p 0 n i . d  mo.. 
Sot tho aceohmtion tim in tho 
nngo 1 to 65636. 
Sot th. &odu.bbn limo in tho 
mng. 1 to ass3s. 
Sot th. npid 8top dodoration 
timo in tho r.ng. 1 to 66635. 

Set tho  torque l imi (  v d m  in the 
nngo 1 to 500. 
Sot tho Ilombh uror nngo 
f o r  circular lntwpo(.tin in th. 
B p p l i c a b h  Mg.. 

6 . l thonp.tcSuntintk.  
mng. 1 to 32767. 
[ I )  C n d o  a sow0 program 

d.. ign.t .d by tho START 
insbudion. 

eont.inhg tho START 
irutn#lbn. 

(2) D.M. tho u n o  plugrun 

(3) Do M d.rgn.1. mon than 
on. Udr. 

pigrut. a kh0.n 
ePSTART M d  CPEND. 
5.1 o n  c( tho ua i m o h d  in 
Iho Warpo&tion a tho 
rdu- ui8. 
Ss4 tho Souno ntio *itkin tho 
m g .  0 to 100%. 

S o l  a .p..d 8witohing pat 
b e t m n  tho VSTART Md 
/END in8trwtpcu.w tho FOR 
m d  NUT -8. 
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Table 2.4 Servo Program Se 
Enor Code 
Stor.4 in Error N a m  Error Content. 

9oo START instruction Tha r m o  program dai9rUt.d bl the 
selling  error DSFRPBVST  program doat no1 .xist. 

I DSFRP/SV= instruction is dinennt 
(1) The a i s   n u m k r  aol for Me 

901 START 
rat ing error 

(2) A DSFRP inatruolbn h u  boon urd 
wtmn executing Cui. lkur 
int.melr)an. 

803 Start error A virtual mode progmm wet started in the 
mal mod.. 
A reel mode pmgrem m a  started in the 
vitua1 mod.. 904 Strrterror 

An iubudion that u n n d  be used in the 
905 v i t u l  mode (VPF.  VPR,  VPSTART, ZERO, Slnrterror 

WF, WR. OSC) 1u is1u.d. 
An axis not used in th. syrtam 8ettingr h u  

1 
w6 bnn sot for  tho reno pogrun sol m a Axir No. tolling error 

DSFRPBVST  instmelion. 

~ 907 

Start error 908 

&art error Start ollempbd d u m  p-ing for 
rrilching from rul mod. to vihlal mod.. 
Start memplad during p r w u i n g  for 
rritching  from virtual mode l o  real mode. 

ting Error List (Continued) 

Enor Pmoc.ulng ~ o n ~ t h e  AcUon 

Posilibning  control don not start. Set the oorrocl sewo progmm 

(2) b o  the WST instruction 
for Cui. l h n r  
intwpolatin. 

Positioning cwRrol d o a  not start Set the comct instwolion code. 

Positioning  control dow not start 

C o r r d  tho sewo program. Positioning  control d o a  not start. 

Check the mode aMaetion for Positioning  control dooa not start 

Check the mode ellocation for 
tho program. 

tho program. 

Positioning  control  doer not s1.h Set an axis number that ia 
aMed in the system wtlingr. 

Positioning  control dom not s W  
awitching  roquert). M2044 
Use M2W (reaWrtuel mod. 

(re.Uvirtua1 mode status) ea 
intodocla  for  starting. 
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. 

2.2 Minor Errors 

Minor errors are those  that  occur in the  sequence  program or servo  program, 
The  error codes for these errors are from 1 to 999. 
Minor  errors include set  data  errors, positioning control start-up errors, posi- 
tioning control errors, and control change  errors. 
(1) Set data errors (1 to 99,  900) 

These errors occur  when the data set in the  parameters  for positioning 
control is not  correct. 
The error codes,  causes,  processing,  and corrective actions  are  shown 
in Table 2.5 below. 

Table 2.5 Set Data Error List (1 to 99, 900) 

Error Error Error Procwslng Error C8USO Check liming 
D8t8 Where 

Code occurred 
When count type, 

set type home 
the range 0 to 35999999 dog type, or data 
of a degree axis is outside near-zero-point 
The home position address 

(x 1 0 '  degrees). 
position return is 
started. 

The home position return 
speed is set outside the 

When a count type limit 
range of 1 to the speed 

or near-zero-point I 
dog type home 
position return is 
S t a r t d .  

~~ 

The travel v i u e  after the 
When a count type 

ON is outside the range home position 
near-zero-point dog comes 

ONZ3'-l (x unit). return is started. 

When a count type 
outside the range of 1 to or near-zero-point 
The parameter block No. is 

the maximum No: dog type home 
position return is I started. 

The unit for interpolation 
When interpoia- control designated in the Control is ex.cuted 

started 

using the control block is different 4o Parameter 
block from the control unit " unit  dorignated in 

the fixed designated in the fixed 
oarameters. parameters. 

Corrective Action 

Set the home position 
address within the 
permissible range with 
a peripheral device. 

Set the home position 
return speed at or below 
the speed limit value by 
using a peripheral 
device. 
Set the creep speed at 
or below the home 
position return speed  by 
using a peripheral 
device. 
Set  the travel value after 
the near-zrro-point dog 
to within the permissible 
range with a peripheral 
device. 
Set the parameter block 
No. within the 
permissible range with a 
peripheral device. 

Designate the same 
control unit in the rued 
parameters and sewo 
parameters. 

IPOINT I 1 
Sometimes, if the  interpolation control unit designated in the parameter 
block and  the control unit  designated in the fixed parameters are differ- 
ent,  no error code is stored: this depends  on the combination of units 
designated. 
For details, see Section 7.1.4. 
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(2) Positioning  control  start-up  errors  (1 00 to 199) 
The  errors  shown in this section  are  those  detected  when positioning 
control is started. 
Error codes,  causes,  processing,  and  corrective  actions are shown in 
Table 2.6 below. 
*: When interpolation  control is being  executed, the error  codes are 

stored in the error  code  storage  areas of all the axes involved in the 
interpolation. 

Table 2.6 Positioning  Control Start-up Error List (100 to 1991 
T 

E m f  Cauee 

The PC reedy f l a g  (M2000) Or PCPU 
ready flag ("74) is OFF. 

The start accept flag (M2001 to 
M2OwM2001 to Mzw#M2001 to 

tumod ON. 
M2032) d the relevant uia h u  beon 

The stop OOrmTYnd 
(Mt800*2OnlYnM13200+2On) of the 
relovent uia has beon t u m d  ON. 
The ~ p i d  atoD ommmd 
(Ml801+2~nlR13201+20n) of the 
relovent uia h u  boon tumod ON. 
On atarting, the f m d  present value is 
outside the stroke limit range. 

Potlionimg ovbid. the s t r d u  limit has 
boon designated. 
An addmar that does no( gonorate en  arc 

for which an auxiliary point u desigruted. 
1u desigrutod in circuler interpolation 

( Error in relationship k h n n  the rM 
point, amiliay point, and and point 

An oddfusa  the1 h s  not MIU an u c  

lor which e rrdirn ir dosigrutod. 
IU h i g r u t o d  in circular interpo*tian 

Error in  rdalimahip b o h m n  tho Nrt ( point, auxiliay point. and  end point 

An address that doe8 not generate  an arc 
was duigna1.d  in circular intorpolation 
lor which a center point is d.rigiulod. 

( point, a w l i a y  point, and  end  point 
Error in relationship between the alert 

~ ~~~ ~~ 

In oircular interpolation, the difference 
k h m n  tho ond point address  and the 
ideal end point exceeded the alowable 
error range lor circular interpolation. 
An attempt m a  h n  made to restart 
spod'position switching control anhough 
it had not stopped. 

signal (Mt610+20nlX~24t0+2On) hat 
b a n  turned ON during a near-zero point 
dog type homo position relurn operation. 

The homo  peaition return compklad 

APP - 11 

Conoetlve Actlon 

S.1 th. s w o  eptern CPU to RUN. 
Tum the PC ready 11eg (M2000) ON. 
Provide an interlock in the program to 

while in motion (use the turning OFF of 
prevent the u i a  lrorn k i n g  started 

tho stee accept signal  for tho  axis as 
the interlock condition). 
Turn the stop command 

and start poritioning. 
(Yt800120nlYnO/U3200+2On) OFF 

and dart positioning. 
(M180t+20rJYnl/M3201+2On) OFF 

Move back inaide t h .  stroke nnge 

Enter inside tho stroke range by -MU(- 
wing JOQ operet i .  

ing a homo position return or present 
value h n g e .  

ihe spdf ied  stroke limii 

sew0  program 

Turn the rapid stop comnund 

Positioning end point must b within 

Designate coned addrmaa  in the 

Do not atlempt restert when 
sp..d/position switching control h u  

homo m i l i o n  return operations. 
Use JOG operation or posilionmg 
operation to relum  the u i s  to a point 
&fore tho noar-zoro point doa signel 
w u  output then retry the ho& 
position relum operation. 

r . 

/ 

1 

I 
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--. 

117 

- 
118 

- 
120 

- 
136 - 
140 

141 

142 

T 
Table 2.6 Positioning  Control  Start-up Error Llst 1 00 to 199) (Continued) 

P r o C ~ s g  
Error 
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(3) Positioning control errors (200 to 299) 
The  errors  shown in this section are  those  detected  during  positioning 
control. 
Error  codes,  causes  and corrective actions are shown in Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7 Positioning  Control Error List (200 to 299) 

r 
i 

T 1 

Ermr Cause Error 
Cod* 

Turn the PC r u d y  flag (MXnXI) ON 
after all axes have s t o w .  200 

201 
*Mu turning  (he PC r u d y  f k g  (WOOO) 

ON or  turning  the  stop  commrnd 
(MtB00+2Wn(YL132aQ12On) or rapid 

+20n) OFF, rcett.mpt horn  por i t i in 
stop OOmmand (M1801+20nMnllM3201 

retum. 

trp. ken* position  return, use JOQ 
In the cu. of a near-zero point  dog , 
op.ntion or positioning  operation to 
return th. ax6 to the point W o r e  the 
nul-zero point dog signal w u  output, 
and m-atlempt home pition retum. 

Turn the PC ready flag (M2000) ON 

( 
after ell axes have stopped. 
Turing ON of the PC ready flag ' 
( M 2 O O O )  during  deceleration  is ignored, 

n In the as. of a near-zom point dog 
type home positpn return. use JOG 
opr . tbn  or positioning operatiion to 
return  the  axis to the pOmt Mora the 

end realtempt home position return. 
mr -ze ro  point dog signal M output, 

turned OFF when executing e counl 
type home position return, uae J O G  
operation or p i t h i n g  operation to 
relurn the axis to th. point More the 

and ro-attempt honw position return. 
noar-zero point dog signal M output, 

turned ON *en executing c a n t  type 
If the near-zero point dog aignal ia ) 

h a  potition  raurn,  realtempt the 
horns position r.tum. 1 

Correct the stroke limit  or  travel  value 
retting so that  positioning ia executed 
within the slroke lid. 

e If the  near-zero point  dog rignal is 

202 - 
203 4 

The PC r u g  fkg  (M2ooO) was turned 

turning OFF the PC r o d j  flag (M2000). 
b u k  ON during d#*r.tion Wed by No 

p-sing 204 

206 

207 

I 
# The f w d  prarn t   va lw ex- th. 

stroke iimW during positioning. 

error cod. b stored only for axes whose 
in the c u e  of cicubr intwpolation. an 

f w d  present value oxx0nd.d the stroke 
limit 

00- a n  s t f f d  for ell axel invoked  in 
In the c u e  of linear interpolation, error 

the interpobtion. 

aimuhanwus  operation of multiple 
manual pub. gen.nton. the I d  
praent nlw of enother u i s  ex- 
the stroke limit value. (For det.dion of 
other u b  errors). 

* A n  o v m n   h u  occurred k c a w e  the set 
travel va lw a d s  the dmleration 
distenfe when a s p d p o s i t i o n  change 
(CHANOE) signal is input  during 
rp..dlporitpn switching  control. of when 
the  near-zero-point dog signel h input 
during munt type home portion return. 

n During  speoVposition  switching control. 
the sei travel vdue exceeds the atroke 
limit when a sp..dlpoaition  switching 
(CHANGE) signal is  input. 

During circukr inletpolation or  during 

h i s   W i n  
iecelerates 
0 a stop. 

Corrut the speed sattin9 so vut 
w e m n  d m  not occur. 

B Sot a travd value  which will not cause 
an  overmn. 

1 Correct the stroke Emit or travel  value 
setting ao that positioning ia executed 
within the stroke limit. 

i APP - 13 
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I Control Error List (200 to 299) (Continued) Table 2.7 Positionil 
T 

L e 

Pr-lng 
Enor Error Csuro E m r  

Code 

- 
21 t Sot s h v o l  vabo h i c h  will not 0 . ~ 1 0  

M overrun. 

Pwlorm th. manual pub prmstor 
m i o n  eftof tho u i r  has stoppod. 

'Sot tho rpwd rwitching point wilhin tho 
n n g .  from tho prwiw rpnd 
rrritching point s d d m r  to tho md 
point addrar. 

Modify tho . .gum.  program 

214 

- 

215 

- 
220 

- 
225 

A npid stop 
is mcuted. 

Wh.n M. control unit h 'dogreor'. sot 

to 35998999. 
e comnvnd A d m r  within tho rango 0 I 
Sot an a d d n u  within the droka Emit 

and the vobclty S m H  value. 
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(4) Errors  occurring at present  value  changes and speed  changes (300 to 
399) 
The errors shown in this section  are  those that occur  on  execution of 
present  value  changes  and  speed  changes. 
Error  codes,  causes,  processing,  and corrective actions  are  shown in 
table 2.8. 

Table 2.8 List of Errors  that  Occur  at  Present Value/Speed Changes 

Error Cauae 

change the  
uia in mation. 

preamt value data of an uis that had  not 
bean .tarled up. 

An  attar@ w u  m d e  to change the 

An oltempt was W e  to change the 
pruaenl n l u a  data of an  axis whca  
at.tus 1u % e m  OFF. 
An attempt w a  nuda to change the 
s p u d  ol an u i a  executing a home 
pailion roturn. 

0 

An atlempt w u  Nd. lo change the 
speed of en uu executing  circular 
intwpolltion. 
An alter@ w u  md. lo changa the 
s p e d  c4 an uu altar autonutic 
docelmtion had r W d  in posilioning. 
An altempt w u  mde lo change the 
s p u d  d en u i a  during dsokrat i in  
initiated by turning OFF the JOG 
operation stml aignal (M1802+20n. 
Mf803+20nPln2, Yn31M3202+20n, 
M3203+20n). 

the rpmd litnil value. 
change 1u ret ovfride the rang. of 0 to 

e lhe  $ p o d  to be charged to in a r p o d  

degroea) h u  boon i8o.U.d for  en u i a  

* A  sped change was attempted during 

iarued  durino hioh-awed  omilktion. 

T 
Cornsthe Action 

following dwieer u irterlockr to 
b e  the follouing autet of the 

ensure that the p n r m l  value of an u i a  
in motion cannot be changed. 
1) OFF state of lhe slatl accept flag 

(M2001 to M20ouM2001 to 
M 2 W 2 0 0 1  to M2032) for the 
rdwant u i r  

2) ON state of the  rewo READY flag 
XnF 

The $ p o d  d an ais execV(mg 4 home 
poaition  roturn unnot  be changod. 

~ ~~~~~ 

The rpwd d an axis executing circular 
interpolation  cannot be changod. 

The $ p o d  ol an u h  cannot be 
chanp.d after autonuti deoolanlion 
h u  $baed. 

deerlotation initiated by turning OFF 
Do not oltrmpt e r p u d  change during 

the JOQ operation star( aignal 
(MIB02+20n, M1803+20nlYn2, 
Yn3/M3202+2On. M3203+20n). 

to the $wed lima  value. 
Set the rpoed within Me range from 0 

H.lu a rolting  in the range of 0 to 
35999998 (x l o4  degrm).  

Do not porlorm aped changes  during 
high-$pod oscillation. 

'\ 

r, 

c 

c 
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(5) System errors (90030 999) 

Table 2.9 System Error List (900 to 999) 
I I I I q 

90 1 

Enor C.uso 

. 
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2.3 Major Emrs 

Major errors are  caused  by  external  input  signals or by control commands 
from  the  SCPU.  The  error  codes  for  major errors are  1000 to 1999. 
Major errors consist of control start-up  errors, positioning errors, absolute 
system errors, and  system  errors. 
(1) Positioning control start-up errors (1 000 to 1099) 

The errors shown in this section  are  those  detected  when positioning 
control is started. 
Error codes,  error  causes,  error  processing  and corrective actions are 
shown in Table  2.10. 

Table 2.10 Positioning Control Start-up Error List  (1000 to 1099) 

1001 

1002 

- 
1003 

- 

1004 

1005 

T 

k - 
p b  
g E  
r C  

s 4 i  
B S Z  

0 0  

0 0 0  

0 0 0  

0 0 0  

0 0 0  

0 0 0  

Error Cauae Pmcns lng  
Error 

me external stop sbnal of the 
cormponding axir waa tumod ON. 
When positioning w u  started in the 
fonrud dioetion (oddr0Ss.a incrouing). 
the exlernal FLS  (upper limit LS) signal 
w u  turned OFF. 
When  positioning w u  8tart.d in the 

the external RLS (lowor limit LS) sbnd 
reverse  dimetion (addresses decmting), 

was turnod OFF. 
I When nou-zero point type horn  position 
rotum w u  started, the miemal Ooa 

ON. 
(near-zom point dog) rignal mt tumod 

,The sew0 stale of the corresponding u i s  
is nof sew0 READY. 
(M1615+20nlXnF/M24t5+20n : OFF). 
(1) The powor  supply to lhe servo empli- 

fier is OFF. 
(2) In'kial processing is in progross #Her 

turning on the sewo amplifier. 
(3) The  servo amplifier has not  been in- 

swlad. 
(4) A servo error h u  occurred. 
(5) Cable Iautl. 

Posilioning 

start' 

I me 8 W O  wror detection signal of the 
corresponding u i r  
(M160&20nlXn&rM240&2On) IU turned 

Cormtlve  Actlon 

1 Turn OFF the STOP rignel. 

I Move the axis in the  reverse diredion 

external  limit range. 
in the JOG mode until it enters the 

t Mow thi uit in the forward disdion 
in the JOQ mode until it enierr the 
external limit range. 

I Move tho u b  lo e point before the 
near-zoro point dog in the JOQ mode 
end then execute a home position 
rotum. 

B Wait unlit the UIVO status b READY 
(M1615+20nlXnFR124lS2On : OFF). 

1 Eliminate the  error et lhe SOIVO tide, 
rosot the n n o  error  dotoetion rignal 
(M180&20rJXnBR1240&20n) by using 
the s e w  o m r  rad command 
(M1806+20nlYn&rM320&20n). then 
slerl opntion. 

\ 

J 
/ 

c 
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(2) Positioning  control  errors (1 100 to 11 99) 
The  errors  shown in this section are those  detected during positioning. 
Error  codes,  error  causes,  error  processing, and corrective actions are 
shown in Table 2.1 1 

:1100 to 11 99) - 

Error 
Pmeoaolng 

Table 2.1 1 Positioning  Control  Error List 
I T 

Error Cause Error 
csdo Comothe Adlon  

1101 

1102 

1103 

1104 

1105 b2On turned Chwk lhr  cob* l o  sow0 emplifior 
3FF. I conwetingablo. 
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(3) Absolute  System  Errors  (1200 to 1299) 
The errors shown in this section are those  detected in  an absolute 
system. 
Error  codes,  error  causes, error processing,  and corrective actions  are 
shown in Table  2.12. 

Table 2.12 Absolute Sysyom Error List (1200 to 1299) 

Error 0 
Coda 8 

U - E 5  
p %  
= t  g c  

c =  

1201 

1202' 

1203' 

Error C . u n  Cormctho  Actlon 

.Wh.nth .8 .noampl i fkrpomru 
8witoh.d O N ,  a rum c h k  onor 0caurr.d 

@One) ON CPU  modulo baltwy error. 
ngm m-. 

Horn po*tion *urn h u  not boon  turn wkh the backup data in the oonlrolbr. 
and oxocute a homo posilion  retum. ETrn 

W o n  the 8ew0 ampliier par ia tu- Horn Chock  tho motor and oncodor ublm 
ON, a cornnunleation ormr in 
eommuniaalion k t r r n n  tho . m o  

position and perform home positiin return agein. 
return 

ampliiw and encoder OCEUII. request 
(XOnO) ON, 
servo error 

C k k  the battery of tho CPU  modula 

2016 set. 
During 0pr.tan. the amount d ahangm 

with tho following upmsr ion : 'Amount of 
in the ofmador p m o n l  nluo tomplies 

chango in oncoder prwont  vdud3.5 ma 

Aftor tho OIWO ompmhr powor h a s  beon 
180' ol M o r  rsvolution' 

turned ON, a oontinual c W  b 
pmiomwd (in both wfvo ON end O f f  No slates). 

uprssaion hold8 : 'Encoder prosant 
value (PLS) fOdb8ok prnent v a k  

After  tha 8ewo amplifier power has been 
(PLS ( e n c 0 d . r  .n.o(ivo bit numkr)'. 

turned ON, a continual c h u k  b 

atat-). 

During opntan. the fd lomrq 
procasing 

pertormod (in bdh sowo ON M d  OFF 

Check the motor  and encoder cables. 

r 

\ 
'\ 

: These errors occur only when using MR-H-B and MR-J2-8 servo amplifiers. 

# 
t 
i 
1 
t 
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(4) System error (1 300 to 1399,  1500 to 1599) 
This  is  an  error  that  is  detected  when the power  is  turned  on. 
Error codes, error  causes,  error  processing,  and  corrective  actions  are 
shown  in Table 2.13. 

Table 2.13 Main Base Unit.Error List (1300 to 1399. 1500 to 1598) 
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2.4 Servo Errors ,P 

Servo  errors  include  servo  amplifier  errors  and  servo  power  supply  module \Y 

errors  (only when using an A273UHCPU  (8/32 axis  specification)). 
[When  using  A273UHCPU  (32-axis  specification)] 
When using A273UHCPU (32-axis  specification), the processing when a 
servo  error is detected  can  be  set  separately  for  each  system. 
(However, this applies  only to servo  errors  detected at the ADU.) 
The  processing and systems  are set in the system  settings  at  a  peripheral 
device. 

2 

- 

Setting Control Detail8 

~~~~e~~~~ 
is established for a l l  the axes in  that  system. 
If even  one ADU axis  is  subject to a servo  error,  servo OFF 

(Same control as when a l l  axes  servo OFF i s  performed.) 

Servo OFF of 
affected axis 
only 

Only the ADU axis  subject  to  the  servo  error goes  into  the 

However: 
servo OFF status  and  other  axes are unaffected. 

(1) Where  there  are two axes  per  module, if one of the axes 
is  subject  to a servo error  then  both axes go into  the 
servo OFF  status. 

(2) When the  following servo errors  occur,  servo OFF for 
individual  systems  becomes  effective. 
Overcurrent (2032) 
Insufficient  voltage (2810) 
Excessive  regeneration (2830) 
Overvoltage (2833) 
Amplifier power  supply overheated (2847) 

(1)  Servo  amplifier  errors  (2000  to  2799) , ,  

The  servo  amplifier errors are  errors  detected  by the servo amplifier and 
are  assigned  error  codes  2000  to  2799. C 
Servo  errors  include  errors  at  an ADU (only  when  using  an  A273UHCPU 
(8/32  axis  specification))  and  errors  at an MR-[ 1-B. 
In the  following  tables,  the  types of servo  amplifier are indicated by i 
symbols:  (A)  for  'ADU',  and (M) for MR-[ 1-B. 
The  servo  error  detection  signal (M1608+20n/Xn8/M2408+20n) comes 
ON when a  servo  error  occurs.  Eliminate the cause of the error,  reset 
the error  by  turning ON the  servo  error  reset  signal  (M1808+20nNn8/ 
M3208+20n),  and  reset  operation.  (Note  that the servo  error  detection 
signal will not come  ON in response  to  error  codes in the range  2100 to 
2499  because  these  codes  are  for  warnings.) 
Note: 1. When an excessive  regeneration  error  (code  2030),  or  overload 

1 or  2  error  (codes  2050,  2051)  occurs, the state that applied 
! 

when the error  occurred  is  stored in the  servo  amplifier  even 
after the  protection  circuit  has  operated.  The  memory  contents 
are cleared  if the external  power  supply is turned OFF, but  are 
not  cleared  by the reset  signal. 

2.  Repeated  resetting  by  turning OFF the external  power  supply 
after  occurrence of error  code  2030,  2050,  or  2051,  may  cause 
devices to be destroyed by overheating.  Only  restart operation 
after  eliminating  the  cause of the error. 

Details of servo  errors  are  given in Table  2.14. 

d 

I 
c 

I 
f A CAUTION 

A If a controller or  servo  amplifier  self-diagnosis  error  occurs,  check  the points stated in this 
manual and clear the error. ( 

t 
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Table 2.14 Servo  Amplifier Error Lirt (2000 to 2799) 

T 

201 0 

Roplwe the ADU. 

2012 

- 
2013 

2014 

Rophco the eewo ompllior. 
R r o t  th. rawo yttorn C W  onc 

Watohdog 

2015 

2016 

- 

2017 

- 

2018 

- 

I 
I PCB m o r  

(M) M e m o r y m 3  
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Error 
cod. 

2020 

- 

2024 

2025 

- 
2026 

- 

2030 

2031 

Table 2.14 Servo Amplifier Error List (2000 to 2799) (Continued) 

Communication with t h e  encoder 
w u  not porfomud normalb during 
operation. 

'orition 
I*llfW 2 Fault in oommunication  with the 

encoder 

At any t i  during opmtion 

U. V. or W of the sarvo amp1Ti.r 
output grounded 

)utaut ground 
aun - I 

APP - 23 

- .  
Pmenslnm 

Error Corrrtlve Actlon 

Ch& the tonneetiin betwoon 
the ancoder and ADU. 
Replaw the  servomdor 
(encoder). 
Cheok if the connector of the  
encoder abk is h e .  
R e p k e  (he 8ervomOlor. 
Replace the encoder cable. 
UH a multimeter to check 
between the U. V, and W 
tarminab and the can. 
m g g u  t o c W  between the  U, 
V, and W t .mjrulr  of the  
motor and the con. 
Rawce the battery 

Check the  conneetiin  betweon 

Uw e mutlimder  and 

(MR-JBAT-[ 1). 
the encoder and N U .  

I tha encoder and ADU. 

'M 

C 

4 
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Table 2.14 Servo Amplitimr Error List (2000 to 2790) 
Error mol. When Emor ChM 

-rlpth 
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Enor 

PlOWUtng Cormltve Aotbn 

- M e u u n  lhe input voltage (R, S, 
77 wiih a vobmter. 
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Table 2.14 Servo Amplifier Error List (2000 to 2799) (Continued) 
1 1 

When Ermr Choehd Pmconlng 
Error Ermr Cause 

DIDsrlptlon 

system CPU 
Error in date moeiwd lrom tho I O N S  

C o m c t h o  Actlon N.IW 

Communica- 
lions anor 

Data armr 

Chock the connadbn of tho 
mo(Mn bus cabb. 

*Check i f themha 
disoonneolim in the motion 

Chook if tho motion bus a b l e  
us able. 

is clamped oormctly. 
! Fy'ez t~ecofJlna~W- *-e_ 

R o p l w  the servo system CPU. 
9 Check tho oomnundad speed, 

and tha numbor of p u h a  por 
mvdutiin and tnvel value por 
revolution in the fixed . - - - - - - - - - - - -  p.nlM1.n. 
Check the connaotion of the 

e Check if tho motion b w  cable 
motion but cabb connector. 

* Check if the motion bus cable 
it clampd  cornctb. 

* Check if any mleys or vakes 
are opomting in the vicinity. 

D Reploca the 1aNO systam CPU. 
D Check the conneotion 01 the 
Mion bus cabb connector. 

b Check if them is e 
disconnection in the molion 

D Chock if the motion bus cabla 
bus o a k .  

is olompd correctly. 
D Rophoe tho sarvomotor. 

h clamp.d cornctly. 

?ep*Eeh._1a_n a+_"_!D_U.- - 
b Redwe the load. 

b Replace the ADU. 
b If the .tf.ctiia torqua of the 

. - - - - - - - - - - - -  

s.~vomo(oT h high, d u c e  tho 

b Redducr tho lroquancy of 
l0.d. 

b Chock if the emplifier's fan h u  
s c c o k n t i n  and dooobrotion. 

rt0PP.d. 
(MR-HIWB of highof) 

cooling a i  is obrtrucled. 
b Choak if the Iemperature 

insido the panel is too high 

t Chock if tho oI.ctronugnetic 
(nnga: 0 to +55*C). 

brake was Mcutod lrom an 
oxternal dovice during 
operation. 

b ChOCk if the PMUW Of 

b Rep- the sarvo amplifier. 
I Roplwa the servomotor. 

t Reduco the lod. . - - - - - - - - - - - - I  

Tho commrndod s p e d  n too high. 
Sono +om CPU lai lun 

poaith oommrnds horn the aervo 
Them iJ axcontva vuialbn in tho 

too high. 
syrtom CPU; comnndod s p e d  is 

from the sorvo system CPU. 
Noise h u  anlored th. comrmnds 

rransmission 
m o r  2036 

- 2042 

2045 

\t any t h e  during operation :odbaok ermr 

4mplifi.r fin 
wemuting 

'in werhmtmg 

C 

/ 
i 

I 

Aotor 
werheatine 2046 

- 4 , 

i 
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Table 2.14 Sow0 Amplifier Error List (2000 to 2799) (Continued) - 
E m r  
Cod0 

7 7 
Wbon Error Ckwl C o ~ o  Atton 

Roduco tho load. 

Chock U thoro h u  bean a 

ll tho l o a d  in- ia wry lug.. 
collision ot tho mochho. 

eiMn k e u a  tho t i m  
m u t e n t  for umdomtion and 
docdontion or reduo. ttm ktod. 

ow0  on. 
position bop gom in tho 

Chocktho mnoctii d U, V, 
W d tho IOWO unplifbr and 

Chock for disconnection of the 
aorvanotor. 

Rophee tho awomctor. 
oncodor ab le .  

*Chaeki f thnohuboona 
collision ot tho nuohine. 
If tho load inonia  is wry lorgo. 
oithw incrmuo tho tinw 
c o ~ t m l  for occolomtion and 
d d o m t i o n  or ndwo tho load. 
If hunting oteun, adjust the 
porition  bop gain I poaition 
control gain 1.2, *pod I w p  
gain/ rpnd control gain 1.2 in 
tho rdwo paramoton. 
C h u k  tho connodion of U. V. 
W d tho row0 amptiiii and 
reNQm40r. 
Chock for dhconnoctiin of the 
oncodor &lo. 
Rophco th+ aowomctor. 
If the voltego of tho bur in tho 
r m o  unpl i f i r  hu droppod 
(charge lamp h u  gono out). 
roplwo tho servo omplifin. 
Roview tho row0 paramton. 

~ ~~~ 

U hunting oooun, adjual tho 

2051 3nrload 2 

S any timo durlng 0p.r;  

h w a r i w  wror 
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Table 2.14 Servo Amplifier Error List (2000 to 2799) (Continued) 
Error C.um When Error Ch.ehd Pmotmlng 

Refer to the deleih on the An exc.tsive mge~ra t i on  emor 

Corr&lve A W n  Error 
Dncrlptlon 

, p  

L 
- 
Error 
Code I p -  rmpltllw 

(2030) is  likely to oowr 
(regenaration d 8SX of the 
mutimum  load capacity for the 
rwemrative  relistor ha: beon 
detected). 
A load of 80% of the Iwel that will 
caul0 en  overload error (2050) has 
boon  detected. 
An overlead error (2059,2051) is 
likely l o  m u r  (85% of overload 
level d.tso(ed). 

0 Encoder faPure 

excwsive regenemtion error 
(2030). (M) regeneration 

Exwtsive 

warning 
2140 

overioed enor (2050). 
2141 *ration 

continues 

2143 - 
2146 

(A) potition 
AbsoMe 

counter warning 

Replaee the encoder. 

amplifier encoder. 
1A and 18 of CN6 of the :ewe 

The connodban b a w n n  1A and 1B 

the 1ew0 amplifier  encoder h u  
(emergsny :top input) d CN6 of 

been  broken. 
h An emergency stop he: been 

D An emergency stop (EMO) signal 
has k.n input from the aewo 
system CPU. 
The 1em ON (SON) rignal waa 
turned ON *hilo the contador wa: 
OFF. 

* The main circuit bus voltage (dl to 
215 V or l o w r  et 50 rpm or bwer. 

e Aiter a horn poaiticn 1.1 c o m n d ,  
the droop p u h  did not corm within 
the  in-potition range. 

been  made. 

execuled. 

e An incorrect  pamrmter r d n g  ha: 

2147 

- 
2148 

- 
2196 - 

not 
to 

2224 

- 

a Turn  the main cicuil contactor or 
cicuit power supply ON. 

Re-attempt home position return. 

Review the  system rsttings and 
s m o  parametem. 

('1 OFF warning 
Main cicuil 

(M) retting error 
Home porition 

warning 

At  any time during  opemtion 

C 

2209 1 Torque limit (forward) 
2210 ]Torque  limit (roveme) 

wlntu 
'ning 

2224 I - I 
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Table 2.14 Servo AmDlifier Error List (2000 to 27991 (Continued) 

C k k  th. $.no panmter 
ammg range. 
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- 
Enol 
Cod0 - 

2301 
to 

2324 

- -  
2500 

- 

Table 2.14 Servo Amplifier Error List (2000 to 2799) (Continued) 
Error mu.. 

N I I M  
When Error Checked 

Dmcrlptton 
Out-&rang.  paranutor retting h u  
boon doaigru1.d. lncorrwl 

the v a l w  M o r e  setting a n  
paranwter vaiuw are  ignored and 

retained. 

2303 I Motor capacity 
2304 1 Number d fndback pubre 

I I 1 (Adual a p e d  gain) 
2307 S p e d  control  gain 2 

*ammelor er 

_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - .  
0 The following servo paranuten 

Whm a MWO error is Arnpliiirr/external  regenerative 
p o r n  ia turn& ON WON set ineormtiy. 
When the MWO amp81ier 

Motor type 
Motor cnpecily 

,aramaer reristanca retling nset 
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-\ 

4 4  

- 
E m r  
Cod. - 

2501 
to 

2524 

Table 2.14 Sow0 Amplifior Error List  (2000 to 2799)  (Continued) 

aI8nut.r .nor 
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Enor 
coda 

2601 
I O  

2636 

Table 2.14 Servo Am~li f i rr  Error List (2000 to 2799) (Continued) 
Error C a m  

Ham0 
When Error Chwkod 

The id paramelor values are When the n r v o  ampCdkr 
power  suppiy  is lurned ON 

The puameler data has been AI tho hading do. oi the 
PC READY fhg (WOOO) 
When a servo anor b 
reset 

~When thepors r to tha  

turned ON 
sarvo system CPU is 

Dncrlptlon 

incorrect. 

destroyad. 

nitial 
Iarenmter  error 

It 2630 I zero speed 
2631 I ExeessNe error alarm level 
2632 Option81 tunelion 5 
2633 Optional function 6 
2634 PI-PID  rwilching  position 

2635 Toque limit  mmpenration 
1actor 
Speed inlegnl 

Proceahg 
Error 

mnudiate 
:top 

c o r m t h e  Aotlon 

Check and  change  the ret 

the power to  the aorvo +am 
p a n w a r  values, then switch 

CPU OFF then ON again, p r e n  
We ma key, or Urn the PC 
READY flag (M2000) OFF then 
ON again. 
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(2)  Servo  power  supply  module  errors (2800 to 2999:  only applicable when 
using  273UHCPU  (8/32  axis  specification)) 
Servo  power  supply  module  errors  are  detected  by the servo  amplifier, 
and  their  codes are 2800 to 2999. 
The  servo  error  detection  signal (M1608+20n/Xn8/M2408+20n) comes 
ON when  a  servo  error  occurs.  Eliminate the cause of the error,  reset 
the  error  by  turning ON the servo error  reset signal (Ml808+20n/Yn8/ 
M3208+20n), and reset  operation,  (Note  that the servo  error  detection 
signal will not  come ON in response  to  error  codes in the range  2900  to 
2999  because  these  codes  are for warnings.) 
Note: 1. Regarding the excessive  regeneration error (error code 2830), 

the state at the  time  the  error  occurred  remains stored in the 
servo  amplifier  even  after  the  protection circuit has  operated. 
The  memory  contents  are  cleared  when the external  power 
supply is turned OFF, but are not  cleared  by the RESET  signal. 

2. If error  code  2830 is repeatedly  reset  by turning OFF the exter- 
nal power  supply,  devices may be destroyed dus to overheating: 
only  restart  operation  after  the  cause of the error  has  been 
completely  eliminated. 

The  servo  power  supply  module  errors  are  shown in Table 2.1 5. 

Table 2.15 Servo Power Supply Module Error List (2800 to 2999) 

Error Error Cause 
Chockod Code Namo I Doscription 

When Error 

2850 Excessive 
regeneration 

2833 Overvoltage 

I Amplifier 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  occurred. 
The load is too  great. 
The maximum load capacity of 
the regenerative resistor has 
boon oxceeded due to frequent 
operation or continuous 
rego_erative operation. 

e The  power transistor for 
regeneration has been damage!. 
The regenerative resistor setting 
in the system settings is incorrect. 

a The regenerative resistor is wired At any time 
incorrectly. during 
The regenerative resistor is 
connected incorrectly. - - - - - 
The power transistor for 
regeneration has been damage!. 

e The regenerative resistor is 

The power  supply voltage is too 

The servo power supply module 

The continuous output current of 
the power  supply module has 
been exceeded. 

- -  - - - -  - - - - - - - - -  
- -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

operation 

- - - - - - - - - - -  
- -  - - - - - - - - - - - -  
- _de_s!FYe_dL - - -  - -  - - -  - - - 

high. 

- fa! !! StO_PPe_dL - - - - - - - - - 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Thermal sensor fault. 

Excessive 

(2830) was detected. warning 

80X of the level that would cause 
2940 an excessive regeneration error regeneration 

'rocosslng Error I Corroctivo Action I 

)peration 
iontinues. 
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2.5 LED Indications when Errors Occur at the PCPU 

When the errors listed below  occur,  they are indicated by the 'ERROR" LED 
on the front  panel of the A171SCPU,  and the LED on the front  panel of the 
A273UHCPU.  The  error  message can be read on the error  list  monitor  screen 
of the  peripheral  device. 
For  details on the  operating  procedure,  refer to the operating  manual for the 
peripheral  device. 

Table 2.16 LED Indications When Errors Occur at PCPU 
417lSCPU 

e : Ln Pan01 of A273UHCPU 

('1) Bwe No. + slot No. 

- I  

e 

I 

* I  

q====?z (01 to 32) 

Error  CIUO. 

*The  slot  set in the 
'system  settlngs' 
has nothlng  mounted 

dmerent  module 
In II. or  has  a 

mounted  In it. 
dx ls  number  settlngs 
are duplicated  In  the 
'system  settings'. 

rNot  even  one axls 
No.  has  been  set  in 
the  'system  settings' 
When  an ADU axls 
has  been  set  in  the 
system  settings,  no 
servo power  supply 

been  set. 
module  (A230P)  has 

,No system  settlng 

wrftten. 
data  has  been 

#The  system  sett ing 

without per lomlng  a  
data  has  been  writ len 

relative  check.  Or  it 

atlhough an error 
has  been  wmten 

occurred  in  the 
relative  check. 

#There k no battery In 
the  memory cassette. 

)An  axis No. that 
exceeds  the  'number 
of controlled axes' 
setting in the 
'system  settings' 
has  been  set. 

)The  total  number of 
UO points of the  PC 

motion  slots  In  the 
UO modules  set  in 

exceeds256. 
'system  settings' 

)The amplifier t y p e  
set  In  the  'system 
settings' (HR-K 

disagrees  with  the 
BIMR-J-BlMR-JP-B) 

1 
1 

Chock 
Enor 

Tlming 

M e n  power 
w i tched ON 
)n  resetting 
vith  the  RESET 
rey switch 

When me sew0 
ampiitler  power 
is turned  ON 

when   E r ro r  
O p e r r t i o n  

o c c u r s  

Start is 
disabled. 

Servo 
operation does 
not  start  for  the 
relevant  axis 
only.  Startlng 
of thls uk i s  
dlslbld. 

Enor Set 
Dovice 

'System  setting 
error  flag 
(M2041) ON 

Cor roc l i ve  
A c t l o n  

Set  the 
'system 
settings' 
correctly  In 
accordance 
with  the 
modules 
actuaity 
mounted,  then 
reset  with  the 
RESET  key 
swnch. 

C 

Note : '-' in the A17lSCPU 'ERROR' LED area indicates e r r o r s  that do not occur with A171SCPU. 
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Table 2.16 LED Indications When Errors Occur at PCPU  (Continued) 
A171SCPU I 1 1 
' E ~ ~ ~ R '  LED Dbplay o n  Front . : Pan01 ot AnSUHCPU 

Enor 
Error Caum I Chock 

Tlmlna 
0:NotI i t  I - 

I When  the power 
(V) B u a  No. + rlo( No. I b d t c h d O N  

*ADU h d w w  emor (or on nsetting 
with  the RESET 

For warning 
0 

warning. 
(SV13.  SV22. Ver.U 
or later) 

.DeteUbn ol motlon 
('1) B u a  No. + rbt No. slot moduk 

'he s m o  ON 
tatus cannot be 
Istabtbhed for 
he mbvant 
rDU e&. 
in  the case of 
MR-H-0, MRJ- 
E, and MRJ2- 

the nlOVMt 
6 axes, only 

axis en ton   t he  
servo OFF 
status. 

ADU uos, the 
In  the ca8e d 

operation 
lollows the 
ADU servo 
error 
processing. 

Al l  ax08 in  the 
affected 
system 
ssrume the 
servo OFF 
status. 

Error  Sot Cornctlvo 
Dovico Actlon 

.Tly * lacing 
the A W .  

error flag 3.5.2. 

PCPU WDT 
error cause 

e(M9073) ON 

(.1) Indicates the base No., slot No., and the slot information where the error occurred. 
(SLOO) 

L Slot No. at which the error occurred 
0 : 110 slot 0 
t o  to 
7 : 110 slot 7 

Extension stage of the base unit where the error occurred 
0 : Main base unit 
1 : First motion extension base unit 
2 : Second motion extension base unit 
3 : Third motion extension base unit 
4 : Fourth motion extension base unit 
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<A1  71  SCPU> 

P 
Numerical values corresponding to axis numbers are entered for  ‘m’ and ‘n’ in Table 2.16 
(error set device). 

L. 

eA273UHCPU 
(8-axis specification)> eA273UHCPU  (32 axis specification)> 

Calculate *nm when using A273UHCPU (8-axis specification), and 
the device No. corresponding to each axis when using A273UHCPU ‘4 
(32-axis specification), as  shown  below. 
Example : For 32 axes... 

M2408+20n (servo error detection flag) = M2408+20x31 = M3028 
D07+20n (major error code  device) e: D07+20x31 = D627 

\ 
L 
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APPENDIX 3 SPECIAL RELAYS AND SPECIAL REGISTERS 

3.1 S p i e l  Relays (SP, M) 

The  special  relays  are  internal  relays with fixed applications in the  program- 
mable  controller.  Accordingly,  they must not  be turned ON and OFF in 
sequence programs (those marked '1 and '2 in the  table  are  exceptions). 

Table 3.1 S 

Numbrr Namr Stotod Data 

OFF Normal 
M9000" Fuse blown ON There is a module with 

a blown fuse. 

verify OFF Normal 
ION Error 

MINI link error ON OFF Normal 

detection 
OFF AC  DOWN detected 
ON AC  DOWN not detected 

I ''Oo6 1 Battery low ION Low battery voltage 
OFF Normal 

OFF  Normal Battery low latch ON Low battery voltage 

ON F  number drtected 

I I f k g  ION Error 
M9010 Operation error OFF No error 

I /flag  ION Error 
M90, 1*1 Operation error OFF  No error 

M9012 Carry flag OFF Carry OFF 
ON Carry ON 

Data memory OFF No processing 
clear flag ON Output cleared 

I /Clsar 
flag 

/ON 
Output 4ear.d M9017*2 Data memory OFF No processing 

ecial Relay List 

Explanation Applicabllitv 
~~ 

A27I)UH IA171S 
Comes ON even if there is only  one output 

exception of special relays/registers, arr 
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Table 3.1 Stmcial Relav List (Continued) 
Number I Name Stored D8ta EXpl8n8UOn 

Relay repeats ONlOFF switching at fixed 

Starts from the OFF status when the power 

The ON/OFF intervals are set with the DUTY 

scan intervals. 

is turned ON or on resetting. 

instruction. 

HI 
Writes the clock data stored in D9025 to 
D9028 to the clock devices after execution 
of the END instruction in the scan in which 
M9025 is switched ON. 
Comes  ON when there is  an error in the 
clock data (D9025 to  D9028) values. OFF 
when there is no error. 
Displays the clock data (Dm25  to 09028) on 
the LED display on the front panel of the 
CPU module, as the month, day, hour, 
minute. and second. 

B When M9028 is ON, the clock data  is read to 
D9025  to  D9028 as BCD data. 

b By turning M9029 ON in the sequence pro- 
gram, all of the data communication requests 
received during one scan are processed at 
the END processing of that scan. 

1 Data communication request processing  can 
be switched between ON and OFF during the 
RUN  status. 

processed at END processing, in the order in 
which the data communication requests were 
received). 

b The detault is OFF (one request at a time is 

B These relays generate the 0.1 second, 0.2 
second, 1 second,  2  second, and 1 minute 
clocks. 

B These relays do not go ON/OFF with each 
scan but when their respective fixed inter- 
vals have  elapsed, even during a scan. 
These relays start from the OFF status 
when the power is turned on or resetting. 

b Relay used for initialization  during a se- 
quence program or as  a  dummy contact for 
an application Instruction. 

b "36 and M9037 retain their ON or OFF 
status regardless of the settings of the key 
switch on the front of the CPU, but M9038 
and M9039 change in accordance with the 
key  switch status. They go OFF when the 
key  switch is set to the STOP position. 
When the key switch is  at a position other 
than STOP,  M9038  comes  ON for one scan 
only, and M9039 goes OFF for one scan only. 

I 

M9020 

clock N0.4 
User timing M9024 

clock No.3 
User timing M9023 

User timing 
clock No.2 

clock No.1 
User timing M9021 

clock No.0 
User timing 

M9025*2 
Clock data set 
request 

OFF  No processing 
ON Data set request 

OFF No error 
ON Error M9026 Clock data error 

OFF  No processing 
ON Display M9027 Clock data 

display 

OFF  No processing 
ON Read request M9028*2 request 

Clock data read 

Data 
M9029v2 

communication 
request batch 
processing 

OFF, Batch processing not 
performed 

3N Batch processing 
performed 

M9030 0.1 second clock 

M9031 0.2 second clock 

M9032 1 second clock 

M9033 2 second clock 

M9034 1 minute clock 

M9036 Always ON 

a 

3N 

3FF 
3N 

M9037 Always OFF I 
M9038 ON for 1 scan 

only after RUN a 

RUN flag (OFF 
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Table 3.1 Spocial Relay List (Continued) 

Number Explan8tlon 81- D8t8 Name 

-4 

M9040 When the RUNlSTOP key switch is set to OFF  PAUSE disable PAUSE enable 
coil 

PAUSE is establish& and ~ 9 0 4 1  OFF  PAUSE not in effect PAUSE status 

PAUSE or the remote PAUSE contact i s  ON PAUSE onabled 
turned on, provided M9040 is ON, the 

Mg041 

ON  when the RUNISTOP key switch is set to OFF STOP not in effect STOP status M9042 

comes  ON. ON PAUSE in effect contact 

contact ST0 P . ON STOP in effect 
Comes  ON on completion of the number of 

OFF Sampling trace in sampling traces set in the parameters are 
M9043 

After that, it is  reset by execution of the completed 

completed after execution of the STRA progress Sampling trace 
completed instruction. ON Sampling trace 

STRAR instruction. 

[STRAR] instruction can be executed. 
0+1 Same as executing (M9044 is turned ONIOFF by executing 

[STRA] forced ONIOFF at a peripheral device.) 
M9044 OFF + ON 

[STRAR] : [STRA] instruction The sampling trace 
M9044 ON + OFF condition depends 

By switching M9044 ONlOFF the [STRAII 

M9044 ,& Same a* executing Sampling trace 

: [STRAR] instruction 
By turning M9045 ON,  WDT can be reset 
when a ZCOM instruction is executed or 
when data communication request batch 
processing is executed. 
(Used when the scan time exceeds 200 ms.) 

Mgo45 OFF WDT is not reset Watchdog timer 
(WDT) reset ON  WDT is reset 

M9046 ON TraM in re,s Sampling trace OFF Trace nobiyrogress ON during execution of a sampling trace 

M9047 

M9049 

M9051 

M9052'2 

A sampling trace cannot be executed unless 
Sampling trace 

selection When M9049 is ON, ASCII code for 16 ON 16 characters output put characters 
the NULL (OOH) code. OFF Output until NULL code Number Of Out- 

When M9047 is turned OFF, the sampling ON Sampling trace start preparation 
M9047 has been turned ON. OFF Sampling trace stop 

trace is stopped. 
When M9049 is OFF, output continues until 

characters is output. 
Turned ON to disable execution of the CHG 

CHG instruction Enabled instruction. 
execution 
disable ON Disabled Turn ON  when issuing a program transfer 

request: automatically turned OFF on 
completion of transfer. 
When M9052 is ON it  is executed as the I/O 

SEG instruction 
switch 

partial refresh instruction. OFF 7-segment display 
When M9052 is ON, it  is executed as the 7- ON IIO part refresh 
segment display instruction. 

M9053.2 Turn ON when a link refresh enabloldisable OFF interrupt EVDI instruction 
switch ON Link interru control (El, Dl) instruction is executed. control 

OFF STEP RUN not in effect ON  when the RUNlSTOP key switch is set to 
the RUN posltion. 

M9055 OFF  Not completed Status latch Comes  ON  when status latch io completed. 
completion flag ON Completed Goes OFF  on execution of a reset 

instruction. 
~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ 

M9056 Main side P, I ON  P, I set being requested 

Sub side P, I M9057 
subprogram during execution of a main ON p, set being requested 
another program is being  run (for example a set being requested 
on completion of program transfer while OFF  Other than when P, I 
These relays switch ON the P, I set request 

program). Automatically turned OFF on OFF  Other  than  when p, I 

set request 

set request set being requested completion of P, I setting. 
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Table 3.1 Special Relay List (Continued) - 
Yumbor 

49058 
- 

- 
Applic 

0 

Name Explanation Stored Data 

Main Drogram Momentarily ON on 
P, I s i t  complete 

P, I set complete completion of P. I setting 
I setting, then goes OFF immediately. Momentarily ON on Subprogram 
Comes ON momentarily on completion of  P, completionof P, I setting 

0 69059 

49065 

~~ ~ 

Partial 
processing in progress 
execution 
detection progress 

ON during partial processing of an 
OFF processing not 

execution (when partial processing is not ON processing in 

instruction given with respect to  AD57(S1) or 
AD58;  goes  OFF  on completion of this 

being performed). 
When  an instruction with a long processing 
time is executed with respect to AD57(Sl) or 
AD58  and the scan time is  lengthened, this 

processing by turning M9066  ON. 

Partial OFF Batch processing 
processing 

instruction can be dealt with by partial request flag ON Partial processing 
69066'' 

d9070*2 

d9081 

ABUPUIABPUJ  for a search at an ABUPUIABPUJ  can be 
search time 

ON Communication request request entry 
32 entry areas  are provided for  FROM/TO OFF Communication request Communication 

increased by lo%.) 
shortened. (In this case the scan  time is ON Reading time ,educed 

instructions waiting for execution at 
areas busy 
signal 

No reduction of reading 
time 

By turning this relay ON, the time required 

entry areas available 

entry areas not 
available 

MNETiMINI(-S3); this relay comes ON when 
there are no  more empty areas. 

I Set whether or not the error check shown 
below is executed on  END instruction 

Error check executed processing. (Used to shorten END 
Error check ON  No error check instruction processing time.) 

(1 ) Blown fuse check 
(2) I10  module verification check 

69084'' 0 0 

. .  I (3) Batterv check 

0 instruction error 
ON Error flag 
OFF No error Comes ON when  an instruction related error 

occurs. 
Remains ON even after return to  normal. 

4909 1 *' 

1 9 w *  

~~~~~~~ ~ ~ 

When M9094 is turned ON after the head 110 
number of the 110 module to be replaced has 
been  set in it, it  is possible to replace the 
110 module in the online status. (It  is only 
possible to replace one 110 module per 
setting.) 

OFF No replacement To replace an I10 module in the RUN  mode, 
use the program or a peripheral device  to 
turn this relay ON; to replace an 110 module 
in the STOP mode, use the test mode of a 
peripheral device to turn this relay ON. 
Do not switch between RUN and STOP 
modes until 110 module replacement is 
completed. 
ON when an SFC program is registered and 

Existence of OFF No SFC program a work area for  SFC has been secured. 

SFC program ON SFC program exists OFF when  no  SFC program is registered, or 
the work  area for SFC could not be secured. 

change 'Irrg ON Replacement 0 

0 191 00 

69101'2 

- 
I 1 Turned ON by the user in order to start an 

SFC program 
ON SFC program start startlstop 
OFF SFC program stop SFC  program. 

When turned OFF, the operation output  of 
the step being executed is turned OFF and 

1 the SFC program is stopped. 
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Tablo 3.1 Spocial M a y  List  (Continued) 

Numbu 

A9 1 02'2 

A9103'2 

A9104 

19108'2 

19109'2 

A91  10'2 

A91  11'2 

A91 12'2 

491 1 3'2 

191 I 4'2 

A9180 

A9181 

SFC program 
ON Continued start s t a r t  status 
OFF Initial start 

OFF Continuous transition 
Continuous 

ON Continuous transition transition setting 
ineffective 

effective 

Continuous 

ON Before transition wevention flag 
transition transition 

OFF At completion of 

Step tran8Hbn 
nonitor t h w r  star! 
:cormponds to 
39108) 
Step tranritbn 
nonitor t h w r  stul 
:corrsrponth to 
39109) 
S t e p  t m w l t b n  
nonitor t h r  star! : c o m e s p o n d s  to 
391 10) 
St- t randtbn OFF Monitor timer reset 
nonitor 'Imer dart /ON Monitor timer reset start 1cormq)onds to 
391 11) 
Step transttbn 
nonitor tbner stul : c o r n &  to 
39112) 
Step tmnsitbn 
nonlor t h w r  start : c o n e s p o n b s  to 

Step transttbn 
nonitor tbner statl 
:corresponds to 

391 13) 

391 14) 
4ctive OFF Trace st& Pampling trace 
mnpleted flag ON Trace complete 

step OFF Trace not executed yet Pampling trace 
sxecution flag ON Trace being executed 

EXpl8n8tlOn 

1 Selocts the start step when an SFC program 
is restarted  using M9101. 
When OFF 

: All exocution statuses that applied when 
the SFC program was stoppod are cle- 
ared and the program is started from 
the initial step of block 0. 

When ON 
: The SFC program is started from the 

block and step that were being executed 
when it was stopped. 

1 Once this relay has been turned ON, it is 
latched (memory back up) by the system. 

1 Selects whethor or not to execute all the 
steps whose transition conditions have been 
satisfied in one scan in cases  where all the 
transition conditions of consecutive steps 
have  been satisfied. 
When ON 

: Steps are executed continuously 
(continuous transition effective). 

When OFF 
: One  step at a time is executed within the 

scan (continuous transition ineffective). 
1 When continuous transition is effective, ON 
when continuous transition is not being 
performed and goes OFF when the transition 
of one step is oompletod. 
By writing M9104 with an AND condition as 
the transition condition, continuous 
transition of the relevant step can  be 
prevented. 

1 Turned ON to start timing by the step 
transition monitor timer. 
When turned OFF, the monitor timer is reset. 

1 Comes ON on completion of sampling trace 
for all designated blocks, and goos OFF at 
the start of rampling trace. 

1 ON during sampling trace execution, goes 
OFF on cornpietion or suspension of 
sampling trace. 

e 

0 

- 

e 
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69196'~ 

19197 

19198 

19199 

- 

Table 3.1 Special Relay List (Continued) 
~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ 

Name 
~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~ 

Stored Data 

Active step 

ON Trace enabled enabled 
suspended sampling trace 
Trace disabled/ 

Operation 
Output at block 
stop ON coil output ON 

OFF Coil output OFF 

Fuse blown the combination of the 
The display is selected by 

verify error M9197 ONlOFF and  M9198 display  switching ON/OFF  statuses. 

Online sampling 

latch data ON Data restored 
restore 

Explanation 

Selects whether  to enable or disable 

When ON 
sampling trace. 

When  OFF 
: Execution of sampling trace is enabled. 

: Execution of sampling trace is disabled. 
When this relay is turned OFF during 
executlon of sampling trace, the trace is 
suspended. 

Selects the operation output when a block 

When  ON 
stop is executed. 

: The coil ONlOFF status used for the 
operation output of the step that was 
being executed when the block was 
stopped is retained. 

When OFF 
: All coil outputs are turned OFF. 

(Operation output by a SET instruction 
is retained regardless of the ONlOFF 
status of M9196.) 

Applloablllty 
A273UH A171S 

0 -  

0 -  

Y91971Y9198 I Display  Range 1 I I 
OFF I OFF \Statuses W Y O  to 7FO 
ON I OFF Istatuses WY800 to FFO II I c I I  I 
OFF 

Statuses WY1800  to 1FFO ON ON 
Statuses WY1000 to 17FO ON 

r - I  l -  
o Selects the 110 module numbers for fuse 

blown module display (D9100 to D9107) and 
110 module verify error display (D9116 to 
D9 123). 

0 The display selection is executed at END 
processing. 

~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

Restores the  set data stored in the CPU and 
enables restarting of operation after 
sampling tracelstatus latch has been 
executed. 

(It is not necessary to write the data from a 
For re-execution, turn M9199 ON. 
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All special relays, MI are  turned OFF  by turning the  power OFF, 
performing latch clear, or resetting with the RESET  key switch. 
When the RUN  key switch is set to 'STOP', the  special relay 
settings  are  retained. 
The special relays marked "*l' in the table above  remain 'ON' 
even after a return to normal.  They  must  therefore be  turned OFF 
by  using  one  of the following methods. 
(a)  Method  using  the  user  program 

Insert  the  ladder  block  at right into  the program  and turn the 
reset  execution  command  contact  ON to clear the special 
relay. Reset execution 

t L ! / ' & {  RST M9OOO 
7- 
Enter the special relay 
to be reset here. 

(b)  Method  using  a  peripheral  device 
Perform  a  forced reset using  the test function  of  the peripheral 
device. 
For details on this operation, refer to the manual for the 
peripheral device. 

(c)  Turn  the  special relay OFF  by setting the RESET  key  switch 
on the front panel of the CPU module to "RESET'. 

The  ON/OFF status of special relays marked "2' in  the table 
above is controlled by  the  sequence  program. 
The  ON/OFF status of special relays marked "'3' in  the table 
above is controlled in the test mode of a peripheral device. 
The  status  of special relays marked "4" in  the table above is only 
reset  on  switching the power ON. 
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3.2 Special Registers (SP.D) r 

- 
Yumber 

)9000 

29002 

D9004" 

D9005" 

D9008" - 

The  special  registers are data  registers  used  for  specific  purposes in the 
programmable  controller.  Therefore, do not  write  data to the special  registers 
in the program (with the  exception  of  those whose numbers  are  marked ' 2  in 
the table). 
Of the special  relays,  those  from  D9180 to D9199  are  used  for  positioning 
control. 

Table 3.2 

10 unit verify 110 module verification 
uror error module number 

I Indicates the status for 
dINI link error I the number  of master 

modules set in the 
lparameters (1 to 8) 

I 

~~ ~~ ~ 

4C DOWN AC DOWN occurrence 
:ounter count 

Self-diagnostic Self-diagnostic error 
wror number 

Special  Register List 
Explanation 

I When modules with  blown fuses are detected, the 
lowest module number  among  the detected 
modules is stored in hexadecimal. (Example: 
when the fuses of output modules Y50  to 6F have 
blown, '50' is stored in hexadecimal.) When 
monitoring with a peripheral device, use a 
hexadecimal display monitoring operation. 
(Cleared when all contents of D9100 to  D9107 
are reset to  zero.) 

1 When modules with a blown fuse are detected, 
the lowest 110 number of the detected modules is 
stored in hexadecimal in this special relay. 
(Exampl::  Blown  fuse at the output module Y50 to 
6F ... 'SO' is stored in hexadecimal) 
For monitoring at a peripheral device, use 
hexadecimal display monitor operations. 
(Cleared when the contents of'D9100 are all 'O'.) 

I If 110 modules that do not match the registered 
data are detected when the power is turned on, 
the first 110 number of the lowest module number 
among the detected modules is stored in 
hexadecimal (the storage method is the same  as 
for DQOOO). When monitoring with a peripheral 
device, use a hexadecimal display monitoring 
operation. 
(Cleared when all contents of D9116  to  D9123 
are reset to  zero.) 

1 Stores the MINI(S3) link error detected status for 
the master modules installed. 

LCPU. 
Hardware error (XOIX20) 
MINl(S3) link en& ' 

MINI(S3) link communlca- 
detected (X6/X26) 

lion error IX7M27) 

1 1 is added to the stored value each time the input 
voltage becomes 80% or less of the rating while 
the CPU module is performing an operation, and 
the value is stored in BIN code. 

1 1 is added to the stored value when  an error is founc 
as a  result of self-diagnosis, the error number, anc 
the value is stored in BIN code. 

t & Ilcabill 
1273UH  A171S 

I . l -  
I '\ 

\ 

f 
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Table 3.2 SPocial Reaister  List  (Continued) 
A 

Numbor 

D9009 

D9010 

D9011 

D9014 

~~ 

Name Storod Dab 

9nnunciator external failure has jetection 
F number at which 

occurred 

Step number at which 

occurred 
Error step operation error has 

Step number at which 

occurred. 
Error step operation error has 

110 control mode number 
110 control mode 

~ ~~ 

Explanation Applle 
A27SUH 

D When  one  of FO to F255 is turned on  by b m l  
or m, the F number detected earliest among 
the F numbers which have been turned on is 
stored in BIN  code. 
D9009  can be cleared by executing a 1-1 or 

detected, the clearing of  D9009 causes the next 
number  to be stored in D9009. 
When  one  of FO to F255 is turned on by 
or [ m i ,  the F number detected earliest among 
the F numbers which have been turned on is 
stored in BIN  code. 

=instruction, or by setting the INDICATOR 
RESET  switch on the front of the CPU to ON. 
If another F number has been detected, the 
clearing of 09009 causes the next number  to  be 
stored in D9009. 
When it has not been possible to access a 
module for which a special function module 
setting has  been  made at STOP + RUN, the 
module No.  of the special function module is  
stored in this special register. 

D When  an operation error occurs during execution 
of an application instruction, the step No.  where 
the error occurred is stored in BIN  code,  and 
thereafter every  time an operation error occurs 
the contents of 09010 are updataed. 
When  an operation error occurs during execution 
of  an application instruction, the step No. where 
the error occurred is stored in BIN  code,  and - 
thereafter every time an operation error occurs 
the contents of 09010 are updated. 
When  an operation error occurs during execution 
of an application instruction, the step number at 
which the error occurs is stored in this register in 
BIN  code. Since storage is executed when 
M9011 changes from OFF to ON, the contents of 
D9011 cannot be updated unless it  is cleared by 
the user program. 
The set I/O control method is represented as 
follows: 0 
3: Refresh method for both input and output 

0: 110 in direct mode - 

- 
instruction. If another F number  has been 

D D9009  can  be cleared by executing a h-1 or 

0 

- 

The set control mode is represented as follows: 

3: 110 in refresh mode 
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Name 

:PU operating 
,tates 

Table 3.2 Special Register List (Continued) 

I Stored Data 

lperating states  of 
:Pu 

I 

Explanation 

The operating  states of the CPU are stored in 
D9015 as shown  below. 

815 .......... 812811 ........... 88 87 ............. 84 83 ............. BO 
I l l  I l l  I l l  I l l  
1 1 1  
I I I  

I l l  
, I ,  
1 1 ,  I l l  I l l  I l l  

, I ,  I l l  
, , I  I I I  

I l l  I l l  I l l  I l l  
L A CPU  RUWSTOP Ramninr  unchanged in 

- Status  in  program 
0 lother than below 
I I STOP instruction  execution 

I: When the CPU is  in the RUN mode and M9040 is 
off, the RUN  mode  remains in effect even if an 
attempt is made to change to the PAUSE  mode. 

I The CPU operating  states indicated in  the figure 
below  are  stored in D9015. 

815 .......... 812811 ........... B8 87 ............. 84 83 ............. BO 
I l l  I l l  I l l  
I l l  
I I I  
I , ,  

, I 1  

I l l  I t 1  

I l l  
, , I  

I l l  
0 )  

I , ,  
, I t  

I l l  I l l  I l l  I l l  
L 

CPU key Renuins UnCh8ngd in 
remote runlstop mode. 

I 

- Status  In  program 
0 1 Other  than  below 
1 I STOP lnstructbn execution 

*: When  the  CPU is in the  RUN status and M9040 
i s  OFF, the  CPU remains in RUN  mode even if 
set to PAUSE. 

f: 
L 

I 
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Table 3.2 Special Rosister List (Continuod) - 
Number - 

19016 

19017 

Stond Dab Explanatton Name 

The  type of sequence program currently being 
executed is stored under  one of the following 
code  numbers. 
0: ROM main 4: RAM  sub 3 8:  EEP-ROM main 
1: RAM main 5: ROM sub 1 9: EEP-ROM  sub 1 
2: RAM sub 1 6: ROM sub 2 A: EEP-ROM  sub 2 
3: RAM sub 2 7: ROM sub 3 B:  EEP-ROM sub 3 
Indicates the setting for the memory selection 
chip; one  of the values 0 to 2 is set in BIN code. 

At  each  END instruction, i f  the scan  time is 
shorter than the contents of 09017, the new 
value is stored in this register. In other words, 
the minimum value for scan time is stored in 
D9017, in BIN code. 

Instruction and is always rewritten. 

than the contents of  D9019,  the  new value is 
stored in this register. In other words, the 
maximum value for scan time Is stored in D9019, 
in BIN  code. 
When a user program is executed at fixed 
intervals, set the interval in 10 ms units. 

The  scan  time is  stored In BIN  code at each END 

At each END instruction, if the scan time is longer 

0 : Constant scan function not used 
1 to 20 : Constant scan function used 

Execution at (set value)xlO ms 
intervals 

When user programs are executed at fixed 
intervals, used to set the execution intervals, in 
10  ms units. 

0 : Constant scan function not used 
1 to 200 : Constant scan function used; 

program executed at intervals of 
(set va1ue)xlO ms. 

The scan time is stored in BIN  code at each  END 

Counts  up +1 for  each  second. 
The  year (last two digits) and month are stored in 

processing. overwriting the existing value. 

BCD code in D9025 as shown  below. 

j j j  Example j j j  j j i  i i i  
B15 ........ B12 B11 .....-... 88 B7 ............ 84 W ............ BO 

I I I , I , , I I I , I 

L c ' H9307 
Year  Month 

The  type of sequence 
program being 
executed is stored as 
a BIN value. 

Program No. 

0 : ROM 
1 : RAM 
2 : E~ROM 

ROMIRAM 
setting 

Minimum scan time (10 
ms units) Scan time 

Scan time Scan time 
110  ms units) 19018 

19019 Maximum scan time 
(10 ms units) Scan time 

Constant scan time 
(user-specified in  10 
ms units) 

)9020'2 Constant scan 

Scan time (1 ms units) Scan time 

Time 

19021 

)go22 

)902502 Clock data 
[year, month) Clock data 

The  day and hour are stored in BCD code in D9026 
as  shown below. 

j j j  Example j j j  j j j  j j j  
B16 ........ 812 811 .- ....... Cd B7 ............ 84 Iu BO 

I I I  :3191, 10th hour I , ,  I , , I , ,  I I I , ,  I I I 
\ A ' H3110 

Day Hour 
The minute and second are stored in BCD  code in 
D9027  as  shown below. 

Clock data Clock data (day, hour) 

815 ....... 812 81t ..........BO 87 ............ 84 8.9 

j j j  Example j i j  j j i  i j i  
, # I  , I ,  I , ,  I , ,  

I I 

Second Minute 
:35m%48s I 1 I I I I I I I 

\ L ' H 3 W  

:lock data 
:minute, second) Clock data 
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- 
Wm bel 

)9028'2 

19035 

19036 

19037 

Name 

;lock data 

Extension file 
'eqister 

-or extension 
ile register 
levice No. 
lesignation 

Table 3.2 Special Rogister  List  (Continued) 

Stored Data 

Clock data 
( , day of  week) 

Used block No. 

Device  No.  when 
iirectly accessing 
ndividual devices of 
!he file register 

T 

r 
'0' must be set here. b y  of m k  

T u d y  
Wednwday 
Thunda 
Friday 

0 

The block No.  of the currently used extension file 
register is stored in BIN  code. 
Designate the device numbers in the file register 
that are to be directly read or written to as a BIN 
value in the 2 words D9036 and D9037. 
Device numbers are designated as consecutive 
numbers  beginning  with RO of block No.1,  
regardless of block numbers. 

Extension flle 

0 

f 
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Number I Name 

-r 19049 SFC work area 

19050 I SFC program 
error code 

Table 3.2 Spec 

Stored Dah 

'riorities 1 to 4 

'riorities 5 to 7 

al Register Li8t (Continued) 

Explanation 

The element numbers for display priorities 1 to 4 
(09038) and 5 to 7 (D9039)  of tho LED display 01 
the CPU module are set and changed. 

ma,-mz D L - ~  n. Iy DL. ..so ms m l  811 m 87 Y m...-.ao 
/ i j  j i j  j i j  / j /  i i i  / / /  j j j  

1 3 2 I I s a n r n l  
~~~~~ 

PhW 
- 

Even if '0' is set, 
errors which cause 
CPU operatlon to 
stop (including para- 
meter settings) are 
unconditionally dis- 
played on the LED 
display. 
Default values : 

H9038rH4321 
H903hH0765 

The element numbers for priorities 1 to 4 (D9038) 
and 5 to 7 (09039) for the lighting (or flashing) 01 
the ERROR  LED when an error occurs, are set and 
changed. 

Even if  '0' is set. 
errors which cause 
CPU operation to 
stop (including para- 
meter settings) are 
unconditionally dis- 
played on the LED 
display. 
Default values : 

D9038tH4321 
D9039rH0006 

Elemnt 
No. Content 

The value that D9044 contains is used as a 
sampling trace condition when the sampling trace 
instruction [STRA],  [STRAR] is executed by 

;top  or time  for 
device. ;ampling trace 
switching ONlOFF M9044 from the peripheral 

For  scan - Set ' 0 ' .  
For  time - Set the time The value is in ms unns. stored in BIN. 1 

The extension file register block number used as 
ixtension file register 

Lower 8 bits ..... Step number is stored. 
Higher 8 bits .... Block number is stored. dock number 

the SFC work area is stored. 

Error  codes generated during SFC program 
execution are stored in BIN  code. 

irror 'Ode gonerated 
luring SFC  program 80 : SFC program parameter error 
bxecution 

0 : No error 

81 : Number of simultaneous execution steps 
exceeded 

82 : Block start error 
83 : SFC program operation error 

0 

0 

- 

0 
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Table 3.2 Special  Register  List (Continued) 

Number Stored Data Name 

D9051 an error occurred Error block Block number in which 

D9052 Error step Step number at which 
an error occurred 

Transition condition 
number at which an 
error occurred 

D9054 sequence 1at which an error 
Sequence step number 

occurred 

09055 Status latch step Status latch 

PC 

check 
EmDW 

09072 check communication Computer link data 

D9081 Empty communication communication 
. _  

request entry 
areas 

request entry areas 

Time check 

register 
D9085 Default value 10 s value setting 

Excessive 

/nodules I Too many special D ~ O ~ O "  special function ,unction modules 

D9091*1 error numbers numbers 
Self-diagnostic detailed Detailed error 

09094" 110 first I/O number 
Replacement Replacement 110 first 

/number I 

~ ~ ~~ 

Explanation  A~pllc8bllIt)l 
A273UH I A171! 

Block numbers at which errors occurred during 
SFC program execution are stored in BIN code. 
In the case of  error  code 82, the start block step 
number is stored. 

durina SFC  Drogram execution is  stored in BIN 
code- In the case of error code  80  or 81, '0' is 
stored. I I -  
In the caae of  error  code  82, the block start step 
number is stored. 
The tranaltion condition number at which error 83 
occurred during SFC program execution is stored 
in BIN code. In the  case of error code  80, 81, or 
82, '0' Is stored. 

condition and operation output when error 83 
occurred during SFC program execution is stored 
in BIN code. 

latched is stored in BIN  code. 

. - 
The sequence step  number of the transition 

0 -  

The step number executed when the status is  

Used at self-loopback check 
0 -  

0 -  

The number of empty communication request 
entry areas in which communication requests to 
MNETIMINI(S3) can be entered is stored (Max. 0 -  

The time check value at execution of a 
MELSECNETHO link instruction (ZNRD,  ZNWR) 
is stored. 
Setting range : 1 to 65535 sec 
Setting unit : 1 sec 
If the set value is IO* ,  the default of '10  sec' is 
used for operation. 
When the number of special function modules 
mounted is excessive, the value '(head 110 
number of the last special function module 
entered) I 16' is stored as a BIN value. 
The detailed error number  when a self-diagnostic 
error occurs is stored. 
Stores the upper two digits of the first 110 number 
of an 110 module that is removedlreplaced in the 
online status. 
Example: Input module X2FO H2F 

r 
'.. 
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4 

Numbu 

I91 00 
to 

19107 

,9100:: 
191  01 

Name 

:use blown 
nodule 

Table 3.2 SPecirl Registor List  (Continued) 

S t o w  Data 

311 pattern in units of 
I6 points, indicating 
he modules whose 
uses have blown 

- 
Explanation 

b The  numbers of output modules whose fuses 
have blown are input as a bit pattern (in units of 
16 points). 
(If the module numbers are set by parameter, the 
parameter-set numbers are stored.) 

D The blown  fuse statuses of the output modules  of 
remote stations are  also detected. 

1 5 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 9  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0  

DO100 

Del01 

DO107 

D By switching M9197 and M9198 ON and OFF, the 

D To dear the data of a module whose fuse is 
110 module number display range is switched. 

blown, turn OFF M9000 (fuse blown). 

Output module numbers of the (in units of 16 
points) of output modules whose fuses have 
blown or whose external power  supply  has  been 
switched OFF are entered in a bit pattern. 
(Preset output number  when parameter setting 
has beon  performed.) 

1 5 1 4 1 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 9  8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0  

L l n d i c a t e s  a blown fuse 
(Since the error is not cleared even after 
returning to normal, it must be cleared with a 

T Appllc 
UTgUH 

0 

0 
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Table 3.2 Special  Register  List  (Continued) - 
Yumbel 

)9116 
to 

)9123 

191 16" 
191 17" 

19124 

nput/Output 
nodule 
wification error 

innunciator 
letection 
luantity 

3it pattern, in units of 
I6 points, indicating 
he modules with 
wification errors. 

Jumber of detected 
mnunciators 

Explrnatlon Appllc 
A273Uk 

1 When the power is turned on, the module numbers 
of the 110 modules whose information differs from 
the registered 110 module information are set in this 
register (in units of 16 points). 
(If  the 110 numbers are  set by parameter,  the 
parameter-set numbers are stored.) 

can  be  detected. 
1 The I/O module information of remote stations 

151413121110 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

L l n d i c a t e s  an 110 module 
verification error 

1 By switching M9197 and M9198 ON and OFF, the 
I/O module  number display range is switched. 
To clear  the verify error, turn OFF  M9002 (verify 
error). 

I When an 110 modules  whose data is different 
from that entered are detected, the I10 module 
numbers (in units of 16 points) are entered in a 
bit pattern. 
(Preset 110 module numbers when parameter 
setting has been performed.) 

1514131211109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

L l n d i c a t e s  an 110 mo- 
dule verification error 

(Since the error is not cleared even after 
returning to  normal, it must be cleared with a 
program.) 

' When  one  of FO to 2047 is turned ON by 
or I m ] ,  1 is added to the contents of D9124. 
When  an  or b r q  instruction is 
executed, 1 is subtracted from the contents of 
D9124. 
(This can  also  be achieved with the INDICATOR 
RESET switch  on the front panel of the CPU 
module.) 
The  maximum  number  of annunciators switched : ON by ( W H  or that can be stored in 
D9124 is 8. 

1 When  one  of FO to 255 is turned on by  an [ m l  
or mfl, 1 is added to the contents of D9124. 
When the [Ks+rl or r-1 instruction is  
executed, 1 is subtracted from the contents of 

The  number  of annunciators that has been turned 
on  by  or 1-1 is stored in D9124: the 

09124. 

C 

1 
1 

I 

! 

I , 

\ 

I 
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Table 3.2 Special Register  List  (Continued) 

Stond Data Explanation 
When  one  of FO to 2047 is  turned ON by 
or m], the F number which has been turned 
ON is entered in D9125 to D9132, in due order, in 
BIN code. 
An F number which has been turned OFF by 

contents of data registers succeeding the data 
register from which the F number  was erased are 
shifted to the preceding data registers. By 
executing the LTW instruction, the contents of 
D9125  to  D9132 are shifted upward by one. (This 
can also be done with the INDICATOR RESET 
switch  on the front of the CPU module.) When 
there are 8 annunciator detections, a 9th  will  not 
be stored in D9125 to D9132 even if  detected. 

is erased from D9125 to D9132 and the 

SETaETTSETSETWSETIETSmET E T  
~ C 2 6 F 1 0 F Z S F i S ~ O ~ H s F ~ ~ O ~ S ~ F ? ~ ~ ~  

DOOOO 

09124 

09125 

09126 

DO127 

De128 

W128 

09130 

DO131 

Lnnunciator detection 
lumber 

w132 

When F numbers in the ran e FO to 255 are 
turned on by or h , they are entered 
in D9125  to D9132 in ascending order of register 
numbers. 
An F number which is turned off by is  
erased from D9125 to 09132. and the contents of 
the data registers following the one where the 
erased F number  was stored are each shifted to 
the proceding data register. When the 
instruction is executed, the contents of D9125 to 
D9132 are shifted upward by one.  When there 
are 8 annunciator detections, a 9th one is  not 
stored in D9125  to  D9132 even if detected. 

SET SET SET SET 8EI sm SET SET W IVT SET I C60 FZS  FlO F26 Flb Fm Ms F% FitOFlSI RlOLCDR 

1091291 0 I o  I o   I o  Io  I o  l o  1 6 5 1 6 5 1 6 5 l ~ l s 5 1 3 8  

DO131 

210 151  151 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 09132 

151 110 110 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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~ O I N T S ]  

(1) All special  register data is cleared  by the power-off, latch clear, 
and reset  operations.  The  data is retained  when  the  RUN/STOP 
key  switch is set to STOP. 

(2) The  contents  of the special relays  marked *' in  the table  above  are 
not  cleared  even after the normal  status is restored. To clear the 
contents,  use one of the following  methods: 
(a)  Using  a  user  program 

Insert  the  ladder block shown at right  into the program and turn 
on the  clear  execution  command  contact to clear the contents 
of the register. 

Clear  execution 
command 1- -{RST M9005 

(b) Using a peripheral device 
Using the test function of a  peripheral  device,  set the register 
to "0' by using present  value  change  or forced reset. 
For  details on the operation  involved,  refer to the manual  for 
the relevant  peripheral  device. 

(c)  Set the special register to '0' by  setting the RESET key  switch 
on the front  of the CPU to the RESET position. 

(3) For  special  registers  marked "+2', data is written in  the sequence 

(4) For  special  registers  marked "3', data is written in the test mode 

(5 )  For  special  registers  marked "4', data is cleared  only  when  the 

program. 

of  a  peripheral  device. 

power is turned ON. 
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4 

~ 

Number 

D9180 
to 

D9183 

(1) A1 71  SCPU/A273UHCPU (8-axis specifications) 

Limit switch output 
storage area 

Table 3.3 S 
Stoorod D8ta 

.imit switch output 
torage area 
1: ON 
0 :  OFF 

scial Register List 
Explan8tlon 

I Tho status of output (ONIOFF) to limit switch output AY42 sel 
with a peripheral device is stored as '1' or ' 0 ' .  

1: ON 
0: OFF 

' These registers can be used to output limit switch output data 
to an external device using the sequence program. 
(1) A171SCPU 

bl6  bl4 b13 b i2   b l l  b10 bo M b7 M bS M W b2 b i  W 
Dele4 L r n l L ~ l L ~ I L ~ l L ~ l L ~ l L l p l L l p l L . . r l L ~ l L ~ l L ~ l L l p l L I I I 1 l L y o I l L n x l  

b-Fo1Q*Z.-FcQabi-H 

WUI LytF LYlE LYloILylc LI~S L n A  

~-For.i*4~-~FaaIaa.-~ 
L Y ~ O  L Y I ~  L ~ I L Y ~  LylI L Y t s l L m  LYIE L Y ~ S  cyle 

'1 ' or '0' is stored for each of the bits in 09180 and 
D9181. 

1) 1 .......... ON 
2) 0 OFF .......... 

09182 to 09183 are not used (cannot be used by 
the user). 

(2) A273UHCPU (8 axis specification) 
b16 bl4 b13 b i2   b l l  blO bo W b7 M bb b4 W b2 bl W 

w w  L ~ ~ ~ L ~ D E ~ L ~ ~ L ~ L ~ J L ~ L ~ P ~ L ~ ~ L ~ ~ L I D I ~ L ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ L ~ S ( L I I I ~ ~ L ~ ~ I ~ L ~ ~ ~  

b-.krrd.Z-F.xud.l-~ 

w t F  L n E  LytoI Lncl m o l  LYIA~ cTwI tnsl LYV L w I  LYMI LYM( L Y W ~  Lytz L Y I ~  I L w  

)c-----kr~or~4-krud.a-H 
W i g  LWI L W ~  LM~ L W C ~  L ~ B ~ L Y U (  L ~ J  Lml ~ m l l  LWI ~ m /  L W ~  L ~ I  L Y X ~ L W  [LW 

~-For~e~-kruds6~--l 

mu L ~ L ~ ~ E I L ~ I L ~ L ~ I L ~ * ~ L ~ ~ L ~ I L ~ , ~ L ~ J L ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ J L ~ ~ L ~ I C ~ I L ~  
~ - F o r . d a 8 - - F o r u + s ~ ~  

'1'  or '0' is stored for each of the bits in D9180 
through D9183. 

1) 1 .......... ON 
2) 0 .......... OFF 
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Table 3.3 Special Register  List (Continued) 
Number 

D9184 :awe of  PCPU  err01 

stored  at. I Explanation 
I* The  PCPU  WDT errors tabled below are stored in D9184. 

(1) When using an  A171SCPU 
Error Code 1 Error Cause  

2 ) e  PCPU excessive operation frequency I 
3 I *  SCPU software fault 2 

300 1 0  SCPU software fault 3 I 

'CPU  WDT error 
lumber 

!) When using an  A273UHCPU (bexis specification) 

Error Code 

l PCPU excessive operation frequency 2 
PCPU software fault 1 1 

Error Cause 

3 I *  PCPU software fault 2 
30 I *  Hardware fault between PCPU and SCPU 

AC motor drive module CPU error 
to 

107 

110 

117 
to AC motor  drive  module  with  the  error is loaded. 

(0: nuin h e ,  1: extonsion bare) 

Indic.1-  the tlol No. (0 l o  7 )  where 
the AC motor driw module riM the 
enor b loaded. 

lnd iu ta  the $tap numbof ol the bare on  which the 

Hardware fault of module loaded in main 
200 

1ndiUt.s  the akl No. (0 to 7') when 207 

base unit or motion extension base unit. 
to 

the  module  with  the  error h loaded. I 
21 0 I 
to 

21 7 module  nith  the enor b IoAdOd. 
(0: main base, 1: axternion b e )  

Indic.1.s  tha atage number of the bere on rhich the 

ISeparate servo amplifier (MR-[ 1-B) interface I 
to 

251 1 -FUR SSCNET NO. 
0 SSCNET  t I 1;; l~;:;~tware fault 3 

CPSTART instructions for 8 or more points 
simultaneously started for 21 or more 

CPSTART instructions for 8 or more points 
can only be started simultaneously for up to 
20 ro  rams. 

r 

C 

# 
i 

I 
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Table 3.3 Special  Rogirter  List  (Continued) 
Number 

D9185 

D9186 

09187 

Name 

;ervo amplifier type 

lanual pulse gener- 
itor axis setting 
wror 

~~ ~~ 

Stored Data 

;ervo amplifier type 

Aanual pulse gener- 
rtor axis setting 
mor  

~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~ 

Emlandon 
~~ ~ 

On switching the power ON or resetting, the servo amplifier type 
set in the system settings is set in these  devices. 
(1) When  an  A171SCPU is used 

bt6Ob12 b t lOb8   b7bM b 5 b W  

Dol& Axir  1 Axir2  Axb'3 Axir 4 

L s e r v o  anrplnier type 
0 0 ....... Unused axis 

2 ....... MR-( J-B 

(2) When an  A273UHCPU (8 axis specification) is  used 
bt6Wbt2 b l t b M   b 7 D M  UbM 

DS185 

Axir 5 Axir 6 Axis 7 Axir 8 DO186 

Axis 1 AxU2 Axb 3 Axis4 

L S e r v o  anpifiler type 
0 ....... Unused axis 
I ....... ADU (main base) 

5 ....... A W  (extension base) 
2 ....... MR-[ 1-6 

Stores the contents of the manual pulse generator axis setting 
error when the  manual pulse  generator  axis  setting flag 
(M9077) comes ON. 
(1) When  an Al71SCPU is used 

Stora rotling uron for Stores setting enom for manual 

lion  rotling lor u c h  uir. A17lSENC. 
0 : Nomu1 
1:SWngonor 

the nnge 1 to l W )  All sot to '0' 
b All set to '0' Sorer manual pulse gmmtor 

smoothing rngnifhtion sotling 
e r m t  for nunmi puiw gonerdon 
conneetad to A171SENC. 
0 : N o m 1  
1 : Setting enor 

(When the a h  setting for any digit 
ir outride the rang. 1 to 59) 

(2) When  an  A273UHCPU  (8 axis specification) is  used 
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Table 3.3 Smcial Reaister  List  (Continued) 
Number 

)9188 

D9189 

D9190 

N8mo 

Test  mode request 
error 

Error program No. 

Error item 
information 

Stored D8tr 

'est  mode request 
mor 

irror program 
'umber 

ieW0 program 
etting error number 

Expl8n8tion 
1 Stores the data of axes being operated when the test modc 
request error flag (M9078) comes ON. 
(1) When an A171SCPU is used 

bl6  bl4 b13  b12 b l l  b10  b9 M b? M b5 M t4 b2 bf bO 
DOiM ~ 4 l * . i e d ~ * t  0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

;All set to '0' 

statua of each um 
Slorw the  openting/atoppod 

1 : Operating 
0 : Slopped 

(2) When  A273UHCPU (8 axis specification) is used 
b15  b14  b13 blZ b l l  b10  b9 M b7 M b5 M b3 b2 bi  bO 

status of each u h :  
0 : Slopped 
1 : Operating 

All ret to '0' 

Stores the subprogram number (range: 0 to 4095) affected 
by the error when the subprogram setting error flag (M9079) 
comes ON. 
If, once  an error program number  has  been stored, an error 
occurs in another servo program, the program number  of the 

program with the new error is stored. 
When the servo program setting error flag (M9079) comes 
ON, the error code that corresponds to the relevant setting 
item is stored in this device. 
Error Code Error Contents 

The servo program set for the DSFRP/SVST 
instruction does not exist. 
The axis number set for the  DSFRP/SVST in- 

set in the servo program. 
The instruction code cannot be decoded 
(there is a questionable instruction code). 
An axis designated as unused in the system 

906 settings is set in the subprogram set for the 
DSFRPlSVST instruction. 
There is an error in the settlngs of the servo 
program set for the DSFRP~SVST instruction. 

901 struction is different from the axis number 

, data The error item in 6.3 is stored. 

f' 
'd 

r I 
L 
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Table 3.3 Special  Register  List (Continued) 
4 

4 

Number 

D919 

Namo 

D9192 

D9193 

D9194 

- 

Area for srtting the 
smoothing magnifi- 
cation for manual 1 pulse generator 1 

Area for setting the 
smoothing magnifi- 
cation for manual 
pulse generator 2 

p273UH only) 
Aroa for setting the 
smoothing magnifi- 
cation for manual 
pulse generator 3 
(P3) 
(A273UH only) 

(PI ) 

( W  

Storod Data 

Servo amplifier in- 
Itallation information 

Meas for setting 
manual pulse gener- 
ltor smoothing m a g  
liflcations 

- 
ExDluratlon 

When the powor is turned ON, or on resetting, the servo ampli 
fier and option slot installation statuses are checkod and thc 
results stored in this device. 
(1) When an  Al71SCPU is ured 

Dole1 
bl6  lo b12 b l l  b M b7 lo M W b2 bl W 

0 

(2) When an A273UHCPU (8 axis specification) is used 

Dolet 
b16 (0 b12 bll lo M b7 W b6 M W b2 bl W 

0 

t 

1: In the case of  an ADU. if the module is not  installed 
although an axis number  has boon set in the system 
settings, a major error is displayed. 

1 Stores the manual pulse generator smoothing time constant. 
1 The smoothing time constant is calculated using  the following 
formula: 

Smoothing time I Smoothing 
constant ( t (magnitication + 1 

The setting range for  smoothing magnification is 0 to 59. 
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(2) A273UHCPU (32 specification) 

~ 

D752' 

D753' 

D754' 

D776 

D791 
to * 

D792 

D799 
to ' 

Name 
Area for setting the 
smoothing magnifi- 
cation for manual 
pulse generator 1 
(P I  I 

Area for setting the 
smoothing magnifi- 
cation for manual 
pulse generator 2 

Area for setting the 
smoothing magnifi- 
cation for manual 
pulse generator 3 

jP2) 

JP3) 

dorage area for 
axis 1 to axis 32 
limit switch output 
statuses 

Servo amplifier type 

Table 3.4 S 
Stored Data 

Areas for setting 
manual pulse gener- 
ator smoothing mag- 
nifications 

Limit switch output 
storage area 

1: ON 
0: OFF 

Servo amplifier type 

ecial Register List 
Explanatton 

6. Stores the manual pulse generator smoothing time constant. 
* The  smoothing  time constant is calculated using the followin 

formula: 
x 56.8tmsl 

constant ( t )  
The setting range  for  smoothing magnification is 0 to  59. 

The status of output (ONIOFF) to  limit switch output AY42 5 6  
with a peripheral device is stored as '1 ' or ' 0 ' .  

1: ON 
0: OFF 

1 These registers can be used to output limit switch output dat; 
to  an external device using the sequence program. 

to 

DZOO L ~ F ~ L I E E ~ t ~ ~ L I E C ~ L ~ ~ L ~ ~ L ~ ~ L ~ ~ L ~ 7 ~ L ~ 6 ~ L ~ ~ L ~ 4 ~ 1 ~ ¶ ~ L I E Z ( L ~ i ~ t ~ O  

b-- For udr 50 ,- F a  &a 29 --H 
DTsl L I R ~ ~ I ~ ~ E ~ L I ~ D ~ L ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ L ~ ~ L I F ~ ~ L I ~ ~ ~ L ~ S ~ L T F ~ ( L I F I ~ ~ ~ O  

b- For udr 52 --. F a  P i s  51 -4 
'1' or '0' is stored for each  of  the bits in D776 to 
D791. 

1) 1 .......... ON 
2) 0 .......... OFF 

I On switching the  power ON or resetting, the servo amplifier typc 
set in the system  settings is set in these devices. 

bl5bb12 b l l b M   b 7 b M  Nbbo 

D794 Ms12 M s  11 -10 M a 0  
D795 Ads16 Me15 M s l 4  M a 9 3  

L Servo amplifier typel) 
0 ...... Unused axis 
1 ...... ADU (main base) 

5 ...... ADU (extension base) 
2 ...... M R-[ 1-B 

r' 
4 

C, 

i 
*: Data registers are used (see Section 3.5). 
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APPENDIX 4 EXAMPLE PROGRAMS 

4.1 Word Data 1 Word  Shift to Left 

(1) A program for shifting to the left  a  range  of  devices  that  comprises  n 
points and  starts with a  designated  word  device is shown  here. 

* Shift range (n) c 

@ + (n-1) @ + (n-2) @ t (na) 
Before .-[( 1 

@ + 2  at1 @ 

, /i , 7 , <z 0 is entered here 
After 
execution 

(2) Word  data  can be shifted one  word to the left  by  using the BMOV (P) 
instruction and RST instruction. 
The  format for a  program for shifting  data  one  word  to the left  by  using 
the BMOV  (P) instruction and RST instruction is shown in Figure 4.1. 

r 
Execution  command 

(1) S, Dl, D2, and n are  explained  below. 
S, D2: Head  number  of the devices to be shifted to  the left 
D l  : Number  of  (word  device  designated  by S + 1) device 
n : Number  of shifted devices 

(2) *: BMOV(P)  indicates the BMOV instruction  and  the BMOVP 
instruction. 

I 
Fig. 4.1 Format  for  Left  Shift  Using BMOV(P) Instruction  and RST 

Instruction 

P 
I 

W 

i 
D 
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(1) A program  that  shifts  the  contents of D683 to 0689 one word  to  the ; 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I left at the  leading  edge (OFF + ON) of XB is  shown here. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

: [Operation] I 
I 
I 
I 
I t I 4 I I 

Shift  range 
I I 

I 
I ' 0689  D688  D687  D686 D685  D684 D683 I i  
; Before 
; execution -100 5003  -32765  3802 -336 600  503 I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I / / / / / /  I I 

J t : After I 
I 

I : execution 1 503 600  -336  3802 -32765 5003 0 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: [Program  Example] 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

P { BMOV D683  D684  6 

I I I :  

(3) Execution  condition 
The execution  condition  when the BMOV instruction and BMOVP 
instruction  are  used  is as follows. 

Execution U 
command 

BMOV 
instruction 

Executed 
each scan each  scan 
Executed 

BMOw n n 
instruction Executed Executed 

once  only once  only 
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4.2 Word  Data 1 Word Shift  to  Right 

(1) A program for shifting to the right  a  range  of  devices  that  comprises  n 
points  and  starts  with  a  designated word device is shown  here. 

Shift range  (n) 
L 

@+ (n-1) @+ (n-2) @+ ln-3) ( 5 2  @+l @ 
I I 

0 is entered here- \ - \  

(2) Word  data  can  be  shifted  one  word to the  right by using the BMOV (P) 
instruction  and RST instruction. 
The  format for a  program for shifting  data  one  word to the  right by using 
the BMOV (P) instruction  and RST instruction is shown  in  Figure 4.2. 

Execution command . 
4 B U O T t -  

S, Dl ,  D2, and n are explained  below. 
S : Head  number  of  the  devices to be  shifted to the right 
D l  : Number  of  (word  device  designated by S + 1) device 
D2 : Final  device  number of word  devices to be shifted to right 
n : Number  of shifted  devices 
*: BMOV(P) indicates  the BMOV instruction and the BMOVP 

instruction. J 
ig. 4.2 Format for Right  Shift  Using BMOV(P) Instruction  and RST 

Instruction 
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I 
(1) A program  that  shifts  the  contents  of D683 to 0680 one word  to the 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I right at the leading  edge (OFF + ON) of XB is shown here. 

I [Operation] 
I 

t Shift range 
I 
I 
I I D689 D688 D687 0886 D685  D684 D683 I 

Before 
execution I -100 I 503 I 600 I -336 I 3802 1-32765 1 5003 I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 0 
I After 

execution 0 -100 503  600 -336 I 3802  -32765 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I [Program  Example] 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I O r t  ' XOOOB P { BMOV D684  0683  6 

ERST D689 

I CIRCUIT END 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(3) Execution  condition 
The  execution  condition  when  the BMOV instruction and BMOVP instruc- 
tion are used  is as follows. 

Execution 
command 

BMOV 
instruction 

Executed 
each scan each scan 
Executed 

CI 

n n 

BMOVP I 1 I I 
instruction ++- Executed Executed 

once  only once only 
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4.3 Reading M Codes 

An example of a  program for reading an M code on completion  of positioning 
start  or on completion of positioning is shown  here. 
The  distinction  between  positioning  start  completion and positioning  comple- 
tion is made  with the following  signals. 

0 Positioning  start  completed ... M1600+20n  (positioning  start  complet- 
ed  signal) 

0 Positioning  completed ............ M1601+20n  (positioning  completed 
signal) 

[Program  Example] 
(1) A program  that  outputs the M code for axis  1 from YOOO to YOOF to an 

external  destination on completion  of positioning start  and  after  conver- 
sion to BCD code, is shown  here. 

System configuration Sequence  program 

Axis 1 positioning start completed  signal 
J 

OV'.[B 
CIRCUIT END 

YOOO to YOOF designation 
M code storage area for 
axk 1 (see Section 3.4.1) 

I BCD conversion  instruction 

(2) A program  that  outputs the M code for axis 1 from YOOO to YOOF to an 
external  destination on completion of positioning and after conversion to 
BCD code, is shown  here. 

System configuration Sequence  program 

/- 
Axis 1 posltionlng  completed signal 

P 

CIRCUIT END t t  t 
YOOO to YOOF designation 
M code storage area for 
axis 1 (see Section 3.4.1) 

BCD conversion  instruction 
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4.4 Error Code Reading 
'% 

A program that reads  the error code  when an error  occurs is shown  here. 
The following signals are  used to determine  whether or not an error has 
occurred: 

0 Minor errors, major errors ..... Error detection signal (M1607+20n) 
0 Servo errors ........................ Servo  error  detection signal (M1608+ 

20n) 

POINTI 
(1)  The following delay  occurs  between the leading  edge (OFF + ON) 

of M1607+20n/M1608+20n  and  storage  of  the  error  code. 
(a) If  the sequence  program  scan time is less than 80 ms,  there will 

be  a  delay of up to 80  ms. 
(b) If  the sequence  program  scan time is longer  than 80 ms, there 

will  be a  delay of  up to one  scan  time. 
Program so that error code.  reading is executed after sufficient 
time  has  elapsed for error codes to be written in the various error 
code  storage  areas after M1607+20n/M1608+20n  comes ON. 

[Program Example] 
(1) A program  that  converts the error code to BCD and outputs it to YOOO to 

YOOF when an axis 1 error occurs  (minor error, major error) is shown 
'. here. 

Sequence program 

K 

CIRCUIT END YOOO to YOOF d.dgnatlon 
Enor code storage u.. lor 
axis 1 

BCD  converdon  instructbn 
I ~ 4 o r  error code storage 

area for axis 1 

I Minor mor code stotage 
area for axls 1 

I For  determining  whether or 
not an emr code is stored 
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APPENDIX 5 RATED MOTOR SPEED AND  NUMBER  OF  FEEDBACK PULSES FOR EACH SER- 
VOMOTOR TYPE ,/ 

I 

The rated motor  speed and  number of  feedback  pulses  for each servomotor 
type is shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Rated  Motor Speed  and Number of Feedback Pulses for Each Servomotor Type 

Motor Model Rated Motor I Name 

I HA-MHO53 1 

3000 

HA-MH13 
HA-MH23 
HA-MH43 
HA-MH73 I HA-FH053 I 

HA-FH63 
HA-SH81 
HA-SH121 
HA-SH201 
HA-SH301 

iHA-SHl52 

HA-SH502 
HA-SH702 i 

IHA-SH53 
HA-SHlO3 
HA-SH153 
HA-SH203 
HA-SH353 

3000 

HA-RH103 
HA-RH153 
HA-RH223 
HA-LH52 

HA-LH202 
HA-LH302 

Feedback Pulses Motor  IYlode' Number of 

[PLSI 
Rated Motor 

Name s p e d  Iwml 

81 92 

~ HA-LH502 
HA-LH102 
HA-LH152 
HA-LH202 
HA-LH302 
HA-LH502 
HA-LH702 
HA-LHl  1 K2 
HA-LH15K2 2000 

2000 

HA-LH22K2 
HA-UH32 
HA-UH52 
HA-UHlO2 
HA-UH152 
.HA-UH222 
HA-UH352 

2000 

16384 

IHA-FF23 1 

HA-FF63 
HCMF053 
HCMF13 
HGMF23 
HC-MF43 
H F 7 3  C-M 
HC-SF52 
HCSFlO2 

2000 

Number of 
Feedback Pulses  

[PLSI 

16384 

8192 

16384 
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APPENDIX 6 SIGNALS FOR POSITIONING 

6.1 Internal Relays 
- 

/ 

<AI 71 S C P b  Table 6.1 Axis I/O Signal List 
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cA273UHCPU (8 axis  specification)> Table 6.2 Axis I/O Signal List 

,External signals 

Feed  present  value update  request 

Unusable 

command y7c y6C y5c y4c y3c y2c ylc yoc 
YOD Y1D  Y2D  Y3D 

Y7F  Y6F Y5F  Y4F Y3F Y2F Y lF  YOF Servo  OFF 
Y7E  Y6E  Y5E  Y4E  Y3E  Y2E  Y1E YOE 
Y7D Y6D Y5D  Y4D 

FIN signal 1 YCO I YCl 1 YC2 I YC3 1 YC4 I YC5 I YC6 I YC7 I 
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~~~~~~ ~ 

eA273UHCPU  (32 axis specification)> 

~ ~~~ 

Table 6.3 Axis UO Signal List / 

Servo  error  detection 

External  signals 

when  starting 
External 

input I M3209 I M3229 I M3249 I M3269 I M3289 I M3309 1 M3329 I 
M3332 

M3333 
M3334 

3315 1 M3335 I 
3316 I M3336 I 
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Signal 
Axis 24 

M3021 M3001 M2981  M2961 M2941 M2921  M2901  M2881 M2861 
M3020 M3000 M2980 M2960 M2940 M2920  M2900  M2880 M2860 

Dinctlon Axis 32 A x k  31 Axis SO Axis  29 Axis 26 Axis  27 Axis 26 Axis  25 

I M2862 I M2882 I M2902 I M2922 I M2942 I M2962 1 M2982 I M3002 I M3022 
I M2863 I M2883 I M2903 1 M2923 I M2943 1 M2963 I M2983 I M3003 I M3023 

PCPU 

SCPU 
-) 

1 M3661 I M3681 I M3701 1 M3721 I M3741 I M3761 I M3781 I M3801 I M3821 
I M3662 I M3682 I M3702 1 M3722 I M3742 I M3762 1 M3782 I M3802 I M3822 

SCPU 

PCPU 
4 

1 M3678 I M3698 1 M3718 1 M3738 I M3758 I M3778 I M3798 I M3818 I M3838 
I M3679 1 M3699 1 M3719 I M3739 I M3759 I M3779 I M3799 I M3819 1 M3839 
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<A1 71 S C P b  Table 6.4 Internal Relay List 

M2000 
M2001 
M2002 
M2003 
M2004 
M2005 

to 
M2008 
M2009 
M2010 

to 
M2011 

Slgnal Name I Signal Dlractlon 

PC READY flag 
Axis 1 start accept flag 

SCPU + PCPU 

Axis 4 start accept flag 
Axis 3 start accept flag 

PCPU + SCPU Axis 2 start accept flag , 

Unusable - 
All-axis servo start accept flag PCPU + SCPU 

Unusable - 
M2012 Manual pulse generator enable flag 
M2013 

SCPU + PCPU 

Unusable 
M2014 

- 
M2015 JOQ simultaneous start command 

When using SV13: Speed switching point designation flag 
When using SV22: Unusable 

SCPU + PCPU 
M2016 +- 

M2017 

M2019 
to Unusable 

- 

M2020 Istart buffer  full J 
M2021 \Axis 1 speed change flag 

M2022 I Axis 2 speed change flag 
PCPU + SCPU 

M2023 Axis 3 speed change flag 
M2024 Axis 4 speed change flag 
M2025 

M2039 
to Unusable - 

M2040 When using SV13: Unusable 
When using SV22: Speed switching point designation flag SCPU + PCPU 

M2041 System setting error flag PCPU 4 SCPU 
M2042 All axes servo start command 
M2043 

SCPU -B PCPU 

M2046 
to Unusable - 

M2047 Optional slot module error detection flag PCPU --f SCPU 

C 
\ 

* 

I 

/ 

/ 
I 

: 
I 
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cA273UHCPU 
(8-axis specification)> Tablo 6.5 Internal Relay List 

PCPU 4 SCPU 

SCPU 4 PCPU 

PCPU 4 SCPU 

M2040 ' 
When  using SVl3: Unusable 
When  using  SV22: Speed switching  point dorignation  flag SCPU 4 PCPU 

M2041 System retting error  flag 

M2043 
SCPU + PCPU All  axes  servo start command M2042 
PCPU 4 SCPU 

M2046 
M2047 Motion slot  module  error  detection flag PCPU 4 SCPU 

to Unusable - 
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eA273UHCPU 
32-axis smcificationb Table 6.6 Internal Relay List 
Device Signal Name Signal 

No. Dlroctlon 
M3000 
M2001 
M2002 
M2003 
M2004 
M2005 
M2006 
M2007 
M2008 
M2009 
M20 10 
M2011 
M20 1 
M20 13 
M20 14 
M2015 

M20 17 
M20 18 
M2019 
M2020 
M2021 
M2022 
M2023 
M2024 
M2025 
M2026 
M2027 
M2028 
M2029 
M2030 
M2031 
M2032 
M2033 

- 
M2016 

PCPU + SCPU 

-Axis28 start acce!t ;ai 1 
Axis 29 s M  acco t  fla 
Axis 30 start  acce t f a  
Axis 31 start acce  t  fla 
Axis 32 start acce t fla 

M203Q 
to Unusable I -  

Speed switching  point  designation 

M2041 Svstem settina  error  flao PCPU + SCPU 
M2042 All axes servo  start flaa SCPU -) PCPU 
M2043 

M2046 
to Unusable - 

M2047 Motion  slot  modulo  error  detection pcpu + scpu flaa 

Device Signal Name Signal 
No. Direction 

PCPU + SCPL 

PCPU -3 SCPL 

M2054 

M2060 

f 
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Table 6.6 Internal Relay List  (Continuedl 
Devlce Signal Name Signal 

No. DlrecUon 

PCPU + SCPC 

flaa 

Axis 7 speed change '0' accept PCPU + SCPL 
M2246 a,-- 

M2247 

M2248 

Axis 8 speed change '0' accept 
flag 
Axis 9 speed change '0' accept 
flaa . M2251 Axis 12 speed change '0' accept 

M2252 Axis 13 speed change '0' accept 

Axis 14 speed change '0' accept I 

Device 
No, 

M2254 

M2255 

M2256 

Slgnal Name Slgnal 
Direction 

Axis 15 speed  change '0' accept 
flag 
Axis 16 speed  change '0' accept 
flag 
Axis 17 speed  change '0' accept 
flaa 

M2260 

M2261 

M2262 

M2263 

Axis 21 speed  change '0' accept 

Axis 22 speed  change '0' accept 
flag , PCPU + SCPL 
Axis 23 speed  change '0' accept 
flag 
Axis 24 speed  change '0' accept 

flag 

flea ..-= 

M2264 Axis 25 speed  change '0' accept 
flaa 

M2269 Axis 30 speed  change '0' accept 
flaa 

M23 19 

<A1 71 SCPU/A273UHCPU 
(8132-axis specification)> Table 6.7 Special  Relay List 

PCPU + SCPU 
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6.2 Data  Registers (D) 

! 

<A1 71 Sm 
Device 

No. 

D8OO 

D819 
to 

D820 
to 

D839 

0840 

D859 
to 

D860 
to 

D879 

D880 
to 

D959 

D960 
to 

D965 

D966 

D971 
to 

D972 
to 

D977 

D978 

D983 
to 

D984 
to 

Dl007 

Dl008 
to 

D  1009 

Dl010 
to 

Dl011 

C 'PU> Table 6.8 Dai 

Signal Name 

F b t  data register number 
Axis 1 monitoring 

A M  D M n l W  

Mum o M * r  VdW 

Axis 2 monitoring 
data 

Axis  3 monitoring 

Unusable 

Axis 1 control 
change data 

change data 

Axis  3 control 8p.dh.ng.W-. 
change data 
storage area 

Axis 4 control 
change data 
storage area 

Unusable 

Limit switch output disable setting 

Unusable 

ta Reaister  List 
Device 

Dl012 

Dl013 

Dl014 
to 

Dl015 

Dl016 

Dl017 

Dl018 

Dl019 

D  1020 

D  1023 
to 

- 
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Signal Name 

Setting register for axis number controlled with 
manual pulse generator 

Unusable 

JOG operation simultaneous start axis setting 
register 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 1 

1 pulse input magnificatlon setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 2 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 3 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 4 

Unusable 

I 

4 
I 

f 
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. 

eA273UHCPU 
(8-axis  specification)> Table 6.9 Data  Reaister  List 

h I 

3 

I I Signal Name 

O8O0 

D819 
to Axis 1 monitoring 

data 

D820 Axis 2 monitoring 
D E 9  /dru 

Axis 3 monitoring 
D k 9  Idata 
'*'O Axis 4 monitoring 
D k  Ida. 
D880 Axis 5 monitoring 
D k S  Idata 
D900 Axis 6 monitoring 
D k 9  Idata 
D920 Axis 7 monitoring 
D&9 Idata 
D940 Axis 8 monitoring 
D E 9  /d.u 

I n ,  

0972 Axis 3 control 
to change data 

D977 storage area 

D978 Axis 4 control First data reglster nunbr 
to change data 

D983 storage area 

0984 Axis 5 control 
to change data 

D989 storage area 

D990 Axis 6 control 
to change data 

D995 storage area 

D996 Axis 7 control 
to change data 

Dl001 storage area 

8 p . . d - n 0 ~ r  

Dl002 

storage area Dl007 
change data to 
Axis 8 control 

Dl008 

Dl011 
to Limit switch output disable setting 

Slgnal N8me 

D1014 Setting register for axis number controlled with 
manual pulse generator 3 

~ I D1015 
register 
JOG operation simultaneous start axis setting 
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4273UHCPU 

Devicc 
No. 

DO 

D l 9  
to 

D20 
to 

D39 

D40 

D59 
to 

D60 

D79 
to 

D80 

D99 
to 

Dl00 

D l  19 
to 

Dl20 

Dl39 
to 

Dl40 

Dl59 
to 

Dl60 
to 

Dl79 

Dl80 
to 

Dl99 

D200 
to 

D219 

D220 
to 

D239 

D240 
to 

D259 

0260 
to 

D279 

0280 

D299 
to 

D300 
to 

D319 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

K i  
-r 

s specification)> Table 6.10 Data  Reaister  List 
I 

Signal Name I""dp 

i-z Axis 1 monitoring data 

Axis 2 monitoring data 1 z! 
Axis 3 monitoring data 

D379 

Axis  4 monitoring data 

Axis 5 monitoring data 
D419 

etis 6 monitoring data 

h i s  7 monitoring data 
D459 

h i s  8 monitoring data 

h i s  9 monitoring data 
D499 

U is  10 monitoring data 

h i s  11 monitoring data 
D539 

D540 
h i s  12 monitoring data 

I 

h i s  13 monitoring data 

h i s  14 monitoring data 
D599 

h i s  15 monitoring data 1 D::o 
D619 

1 E: h i s  16 monitoring data 
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I ' Signal Name 

Axis 17 monitoring data 

Axis 18 monitoring data 

Axis 19 monitoring data 

Axis 20 monitoring data 

Axis 21 monitoring data 

Axis 22 monitoring data 

Data  Register Names 

1 First data register  number 
Axis 23 monitoring data I O C F..dpnrnl~. 4 

Axis 24 monitoring data D.*l.IImonbrn*H 

Axis 26 monitoring data I 
FOreon.Dntg..dcomml I TOQW Imn nlu. 

18 *cbldpnrrUnlu..h.n L 

Axis 27 monitoring data STOPklnput n 

I 

Axis 28 monitoring data 

Axis 29 monitoring data 

I 

Axis 30 monitoring data 

Axis 31 monitoring data 

Axis 32 monitoring data 

1 
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<A273UHCPU 
4 

/' 

4 

32-a) 

hvica 
No. 

- 
- 
D640 
D64l - 
D642 
D643 - 
D644 
D645 - 
D646 
D647 - 
0648 
D649 - 
D650 
D651 - 
D652 
D653 - 
D654 
D655 - 
D656 
D657 - 
D658 
D659 
7 

D660 
D661 - 
D6S2 
D663 - 
D664 
D665 - 
D666 
D667 - 
D668 
D669 - 
D670 
D671 - 

s specification)> Tablr 6.10 Data  Rogistor  List (Continued) 
I I 

storage area 

storage area 

Axis  3  JOG speed data D676  Axis  19  JOG speed 
storage area D677 data storage area 

Axis  4  JOG speed data 0678 Axis 20 JOG  speed 
storage area D679 data storage area 

Axis 5 JOG speed data D680  Axis 21 JOG speed 
storage area D661 data storage area 

Axis  6  JOG  speed data D682  Axis 22 JOG speed 
storage area D683 data storage area 

Axis  7  JOG  speed data Axis 23 JOG speed Fmt data rw,crtsr storage area 
I 

O - . p . d w h e n g * ( . r  

Axis 8 JOG  speed data D686  Axis 24 JOG speed 
storage area D687 data storage a r m  

Axis  9  JOG  speed data D688  Axis 25 JOG  Speed 
storage area D689 data storage area 

Axis 10 JOG speed D690  Axis 26 JOG speed 
data storage area D691 data storage area 

Axis  11  JOG  speed D692  Axis 27 JOG  speed 
data storage area D693 data storage area 

Axis  12  JOG speed 
data storage area 

~ ~~ ~~ 

Axis  13  JOG  speed D696  Axis 29 JOG  speed 
data storage area D697 data storage area 

Axis  14  JOG  speed D698  Axis 30 JOG speed 
data storage area D699 data storage area 

Axis 15 JOG speed D700  Axis 31 JOG speed 
data storage area D701 data storage area 

Axis  16  JOG  speed D702  Axis 32 JOG speed 
data storage area D703 data storage area 
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cA273UHCPU 
32-axis specification)> Table 6.10 Data Register List  (Continued) 

I 

Device 
No. Signal Name Device 

No. Signal Name 

D704 I to Unusable 
D709 

I D737 1 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 18 

D710 JOG operation simultaneous start axis setting 
register D71 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of D738 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of D751 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of D750 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of D749 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 

manual pulse generator for axis 29 manual pulse generator for axis 7 
1 pulse input magnification setting register of D748 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D726 

manual pulse generator for axis 28 manual pulse generator for axis 6 
1 pulse input magnification setting register of D747 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D725 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 27 D746 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 

manual pulse generator for axis 5 D724 

manual pulse generator for axis 26 D745 manual pulse generator for axis 4 
1 pulse input magnification setting register  of 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D723 

manual pulse generator for axis 25 manual pulse generator for axis 3 
1 pulse input magnification setting register of D744 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D722 

manual pulse generator for axis 24 D743 manual pulse generator for axis 2 
1 pulse input magnification setting register  of 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D721 

manual pulse generator for axis 23 manual pulse generator for axis 1 D720 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D742 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 

manual pulse generator for axis 22 manual pulse generator 3 D719 
1 pulse input magnification setting register of D741 Setting register for axis number controlled with D718 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 21 D740 manual pulse generator 2 D717 

Setting register for axis number controlled with D716 

manual pulse generator for axis 20 manual pulse generator 1 D715 
1 pulse input magnification setting register of D739 Setting register for axis number controlled with D714 

manual pulse generator for axis IS to 

D727 manual pulse generator for axis 8 

Manual pulse generator 3 (P3) smoothing D754. 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D732 

Manual pulse generator 2 (P2) smoothing D753. 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D731 

Manual pulse generator 1 (P l )  smoothing D752. 1 pulse input magnification setting register of D730 

manual pulse generator for axis IO D729 

manual pulse generator for axis 31 manual pulse generator for axis 9 D728 

manual pulse generator for axis 30 

manual pulse generator for axis 32 

manual pulse generator for axis 11 magnification setting area 

manual pulse generator for axis 12 

magnification setting area manual pulse generator for axis 13 

magnification setting area 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of D756 
D733 manual pulse generator for axis 14 1 ,tt9 /Unusable 

1 pulse input magnification setting register of D760 1 D E 5  I D734 manual pulse generator for axis 15 Limit switch output disable setting 

D735 manual pulse generator for axis 16 
1 pulse input magnification setting register of D776 

D79 1 
to * Limit switch output status storage area 

D736 
D799 

D792 1 pulse input magnification setting register of 
manual pulse generator for axis 17 to * 

*: Treated as a special register. For details, see Section 3.5. 

Servo amplifier type 
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. 

Device Number WgMi Name 
D9180 

D9182 
Limit switch output status storage area for axis 3 and axis 4 DS181 
Limit switch output status storage area for axis 1 and axis 2 

Unusable 

D9184  PCPU error cause 
D9185 

servo amplifier type 
D9186 
D9187 Manual pulse generator axis setting error 
D9188  Test  mode request error 
D9189 Error program number 
D9190  Error item information 
D9191 Servo amplifier loading information 
D9192 
D9193 

Area for setting the manual pulse generator smoothing magnification 

Unusable 
D9194 
D9195 

to 
D9199 

Unusable 

D9183 

cAl71 SCPU> Table 6.11 Special  Register  List 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

eA273UHCPU 
(8-axis specification)> Table 6.12 Special Register List 
Device Number Signal Name 

D9180 

Limit switch output status storage area for axis 7 and axis 8 D9183 
Limit switch output status storage area for axis 5 and axis 6 D9182 
Limit switch output status storage aroafor axis 3 and axis 4 D9181 
Limit switch output status storage area for axis 1 and axis 2 

D9184  PCPU error cause 
D9185 

Servo amplifier type 
D9186 
D9187 Manual pulse  generator axis setting error 
D9188 
D9189 

Test  mode request error 

Area  for setting the manual pulse generator (P3) smoothing magnification D9194 
Area  for setting the manual pulse generator (PP) smoothing magnification D9193 
Area  for setting the manual pulse generator (P l )  smoothing magnification D9192 
Servo amplifier loading information D9191 
Error item information D9190 
Error program number 

D9195 

D9199 
to Unusable 
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4273UHCPU 
(32-axis specification)> Table 6.13 Special Rogister List 
Devlte Number Signal Name 

0752. 
Area for setting the manual pulse generator (Pa) smoothing magnification D753' 
Area for setting the manual pulse generator (Pl )  smoothing magnification 

1 D754' 1 Area for setting the manual pulse generator (P3) smoothing magnification 
I 

D799 
D9180 

D9181 
D9182 

D9183 

Limit switch output status storage area 

Servo amplifier type 

Unusable 

Test mode request error 

D9184 IPCPU error cause 
D9185 

to 
D9187 

Manual pulse generator setting error 

D9188 Unusable 
D9189 Error program number 
D9190 Error item information 
DSlSl 

to 
D9192 

Servo amplifier loading information 

09193 

I to ]Servo amplifier loading information 

t D9192 
09193 

I 

1 D9 199 
to Unusable 

*: Data registers used (See Section 3.5) 
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4 APPENDIX 7 PROCESSING TIMES 

The  processing  times for each signal and  each instruction when performing 
positioning control with a servo  system CPU are indicated here. 

Operation  cycle for each  servo  system CPU 
The  processing  times for performing positioning control operation with 
each  servo  system CPU are indicated below. 

A17lSCW A273UHCPU 
sOtnUt lh f  1 t 0 3  of axes 4 

1 4 2  ms 7.1 ms 3.5 ms 7.1 ms 3.5 ms Operation cyde 

25 t o 3 2  1 3 t 0 2 4  1 to 12 

(2) PCPU processing  cycle 
The  processing  time  at  the PCPU after detection of the  start  request 
signal and PC ready (M2000) signal ON is indicated  below. 

A171SCPU (a-axta speelflcation) 
A27SUHCPU A273UHCPU 

Number of 
axes used Pxes 4 u e s  32uc.s 1 6 ~ x 8 s  8 a e s  4 a x e s  8 u e s  

'1 : For FEED, VPF, and VPR, this  differs  greatly  according to the conditions. 

'2 : The  range of 7 to 17 ms should be regarded as a guide  only. 
If the other  axe8 are stopped it is 14 to 28 ms. 
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(3) Common devices 
The  processing  times  for  the common devices for each  axis in 
positioning  control are indicated  below.  For  each  signal  whose 
direction  of  transmission is 'PCPU + SCPU', the  cycle for notification 
from the PCPU to the SCPU is  indicated.  For  signals  whose direction 
of transmission is 'SCPU + PCPU', the cycle for notification from  the 
SCPU to the PCPU, or  the  cycle  for  detection  at the PCPU, is 
indicated. 

h v l s a  No. 

D M 0  lo D703 

AZ73UHCPU 
Al71SCPU 

Spoenlcatlon 
b u l e  

32-uIe Sp.cHlt.tlon 
I 

8.L Numb.? 
of Axms Sat  Number 01 Arn 

1 to 3 4 I 1 t o 8  I 1 t o 1 2  I 131024  25to32 

10 M 10 m 10 m 10 ms 10 m 10 m 

10 m 10 m 10 m END' END.1 END " 

END" END ' END'1 END' END" E N D "  

END " END '1 END *' END ' END *' END *' 

END *1 : With A171SCPU : *SO ms' or 'PC program scan time', whichever is longer 
With A273UHCPU : '50 ms' or PC program  scan time, whichever  is longer 
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(4) Devices  specific to each axis 
The  processing  times  for  the  devices for each axis in positioning 
control are indicated below.  For  each signal whose direction of 
transmission is 'PCPU + SCPU', the cycle for notification from the 
PCPU to the  SCPU is indicated. For signals  whose direction of 
transmission is 'SCPU + PCPU', the  cycle for notification from the 
SCPU to the PCPU, or the  cycle for detection  at  the PCPU, is 

4 

indicated. 

I AZTBUHCPU I 
Dwlu No. 

A171sCPU 
MTBUHCPU 

(aaUl8  
ip.c#k.tIon) 

SM Numb8r 01 Ax88 S%N!!pf 8.1 Numb8r 01 Ax88 

1 to 3 4 1 t o a  1 to 12 13to24 2s to32 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 m 3.5 m 7.1 m 14.2 m 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 m 3.5 m 7.1 ma 14.2 ma 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 nu 3.5 ma 7.1 ma 14.2 m 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 tm 3.5 m 7.1 ma 14.2 m 
MIBOO 

I O  
M1759 

x000 
to 

XOFF 

w 4 0 0  
I O  

U3039 

3.5 m 

3.5 m 

3.5 m 3.5 m 
~ ~~~ 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 m 3.5 nu 7.1 mt 14.2 nu 

3.5 m 7.1 nu 3.5 m 3.5 nu 7.1 ma 14.2 m 

3.5 m 7.1 nu 3.5 nu 3.5 ma 7.1 ma 14.2 m 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 ma 3.5 ma 7.1 nu 14.2 m 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 m 3.5 m 7.1 nu 14.2 ma 

~ ~~ 

3.5 nu 7.1 m 3.5 ma 3.5 nu 7.1 ma 14.2 nu 

"p"c"' 3.5 m 7.1 ma 3.5 nu 3.5 nu 7.1 nu 14.2 nu 
M14OO 

I O  
M1559 

Yo00 
to 

YO70 
WOO 

I O  
-9 

I &NOOFF 3.5 m 7.1 ma 3.5 ma 3.5 M 7.1 rn 14.2 ma 

END" END' 3.5 3.5 m 7.1 nu 14.2 nta 

END"  END^ 3.5 ma 3.5 nu 7.1 nu 14.2 ma 

END" ENDI 3.5 ma 3.5 nu 7.1 m 14.2 nu 

3.5 m 7.1 nu 3.5 nu 3.5 m 7.1 m 14.2 m 

END" END? END" EHDI END'' END" 

A I  slarl At slarl At starl At slwl AI slart At starl 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 rns 3.5 nu 7.1 m 14.2 m 
3.5 m 7.1 nu 3.5 rm 3.5 nu 7.1 m 14.2 m 

3.5 m 7.1 m 3.5 ma 3.5 M 7.1 ma 14.2 m 

D800 
I O  

DD59 

Do 
to 

C630 
D800 

I O  
DOSO 

PCPU-, 
SCPU 

END '1 : With A171SCPU : ' 80  ms' or 'PC program scan time', whichever is longer 
With A273UHCPU : ' 5 0  ms' or  PC program scan  time, whichever is longer 
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(5) Processing time for DSFRP/SVST instructions, DSFLP instruction, 
END instruction 
The  processing  times for each instruction used in sequence  programs 
used for e.g. positioning control start are indicated below.  For the 
processing  times of sequence  program instructions other  than  the 
ones indicated below, refer to  the ACPU  Programming  Manual 
(Common Instructions) IB-66250. 

A1  71SCPU ............ Same as the  processing  time for A1  SCPU 
A273UHCPU ......... Same  as the processing  time for A3UCPU 

A171SCPU (€i-ut~ spoclno.t~m) 
A273UHCPU 

(32-ax& rpocification) 
A273UHCPU 

Number of 
ares used 4 axes 32 axes 18axes €taxes 4axes 8 axes 4axes 

END 5000 us 
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